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PART rii.

MAGNETISM.

CHAPTER I.

KLEMEXTART TTTEOHY OF MAGNETlSHf.

371.] Ckiitain lodios, as, for Ltistanet-, the Iron ore called Imd-
stonts the earth ifeelf, ami pitjces of stool wliidi have been sub-
jectid to certain treiitmeiit, arc' ffmml to possess the following
propertioB, and arc oolkd Mag^nots,

If, near nuy part of the earth's surfiice pieept the Magnetic
Poke, 3 magnet he susptiiidod so ae to torn [t^ely alwut a vertical
axis, it will in gunernl t*nd to set itself in a certain azimath, and
if disturLed from fhif; position it will osoillate alxint it. An nn-
magnofizetl body hua no such tendency, but is in equilibrium in
all nKimittlig alike.

372.] It is fonnd thiit the force which act* on the body tends
to oiinse a certain line in the body, called the Axis of the Magnet,
to beeome parallel to a certain lino in space, called the Direction
of til Maf^netio Force.

Let nss Bii])pose the magnet suspended bo m to h« free to iiim
in all directions aLout a fixed point. To ellniijwte the action of
its wei-;ht we may suppose this point to be its ceatre of gravity.
ILct it come to a position of equilibrium. Mark two ptiiiits on
the mngnct, and not* their positions in space. Then let the
muguvi \k placed in a new position of ecjuilibriiim, and note the
posit iouis in space of the two nmvked point* on the maf>nei..

Sinee the aiis of the ma^^uet coineides with the direeiion of
inagnetie force in both positions, we have fo find that line in
the magnet which occupies the same position in space (>efore and
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alter the motion. It appears, from tie theory of the motion of

bodies of inviiriiible Ibrm, that sueli a line always exists, and that

a motion equivalent to the actual motion might have taken place

hy simple rotation round this line.

To find the line, join the first and last positions of each of tlie

marked points, and drsw planes bisectinj^' these lines at ri^ht

angles. Tlie intersection of thosse planes will he th<2 lliie retpired,

whieh indieates tiie direction of the axis of the magnet and the

diroeiion of the inng-netie force in space.

The nit?thfxl just described is not convenient for the praeticul

deierminsitiori of these directions. We shall letnm to this snhject

when we treat of Miiji^netie Measurements.

The direetiou of the mag-notie force is found to be different at

difrereiit parts of the eivrth's surfiiee. If the end of th« axis of

the magnet which points in a northerly direction he marked, it

huB been found that the direction in whioli it seta itself in general

deviates from the true meridian to a considerahle extent, and that

the niEirked end points on the whole dim nwards in the northern

Lemisphcre and upwards in the southern.

The azimuth of the direction of the magnetie force, measured

from the true north in a westerly direttion, is called the Variation,

OT iJie Magnetic Declination, The angle hetween the direction of

the magnetic force and the horizontal plane is called the Magnetic

Dip. These two angles determine the direction of the magnetic

force, and, when the magnetic intensity is also known, the magnetic

force ie completely determined. The deterininatlou of the values

of these three elements at diiierent paits of the earth's surface,

the discussion of the manner h\ which they vary according to the

place and time of observation, atid the investigation of tlie causes

of the magnetic force and its variittioiis, coiistltute the science of

Terrestrial Magnetism.

573.] Let us now siAppose that the axes of several magnets have

been determined, and the end of each which points north marked.

Then, if one of these he freely suspended and another brought

near it, it is found that two raarketl ends repel eneh other, that

n. marked and an tmmarktd end attract each other, and that two

unmarked endit repel each other.

If the magnets are in the form of long rods or wires, uniformly

and longitudinally magnetized, see below, Art. 384, it is found

that the greatest manifestation of force occurs when the end of

one mngnet is held near the end of the other, and that the
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phenomena can be aeeoimt^d Art by supposing that Hfee enOs of
the mngmts mpel eaeh otlier, that unlike ends attract each other
iinti that the intertnt^diate parts of the magneto have no sensible
mutiml action.

The ends of a long thin magnpt nre commonly c&tlfd it.^ Poles
In thu case of (in indefinitely thin ma^-net. unitbimly maenetiz^l
tbroug^hout its lengrth, tho es^tremities act a« centroa of force, and
the rest of tho majsmet appears devoid of magnetic ftction.' In
all aetiml niagin.ts the ma-iK-tization deviates from niiifonnitv' ao
that no siQfjIe points carj bo taken lui th<^ [xAm. Coubnili, how-
ever by using ionj^. thin nnh nia-neti/etl witlx enro. succeeded in
establishing the law offeree botiveen two magnetic poks*.

m rf^puklou bettt^een two ^mpnetic pole, u m iha Hmtghl Hm Johiing
them, and k fmmmca% e^jimi to the pmlnH the drenfjtha nf
ih^jiQkt divided % th^ SiiHttm of iM dutnnee fjetmen tA*im.

874.] This law, of courfle, imumeau tliat the Htrength of rat-h
pole IS measnred in terms of a certain unit, tiie magnitude of »-bie!i
may be detluceil from the terms of the law.

Tlu> nnit-]iole is a polo which pointa north, and ii bucI, that,
ivben i>laee<l at niiit distiince from another unit-polc. it repeb it
with niut of force, the unit of force being detii.etl ^ m Art. 0, A
pole which points south is recltoned cegiitive.

If w;[ and are the strengths of two magnetic [loles, / tho
distance between tliem, and /the ibi^e of repulsion, all expressed
niuneruially, then m^ni^

I - —^r -

Bnt if \,n\ [Z] and \F\ be the concrete unita of magnetic pole,
length and foree, then

whence it follows that

I

or \m\ = \l\T-m^\
pie dimensions of the unit pole are tberefore % as regards length,
C-i) as re-ard. time, and \ m regards mass. ^Tiese dimemions
are the same as tliose of the eltjctrostiitle unit of electricity, whicli
IS specified m exactly the same way in Arta. 41, 42,

111* i'itm^'^Jr J
"n4,™tUm Willi Tormon B«Imc« m oonUiuod U,

I
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375.1 Tiid accur^y of this may bo oansideied to have

beenMM by the experiments of Coulomb with the Tar.ion

Balance, ^rnl coniM by expeiimouts of Gauss and Weber,

and of all c-bservers in magnetic ob.evv^itori^s, who arc every day

Bjatinf? measurements of magiietieqn.ntltie., ami who obt^tm v«sults

whid/wonkl he inconsistent mth eadx other if the laNv ot foree

had been en-.neo.^sly ...amcd. It d.vive. additional .q.poit from

it. eonsktenoy with the kws of ekctroma^.netic phenomemu

37G 1 The quantity .vhieh we hav^^ hitherto called the strength

of a pole may ako be ealkd a quantity of 'Magnetism,' provitM

we attribute no properties to 'Magnetism' execpt tbos. observed

in the wWs of mafnif-'ts.
,

Sincfthe .M^ves.ion of the kw of force between given quantities

of 'Macmetism' has exactly the same mathematical form as the

law nf force between quantities of ' EWtricity' of equal numerical

valnti, mvieh of the niatbematic.1 ti-^atment of magnetism must l>e

similar to that of electridty. There are, however, other properties

of magnet., wbidi must be borne in mind, ^md which may throw

some light on the electrical properties of bodies.

Bdat'mi betmm iU Foks of a Magmt.

S77] The quantity of magnetism at one pile of a magnet is

dw^ys eqtial and opposite to tbat at the other, or more generally

^^lir^vcr^ BhfMt tU Md fmnii/f qfMaomtkM (reckoned nlge-

braicftlly) u zero.

Henee in a field of force which is uniform and parallel tlironghoufc

ihe spce occupied by the magnet, the force actin- on the marked

end of th« magnet is exactly ecinal, opposite and parallel to that on

the unmarked end, m that the resultant of the forces is a statical

eonple, tending to place ib. .xis of the magnet in a determmate

direction, but not to move the magnet as a whok in any direction

This mav he easily proved by putting the magnet mto a small

vessel and floating it in water. The v.-ssel will turn m a certain

direction, ^ m to bring the axi. of the magnet as near as possible

to the direction of the earth's magnetic force, but there will be no

motion of the ve..sel as a whole in any direction ;
so that th.i-e can

be no excels of the ibi-c. towai^s the north ovov that t^^vvards he

south, or the reverse. It may also be shewn from the feet tl.at

ma-netizi.ig a piece of steel does not alter its weight. It does alter

the apparent position of its centre of gravity. can.mg it m tbes^>
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latitudes to shift along- tlie axis towards the north. The centre
of inertia, as determined hy the phenomena of" rotation, remains
unaltered.

378,] If the middle of a lonni" thin m!ig:nct be esnmined, it is

fouud to possess no ma<jnt'tic proiwrties, ljut if the niaj^net bo
broken at that point, each of tho pieces is foutid to have a niag^nclie

pole at the [ikce of fracture, and this new pole is exactly etiiial

and opposite to the other pole bcbiiging to that piece* It is

impossible, cither hy maj^neti nation, or by breaking mai^ncts, or
by any other means, to procure a magnet whose pohis jire un-

If we break tlie long thin magnet into a number of short, pieces

we shall obtain a, series of short magnets, each of which has pok's
of nearly the same stren^'th m thorn' of the original lon^ inai^net.

Tliis ntnltiiilinitioti of poies is not noPC.'»airiiy a creation of energy,
for wo must reincmljor tJiat iifler brciilfing tlie nia^^net we have to
do work to tccpamto tlie partj^, in eonst^Mipiorice of their altrrudion
for one an^tlier.

379,] Let UB now put all the pieeta of the magnet toffcflier

US at first. At etich point of junction there will bo two poles
exactly t<|iiid and tif opposilt* kindfj, phmul in contatd, so that their
imit*Hi action otv any other i>ole will \m null. The ma^^oet, llisia

rebuilt, has therefore the same pro[MTtiew as at Jirst, nanieiy two
pobss, one st each eod, e<iual and opposite to ravch other, and the
part between these poles eshiljita no magnetic action.

Sinfp, id thia case, we know the long magnet to bo made up
of little short magiiets, and since the pbenonuMnt are (lie samem m the case of the unbroken magnet, we may rigard the magnet,
even before being broken, as made up of small piirticles, tach of
which has two etiual and opposit-e poles. If we HWppose all magnets
to be made up of eueh jmrtielea, it is evident tliat siucc the
algebraical (piantity of magnetism in each particle k zero, the
quantity in the whole magnet will also he zero, or in other words,
its jxjics will be of equal Btreugtli but of opposite kind.

3S0.] Since the form of the law of mapietic action is identical

with that of electric action, the same reasons ^vhicli can be given
for attributing electric phenomena to the ai-tion of one 'fluid'

or two 'fluids' cau also be ujied in favour of the exisleuee of a
magnetic matter, or of two kinds of mug^ietic matter^, fluid or
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otberwiss>. In fact, a theory of magnd,tc matter, if used in a

purely mathematical sam^, cannot fail to cxpMm the pheBomena,

provided new laws ate freely introduced to account for the actual

Ono of theee new laws mnst be that the magnetic carmot

pass from one mokcuk. or particle of the magnet to another but

thut the proc^« of ma|,meti^ation consists in a^paratmg to a certam

extent the two fluids within each particle, and causuij- the one iluid

to be more concentrated at one end, and the other fluid to he more

coneentmted at the other end of ihe particle. This h the theory oi

A particle of a ma|raetizable body is, on this theota^ ^mb^^ous

to a suiall insulated conductor without charge, which on the two-

fiuid theory eontaias iudefmitcly large hut c^^et}y equal (luantities

of the two Gleetrieities. When an electroTugtive force acts on the

conductor, it separates the electricities, cauising them to bcecme

manifest at opposite sides of the eonduetor. In a similar manner,

according to this theory, the magnetising foi-ce causes the tflro

kinds of magnetism, which were originally in a neutr^thzed state

to be sepamtcd, and to appear at opposite sides of the magnetized

tjarticle. .

In certain substances, such as soft iron and those magnetic

substances which cannot be permanently magnetized, this nmgQetie

condition, like the ekctrilication of the oonduct^n-, disappears when

the indacing force is removed. In other euhetanceg, such jib bard

Bteel, the magnetie condition is produced with difficulty, and, when

produced, remains after the removal of the indueiug force.

This is express<}d hy saying that in the latter case there is a

Coercive Force, tending to prevent alteration in the magnetiKation,

which must he overcome before the power of a magnet can be

either increased or diminished. In the case of the electrified body

tliis would correspond to ft kind of electric resistance, which, unhhe

the resistance observed in metals, would be equivalent to complete

insulation for electromotive forces below a certain value.

This theoiy of magnetism, like tVie corresponding theory of

electricity, is evidently too large for the facts, and requires t» be

restricted by artificial conditions. For it not only gives no reason

why one body may not difi'er from another on aeeonnt of having

more of both fluids, but it enables us to say what wouH be the

properties of a body containing an excess of one magnetic fluid.

It is true that a reason is given why such a body cannot exist,
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amhit this reaeon is mly introduced as an after-thouglit to eiplai
this particular fact. It dom not grow out of tlio theory'.

We must thcrefoiu seek for a mode of expression whk h
shall not be capable of ospTeesing too luucli, and ivhicb Ml leave
room for the introtlnction of new id(\is ns thete .ire developed from
new facts. This, I think, we shall obtain if we begin hy saying
that the particles of a magnet are Pohirized .

Meaning of the tern * Pohri^aiim,*

When a particle of a, body possesses properties related fco a
certain line or direction in the body, and wlien tho hody, retainin>f
these prniKTties, is (nrned so that this direction is reversed, then
if us regsirda Dtlicr bodioa these proiwrfcies of the jiarfcick are
rCToriiif'd, the particle^ in reference to these properties, is said to be
]>oIarij{ed, and the properties are said to constitutt? a parLienlar
kiiui of jtolarisiAtion.

Thus wfi may my that the rotation of » Xmly about an axis
constitutes a kind (»f iwhiri^sntion, beennse if, while llie rotation
eontitiues, the direction of the axis w turned enti for end, tho body
will l>o r<>tatin{,' in the ojipt^silc rlirection jib regards space,

A conducting ]itirfiele througli which there xh a current r.f cilee-

trieity may l>e said to be polarized, becauge if it were tnrned rotind,
ant! if the current continued to How in tlic same direction as regarda
llie particle, its (!ire<.>tion in space would he reversetl,

1 1] i^hnrtj if any mnthematieal ^ir phyHieal (pmntity ia of the
nature of a vector, as delined in Art. 11, tl»>ii ,my body or parl iclo
to which this diretrtod <iuautity or vector belon^^^ may be miul to
Ix! t'ohirized*, because it has oppodt* pMlwrties in the two oi>iKiKit*i

directions or poles of the directed quantity.

The poles of the earth, for example, have reference to its rotation,
and have accordingly different namea.

* Tlio ward Poiarltoiioji Um ubwI in h »e.iMfl mt ociiwtMtent with tlii* inOjitu™. when, A my of lii;|^t in sai.t to bo \mhrh<,d when it i>^.|.LTLi«« wlatij,*

rvftrra to jiMolher kir..| of Jlsrticto.l (Juu.aity, vthivh innv Im ^nllt^d « DliniJar timintSly.
in oppoHitou to iJiw foTOw km-l, wliidi luay Iw called UniH^^

ft qiii»i,titj M lLi.m..,l end for un.I it rt'inaiiw t})« jw Iwforo.
ion«M»«« a,ul IresaurcB in soli.l bodi..*, KxU.uhuav,, Vmnpr^mn Anil jy,»UynUm»ami mtiat of tlio opt.cnl. duutnca!, ftt.d iiiagnMtIc promrli^^ o( ^y^taliy^"}
ii« Hjipoljir i|U»iiliti(!>i.

5-
.

I /

Tho |>ropcrty produce*] by niagnetS»iH in tranaitiinstil ImWen of tvMnst tllo plniia
oi i>t.iAnjsatjcHi „rih« i.iet*lt,i,t l%ht, in, lik- iim^iellsin iL*u!f, ft uhilwIm i.i^tlorty.The rotakvry prt.pofty refemsd to in Art, SflS ^ umi^.Ur

i i™
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Mmtihig of the km ' Magneik PolarizaikvJ

383.1 In q>eakmff of tlie .tat^. of the r^^rt^eks of a m.gnet

nmgnotic polari.dioa, imply fhat each of tb. .mnlle.t part,

into which . ma-net may he divided ha« certain poper ies related

to a deftnite diri^.tion tliroi^gli the particle, called A^,'^ ?
Magnetization, and tbut the properties related to oae e^d ol this

axb are oppos>ile to the properties rdat^ to the other end

The properties which we attribute to tlie particle aie of the same

kind as those wbieh we observe in the complete ma^et, and in

assumin- that the particles pos.es. the^e properties, wc only assert

what we ean pfove by breaking the maguet up into small pieces,

for each of the^c is fouad to be a magnet.

Properties of a Magnetized Farikk.

383,] Let the element dxd^dz be a particle of a magnet, and

let us iissume that its magnetic properties are those of a magnet

the strength of whose positive pole is and whose length is fh

Then if P any point in space distant r from tlie positive pole and

/ from the negative pole, the magnetic potential at P will be

'± due to the positive pole, and ~ - due to the negative pole, or

r.^ (/-.). W
If the distance between the poles, is very small, we may put

where « is the angle between the vector drawn from the ma^et

to P and the axis of the magnet, or

y= —-r- COS e. ^ '

Magneik Mommt.

3841 The product of the length of a uniformly and longitud-

inally magnetized bar magnet into the stren<>lh of its positive pole

is called iits Magnetic Moment.

Intensity of MagneiizaUmi,

The intensity of magnetisation of a magnetic particle is the ratio

of its magnetic moment to it. volume. We .hall denote it by /.

The magnetization at any point of a magnet may be defined

by its intensity and its direction. Its direction may be defined by

its dirfctioTi-cosines A, f*,
v.
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CQmponmU of MagiieiuaUm.

Tlie masriieiiijatmn at a point of a ma^et {Ijeing a vector or
directed quantity) may be expressed in terms of its three eom-
pouents referred to the axes of coordinates. Calling these A, B, C,

A=lx, B^Iii^ C=^Iu,
aud the numerical value of / is g-iven by the equation

(4)

385.] If the portion of the magnet which wo cf-nsider U the
diflereiitial clement of volume .fo^/j.//-, and if /denotes the intensity
of ma^n<.ti^at.ofi of this elemont, its nia^metic moment is
Siil>st,tut,ne this for md, in equation (3), and rememhering that

^ cos € = A + C^?-J^) + P {^-zl (G)
where f, C are tho coordinates of tht- extremity of the vector rdrawn from the point we find for the potential at the point

fj. g itue to tiic magnetized element at (j?,^, z).

To oMd„ the potential at the point (f, due to a magnet of
finite dimensions, we mu.t find the integral of thi. expr^sion for
every dement of volume included within the sp^vee oeeupied by
Ebe magnet) or 1 j

^^III^'^ +^in-^) + C(c-^)]l^^dtfd,,
(8)

Integrating by parts, this becomes

_fffl .dA dB dC.
^ ^ ^

where the double integration in the ftr.t three terms refei^ to the^mfnee of the magnet, and the triple integmtion in the fourth tothe space withm it.

A i t,,: ""J f '''' ™V write, inAlt. 2
1 ,

the Bum of the first three terms,

Jf{U + mB + nC)ldS,
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If we now introduce two new symbols a and defiiied by the

eijuatious tr =: /J + itte-S+ C?,

AA dB dC.

the expression for the potential may be written

386.] This expression is identical with that for the Gli^ctric

pott^ntial due to a Ixtily on the surface of which there is an olec-

trincation whose surface-density is cr, while throughout its substance

there is a bodily electrifieatiou whose voliimt>-density is p, HeneCj

if we aBsume <t and p to be the suiface- and volume-densities of the

distribution of &a imaginary substance, which we have called

' mag-netic matter,' the potential due to this imaginary (listrihution

will he identical with that due to the actual magnet ization of every

clement of the mag-net.

The gurface-density tr is the resolved part of the intensity of

magnetization / in the direction of the normal to the eurfaee drawn

fiutwards, and the volume-density p is the * convergence' (see

Art. 25) of the magnetization at a given point in tlic magnet.

This method of representing the action of a magnet 4is duo

to a distribution of ' magnetic matter ' is very convenient, hut we

must always lemembor that it is only an artificial method of

representing the action of li system of polarized partielee.

On the Aelmi of one Magnetic Mokcule on another.

38.7.] If^ as in the chapter on Spherical Harmonics^ Art. 129,

wenaake d , d d d

Tk^^di^''d-^^''d.'

where I, m, n arc the direction-cosines of the axis then the

potential due to a magnetic molecule at the origin, whose axis iiS

parallel to k^, and whoae magnetic moment is m-^^ is

whene Xj is the cosine of the angle between and r.

Again, if a se<xind magoetio molecule whose moment is w^, and

whose aids is parallel to is placed at the extremity of the radius

vector r, the jjotential energy due to the action of the one magnet
on the other is
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(4)

where y.^ is the cosine of the angle wLidi the axes raafe ^vit.h each
other, and Ai, are the cosines of the angles which thev- make
With f.

Let next determine the moment of the couple with which the
first magnet tends to turn the soeond round its centre.

Let ug suppose the seeond m^i-net turned through an .inrHem a plane perpendicular to a third axis A^, then the work done

against the magnetic forces will be ^d4>, and the moment of the

forces on the magnet in this plane will be

The actual moment acting: on the second magnet, may therefore
be considered as the resultant of two couples, of which the fii^t
a^^ts in a ]>lane pandlel to the sues of both oia^Qi-ts, ^lnd tcn^Js to
mcrea^ the angle between them with a force uhoso moment m

while the sjeeond conple acts in the pkne passing through r and
the axis of the second magnet, and t4.>nd9 to dimmhk the an^^lc
hetween these directions with a force

^

— 3— coa{r^i)8m{r^,),
(7)

where (rA^), (^^J denote the angles between the lines r.

To determine the force acting on the second imig:nct in a direction
parallel to a line ^3, we have to calculate

dK-'''^'^^dA;dL4hJ^r^' (8)

- 3A,?^1^(,.,_5A,A,) + .V,?^1^A, + 3m,!^^A,. (10)

If we suppose the actual force compounded of thre« forces,

//j and 7/2, in the directions of and fi^ respectively, then the
force in the dkection of is
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Since the direction of ^3 is afl^iti-ary, wc must have

(12)

Tlie force i2 is a repulsion, tending" to incvease r ; //i and //^

act on tJic second magnet in the directions of tlie axes of the first

and second magnet respectively.

This analysis of the forces acting" between two small magnets

was first given in terms of the Quaternion Analysis by Professor

Tait in the Quarledif Mail. lourn. for Jan. 1860. See also his

work on Qu^i^miomf Art. 414.

PaHlmlar PosUi&n^.

388.] (1) If and \ are eacli eqnal to 1, that is, if the axes

of the magnets are in one straight line and in the same direction,

— Ij and t]ie force between the magnets is a repulsion

(13)

The negative sign indicates that the force is an attraction,

(2) If and are zero, and y.^ unity, the axes of the magneto

are paiallGl to each other and perpendicukr to a-nd the force

ifl a repukion 3 nil ts^
(14)

In neither of these cases ia there any couple.

(3) If K - \ and X^. - 0, then ^ij^ = 0, (1 5)

The force on the second magnet will be —\~ in the direction

of its axie, and the couple will be , tending to turn it parallel

to the first magnet. This is equivalent to a single force —
acting parallel to the direction of the axis of the second magnot,

and cutting r at a point two-thirds of its length from m^.

Fig, 1.

Thus in the figure (l) two magnets are made to flo«t on water, fl?a
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bm«» in the direction of tho axis o? m„ but. having its own axi.
at right angles to iUt of m,. If two points, A, rigidly connected
with and nt.^ rcgpectively, are connected hy meane of a string T
the system will be in equilibrium, provided T cuts the line m. m,
at right anglo. nt .1 point one-third of the distance from nt^Vy m^.

(4) If we allow the second magnet to turn freeU' about its centre
till It comes to a position of stable equilibrium, Vwill then be a
minin;um as regards h.„ and therefore the re.olveti part of the force
due to f«„ taken in tht- direction of will be a maximum. Hene.-,
if we wish to produce the greatest possible magnetic force at a
given poiut in a given direction by means of magneto, the positions
ot vvlio^c centres are given, then, in order to determine the proper
directions of the axes of these magnets to pro<luee tliis effect, we
have only to place a magnet in the given direction at the given
point, and to observe the direction of stable equilibrium of the
axis of a second magnet when its centre is placed at cadi of the
other given points. The magnefs miist then he placed with their
axes m the directions indicated by that of the second mafl-net.
Of coui-se, in performing this experi-

ment we must take account of ferreslrial

magnetism, if it exists.

Let the second magnet he m a posi-

tion of stable equilibrium as regards iiis

direction, then since the couple acting
on it vanishes, the axis of the second

magnet must be in the same plane with
that of the first. Heneo

{Kk^ = {h,r)-^{rl,), (16)

and the couple being

I'V a.

(sm (/fi h^) - 3 cos (/ij /') Bin {r k^))^ (17)

we fiad when this is zero

tau(^^^-) _ 2tan(f/^2),

tan m^M-2 t&njS If.^.

When this position has been taken up by the second magnet the
value of //' becomes

(18)

(19)

where is m the direction of the hue of force duo to m, at m„.
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Hence

Hence the second magnet will tend to move towards places of

greater icsiiltant force.

Tlic force on thtj eeeond mng-net may be decomposed into & force

a, whieb in tbis ea.sc is always attractive towards the first magnet,

and a force iJ, imrallel to tho iixie of the first magnet, wbere

In Fsg. XVII, at the end of tliis volame, tlie lines of force and

equipotcntial surfaces in two dimensions are drawn. The magnets

whieh product' them ai'e supposed to Ije t\io long cjHndrieal rods

the gectlons of whicli are represented by the circidar blank spaces,

and these rods are inagtietizcd transversely in the direction of the

arrows.

If we remember tliat there is a tension along the bncs of force, it

is easy to see that each nia^^-net will tend to turn in the direction

of the motion of the hands of a wat<:*h.

Tiiat on the right hand will also, as a whole, tend to move

towards the top^ and that on the left hand towards the bottom

of the i>age.

0)t ike Poi&niial Energy cif a Magnet placed m a Magnetii: Field.

389-] Let V be the magnetic potential due to any system of

magnets acting on the magnet under eoneideration. We shall call

Fthe potential of the external magnetic force.

If a small magnet whose strength is and whose length is dSf

be placed so that its positive pole is at a point where the potential

is F, and its negative pole at a point where the potential is V% the

potential energy of this magnet will be tit{F-^F'), or, if is

measured from the negative jxile to the positivcj

dF
mj^ds, (1)

If / is the intensity of the magnetization, and A, fi, v its direc-

tion-cosines^ we may write,

, f/r dV dr dV

and, finallyj \S A^B^C are the components of maguotiaation,,
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so tliat the explosion (1) for the potential energy of the elementof the magnet hecomes
^-iLmenc

To obtain the poteDtid energy of a magnet of finite si/e we~^thi. e.p.e.i.n ib. ev.r, el..e.t of the n.g.o.

a« the value of the potential energy of the magnet with re.poct
to the magnetic field in which it is placed.

The potential energy h here expressed in terms ofthe components
of magnetization and of those of the ma^etic foice uri.in- from
externiil causes.

"

By integration ly jmrts we may express it in terra., of the
distribution of magnetic matter and of magnetic potential

where m, n are the direction-e^sines of the normal at the element
of surface dS, If we substitute in this equation the expressious for
tho surface- and volume-density of magnetic matter as given in
Art* tiie expression becomes

We may write eqimtion (3) in the form

- fff + ^iS -^ Cy) imlph, (G)

where o, ^ and y axe the components of the extenm! magnetic fo^e.

0% tU Magneik Moment and Axis o/a Magnet.

390.] If throughout the whole space oe<:upi«l by the magnet
the external magnetic force is uniform in direction and magnitude
the components a, ^, y will be cocstimt quantities, and ifZ write

*

the integrations being extended over the whole substance of the
Ki^net, the value of IF may he written
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III this expression I, n are tlie tlivet'tion-cnsines of tlio axis of

the tnas^iiet, and A" is tlie mag^iietic moment of tlio ma^nut. If

e \s the augh wliich the axis of the mngm^t makes with the

dircetion of the magnetic force ^, the value of Jrvaay he written

JF ^-K S^cose. (9)

If the magnet is eiiapcnded so as to l>e free to turn about a

vertieiil axis, as in the case of an ordinaxy compass needle, let

the azimuth of the aKiss of the magnet be and let it be inclined

& to the horizontal plane. Let the force of terreBtrial magnetigixi

be in a direction whose azimuth h 5 and dip f, theti

a - § cos fcos fi, ;3 - ^ cos fain a, V-^ sin i; ( 1 0)

/ =: cos e COS 41, m- := cos6 sm<ti, « = sin 5 ; (11)

whence -K^ (cos fcos e cos -S) + sin C sin &). [1 2)

The moment of the force tending to increase q& by turning the

magnet roiinil a vertical axis is

-^=-K^j cos Ccos $ sin (<p- S). (1 3)

On the M^panmn of the Poieniial of a Magnei m Solid Harmonies,

391.] Let V be the potential due to a unit pole placed at the

point (^i tj, Q. The value of V at the point a?, is

This expressioti may be e:?paTided in terms of spherical harmonics,

with their centre at the origin. We have then

when — -
, r being the distiinee of tj. f) f'om the origin, (3)

T

5,3

&C.

To determine the value of the potential energy when the magnet

is plaeed in the ftelcl of force expressed by this potential, we have

to integrate the expression for If in equation (3) with respect t^i

y and Sf considering £, ij, and r as constants.

If we consider only the terms introduced by Vf^, V-^ and the

result Vtill depend on the following vohime-integrals.
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R = JjjiAy+ B^)dird^d^. (B)

Wo tlms find for the value of the potential enavgy of tlie magnet
placed in presence of the unit pole at the point (^^ t;, f).

This expression may also he regarded as the potential energy of

the unit pole in presence of the magnet, or more siraply as the.

potential at the point ^, >}, ( due to the magiiet.

0/t ike Ce?dre of a Magnet ami Us Primary and Secondary Axes.

392-] lliig expression may be simplified, by altering the directions

of the CMrdinates and the position of the ori^u. In the first

place, we shall make the diiection of the axis of a; parallel to th<3

axis of the magnet. Tliia is eq^uivalent to making

= 1, 7(lf = 0, (10)

If we change the origin of coordinatea to the iK>int /), the

directions of the axes remaining unchanged, the volume-integrals

IKy mK and nK remain unchanged, but the others will be

altered as follow b :

r=P-K(m/+n/), q=q-K{nx'+ i/), Sr^M-'Kilf + mxi'). (12)

If we now make the direction of the axis of it parallel to the

axis of the magnet, and put

, 2L^3f^N , R . Q ....

=— ' ^=A^'
^''^

then for the new axes M and N have their values unchanged, and

the value of 1/ becomes i(iljr4-iV^> ^ remains uncharge*!, and Q
and B vanish. We rnay therefore write the potential thus,

K \ ]

^^'T—^-n^-^w-t-^^^v (14)

VOL.
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We have thus found a i>oint, fixt'd with respect to the magnet,
such that the second term of the jKiteutial assumes the most fiimple
form when this point is taken as origin of coordinates. This point
we therefore define ns the oentre of the niagoet, and the axis
draira throu^li it in the direction formerly dcfintd as the Jlrcetbn
of the magnetic axis may bo defined aa the principal axis of the
maiifnet.

We may simplify the result still more by turning the axes of
and^ s round tltat of a? througrh half the ungh ;vhose tangent is

M—N' ^ ^^^^^ ^ become zero^ and the filial form

of the potential may bo writt^;n

^ ^ (15)

Tlvis is the simplest form of the first two terms of the potentid
of a magnet. When tLe a^es of ^ and ^ are thug platijd they may
he eailed the Secondary ases of the magnet.
We may afso determine the eentre of a m<ignet hy findin* the

position of the origin of coordinates, for wliieh the surfaee-int%ral
Of the square of the second term of the potential, cxtendol over
a sphere of unit radius, is a minimum.
The quantity which ia to be made a minimum is, by Art. Hi,

4 (X* +m^MN-NL^MI) + 3 (P^ + + R^).
6

J

The changes in the values of this quantity due to a change of
position of the ongm may be dt.lueed from equation, (lij and (12).nenoe tbe conditions of a njinimum; are

If vvG assume ^ = 1, = 0, 0, these condition, become
^^-^-^=0, Q^o, /;^o. (18)

iglttV '''' i^-^t-

po^niroTf T -th that by which thepotential of a system of grayitating matter is expanded. In thelat er case, tb. mo.t <.nveuient point to assume . the igt

axes are the pnnoipal a^xes of inertia through that mint
In the case of the magnet, the point correspond in to the CBiMi^of gravity i. at au infinite distance in the Letio^ lltMh, aS
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and the point which we call tlie centre of tlic magnet is a point

having difUnent i>roperties from tliose of the contre of g^vity.

The quantities Ly J/, jV corre*iK>n(l to the momeal:s of inertia,

and Q, Ji to the products of inertia of a material body, except

tlbat If, ilf and iVare not necesaaiily positive quantities.

When the centre of the mag^net is taken as the origin, the

spliericai hai'monic of the ^cond order is of the sectorial fotni,

havings its axis coinciding with that of the magnet^ and this k
true of no ofclier point.

When the magnet is symmetrical on all sides of this axis, £ia

in tlic ease of a ligiivG of revolution, the term involving the liarmonic

of the second order disappears entirely,

393.] At all parts of tlie earth's eiirface, except eome partg of

the Polar regions, one end of a magaet points towards the nortli,

or at least in a northerly direction, and the other in a southerly

direction. In epeiikitig of the ends of a magnet we shall adopt the

popular method of calling the end which points Ui the north the

north end of the magnet. Wlicn, however, we speak in the

lang-uiigc of the theory of magnetic fluids we shall use the words

Boreal and Austral. Borciil magnetism is an iinaginary kind of

matter supposed to he most abundant in the northera parts of

the earth, and Austral magnetism is the imaginary magnetic

matter whicli prevails in the southern regions of the earth. The
magnetiam of the north end of a magnet ie Austral, and that of

the south end is lioreal. Wlien therefore we speak of the north

and south ends of a magnet we do not compare the magnet with

the earth as the great magnet, but merely express the i>osition

which the magnet endeavours to take up when free to move. When,
oo the other ]im\d, \v<i wish to compare the distribution of ima-

ginary magnetic Uuid in the magnet with that in the earth we shall

use the more gratidilotjuuiit words Eoreal and Austral magnetism.

894.] In speaking of a field of magnetic force we shall use the

phrase Maguetic North to indicate the direction in which the

north end of a compass needle \;'oidd point if placed in the field

of force.

In speaking of a line of magnetic force we shall always siipjiose

it to be traced from magnetic south to magnetic north, and shall

call this direction positive. In the same way the direction of

n^agnetization of a magnet is indicated by a line drawn from the

south end of the magnet towards the north end^ and the end of

the magnet which points north is reckoned the positive end.

c 2
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We ahall consider Austral mafneti&ra, that is, the magnetism of

tliat end of a magnpt which points north, ns positive. If we denote
its numerical value by tlien the magnetic potential

1)1

r

and the positive direction of a line of force is that in which V
diminishes.



CHAPTER IL

UAGNETIC FOUCB AND MAGNETIC INDUCTIOK.

395.] We have already (Art. 386) determined the mag-netic

potential at a g-ivcn ptjint due to a mag^iiot, the maf'Tietizatitin of

wliseh is g-iven at tvciy point of ils substance, and \vt? liiivo shewn
that the matheinatittd result may be exprcgseti eitlier iu terms
of the actual matr-iif^tination of every element of the mag'ttet, or

in terms of an ima^iiiiiry tlistribution of ' maj^etie matter,' partly

condensed on the surface of the mag^iiet and partly diHused through-
out its substariec.

The niat^i-netic potential, as thus defined, is iom\d by the same
mathematieid process, whether the given point is outside tlic maf:jiiet

or within it. The force exerted on a unit magnetic pole jjlaceJ

at iiriy point outside the magnet ia deduced from the potential by
the same process of differentiation as in the corresponding- electrical

problem. If the componeuts of tliia force are a, jS, y,

To determine by experiment the mag-netic foree at a jwint within

the mnguet we must hegin by remnviuiij i>art of the nja^netizi-d

substance, so as to form a cavity within wliich we are to phioe the

magnetic pole. The force acting- on the pole will depend, in general,

in the form of this cavity, and on the inclination of the walls of

the cavity to the direetLon of magnetization. Hence it is necessaiyj

in oi-der to avoid ambiguity in spetUiing' of the magnetic force

within a mag^net, to specify the form and position of the cavity

within which the forco is to bo measured. It is manifest that

when the form and position of the cavity is specified, the point

within it at wliich the magnetic pole is placed must be regarded as
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no longer witliin tlie sul>Btiince of the magnet, and therefore the

grtliiiiiry methods of determining' the force hecome at once applicable,

396,] Let us now consider a portion of a m<tgnet in wliicli the

ilireetioii and intensity the iHag-netization are uniform. Witlim

tliiES portion let a cavitj be liollowed out in the form of n cylinder,

tlic axis of which is parallel to the direction of mat^iietizsition, and

let a ni^netic pole of unit strength be placed at the middle poiat

of the axis.

Since the generating* lines of this cylinder are in the direction

of magnetization, there will be no superficial distribution of mag-

netism on the curved gurfaec, and since the circular ends of the

cylinder are perpendiciilar to the direction of magnetization, there

will be a uniform superficial distribution, of which the surface-

density is / for the negative end, and —/for the positive end.

Let the length of the axis of the cylinder be 3^, and its radius a.

Then the force arising from this superficial distribution on a

magnetic pole placed at the middle point of the axis is that due

to the attraction of the disk on the positive side, and the repulsion

of the disk on the negative side. These two forces are equal and

in the iame direction^ and their sum is

iVom this expression it appears that the force depends^ not on

the absolute dimensions of the cavity, but on the ratio of the length

to the diameter of the cylinder. Ht?nce, however small we make the

cavity, the force arising from the surface distiiljution on its walls

will remain, iu general, finite.

397.] We have hitherto supposed the magnetization to be uniform

and in the same direction throughout the whole of the portion of

the magnet from which the cylinder is hollowed out. When tlie

magnetiKation is not thus restricted, there will in genera! be a

distribution of imaginary magnetic matter through the substance

of the miignet, Tlie cutting out of the cylinder will remove part

of this distributioiij but isinee in similar solid figures the forces at

corresponding points are propoirtional to the linear dimensions of

the figures, the alteration of the force on the magnetic pole due
to the volume-donsity of magnetic matter will diminish indefinitely

as the size of the cavity is diminished^ while the effect due to

the surfoce-density on the walls of the cavity remains, in general,

Jinite,

If, therefore, vvc assume the dimenaions of the cySindei: so small
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that lilts magiietizatioii of the part removed may bo regnrdetl as

cvcrywlieie parallel to the axis of the cylinder, and of constant

magnitude /, the forcti on a magnetic pole pkeod at the midtlie

point of the axis of the cyliadrical hollow will l>e compoiuuk^d
of two forces. The first of these is that due to the distrihution

of magnetic matter on the outer surface of the magnet, nnd
throughout its int^rrior, exclusive of the portion bollowed out, The
components of this force are a, ^ and y, derived fi-om the potential

by equations (1), The second is the force M, acting alon^ the iisis

of the cylinder in the direction of magnetization, Tlie value of

this force dci>eud& on the ratio of the length to the diameter of the

cylindric cavity.

398.] Case L Let this ratio be very groat, or let tho <liameti?r

of the cylinder he small compared with its len^h. Exjianding the

expression for E in terms of ^ , it becomes

a quantity which vanishes when the ratio of ii to a is made infinite.

Hence, when the cavity is a very narrow cylinder with its axis piirallcl

to the direction of magneti^atinn^ the magnetic force within tlic

cavity is not affected by the surGice distribution on tlie ends of the

cylinder, and the components of this force are simply a, y, where

dF dV dV ...

We sliall define the force within a cavity of this form as the

mag-netio force within the magnet. Sir William Thomson has

called this tho Polar definition of magnetic force. When we have

occxision to consider this force as a vector we shall denote it

399.] Case II. hat the length of the cylinder be very mmW
compared with its diameter, so that the cylinder becomes a thin

disk. Expan<ling the expression for E in terms of -
> it becomes

the ultimate value of which, when the ratio of a to ^ is made
infinite, is 4 tt I.

Hence, when the eavity is in the form of a thin diskj whose plane

is normal to the direction of magnetization, a unit magnetic jxile
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placed at the middle of tlie axis experiences ^ force 4 it / in the

direction of magrxetization arising from the superfieial magaetism

on the circular eurfaeos of the disk *.

Since the cottujoncnta of / are /I, B and G, the components of

this force are AtiA, iirB and 4 w <7. This must be compounded

with the force whose components are a, ^, y.

400.] Let the actual force on the unit pnle he denoted by the

vector and its components by b and c, tlicii

h - j9+ 4iTi?, [ (6)

c — y+ 4 IT C?. /

We shall define the force within a hollow diskj whose plane sides

are normal to the direction of magnetizationj as the Magnetic

Induction within the magnet. Sir William Thomson has called

this tile Electromagnetic definition of mag^netic force-

Hie three vectoi's, the magnetisation 3, the magnetic force ^,
and the magnetic induction % are conntK^tod by the vector equation

© = ^ + 4it3. (?)

Line-Integral of Magnetie Farce,

401.] Since the magnetie force, as defined in Art. 398, is that

due to the distribution of free magnetism on the surface and through

the interior of the magnet; and is not affected by the surface'

mag-nctism of the cavity^ it may be derived direetly from the

general expression for the potential of the magnet^ antl the line-

integral of the magnetic force taken along any cnrve from the

point A to the point B is

wliere Va and denote the potentials at A and B respectively.

* On the fierce mthin mvitki of lither /orm*.

1. Any iiarmw erevjisse, Tlie force ftiriaiii;,' from tlie «u rface-ntn^cttBin i«

4ir/ei)B* ill the lUret'lion of tlie normal to tliu |t(iiiie of tlio ui'svasae, whoro t is tlie

angle between tliin noinrifil Hnd the dinsctltiii of mstgnetizjition. 'SVligji tlie ctsvobso
is pftHtllel to the direeti&n of magiicliJiatiiJrt the forco ia thu tnj^neti^ fijrce § ; when
the crtsvfts&e is peTpendiculiw to the dtreotiou of nrnguotbiatiofi the force ia the
Hmgnetw iiiJuetioii 3J.

2. Ill »n C'lonpitfMl cylinder, tbu axis of which nttkkt^s mi an^'le « with the
<ljrection of mBiEfiietiKittipnj tho furce aiiAin^ from ttio fiurfswjfl-riiag'iietiaiii in / sin

peq>uii(lioijlr.T to ihc iixis in tha piano conCniiiuig the f^xh and the direction c>f

HMgnctistfitioii.

3. In I* sphere Ihe finrw nnsiiig: from ^urfnce iiiagtietitiin is ^it/ in the liirectioii of
jnagnetizatiortT
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Surfacs-IiUeffml of Magseiic Imlucimi.

402,] The magnetic induction through the eurfiicc 5 h defined
iis this value of tlie integral

^ — fj^ cos €(i8f

where m denotes the ma^nitwle of the m.^^iiGtic mrhietion at th^
element of eurfaec and . the angle bet^veen the direction of
the mducfc.on ^nd the normal to tho element of .arfaet, ^nd tli.mt^^mtion to be extended over the whole surface, which Biayho either closed or baiirided by a closed curve.

If a, S o denote the componetits of tho magnetfe indaetion, and
I, n the direction-cosines of the normal, the surfaee-inteirra!may be written ^

If we substitute for the eomponent. of the magnetic induction
thcr value, m t^rms of those of the magnetic force, and the
magnefcisiation a.g given in Art. 400, wt- find

Q = fJ{la +m^+ uy)d3 + 'l:rJj{lAimB + nC}dS. (U)

We shall now sapt>o.e that the surface over which the integration
extend. :a a closed on,, and ^ve .hall investigate the value of thetwo terms on the nglit-hand side of this eqnsition.

Since the mathematical form of the relation between n.agnet.c
foree and free magnetism h the ^mo as that between eLtrie
force and free eleetncitr, wc may apply the re.uJt given in Art 77
to t!ie first torm in the valne of Q by substituting a, S y thecomponents of magnetic force, for r, Z, the compon'el ofelectne force ni Art. 77, and M, the a%eb™o .nm of the freemagnetism wttbm the closed surface, for the algebraic snm c^'the tree electricity.

Wc thus obt^iin tlm equation

fj ila +m^ + >ty)dS - iTrM. (12)

Since every magnetic i^rtiele has two poles, which are ennalm numerieal magnitude but of opposite .ign., the algebraic sumof the magnetism of the particle is zero, rieoe., tho.e particles
w^^ic^ are ent.i. y .ithin the cWl .nrt^,eo ^ can cJitrihutenothing to the algebraic ^um of the magnetism within S, The
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value of 3f mqst therefore depend only on tlios© mugnetic particles

wlik'h are cut by the siirfiicc 5.

Consider a email element of the magnet of length s and tmns-

verse section h^, magnetized in the direction of its length, so that

the gtreiigth of its poles is The moment of this small magnet

will be and the intensity of its magnetization, beings the ratio

of the magnetic moment to the volume, will be

Let this small magnet he cut by the siirface S, bo that the

direction of magnetization makes an angle with the normal

drawn outwards from the surface, then if denotes the area of

the section, dS con (1^)

The negative pole —w of this magnet lies within the eurfaee S.

Hence, if we denote by dM the part of the free magnetism

within S which is contributed by this little magnet^

= ~^I cos i'dS, (15)

To find jl/, the algebiJiio sum of the free magnetism within the

closed surface 5, we must iQtegrsite this expression over the closed

surface, bo that
M

or writing A, B,C for the components of magnetization, and /, wi, h

far the direction-cosines of the normal drawn outwards,

M^-jj{lA + nB-{'nC)dS. (16)

Tliis gives us the value of the integral in the second term of

equation (11). The value of Q in that equation may therefore

be found in terms of equations (12) and (16),

or, the mTfase4nte(fral of the magneik induciim through ansf clmetl

gurfaee is zero,

403,] If we assume as the closed surface that of the differential

element of volume dxd^d:^, we obtain the equation

da M do ^+ + - = 0. (18)
(fct? tl^ ffe

This is the solenoidal condition which is always satisfied by the

components of the magnetic induction.
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Since the distribution of magnetic induction is solenoIJal, tho
induction through any surface bounded by a closed curve depends
only on the form and position of the closed curv*^ and not on that
of the snrfiice itself.

404.] Surfaces at every point of which

are called Surfaces of no inductionj and the interKiction of two such
surfaces is called a Line of induction. The conditions that a curve,

may be a line of induction arc

A system of lines of induction drawn throug-h every point of a
closed curve forms a tubular surface called a Tube of induction.

The induction (icross any section of euch a tube is the same.
If the induction is unity the tube is called a Unit tube of in-
duction.

All that Faraday* gays about lines of lung'nctic force and mag-
netic sphondyloids is matbematically trucj if understood of the
lines and tubes of moagnetic induction.

The magnetic force and the magnetic induction are identical

outside the ma^et, but witbin the substaneo of the magnet they
must bo oarefully distinguishe<l. In a straight uniformly mag-
netiz(,?d bar the magnetic force due to the magnet itself is from
the end which points northj which we call the positive jwle^ towards
the south end or negative pole, both within the mag^net and in

the space witbout.

The magnetic induction, on the other hand, is from the positive

pole to the negative outside the maguetj jind from the negative
pole to the positive within the magnet, so that the linea and tubes
of induction are re-entering or cyclic figures.

The importance of the magnetic induction as a physical quantity
will b^ more clearly seen when w^o study electromagnetic phe-
nomena. When the magnetic field is explored by a moving wire,

as in Faraday's Mp, Res. 3076, it is the magnetic induction and
not the magnetic force which is direotlj'^ measured.

The Vector-Foimtial ^'Mapteitc Ltdueiion,

405.] Since, as we have shewn in Art. 403, the maf5Tietic in-

duction through a surface bounded by a closed curve dc']}fnds on

* £xp. Rc3., Bci'iei; xxvtii,
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the closed ciLirve, and not on the form of the surface which is

bounded by it, it must hi possible to determine the induction

through a closed curve by a, process depeudintj only on the nature

of that eui'vcj and not involving the coustruetion of a surfhce

fnirmiug- a diaphragm of the curvt^.

This may he done by finding a veetoi' ?1 i-elated to ^, the mfignetie

iiiduetion, in such & way that the line-integral of ?I, esteuded round

the closed curve, is equal to the sarface-inteural of es-t^inded

over a surface bounded by the closed cutvc.

If, in Art. Zi, we write F, (?, ^ for the components of 9(, and

rt, b, c for the components of SS» we find for the relation l>et\veen

these components

The vector % whose components are C\ //, is called the vector-

potential of magnetic induction. The veetor-potcntial at a given

point, due to a magnetised particle placed at the origin, is nnme-

rically equal to the magnctie moment of the particle divided by

the sqmre of the radius vector and niultiplie<l by the sine of the

angle between the axis of ma^mei iaation and tl^e radius vector,

imd the direction of the vector-potential is perpendicular to the

plane of the axis of niag'oetiaatiou and the radius vector, and Is

euch that to an eye looking in the positive direction along^ the

axis of inEignetization the veetor-potential is drawn in the direction

of rotation of the hands of a watch.

Hence, for a magnet of any form in which J, JJ, C jire the

components of rnagnetization at the point x^^-, the ci^niponcnts

of the vector-potential at the point C are

where p is put, for conciseness, lor the reciprocal of the distance

betweeu the points (f, t^, Q and (a?, s), and the integratioDS arc

eitendad over the epiaee occupied by the magnet.

406.] The scalar^ or ordhiary, potential of magnetic force,

Art. 386, becomes when expressed in the same notation.
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Hcmeiiibering' that = _ and that the integral

has tlic value — 4 7r(/i) when the point ij, is iucludeil within

the limits of integration, aud is zero when it is not so iTicludetl,

(A) heingr the vahie of A at the point (fj ij, f), we find for thy vsilue

of the af-conipone tit of the magnetic induction,

drf

dV
The first term of this expi^ssion is evidently —7> , or a, the

component of the magnetic force.

The quantity undcf the integ^ral sigo in the second term is zero

for every dement of voluuit! except that in which the point (^^ t|,

is included. If the value of A at the point ij, C\ if? {A% the

Tahie of the second term Is 4 tt (J), whore {A) is evidently zero

at all points oxitside the magnet.

We may now write the value of the ar-component of the magnetic
induction a = a+iT^{Al (2S)

an equation AvhicK is ideutieal with the first of those given in

Art. 400. Tlie equations for b and v will also agree with those

of Art- 400.

"We ha.ve already seen that the magnetic force is derived from

the scalar magnetic potential F by the application of Hamilton's

operator v, so tliat we may write, as in Art. 17^

^ =-V r, (26)

and tliat this equation is true hoth without and within the mag-net.

It appears from the present investigation that the maf^netic

induction S is derived from the vector-potential 91 by the appli-

cation of the same operator, and that the result is true within the

magnet as well as without it.

The application of this operator to a vector-function produces,
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in gcuoral, a ?caLar qnentity as well as a vector. The scalav part,
however, whTch we liave ciillinl the convcrgencu of the veetor-
funetion, vanishes when the vector-fauction satisfies the eolenokk]
condition

dF dG dH

By differentiating tho exprcseions for F, G, U m equations (22), we
find that this equation is satisfied hy these quantities.

We may therefore write the rvktion between the magnetic
induction and its vector-potential

^ = V%
which may be expressed in worda hy niijing that the magnetic
induction is the curl of its vector-potential. See Aj't. 25.



CHAPTER III.

MAGNETIC SOLENOIDS AND SHELLS *.

On. Fart'ku^^r Fortm of MagneU.

407.] If a long narixnv filament of magnetic matber like a wire
IS magnetized eveiywIiL-re in u lotit^ntqdinal divet'tioii, then the
product of any tiausvorsL' section ol the filament into tlie mean
intensitjr of the niagnetizatioii acrosa it is called the streugth of
the magnet at that seetion. If tbe filament were cut in two at
the section without alt^urinf^ the magnetization, the two sulfates,

when stiparatcd, n'ould bo foimtl to have equal and opposite quan-
tities of superficial magnctizationj each of is nnmerieally
equal to the strength of the magnet at the section.

A fiLsment of magnetic matter^ so magnetized that its strength
is the same at evejry section^ at whatever part of its length the
section be made, ig called a Magnetic Solenoid.

If m is the strength of tJie solenoid, ds an element of its lenf^th

f the distance of that element from a given point, an<i e the angle
which r makes nith the axis of nsagnetization of the element^ the
potential at the given point due h> tlie element is

m th cos e _ tit dr ,

T^-l^d~^^^'
Integrating this espi'ession with respect to *j so m to take into

aeeount all the elements of the solenoid, the potential ia found
to be r / 1 1 \V= m{ ~)p

being the distance of the positive end of the solenoid, and
that of the negative end from the point where V esiets.

Hence the potential duo to a solenoid, and consequently all its

magnetic effects^ depend only on its strength and the position of

* See Sir W. Tlwmaon'a 'Mathematical Tlieorv of Macraotiertii,' Phil. Trt^M^ ISflO,
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it^ imthf and not :it sill on its fomij whether straight or curved,
between tliese points.

Hence the ends of a solenoid may be called in a strict sense
its poles-

If a solenoid forms a closed curve the potential due to it k zero
at eveiy point, so that such a solenoid can exert no magnetic
action;, nor can its ma^etization be discovered without breaking
it at some point and SGpnrating the ends.

If a magnet can be divided into solenoids, all of which either

fctm closed curves or have their extremities in the outer surface
of the magnet, the maguctization is said to be solenoidal, andj
since the action of the magnet depends entirely upon that of tbe
ends of the solenoids, the distribution of imaginary magnetic matter
will be entirely superfieiaL

Hence the condition of the mag-netization l>eing solenoidal is

where A, C are the components of the magnetization at any
point of the magnet.

408.] A long-itudinally magnetized filament, of whioh the strength
varies ut different parts of its length, may be conceived to be made
up of a bundle of solenoids of differeut lengths, the sum of the
strengths of all the solenoids; whicli pass through a given section
being the mngnetie strength of the filament at that section. Hence
any longitudinally magnetized filament may be called ii Complex
Solenoid.

If the strength of a complex solenoid at any seetion is ni, then
the pjtential due to its action is

^ ~
I ds^^

where ?m is variable,

% f\ dm ,

'^i
fg J r as

This shews that besides the action of the two ends, which may
in this case be of different strengths, there is an action due to the
distribution of imaginary niugnetic matter along tbe 61ament with
a linear density

^ ^
ds

Magnetic S7i&lk.

409.] If II thin shell of magnclie matter is magnetized in a
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direction everj-where normal to its surface, tlie int«natty of the
magtUitiKiition at any plaec multiplied by the tliiokness of the

sheet at that place 13 called fclie Strengtli of the magnetic shell

at that phice.

If the fitrengtli of a shell is everywhere equals it is eall«d a
Simple magnetic shell ; if it varies from point to point it may be

eoneeived to be made up of a, number of simple sliells superposed
and overlapping each other. It is therefore called u Complex
magnetic shell.

Let dS be an clement of the surface of the shell at Q, and <f>

the strength of the shell, then the potential at any point, 1^, due
to the element of the shell, is

IdV ^ -y dSGO&f,

where ^ is the anf^-le between the vector QF, or r and the normal

drawn from the iweitive side of the shell.

But if dai is the solid angle subtended hy dS at the jjoint P
dai = dScos f)

whence dV — '!>

and therefoi'e in the case of a simple magnetic shell

V = * ai,

or, ike potenHal due to a -issgnetic sskeli at mi^ point h tke product

of its strmfftk into tke solid anffle sidtmded Us ed//g ai the

4A0.J The same result may be obtaine<l in a different way by
supposing the magnetic shell placed in any field of magnetic tbree,

and determining the potential energy due to the position of the

shell.

If V is the potential at the element dS^ then the energy due to

thia element is

or, ike product of tke strength of ike shell into tke pari of the

mrface-iitiegral of V due to the element dS ^ the shelL

Hence, integrating with respect to all such element, the energy

due to the position of thy shell in the field is equal to the product

of the strength of the shell and the surface-integral of the irmgnctie

induction taken over the surface of the shell.

Sinea thi^j surface-integral is the same for any two surfaces which

• This theorem is due to GauflB> fieiwnal Thmnj ef Terr^tri(d Matfnfti^ni. 5 38,

VOL* It, D
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have the game bounding^ edge and do not include between them
any centre of force, the action of the mag^netie shell depends only
on the form of ifs edge.

Now suppose the field of foico to be that due to a magnetic
pole of strength m. We have seen (Art. 7fi, Cor.) that the surfaoe-
integml over a surface bounded by a given edge is the product
of the strength of the pole and the solid angle subtended by the
edgre at the pole. IIen<je the energy due to the mutual action
of the pole and the sliell is

and this (by Green's theorem. Art. 100) is equal to the product
of the strength of the pole into the potential due to the shell at
the pole. The potential due to the shell is therefore w,

411
-] If a magnetic pole w starts from a point on the negative

surface of a magnetic shell, ;ind travels along any path in space so as
to come round the edge to a point close to where it started but on
the positive side of the shell, the solid angle vnl\ vary continuoqsly,
and will increase by 4 ^ dnriug the process. The work done by
the pole will be I tt* ?/;, and the potential at any point on the
positive side of the shell will exceed that at the neighbouring point
on the negati ve side by 4 tt <i>.

If a magnetic shell forms a closed surfiice, the ixitential outside
the shell is eveiywhere zero, and tliat in the space mthin is

everywhere 4 tt tl>, being positive when the positive side of the shell
is inward. Hence such a shell exerts no action on any magnet
placed either outside or inside the shell.

41S,] If a magnet can be divided into simple magnetic shells,
either closed or having their edges on tlic surfkee of the magnet^
the distribution of magnetism is called Ltimellar. If ^ is the
sum of the strengths of all the shells traversed by a point in
passing from a given point to a point ^nyz by a line drawn within
the magnet, then the conditions of lamellar magnetization are

The quantity, which thus completely determines the ma-nct^
Jxation at any point may be called the Potential of Magnetiisatiou
It must be carefully disting-iushed from the Magnetic Potential.

413.] A magnet which eau be divided into complex maguetie
shells IS said to have a complex lamellar distribution of maf^-
netism. The condition of such a distribution is tliat the linens of
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magnetization must be such tliat a system of surfaces can l>e drawn
cuttings them at right angles. Tliia condition is cxpiTssed by the

well-known equation

Form of ike Folent'mls ofSokmuhd and Lamdlat MagmU,

414,] The general expression for the scalar potential of a magnet

df

where p denotes the potential at
j^, 2) due to a unit ^n:l^^n('t^(^

pole placed at ^, 5j, or in other words, the rceipr^x^al of thii

distance Ijetvveen 17, the point at winch the jiotetitial is

measured, and ^, z), the position of the clement of the magnet
to which it is due.

This quantity may he integrated by pattsj as in Arts. 96, 3EG.

where /, w, n are the dirwtion-cosiiici* of the normal drawn out-

wards from dS, au element of th*? surface of the magnet.

When the magnet is solenoidal the expression under the int^gi-al

sign in the second term is zero for every point within the mag-uet,

so that the triple integral is zero, and the scalar potential at any
point

J
whether outside or inside the magnet^ is given by the aurface-

intcgnd iu the first term.

Tlie scalar potenliul of a Boleiioidal magnet is therefore com-

pletely determined wlit'ii the normal component of the mai^not-

ization at every" point of the surfai^e is known^ and it is independent

of the form of the solenoids within the magnet.

415.] In the case of a lamellar magnet the magnetisation is

determined by 4>f the potential of magnetisation, so that

d^* dy * dz

The expression for F may therefore be written

JJJ ^diC dx dif dz dz^ ^

lategratitig this expression by parfcg, we find

D 2
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The second Urm is zero iinlesg the point tj, is iuulntled hi
the mag^nct, m which case it becomes 4 tt f-^) where

(<f,)
is the value

of 4, at the point rf, f The siirfoee-iiite^^ral may be expressed in
U-rmB of the liiiu drfivvn from {.t,^, t) to (f, t,, Q, jind the an^le
which this line makes with the normal drawn outuards from dS,
so that tho potentini may ha writt-en

whero the second term is of course ^lero when the point 7;, Q is

not included in the substance of the magnet.
The potential, F

,
expressed by this equation, is continuous even

at the snrface of the raagnet, where ^ hecomes suddevdy zero, for
if we IV rite

and if is the value of i2 at a point just within the surface, and
that at a point close to the first but outaide the surfiiec,

The quantity a is not continuous at the surface of the magnet.
The components of magnetic induction are related to 12 by the

equations

^ __ ^ _ do,
' ~ ~ ^ ' ^ ~ *

416.] In the case of a lamellar distribution of magnetism we
may also simplify the vector-potential of magTietic induction

.

Its flf-componerit may be written

By integration by parts we may pnt tliis in tbo form of the
surfaee-integrul

The other components of the vector-potential may be witton
down from these espresslons by making the proper suhstitutionB.

On Solid Anffies.

417.] We have already proved that at any point P the potential
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due to a magnetic slicll is equal to the solid angle subtended by

the edg^e of the sliell multiplied by tlio streu^th of the slielL As
we shall have occasion fco refer to solid angli^ in the theory of

electric ciirrentsj, we shall now explain how they may he mcaBured,

Dsftnifmi. The sohd ang^le suVitended at ft g^iven point by vl

closed curve is measiiTcd by the area of a spherical surface whose

centre is the given point and whose radius is unity, the outline

of which is traced by the intcr^tstion of the radius Teefcor with the

sphere as it traces the closed eurve. This area is to be reckoned

positive or negative aecording- as it lies on the left or the right-

hand of the path of the radius vector as seen from the given i>oint.

(^j ^1 ^^'^ given point, and let (a?, ^, z) be a point on

the closed curve. The coordinates a?, z are funetions of Sf the

Icngtli of the curve reckoned from a given point. They are periodic

fuuctionsj of 9, recurring whenevei' s is increased by the whole length

of the closed curve-

We may etdcuiate the solid angle oj directly from the dt hnition

thus. Using spherical coordinates with centre at ii, ami

putting

iT — f = J sin^ coHt^, j?'— 1) = r sin sint/f, 5^— r costS,

we find the area of any curve on the sphere by integrating

m —
J{1

~ cos &) d(^,

or, using: the rectangular coordinat'es,

the integration being extended round the curve

If the axis of z glasses once throu^^h the closed curve the first

term is 2 tt. If the axis of z does not pass through it this term

is zero.

418.] Tins method of caleulatirig a solid angle involves a cshoiee

of axes which is to' some extent arhitrarvj an<l it docs not depend

solely on the dosed curve. Hennje the following- method, in which

no surface is suppostnl t<!i be con;striicted5 may be stated for the sake

of gt'ometrical propriety.

-As the radius vector from the given point traces out the oloscd

curve, k^t a plane passing thronti^h the given point ixill on the

closed curve so as to be a tangent i>l!iiie at each point of Ihc curve

in succeesion. Let a line of unit-leugih ho drawn from the given

point perpendicular to this plane. As the plane rolls round the
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closed eurvc the extremity of the perpendieular will trace a sccona
closed curve. Tjet tlie hngth of the sewnd closed curve he a, then
the solid angk subtended by the first closed curve is

(a 2 IT — (T.

This follows from the well-known theorem that the area of a
closed Qui-ve ou a sphere of unit radius, together with the cixeum-
ference of the polar curve, is nuTnericallj equal to tho eircumferenoe
of a great circle of the sphere,

lliis coiistrHctioa is sometimes convenient for ealcHhiting- the
solid angle subtended by a reef iline^sr figure. For our own purpose,
which is to furm char ideas of physical phenomena, the following
method is to be preferred, as it employs no constructions which do
not How from the physitrAl dfita of the problem.

419,] A closed curve s is g^iven in space, and we have to find
tbe solid angle siibtendod by * at a given point F.

Tf we consider the solid angle as the potential of a magnetic shell
of unit stit^n^h whose edge ooineides with the closed curve, we
most define it as the work done by a T,nit magntitic pole against
tile magnetic foiee while it moves from an infinite distance to the
pomt P. Hence, if a- is the path of the pole as it approaches the
FJint P, the potential must be the result of a line4ntegration along
thi.s path. It mmt also bo the result of a line-inttigration along
the dosed curve ^. The proper form of the expression for the solid
aagle must therefore be that of a double integration with respect
to tbe two curves s and o-.

When P 18 at an infinite distance, the solid angle is evidently
zci-o. As the point P approaches, the closed curve, as seen from
tJie moving point, appeare to open out, and the whole solid nngU
may be conceived to be geuemtcd by the apparent motion of the
(hfferent element, of the closed curve as tbe moving point ap-
proiiehes. ^

As the point P moves from P to P' over the element 4^ the
dement QQ' of the closed curve, which we denote by d,s will
<thange Its position relatively to P, and the line on the imit sphere
eorrespondiiij. to QQ' will sweep ovet an area on the spherical
fiumcG, which we muy write

To find n let us suppo^ P Kxed while the closetl curve is moved
parallel to itself through a didaiiee rfa e<iual to PP' but in the
opposite dilution. Tiie relative motioa of the point P will be the
same as in the real ease.
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J)uTmg tills motion Hic element QQ' will generate an arKi in

tlie form of a parflllylogram whose Bvhs are parallel and equal

to Q Q*^ and FF'. If we construct a pyramiil on tliis parallelogram

as base with its vertex at P, tlie solid of this pyramid will

he the iticfement f/w whieli we are in scareh of.

To determine the value of this solid

ang^le, let & and d' he the angles whieli

ds and dtr make with FQ respect-

ively, and let <^ he tlie angle hetweeu

the planes of these two angles, then

the area of the projection of the

parallelogiutn ds ,(l(r on a plane ])er-

pendiciilar to FQ or / will he

dff sin 6 &ia sin

and ssinee this is equal to da>, we find

%, 3.

Hence

da = Tldsda- — -5- sin ein 6* sin ds ds dir.

n = sin 5 sin ^ sin
<f>.

(2)

(3)

420.] Wo may esprese ttie angleB and <ft in terms of

and its difierential coefficients with respect to s and o-, for

cos 6 = "i,-

,

cos
dr

d^'
and sin 6 sin fl' cos = r

d^r

dsdiT

We tlius find the following value for

(4)

(5)

A tlnvd expression for O in terms of rectangular coordinates

may he deduced from the consideration that the volume of the

pyramid whosi; solid angle is do} and whose axis is r is

^r'^ d(o = ^ r^ Ud^diT.

But the volume of this pyramid may also he expressed in terms

of the projections of ds, and d<r on the axis of a;, y and ^, as

a determinant fomicd by these nine projectionSj of which we must

take the third part.. We thus find as the value of O,

n = ^ d<r

dic

da^

ds

diT

ih

ds'

(6)
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This expTessioii gives the valiitj of n free from the ambiguity of

sign introduced by equation (5).

421.
]
The vaUie of the solid angle subtended by the closed

curve at the point P, may now be ttTitt(.-n

where the iiit<:'gration with respect to j is to be extended completely
round the ch>se<I curve, iirnl tbjut with respect to tr from A & fixed

point on the curve to the point P. The constant h the value
of the solid nngle at the point //. It is aero if A is at an infinite

distance from the closed curve.

The value of to at any point P is independent of the form of
the curve between A and P provided that it does not pass through
the magnetic shell itself. If the shell be supposed inlinitely thin,

and if JJ and P' are two points dose together^ but P on the positive

and P" on the negative fiurface of the shell, then the curves AP and
AP" must lie on opposite; sides of the edge of the shell so that PAr
is a line wliieh ynth the infinitely short, line FP forms a closefl

circuit embracing the edge. The vahie of at P esceede thai at P'
by 4tt, that is, by the surface of a sphere of radius unity.

Hence, if a elosed curve be dmwn so as to pa^s once through
the shell, or in other words, if it be liuked once with the edge

of the shell, the value of the integral
fj

U d<r extended round

both curves will be 47r.

This integral therefore, considered as depending only on the
clos4id curve s and the arbitrary curve AP, is an instance of a

function of mnltijile values, since, if we pass from A to P along
different piiths the integnd will liave different values according
to the nnmber of times which the curve AP is twined round the
curve ^,

If one form of the curve between J and ean be transfonned
into auolher by continuous motion without intersecting the curve
s, the integral will have the same value for both curves, but if

during the transformation it intersects the closed curve ffl times the
values of the integral will differ by iirti.

If Jf and are any two closed cui-^-es in space, then; if they are
not linked together, the integral extended onca round l>f>th is

zero.

If they are intertwined n times in the same dimition, the value
of the integral is In-?/. It is possible, however, for two curves
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to be intertwined alternately in opposite diiiections, bo that tliey

are inseparaljly linked together though the value of the integral

is KCTo. See T^g. 4.

It was the disc^overy by Gauss of this very integral, expressing

the work done on a magnetic polo while do-

Bcriblng fl closed curve in presence of a closed

electric ciirrent, and itidicating the geametrieal

connexion between the two closed curves, that

led him to latnent the small progress made in the

Geometry of Position since the time of Leibnitz,

Euler and Yandermonde. We have now, how- riy -l

ever, some progress to report, chiefly dm to Hiemann, IlelmholtK

and Listing.

423.] Let us now investigate the result of integrating with

respect to s round the closed curve.

One of the terms of 17 in equation (7) is

f—^ dtf dz _ dij d A dzs.

"W ih ^ J<f di V ^

If we now write for brevity

F=f'-f-rl<, G^I'Jf,!., IF=f'-^;,l., (9)
J r J r dis J r dx ^ '

the integrals being taken once round the elosed curve s, this term

of n may be written 4jj d^ll

dff (l^ (U
*

and the corresponding tei"m of j^U is will be*

di) dll

7^~dl'

Collecting all the terms of n, we may now write

This quantity is evidently the rate of decrement of m, the

magnetic potential, in pa^^>:iTi!X along the curve tr, or in other wordSj

it is the mas-ntitie force iai tin- direction of dir.

By lifisuniiug d<r successively m the direction of the axes of

a;, ^ and z, we obtain for the values of the components of the

magnetic force
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7
dll dG

^

at}

dm dF fin
1

dtf dC ^'
d<a dG dF
dC~ di

Tlie quantities G, TI are the components of the vector-pol pntial

of tb.e mag-nc^tic slicjll whose streng-tb is unitj, and whoee edg^e is

the curve s. They aie not, like the scalar potential functions

Living a series of vfiluoe, but are perfectly deterraiDate for every
point. Ill space.

Tlie vector-potential at a pointP due to a Tnng-netic sltell bounded
by a closed curve may he found by the following geometrical

const rHC'tion

:

Let a poiut Q travel round the closed curve with a velocity

niimeiicjilly equal to its distance from P, aud let a second point

E start from A and travel with a velocity the direction of wliieh

is always pnrallel to tliat of Q, but whose magnitude is unity.

When Q hae ti'avollod once round the closed, curve join Alt then
ilie line AR represents m. direction and in numerical mag-nitude

the vector-potential due io the closed curve at P.

Potmikl Eiievff^ of a Ma^miic Shellphced in. a MagnMi^ Field.

493.] We have already sbewnj in Art. 410, that the potential

energy of a shell of strength 4t placed in a mag^uetic fold whose
potential is F, is

where I, m, n are the direction-cosines of the normal to tlic shell

dra^Ti from the positive sidCj and the surface-integral is extended
ovLT the shell.

Now tills surface-integral may be transformed into a line-integral

by means of the vector-potential of the magnetic field, and we
may write p j , ,

where the integration ie ext-ended once ronnd the closed curve *

which forms the edge of the magnetic shell, the direction of dji

being opposite to that of the bands of a watch when viewed from
the positive side of the shell.

If we now suppose that the magnetic field is that due to a
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second magnetic shell whose strength ts 0'j the vahies of Gf H
will be

^=*'/f>- ^-^1'r>' ^'=<'!l%^-
wliore the integ-mtiouB are extended once round the curx'e s\ wliich

forms the edge of tliis shelL

Substituting these values in the expression for M we find

where the intt^grdtion is extended once round s and once roimd /.

This pspression ^'lyoa the potential energy due to the mutual action

of the two shells^ and is, aa it oug^ht to l)c> the satne wlien s and s

are interehanged. Tliis expression with its sign reversal, when the

strength of each shell is unity, is called the potential of the two

closed curves and t'. It is a rjuantity of great impoi'tiince in the

theory of cluetrie euiieiita. If we \vi ite f for the angle between

the directions of the elements d4 and d/, the potential of s and /
may be written

It is evidently a quantity of the dimension of a lino.



CHAPTER IV.

INDUCED MAOJSiiTlZATrOiir,

424,] We have hitberto oonBitlercrl the actual tUstdbutiou of

inagnetizalion in a inag^niet as gWtm Gxplicitly among thu dahi

of tlie itivcstigalion. We have not made any assii motion a& to

ivhether this niagnctization is permanent or tauimporarVj oscopt in

tliosp parts of our reasouing in which we hare supposed the magnet
hroken up into small portions, or small portions removed from

the mag^net in such a way as not to alter the magnetlzution of

any part.

Wu have now to consider the magnetization of bodies with
respect to the mode in whieli it may be produced and changed.

A bar of iron held parallel to the direction of the eartli's mag-netic

force is found to become magnetic, with its poles turned the op-

posite way from those of the earthy or the same way as those of

ft compass needle in stable equilibrium.

Any piece of soft iron placed in a magnetic field is found to exhibit

mag'tittic properties- If it be placed in a part of the field wbertj

the magnetic force is great, as hetwecti the poles of a borse-shoe

magnet, the magnetism of the iron becomes intense. If the iron

is removed from the magnetic fields its magnetic jiroperties are

gr€>atly weatent^d or diisappear entirely. If the m&gnetie properties

of the iron depend entirely on the magnetic force of the field in

which it is placed, and vaniiib when it is removed from the field,

it is called Soft iron. Iron which is soft in the magnetic sense

is also soft in the literal sense. It is easy ki bend it and give

it a permanent set, and difficult to break it.

Iron which retains its magnetic properties when removed from
the miigiietie field is called Hard iron. Such iron does not tatc
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up tbo ma^ifniitic state so readily as soft iron. The operation of

Iiammcring, or any other kind of vibration., allows ixard iron under

the iiiflucnc'G of magnetic force to assume th^ magnetic st^tte more

readily, and to paifc with it more readily when the magnetizing

force is removed. Iroii which is magtieticsilly hard is also more

stitf to bend and more apt to breafc-

Tlie processes of hammeringp, rolling, wire-drawiiig, and snddm
cooling tend to harden ironi, and that of STinealing" tends to

soften it.

The magnetic as well as the meehanieal dififerences between steel

of hard and soft t^^mper are much greater than those between hard

and soft iron. Soft steel is almost us easily magnetized and df-

magnetized as iTOn, while the hardest steel is the lest material

for magnets which we wish to be permanent.

Ca^st iron, though it contains more carbon than steely is not

so retentive of miiguetization.

If a magnet could he eoiistrnct^jd go that the distribution of its

inagnetiKiition ig not altered by any magnetic force brought to

act 111)011 it, it might be called a rigidly magnetized body. The
only known body which fulfils this condition is a coaductiug circuit

round which a constant eleetric current is made to flow.

Such a cii-euit exhibits magnetic propertiesj, and may therefore be

called an eIectromag;nefc, but these magnetic projierties are not

iifFected by the other magnetic forces in the field. We shall return

ii} this subject in Part IV.

All actual magnets, whether made of hardened st^el or of load^

etone, are found to be aflected by any magnetic force which is

broug-lifc to bear upon thorn.

It ]s convenienfcj for scientific purposes, to make a distinction

between the permanent and the tcmpomry magnetiKation, dcfinin;^

the permanent magneti station as tliat which eitists independently

of the magnetic force, and the temporary magnetization as that

which depends on thijs force. We must observe, however, that

this dlstinetion is not founded on a knowledge of the intimate

nature of magnetiiiable substances : it is oniy the expression of

an hypotbesie intiodticed for the sake of bringing calculation to

bear on the phenomena. We shall return to the physical theory

of magnetization in Chapter VI.

425,] At present we shall investigate the temporary magoet-
i^sation on the aissumption that the magnetization of any particle

of the sabsfcance depends solely on the magnetic force acting on
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that particle. Tina niafjnetic fdice may arise partly from external

causes, and pai-tly from the temporary magnetizatioQ of neigli-

boiirinf^ particles.

A body tlius mag-cctized iix virtue of tlie action of magnetic

forcGj, is said to bo iiiagrnctizod hy induction^ and the magtietizatiou

is said k> be induced by tlic nii^gnetizliig foree.

The magnetization induced by & g-ivoa magnetizing force difiei-s

in different substances. It is greateet in the purest and softest

iron, in which the ratio of the magnetization to the magnetic force

may reacli the value 32, or even 45*.

Other substances, such as the raet^ds nickel and cobalt, are

capable of an inferior degree of magnetizsition, and all substances

when gubjected to a sufficiently strong msiguctic force, are found

to give indications of polarity.

Whentbe maguetization is in the eame direction as the ma^etic
force, as in iron, nickel, cobalt, &c., the substanes is called Para-

ma<^iieticj Ferromagnetic, or more simply Magnetic. When the

induced magnetization is in the direction opposite to the magnetic
force, as in bismuth^ &c., the subst-jince h said to be Diamagnetic.

In all these subetaucos the ratio of the magnetization to tlie

magnetic force which prmluces it Is exceedingly small, being only

about —

T

o tiooo case of bisimith, which is the most highly

diamagnetie substance known.

In crystallized, strained, and organized substances the direction

of the magnetisation does not always coincide vviih that of the

magnetic force which produces it. The relation between the com-
ponents of magnetization, referred to axes fixed in the body, and
those of the magnetic force, may be eipressetl by a system of three

linear equations. Of the nine coeffieienti; involved in the&e equa-
tions we shall shew that only six are independent. The phenomena
of l>odies of this kind are classed under the name of Magnecrystalhc
phenomena.

\Vlien placed in a field of magnetic force, crystals tend to set

themselves so that the axis of greatest paramagnetic, or of least

diamagnetie, induction is parallel to the lines of magnetic force.

See Art. 435.

In soft iron, the direction of the magnetization coincides with
that of the magnetic force at the point, and lor small values of

the raagjictie Ibroe the magnetization is nearly pmimrtional to it.

• ThalfSn, ^om Adtt, Meg. Soc. 8c
,
UpsaL, ISOS.
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As the mag'netic force iucrcases, however, the magnetization in-

creases more slowly^ and it would appear from experiments descrilied

ill Chap, YI, that there is a limiting value of the magnetization,

beyond wliich it cannot pass, whatever be the value of the

magnetic hrc<i.

In the following- outline of the theory of induced mag^netisni,

we shall beg-in by supposing the magnetination proportional to the

magnetic force, and in the same line with it,

Bejtmiion of the €o0cie}it of Induced Ma^nellzadm.

426.] Let ^ he the magnetic force, defined as in Art. 398, at

any point of the body, and let ^ be the magnetization at that

point, then the ratio of 3^ to ^ is called the Coefficient of Induced
Mag-notiKation.

Denoting this coefficient by k, the fundamental equation of

induced magniitisni is

3=K.^. (1)

The coefficient k is positive for iron and painraagnetio suhstancee,

and negative for bismutli and diamagnetic substances. It re^hes
the value 32 in iron, and it is said to be large in the ease of nickel
and cobaltj bnt in all other cases it is a very Email q\iantitvj not
greater than 0.00001.

The force arises partly from the action of magnets external
to the body magnetized by induction, and jmrtly from the induced
magnetization of the body itself. Both parts satisfy the condition
of liaving a potential,

427'.] Let F be the potential due to magnetism external to the
body, let 12 be that due to the induced magnetization, then if

V is the actual potential due to both causes

Let the components of the magnetic force ^, resolved in the
directions of a-, he «, 0, y, and let those ot'the magnetization
3 be Ai B, C, then by equation (1),

A = K a, \

(3)

C ^Ky.)
Kultiplying these etiuations by dx, dy, th respectively, and

adding, we lind

Adx +B tiy+ Cdj; = K (q djf+^ dy+ y dz).
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But since a, /3 and y are derived from the potential U, w© may
write tha second member —KtlU,

Heucffj if K is Constant throii|Sfhout tbe substance, the first raeniber

must also be a complete diflerential of a fiuictiou of ^ and z,

which we shall call ^, and the e(|uation becomes

d<^ =~K dU, (4)

where A^f, B^'^f^, (5)m tl^ dz ^ '

The magnetization is therefore lamellar, a6 defined in Art. 412,

It was shewn in Art. 38(> that if p is tlie vylunnj-dciisity of free

niHgnetism,

^ ^ f/iB iif dz ^

'

which becomes in virtue of equatious (3)^

Ala da dyK

But, by Art. 77,

da (ly

m «y ffe

Hence (I + 4 ir «) p = 0,

whence p = ((j)

throughout the STihstanoe, and the magnetisation is therefore sole-

noidal as well as lamellar. See Art. 407.

There is therefore no free magnetism except on the bounding

surface of tbe body. If v be the normal drawn iawards from the

surfucse, the magaetio surfsiee-dcnsity is

The potential £1 due to this magnetization at any point may
therefore be found from the snrfaee-integral

=
11 pis. (8)

The value of il will be finite and continuous eve rv where, and

will ssatisfy Laphice's equation at every point both within and

without the surGiee. If we distingxiish by im accent the value

of 11 outside the surface, and if v' be tbe normal drawn outwards^

we have at the surface

SI; {9J



da m'

bj (7).

dU

^Ve may therefore writ^ the fiurfuce-eondition

Hence the determmation of the magnetism iiidiiee<l iiv a liomo^
geneoiis isotropic body, Lomidcd by a surface S, and acted ujioii by
exteru^il miignetic forces wlioso pot^^ntial is may be reduced to
the follo^ving inathematieal problem.
We must find two funetiodsr a and ir satisfving the followiiij?

eonditioiifi ;

*

Within the surface S, Si must be finite and continuous, and must
eatisfj Laplace's equation.

Outside the surface £i' must be finite and eontinnoas, it ranet
vanish at an infinite distance, and must satisfy- Laplace's equation
At every point of th« surface itself, li ^ iV, .and tht> derivatives

of £1, a' and F with resjx^t to the normal must satisfy equation
(10).

Tliis method of treating the problem of induced magnetism is
due to Poisson. The quantity & which he uses in his memoirs is
not the same as k, but is related to it as follows ;

477^(^—1)+ 3 /t- 0. (11)
The coefficient * which we have here used was introduced by
J. Neumann.

428,] Tlie problem of induced magrnetism may be treated in a
different manner by iutroduein^- tiie quantity which we have called,
with Faraday, the Magnetic Induetion.

The relation between % the magnetic induction, the magnetic
loree, and 3, the ma^etization, is esipresficd by the eqaation

® = -& + 4ff3. (12)

The equation which expresses the induced magnetization in
terms of the magnetic force is

3 = t'^- (13)
VOL. IT. g
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Heucc, t'liminating ^, we fiad

SS =(1+471 k)^ (H)

as the relation between the magnetic induction and tlie mag-netic

forcti in suhi^taiict's whoee magnetization is induced hi,- mag-tictic;

force.

la the most gfeneral ease jc mny be a function, not only of the

lx)sitlon of the point in the substiince, "but of the direction of the

vector but in the c;ise which we are no\^' considering k is a

numerical quantity.

If we nest write /a = 1 + 4 ir#;, (15)

we may define /u as the ratio of the magnetic induction to the
magnetic force, and wc nniy call thi<i ratio the magnetic inductive

capacity of the substance, thus distinguishing- it from the co-

t'flieieut of induced niai^^netization.

If we write U fur the total nia^^netie potential compounded of J\

the potential due to external canoes, and 11 for that due to the
induced maf^^netination, we may express the components of
mag'netic induction, and a, /j, y, the components of magnetic force,

as follows

:

dU

Hie eomponeuta ^^, c satisfy the solenoidal condition

da (lb

Henee, the potential U must satisfy Laplaee's equation

d^U d^U >PU

at every point where jx is constant, that is, at every point within
the homogeneoas substance, vr in empty spae^e.

At the surface itself, if y is a normal drawn towards the magnetic
eubstatico, and v one drawn ontwards, and if the symbols of qman-
titles outside the siihst^nce are distinguished by aceentsj the con-
dition of continuity of the majs^etic induction is

dv
J
dp dff ,dv „dv' ,dv'
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or, by ec[uations (10),

fx\ the coefficient, of induction outside the magnet, will bo unify
unites the surrounding medium be nia=,'H(>tlc or tliamai^^ntftfe.

If we substitute ibr U its value in terms of /' and fl, aiul for

fir its value in t«rms of k, we ubtain the same equation (10) as we
ariived at by Poissou's metbod.

The problem of indiictd magnetism, when considered with respect
to the relation between niagntitii* juckictiou and mii^netic force,

corresponds exactly with the problem of the conduction of electric

currents through heterogeneous media, a^* given in Art. 309.
The magnetic force is derived from the uiagnctic potential, pre-

cisely as the electric force is derived from the electric potential.

The magnetic induction is a quautity of tlie njiiurc of a fiuxj

and satisfies tbe same conditions of continuity as the electric

current does.

In isotropic media the magnetic induetion depends on the niag^
netic force in a manner which exactly corresponds with that in

which the electric current depends on tlie clectromutive fbi'cc.

The specific magnetic inductive capacity in the one problem corre-

sponds to the specific conductivity in the other. Hence Thomson,
in his fkeorif ofIndmed Magnetmji {Reprini, 1 87 2, 484), has called

this .j^iiantity the permetdiiliif of the medium.
We are now prepared to consider the theory of induced magnetism

from what I conceive to be Faraday's point of view.

When m;ignetic force acts on any medium^ whether magrtetic or
diamagnetie, or neutml, it produces within it a phenomenon called

Magnetic Induction.

Magnetic induction is a diieeted quantity of the nature of a flux,

and it satisfies the srfarne conditions of continuity as electric currents
and other fluxes do.

In isotropic media the magnetic force and the magnetic induction

are in the same direction, and the magnetic induction is the product
of the magnetic foi'ce into a quantity called the coeJfieient of
induction, which we ha,ve exprcisscd l>y ju.

In empty apace the coefficient of induction is unity. In bodies

capable of induced magnetization the coetficient of induction is

1+4 TTK = fi, where k is the quautity already defined os the co-

efScient of induced magnetization.

429.] Let jUj ju' be the valuer of /a on opposite sides of a surfeee

E 1
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separating^ two media, then if f\ V are the potentials in tlic two
media, the magnetic forces towards tho surface in the two media

are and ~j-r-

The quantities of mafi^netic induction tliroiigh the element of

mirfa<>e dS are ^-^-rM'and fZ-^dS in thu two media respect-

ively reckoned towards dS,

Sipce the total flux towards dS \b zerOj.

dr ,dV'

But by the theory of the potential near a surface of density o-,

+ ^-r 4- 4 X nr =1= 0,
air flv

Hence ^ O
-'i) + 4 (t = 0.

If *i is the ratio of the superficial maf^'iietization to the normal
force in the first medium wlioge coefficient is |n, we have

Hence *Cj will be positive or negative aeeortliog' ur ^ h groater

or less than If wi> put p.=. 4 tt j? + 1 and 4 tt + 1

,

K, =
4 k'+ 1

Ifl this expiession k <itid *c' are the eoeffieienbs of induewl m^;^-

netization of the first and second mediinn dedueed from experiments

made in air, and «, is the coefficient of induced magnetization of

the first medium when enn'onnded by the second medium.
If K is greater than if, then k, is negative, or the apparent

magDetizstion of the first medium jjs in the opposite directipn from
the magnetiauig force.

Thus, if a vessel containing a, weak aqaeous solution of a para-
magnetic salt of iron is suspended in a stron^r solution of the

same salt, and acUd on by a magnet, tlie vessel moves a« if it

were magnetized in the opposite direction from that in which a
magnet would set itsself if snspcmled in the same place.

This may be explained by the bypotliesis that the solution in

the vessel is really magnetized in the same direction as the mag-
nefcic force, but that the solution which surrounds the vessel is

magrietizwl mons strongly in the same direction. Hence the vessel

in like a weak magnet placed between two strong ones all mag-
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netissed in thti same direction, ho that opposite poles are in contact.

The nortli pole of the weak magutit points in the same dirwtion
aa those of the strong- ones, but since it is in eontacfc with the south

pole of a stronger ma|fiitit, tht'rti is an tixcess of south magiietism
in the neighbourhood of its north ]>ok, which causes the small

magnet to appt^ar oppositely mag-nefcized.

In some auLstanees, however, the apparent magnetization 'm

Q^^tive even when they lite suspended in what is called a vacuum.
If we asHuine (t = for a vacuum, it will he negative for these

Bubstanees. No substance, however, has been diseovered for which

K has a negative value numerically greater than
J- , aiid ther^jfore

for all known eubstiinees
fj.

is positive.
^

Substances for which k is ne^tive, and therefore }i less than

unity, are called Diamag-nctie suhstanc&'s. Thyse for whioh k is

positive^, and fi greater than unity, are called Biramag-tietie, Ferm-
maj^eticj or simply ma^etie, substances.

We shall consider the physical theory of the diamag^netic and
paramagnetic properties when we come to eleetromagnefcism^ Arts.

&31-845.

430-] The raatheiuaticiLl theory of magnetic intJuetion was first

given by Poisson*. The physical hypothesis on which he founded

his theory was that of two magnefcio fluids, an hypothesis which
has the same mathematical advantages and physical dilBculties

as the theory of two eieetrie fluids. In order, however, to explain

the fact that, though a piece of soft iron can bo magnetiaed by
induction^ it cannot be charg-ed with unet^ual quantities of the

two kinds of niag-netitsm, he sujijioses that the substanoe in general

i$ a non-conductor of these fluids, and that only certain small

portions of the substance contain the fluids under circumstances

in which they are free to obey the forces which act on them.

These small ma^etic elements of the subBtance contain each pre-

cisely equal quantities of the two Huids, and within each element

the fluids move with perfect freedom, but the fluids can never pass

from one magnetic clement to another.

The problem therefore is of the same kind ns that relating to

a nimibcr of small conductoxs of electricity disseminated through

a dielectric insulating medium. The conductors may he of any

form provided they arc enuill and do not touch each other.

If they are elongated bodies all turned in the same general

* Jl/eWtVf* t& i'lti^Htid, 1824.
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direction, or if they are crowded more in one direction tlian another,

the medium, as Poissnn himself shews, will not be isotropic. Poissoii

thcrefoiie, to aToitl u^rIgps intrioacy, examu*n?s the cast* in which
each ttiBjfrnetic element is spherical, mu\ the elGmeuts ava dissem-

infitcd without re^^rd to axes. He supposes that the whole volume

of ftU tlic magnetio elements in unit of volume of the eubstanoe

is l\

We hnvc already cousideretl in Art. 314 the electric conductivity

of a mtHlIum in whieh small spheres of «nother mtKliiiim are dis-

tributed.

If the condiietivity of the me<linm is fi^, and that of (he spheres

|i2j we have fonnd that the conductivity of the composite system is

Puttings fij — I and ju,, = 00, this becomes

l-i 21'

This quantity fi is the electric conductivity of a medium eon-

sisting of perfectly eondiictini^- [spheres disseminated through a

medium of conductivity unity, the aggregate volume of the spheres

in unit of vnhime being L
The symbol ^ also Tepresciits the coefficient of magnetic induction

of a mediimi, consisting; of spheres for wliich the permeahility is

ibfimtcj disseminated through a medium for whieh it k unity.

The symbol which we shall call Poisson's Magnetic Coefficient,

represents the ratio of the volume of the magnetic elements t« tlie

whole vohinie of the substance.

The symbol k is blown as Neumann's Coefficient of Magnet-
iKatioTi by Indtietinn. It is more convenient than Poisson's.

The synd>ol {i we shall call thei^ocfficient of Magnetic Tnd action.

Its Jidvantage is that it facibtates tlic transformation of magnetic
jn-ohlems into problems relating to electricity and heat.

The relations of these three symbols are as follows ;

^_ ^
_ 3^

F— pt = 47ric+l.

If we put K = S2, the value given by Thalcn's * experiments on

• Efthtrclftn Stir kg PntprifUt MaftKi'Hijtm dufer. N^>m AcUt, JJyml, 1865.
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soft iron, we find k = 444. This, according to Poisson's theory,

is the ratio of the volume of the mfl^nutic moleeulea to the whole

volume of the iron. It is imixissible to pack a space with eqnnl

aphoRS so tltiit the lotio W their volume lo tiiiL' wltolo ^[in-i-. Khitll

he so Dearly unity, and it is eiceedingly improhable that bo lar^K

a proportion of tho volume of iron is occupied by sf>!id nvilccuh'si

what-ever bo their form. This is one reason why we must abatidon

Poissnn's hyjiotlie?!*!. Others will lie stutcd in Clia^iter VI, Of
course the valne of PoisBon s mathematical investii^itions remflina

iinimpair«!l, as they do not reet on Iiis hypotliosis, but on the

cx]>eriiiie[if:,'il fact of inducpd TnagnetiKaiion.



CHAPTKR V.

PAftTICULAa fROBLE!irS IN MAGKBTIC INDUCTION.

A Holhw Spherical ShelL

431.] The first example of the complete soliitwn of a problem
in ma^^^netic induction ^v^ls that ^jiven by Poisson for the case of
a liollow splitrical slii.|| nctcd on by any n^ar,MiL>tic forces wliatevot.

For simplicity wo shall supposo the oiigin of the magnetic fotx'es

to be in tkti space outside the shell.

If rJenotes the potential due to the externsil magnetic system,
we may t-xpand V in a sericis of solid iiarmonics of the form

r= C„5, + C?,^ir + &c. + C,5;A (I)

wliere r ia the distance from the centre of the shell, ij^ is a surface
harmonic of order and 6^ is a eoeffieient.

Tliis series will he convergent providetl t is leas thaa the distance
of the nearest maj^net of th« system which produces this poteutiah
Hence, for the hollow spherical shell aud the spsic<j within it, this
expansioti is convergent.

Let the external radius of the shell be and the inner radius a.^,

and let the potentiid due in its induced mac^netism Ije a. The forni
of the function £2 will in general be different in the hollow ftpace,
in the substance of the shell, anfl in the spacse beyond. If we
expand these functions in harmonic sorieg, tlien, confining our
attention to those terms which involve the surface harmonic 3-,
we shall find that if 12, is that which coiTespouds to the hollow
space within the shell, the exi>ansion of Xi, must be in positive har-
monics of the form A,S,^, because the potential must not become
infinite withm the sphere whose radius is a^.

In the sulistance of the sholl, where liea between and a.
,

the scries may contain botli positive and negative powers of r
of the form A ^^+ ^, 5, r-C+D.

Outside the Bhel], where / is greater tlmn tt^, since the series
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must be convergent Jiowover gre^^t r may be, we mmt have ^^tily
negative powers of r, of the form

The conditions which must bo satieeed by the function Ji arc <

It must be (0 finite, md (2) continuous, and (3) mmt vanish at
an mhnite distance, and it must (4) everywhere satisfy Laplaee'a
liquation.

On aeeoiint of (i) JS^ — 0,

On neconiit of (2) when r = tf^,

and when r =z a^, ^ *

On account of (3) 0, and the condition (4) is satisfied
everywhere, since the functions are liarmonie.

But, besides these, them are otlier conditions to ho satisfied at
the inner »nd outer surface in virtue of equation (10), Art. i27.

At tlie inner gnrfuce where r = (/^,

and at the outer surface wliere /' =

From these conditions we obtain the equations

(1 +47r<c) (iXV''' - (^+ - jJiV'^' + i TrKie,V'+' = 0, (6)

( 1 + 4 17 *f)
+

1- (i + 1 ) i?,) + (j+ 1 ) + i „ ^ iC,a^^'*^ r^Q. (r)

and if we put

we find
'^^

^1 - ^ (4 I (U I) ( I (^;y"'

)

N, a„
(9)

^3 =~4iT^*[2j+l+47r*(^ + l)(i_(^)'**')JjV-(C„ (10)

J?2^4 7fK!(2i+l)V'+W^f?(, (U)
- 4 ic i (2 i + I + 4 TT K + 1 )) 1_ a^^**^)N, C,, ( 1 2)

These fjuantities being substituted in the harmonic expansions
give the part of the potential due to the inagnetizafcfon of the slieU.
Ihe f(uaiitity Ni is always ixjsitive, since l + 4irit can never be
iKTj^alive. Heiiee is ahvays negative, or in other woub, the
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at'tioTi of the magnetized shell on a point within it is ^ilwnys op-

posed to that of tlve external ma^jnetic force whether the shell be

paramagnetic or cliama^netic. The actual value of the reeultant

potential within the shell is

or (l + 4wit)(3*+l)*iV;C^S^?-. (13)

432.] When k a lar^e number, it is in the case of goffc iroa,

theflj unless the sbell is very thin, the magnetic force within it

is but a small fraction of tlie external force.

In this way Sir W. Thomson lias rendered his marine f^lvano-

metcT independent of cxterniil lusigtietit; force hy enclosing it. m
a tube of soft iron.

433.] The case of grcat4?st priictical importsinec is that in which

i = l> In this ease

^i^-—— ^ (10

= 4 7T K (3 + 8 TT k) (^2^— «/, (7, .

The magnetic force within the hollow shell is in this ease uniform

and equal to

C\+Ji = ^ —L ^q. (16)

If we wigli to detcnmine k by measuring the majOfnetic force

within a hollow sbell and cfimparing^ it with the external ma^etie
force, the best value of the thiclfness of the shell mav be fouiid

from the equation

The magTietic force inside the shell is then half of its value outside.

Since, in the case of iron, k is a number between 20 anfl 30, the

tliickriess of the shell ought to bo about tlie himdredtli part of its

radius. '^This method is applicable only when the value of k is

large. When it is very small the value of /t^ becomes ineonsible,,

since it depends on the square of k.
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(18)

434-] SPHBHICAL SHELL.

For a nearly solid spliere with a very small spliprical hollow,

nie wliole of this invppti ^ration mig-lit Imve Iseen tlccUu-eil directly

from tliat of conduction tliroiiirli a Epherical shell, iis ^i^cn in

Art 312, by puttiD^ ={! -j 4i7if);.j in thu exprfissiiiiis there (jivc-ii,

remembering that and ^4 in the problrm of conduction aro equi-

valent to C^-f- and Cj + ^f^ in the pvoblem of mag-uetJc induction,

43 1.] The corresponding- solution in two dimensiont; is g'raphically

Teproseiitcd in Fig:. XV, at the end of this volume. The lines of
induction, whicli at a distance from the centre of the figiire are

nearly horisiontal are represented as disturbed by a cylindric rod
magnetized transvE-riiely and placed in its position ol salable eqni-

librium. The lines which cnt this system at r ight angles reprt^sent

the equii>otcntial surfaees, one of which is a cylinder. The larg^e

dotted circle reptesents the section of a cylinder of a paramagnetic
Bubstanee, and the dotte<i horiiitnital straight lines within it> which
are eontinnons with the external linos of induction, represent the
lines of induction within the substance. The dotted vcr1ic;d lines

represent the interna! eqnipoteutial surfaces, and are continuous

with the external system. It will be observed that the tincB of

induction are drawn nearer together within the snbsfance, and the

equipotential surfaces are separated farther apart by t!ie iiaramag-

netic cylinder, which, in the lantniage of Faraday, coiiducte the

linos of induction better than the surrounding medium.

If we consider the system of verfical lint'.? as lines of induction,

and the homontil sysstem as eqnipotential Sjurfiiees, we have, in

th« first place, the case of a cylinder niasrnetized transvet^ely and
placed in the position of unstable erjuilihrium among- the lines of

forcej which it causes to diverge. In the seeond place, considering

the larg^ dotted cirele as the scetion of a diamaguetie cylinder,

the dotted straight lines within it^ together with the lines exfcrnal

to it, repxesent the effect of a tliannig-netie Hiilistance in ^epjinitinff

the lines of induction and drawing" together Hie dfpiij>iritential

surfaccH, Fncli a substance being a worse conductor of magnetic

induction than the surrounding mfidiuni.
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Case efa Sphere m which the Coejjlwienis of Mai^ntiiizalio7i are

BiJCire^t m Different Birecti&m.

435.^ Let fl^ j5, y be the coraponeata of ina^iiL'tic fi)ree, a,iid A, M,

C those of the mitg'tietization at any point, then the most general

linear relation between these quantities is given by the equations

A — ria + j3a^+ ([^y^ \

where the coefficients r,j}, q are the nine coefficients of magnet-

ization.

Let us now suppose tliat these are the conditions of magnet-

isation within a sphere of radiiis and that tlie Tnagtietiiiation at

every point of the substance ie uniform and in the same direction,

having' the components A, 71, C
Let us also suppose that the external magnetizing force is also

uniform and parallel to one dircctionj and has for its components

X, r, z.

The value of V is therefore

and that of 12' the potential of the magnetization cutfiide the sphere is

Tlie "value of fi, the potential of the magnetiaation within the

sphere, is 4 ,r

Si =— + (4)

The actual potential within the sphere is F+ il^ so that we shall

have for the components of the magnetic force within tlie sphere

a — X—^ irdf \

§ = y-^iri?. {5)

y = ir-*TTC, )

Hence

(1 -\ ^Trr^)A + i iri?j B + * t7 (7 = r^X^ p^T+ q^Z, .

J TT + ( 1+ ^ TT ^a) + I TT/^, C = q^X^ hYJtPx
[

4 irpa J-f iir B + (1 4 ^ ir C ^p^X^ qj-^ r^Z, )

Solving these equations, we find

A = r{ x+ ji; r+ q.; z,

a =p.;X+q{Y+r^'Z, J
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where ly r{= + ^ ( ^p^q.A r, r^^p^
^3) + {| ^fB, ^

where D is the determinant of the cnorticiGnts on the right side of
equations (6), and D' thiit of the coefficienta on the left.

The new system of cecffici<>nts p\ if, / will be syniraetrtenl only
when the system p, q, r is symmetrieal, thiit is, when tin; co-

efficients of the form p are equal to the corresponding oriea of
the form q,

436.] The moinent of the coupb tendiiifj to tnrn the sphere about
the axis of a? from ^ towards s is

If we make

J = 0, Y = Fcos 8, r - Fsin B,

this coTTCsponds to a magnetic force F in the plsine of nnd
inclined to ^ at an angle d. If we now turn the sphere while ihis

force remains constant the work done lO turning- the sphere; will

Lddm caeh complete revolution. But this is eqnal to

Hence, in order that the revolving- sphere may not become an
inexhaustible souree of energy, g{, ami similarlypf^ q^ and

These conditions shew that in the original equations the coeffi-

cient of if in the third equation is eqnal to that of € in the second,

and so on. Hence, the system of equations is eymmetrital, and the

equations become when referred to the principal axes of inug--

netization, ^
A = — — X.,

1 + 4 IT

z.

(11)

The moment of the couple tending to tuni the sphere round the

axis of X is

(12)
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III most cases the diffijireuces TjttwWB the coefficients of mag-net-

ization in difFerenfc directions aro very small, so that we may put

= ^ ,/'~''\^ sin 20. (1 3)

This is the force tending- to turn a crystalline sphere about the

axis of from j towards ^r. It aUvays tends to plaoe tlie axis of

greatest mag^nctie eoefficieut (or least diaimgnetic coefRcient) painllel

to the line of riiagnctie foree-

The corresponding- gase in two dimensions is repi-esented in

Fi^^ XVI,
If wc su]>pose the U]>per side of the figure to be towards the

iiortli, thu figure represents the lines of fore© and equijiotential

surlaces aa diatarbixl by a tmnsversely raagnetiaed cylinder placed

with the north side eastwards. Tht? resnltiint force tends to turn

the cylinder from east to north. The hirgt' dotted circle represents

a section of Sr cylinder of a cr} stalliue substance which has a higev
coefficient of induction along an axis from north-east to south-west

than along: ^^^s from north-west to south-east, The dotted lines

within the circle represent the lines of induction and the eqiiiitot^ntijd

surtiices, which iu this case are not at rif>ht angles to each other.

Hie resultant force on the cylinder is evidently to turn it from east

to north.

437,] The case of an ellip5t)id placed in a field of uniform and
parsiUel magnetic force has been solved in a. very iugenious mauuer
by Poisson.

If / is the potential at t!ie point (x^ ^, z)^ due to the gravitation

of a body of any form of uniform density p, then — is the

potential of the magnetism of the sanie body if uniformly mag*-
netized in the direction of £ with the intensity I — p.

dV
For the value of — — Sic at any point is the excess of the value

of F, the potential of tbe body, above V% the value of the potential

when the body is moved ~hx in the ditection of ir.

If we supposed the botly shifted through the diiitimce -aj?, and
itis density changed from pto —p (that is to say, made of repiUisive

instead of attractive matter,) thcu — bx would be the potential

due to the two bodies.

Now consider any elementary portion of the body containing a

volume hi\ Its quantity ia plvy and corresponding to it there is
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iiu element of the shifted body whose quantity is at a
dii^tiince -3a.. The t-ffect of those two denientg is eqnivaUtit to
tlvit of a magtiefc of sti-en^rth pbr aud length S^. Th« ititt'iisity

of mai-Qt'tization is foimd by dividin- the magnetic moiiieut of au
element ijy its volume. The result is pS^.

Henoe - ^- fiis k the magnetic potential of the IxKly rajit>ncti?.ed

with the intensity p in the direction of a?, and is tliat of
fix

the body magnetized i^-ith intensity p.

This potential nMy be also considered in another light. The
body was shifted through the distance -5^ and made of d.'iisity

-p, Throitghout that part of space common to the bwly in its
two positions tlie density is ^eixt, tor, as far as attraction k eon-
cernedj the two equal and opposite densities annihilate oaeh other.
There remains therefore a shell of positive miittev on one side and
of negative matter on the ot!ier, and we may regard the rt^suHant
potential as due t^y these. The thickness of the shell at a poijit
whei^ the normal dra^vii oLitivards makes an imgk t with the axis
of ^ is hstcoa c and its density is p. The aurfaee-densi ty is thereibre

p5a3 cosf, and, in the ease in whieli the potential is - the
eurfuee-deusity is p cos «.

"'^
'

In this way we ean find the maj^^nctio potential oi' any body
uniformly magnetised parallel to a given direction. Now if this
uniform tn!igneti;;ation is due to mafe'cetic induction, the mag-
netizing force at all points within the body must also be uniform
and parallel.

This force consists of two parts, one due to external causes, and
the other due to the magnetiKution of the body. If therefore the
external magnetic force k UTiiforni and parallel, the magnetic force
due to the magnetization must also be uniform and painlkl for
nil points within the body.

Hencej in oider that this method may lead to ii solution of the

problem of magnetic induction, V must be a hncnr function of

the coortliiiates ^, ^ within the body, and therefore /' must be
a quadratic function of the coordinates.

Kow the only eases with which we are Bequaintwl in wliidi T
IS a quadratic function of the coordinates within the body are those
in whieh the body is bounded by a complete surface of the second

dt;greej and the only case in whieli such a body is of finite dimen-
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eif^tis is when it is an ellipsoid. We sliall therefore apply the

method to the ease of an ellipsoid.

be the oqnation of the ellipsoid, and let % denote the definite integriil

*
(2)

Tlkcn if we mjite

''-'^^m- ^=="*"l^j' ""^'^^'-m- «
fcb© value of the potential within the ellipsoid will be

= -
f

(J^ + +N^^)+ comt (4)

If the cll ipso id is ma^etized with imifonn intensitj' / in a

directiou making an^i^Ies whose cosines are 1^ my n with the axes

of d:, z, so that the components of magnutization are

the poteBtial due to this magtietination within the ellipsoid will he

Q> — —I{L 4-Mmy+ Nnz). (6)

If the external magnetizing force is and if its components
are ^^y^ its potential will he

Tlie components of the actual magnetizing force at any point
within the Iwdy are therefore

X-AL, T-BM, Z-CK (7)

The nioijt general relations between the magnetization and the

magnetijiitig' force are given by tliree lintw equationSj involving

uinia coefficients. It is iiecessarj, however^ in order to fulfil the

eondition of the eonservfltion of energy, that in the ease of magnetic
induction three of these should be equal respectively to other three,

ao that we should have

A^K, (X-AL) + K', {Y-BM)+ K\ {Z-CN),
j

JET = K\ {X-JL}+ K (Y-liM) + K\ {Z- CN),
\ (8)

C ^ K'^ {X-AL)^K\ {r-£M)+K
, (Z- CN).

)

From these equations we may determine A, J? and C In terms
of Xf Y, Z, and this will give the most geneml solution of the

problem.

Tlie potential outside the ellipsoid will then be that due to the

• S4je Tlionison fmd Tait'ss Nntarai PhU<f«f>phy, ; 522.
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magTietization of the ellipsoid together with that duo to the external
magnetic force.

The onlj case of practical importance is tbat in whicli

k\ = K2 = Kg = 0.
(9)

We have then
'^1 Y

1
'

C =

(10)

If the ellipsoid has two axes equal, and is of the planetary or

flattened forrn^
^ ^

sm 'e-

(11)

(12)

If the ellipsoid is of the ovarj or elongated form

^=^'C-')(~'°^;!:-')-j
In the case of a sphere, whea ^ = 0,

(13)

(H)

In the case of a very flattened planetoid L becomfis in the limit

equal to 4 ttj and M and N become ir* -

.

e

In the c&se of a very elongated ovoid L and M approsmiate

U the value 2 nr, while approximates to the form

and vanishes when ^ = 1

.

It appears from thetse results that

—

(1) When ff, the coefficient of inaguetiy,ation^ is very amall,

whether positive or negative; the induced magQetization is nearly-

equal to the mognetiziDg force multiplied by k, and is ahnyet

indci>endeut of the form of the body,

VOL. n. Y

2c
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(2) When k is a larg-e positivt! quantity, tlie magnetization depends

principally on the foim of the bodyj and is almost independeDt of

the precise value of k, except in the case of a loiigitudii^at foree

acting on an ovoid so elongated that Nk iso, email quantity though

K is large.

(3) If the value of « could be negative and eciual to ^ we

should have an infltiibe value of the magnetization in the ease of

a magnetising force acting normally to a flat plate or disk. Tht:

absurdity of this result couiirms what we said in Art. 428.

Ilunep, experiments to determine tlie value of k may be made

on bodies of any form provided k is very small, as it is la the case

of all diainagnetio btidiiis, and all magnetic bodies except irou,

nickel, and cobalt.

If, however^ as iu the case of iron, k is a Ititge number, tipeti-

meuts made on spheres or fltittenod figures are not suitable to

determine k ; for instance, in the ease of a sphere th<* ratio of tlitf

magnetization to the mat^iieti7jjig force is as 1 to 1.22 if jt = 30,

as it is in some kiuds of iron, and if \ were infinite the ratio would

be as 1 to 4.19, so that a verv small error in tlie determination

of the mf^^netizatioiiL wuuld introduce a very large one in tlie

value of K.

But if we make use of a piece of iron in the form of a very

elongated ovoid, then, as long as is of modeiute value com-

pared with utiity, we may deduce the value of k from a determination

of the magnetization, and the smaller the value of /V the mora

accurate will be the value of k.

In iactj if iV* be made small enough, a small error in the value

of N itself will not introduce much error, ao that wc may use

any elongatetl body, such as a wire or long rod, instead of an

ovoid.

We must lemember, however, that it is only when the product

JV* is small eouipared with unity that this substitution la allowable.

In fact the distribution of magnetism on a long cylinder with flat

ends dues not resemble that on a long ovoid, for the fPi^e mag-
netism is very much coueeutmted towards the ends of the cylinder,

whereas it varies directly as the distance from the equator in the

case of the ovoid.

The distribution of electricity on a cylinder, however, is really

comparable with that on an ovoid, as we have already seen,

Art. 152.
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These results also enable ue to understand wlu' the roagnetio
moment of a iwrmanent magnet oin be made so mudi greati^r wheti
tlie magnet hm an dou-ated form. If wo were to niajjnetize a
disk with hitenaitj / in a direction normal to Us surl'ace. and ilien
leave it to itself, the interior particles would txperience a conatiuit
demagnetizing force equal to 4^/^ and this, if not sufficient of
Itself to destroy part of the magnetijiation, would soon do so if

aided hy vibrations or chang-es of tompenittire.

If we were to magnetiKc a eylinder tranfivtrsely the dciiuifraet-

izing force woiild be only 2irL
If the magnet were a sphere the demaguotizing force would

be | ir/.

j

In a disk magnetized transversely the dera<'igtietizing farce h
7t^-T, and in an elongated ovoid niagni:tij;ed loiigituditmlly it

is least of all, being 4 w ^ / log — •

Hence an elongated magnet is Urn likely to lose its mo^riietism
than a short thick one.

The moment of the force aetiu^ on ellipsoid having different

magnetic coefficients for the three axes wbieh tends to turn it about
the axis of a?, is

i ubc {BZ- CY) = ^ ^ abcY^
Xj -K^-^

'.^
K^iM-Jf

)
_

Hence, if and are small, this forc;e will depend priiieipally

on the crystalline quality of the body and not on its shape, pro-
vided iU dimensions are not very une<iual, but if and jtj are

considerable, as in the case of iron, the force will depend principally

en the shape of the body, and it will turn so as to set its longer
aiis parallel to the lines of force.

If a euffieiently strong, yet uniform, field of magnetic force could
he obtaine<l, an elongated isotropic diamagnetic body would also

sot itself witb its longest dimcnsioti parallel to the lines of magnetic
I'orce.

439.] The question of the distribution of the magnetization of
an ellipsoid of revolution under the action of any magnetic forces

lias been investigated by J. Xeumann *. Kirchlioirf has ostendcd
the method to the case of a cylinder of infinite length acfed on by
any force.

• Crttle, bd. ixxrii {imy
t Crdk, bd. jlTiiJ {im}.
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Green, in tlie ITth section of liis EssaVi has given an invest-

igatiuti of the distribution of magnetism in a cylinder of finite

length acted on by n unifoini, external force parallel to its axis.

Though some of the st^ps of this investig'ation are not very

rigoioiis, it is probable tlmt the result represents roug-lily the

actual magoetization in this most important case. It certainly

expresEes very fairly the transition from the cam of a cylinder

for which K is a large number to that in which it is very small,

but ifc fails entirely in the ease in vvliieh k is negative, as in

diamagnetic gabstances.

Green finds that the linear deosity of free magnetism at a

distance a? from the mitldlo of a cylinder whose radius is » and

whose length is 2 ^, is

where^ k a nnmericu! quantity to be found from the equation

0.231863 — 2 loe,®+2 j? = —
The following are a few of the corresponding values of /1 and h-.

11.802 0.07

0.01 9.137 0.08

62.02 0.02 7,517 0.09

iBAia 0.03 ti.319 0.10

20.475 0.04 0.1427 1.00

20J 85 0.05 0.0002 10.00

14.794 0.06 0.0000 00

Jie^'utive imaginary.

When the eiigth of the cylinder is g^reat compared with its

radiusj the whole (|nantity of I'rec tnii^netisni ou either side of

the middle of the cylinder is, as it ou^^ht to be^

Of this ipM is on the flat end of the cylinder, and the distance

of the centre of gravity of the whole quantity M from the end

of the cylinder is -

P
When K is very small p is large, and nearly the whole frtje

magnetism is on the ends of the cyliiuler. As k increases p
diminishesj and tiie free magnetism is spread over a greater distance
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from the ends. When « is infinite the free maguetism at any
point of the cj-lIiKhH- is simply propirtional to ita distance from
the middle point, the diatrihution hdnc> ,siiiiilar to that of free
electricity on a conductor in a {iold of uniform force.

440.] In all substances exeejit iron. luchH, jind cobalt, the co-
efiident of magnetization is bo small that thoinductjd magnetization
of the body prodaees only a very eli^Hit alteration of I be I'orccs in

the magnetic field. We may therefore assume, as a firstt approx-
imation, that the nctiial magnetic force witliiti the body is the same
as if the body had not been there. The superficial niugnetiKatiou

of the body h tlierefoTe, as a first approxiniatioii, where —
fh' dp

is the rate of increaae of the mafjnetic jiotontial duo to the extenial
magnet aloiij* a normal to the surface drawn inwards. If we
now calcnlato the potential due to this snpeiflcial distribution, we
may me it in proceeding to a second approsimution.
To find the moclianical energy due to the diGtribiition of mag-

netism on this first approximation we must find the siufiire^integral

taken over the wliole surface of tlie body, Now wc have show n in

Art. 100 that this is equal to the volume-integral

taken throi!o:b the whole space occupied by the body, or, if is the
resultant magfoetic force,

Now since the work done by the magnetic force on the body
(luring a displacement hie is Xha; where X is the mechanical force

in the direction of and since

j XhxA-E = constant
J

^=
"2 = rJh "

'^'^'^^'^^ -Jfj

"

whieh shews that the force acting on the body is as if every part

cf rt tended to move front places where J?^ is leea to places wlierc

It IS greater with a force whieh on every unit of vobinie is
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If «f h negative, as in fliamagnetie bodies, tliis force is, as Faraday

first shewed, from stronger to weaker parte of the ma^etie field,

MoBi of the actions ohserved in the case of dianiagnetic bodies

dejiend on this property.

Skip's Magneiism.

441.] Almost every part of magnetic seienee finds its uee in

navigation. Tlio dii-ectiv*; actioii of the earth's magnciism on the

compass needle is the only method of ascertaining the ship's course

when the sun and stars flro liid. The declination of the needle from

the true meridian seemed at first to be a liindrancc to the appli-

cation of the compass to na,vigation, hut after this difficulty had

been overcome by tlie construction of magnetic charts it appeared

likely that the declination its^-lf would assist the mariner in de-

termini n*:*" his ship's place^

Tlie gi'e:itest difliculty in navig^itirm had always been to ascertain

the longitude j but since the deeliniition is different at difTerent

points on the same parallel of latitude, an observation of the de-

clination together with a knowledge of the latitude would enable

the Tnorin&r to find his position on the magnetie chart..

But in recent times iron is so largely used in the constniction of

ships tliat it has become impossible to use the compass at all without

taking into account the action of the ship, as a magnetic body,

on the needle.

To determine the distribution of majE^netism in a mass of iron

of any form nnder the iuEuence of the earth's mag;tietic force,

evon thongh not siibjectcd to meelianieal strain or other disturb-

ances, is, as we have seen, a very diffieult problem.

In this case, however, the problem it; simplitied. by the following

consideratione

,

The compass is supposed to be placed with its centre at a fised

point of the ship, and so far from any iron that the msgnetiam

of the needle does not induce any perceptible magnetism in the

ship. The size? of the compass needle is supposed so small that

we may regard the magnetic force at any i>oint of the needle as

the same,

Thtj iron of the ship is supposetl to be of two kinds only ,

(1) Hard iron, magnetl^sed in a eonstatit manner,

(g) Soft iron, the magnetization of which is induced by the earth

or other magnets.

In strictness we mnsi admit that the liardest iron is not only
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{japable of induction but that it may lose patt of its so-cftlk'd

peimarieiit magnetization in various uays.

The eoftest iron is cnpabli> of retaininf^ what ia called Tctiubuil

magDclizrttioJi. The actual properticts of ivon cauuot ha a<;cural^:;lv

represented by supposing- it compounded of the harnl iron and tlic

soft, iron above defined. But it has been found that when a ship

is acted on only hy the earth's magTietic force, and not Bubjeclcd

to any estraordinarj' stress of weather, tlie suppoaitiou tbnt the

magnctisoi of fcbe ship ig duo partly to permanent masnetiKation

and partly to induction leads bo siillieiently acciiratt: tetiiiltfl when
applied to the oorreetion of the compass.

The equations on which the theory of the variation of the compass

ie founded were given by Poisson in the fifth volume of the

MSmirm ie i'lmtUnti p. 533 (1824).

The only assumption relative to induced wifij^netism which is

involved in these CM:iuations is, that if a niiignptic fnrre X due to

external ma^etism produces in the iron of the sliip an induced

magnetization^ and if this induced mag-netizidioii eierts 011 the

Compaq neodle a disturbiuj* force whose components are A", > Z\
then, if the external maguotie force is altered in a given ratio,

the eompoiients of the disturbing force will bo altered in the

same raitio.

It is true that when the magnetic force acting on iron is very

great the induced mar^netization is no lonppev propcrtinnnl to the

CKtemal magnetie forcei hut this want of proportional Sty is quite

insensible for magnetic forces of the magnitude of those due to the

earth's action,

HeneCj in practice we may assume that if a magnetic force

whose value is unity prcduees through the intervention of the iron

of the ship a disturbing- force at the eonipa5!S ncerlh* whose com-

ponents are a in the direction of ^, d in that of j^, and ff
in that of

the components of the disturbing force due to a force X in the

direction of a: will be *i X, tiXf and ffX.

If therefore we assume axes fixed in the ship, so that istownrdfl

the Bhip's head, y to the starboard side, and z towards the keel,

and if X, Y, Z represent the components of the earth's magnetic

forte in these directions, and A', Y\ 7/ the component* of tlie

combined magnetic force of the earth and ship on the eompaBs

needle, j' = aj.\ ^^-^ c J\ \
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In these equations <z, h, ^, e, f,g, k, k are nine constant oo-
efficients depending on the amount, the armngement, atid the
capacity fot induction of the sofl iron of the ahip.

P, Q, and J{ iire constant quantities depending on the permanent
nm^etization of the ship.

It is evident tliat these equations are sufficiently general if

niflrfnetio induction is n linear fimctinn of magnetic force, for they
are neitlicr more nor leas than tlie most general expression of a
vector as a lintar fimetion of another vector.

It may also be shewn that they are not too ^neral, for, hy a
proper arrangement of iron, any one of the eoeflicienfcs may bo
made to vary independently of the others.

Thus, a long^ thii) rod of iron nndor the action of a longitudinal
magnetic force acquires ]ioles, the strength of each of which is

numerically equal to the cross section of the rod multiplied by
the mai^netizing force and by the coefficient of induced magnet-
ization. A magnetic force transverse to the rod prodnees a ranch
feebler magnetization^ the etfeet of which is almost insensible at
a distance of a few diameters.

If long iron r«l he placed fore and aft with one end at a
distance ^ from the compass needle, measured towards the ship's

head, then, if the section of the rod is A, and its coefficient of
magnctiKation the strength of the pole will he AnX, and, if

^ ^^ '
^^^^ ^"""^ exerted by this pole on the compass needle

will be aX. Tlic rod may be supposed so long that the effect of
the other pole oti the compass may be neglected.

We have thus obtaitied the means of giving any required vake
to the coefficient

If W6 place another rod of section B with one extaremity at the
^me pointy distant * ft-om the compass t^>ward the head of the
vessel, and extending to stjirboawl to such a distance that the
distiint pole produces no sensible eflxct on the eompass, the dis-

tiu'bing f(,rce duo to this? ro<l will be in the direction of x and

equal to , or if i? - -f.
, the force will be hY.

This rod therefore introduces the coefficient

A third rod extending downvvartls from the same point will
introduce the coefficient c.

The coefficients d, e,f may be produced by three rods extending
to head, to starboard, niul d()wnward from a point to starboard of
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the compasBj and <}t ^> ^ by throe rods. in parallel directions from

0, point below the compsss.

Ilcnce each of tko nine roefficient-i can lie separately varied by

means of iron rods properly placed.

The quantities Pj R art? simply the components of Ihe foi'cu

on the compass arising from the permanent magiietization of Iho

ship tf><rt'ther witli that part of the indiiceil magnetization which

is due to the action of this permanent nniifnetiKstion.

A complete discussion of the equations (1), and of the relation

hetwccu the tine inag^netie course of the ship and the roursc sis

indicated by the compass, is gfiven by Mr. Archil )!ild Smith iti thtj

Admiralty Manual qf the iMtiafton of (he Crmprtu,

A valuable f^raphic methoil of investigatinfr the problem is there

given. Taking a fixe<l point as origin, a line is drawn from this

point representing' in direction and magnitude the hortKonlnl part

of the actual maf^etic force on the conipass-neeidle. As the sliip

is swung round so as to bring her head into tliffercsnt azin^ulh^^

in succession, the extremity of this line describee & curve, each

point of which corresponds to a parlictdsir azimuth.

Si:ch a curve, by means of which the direction and maf>:niti.i(le of

the force on the compass is f^iven in terms of the maf^iietic course

of the shipj is called a Dygogram.

There are two varieties of the Dygr>gram. In the first, the curve

is tracecl on a plane fixed in space as the ship turns roimd. In

the second kind, the curve is traced, on a plane fixed with respect

to the ship.

The dyj^rogram of the finst kind is the Lima(;on of Pascal, that

of the second kind is an ellipse. For the construction and use of

these curves, and for man}' theorems as inter<?sting to the mathe-

matician as they are important to the usivigatorj the rciuler is

referred to the Admiralty Matimi of ih Dedatmi of th Oompas^,
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WKBER's THEORT of induced MAONETISir.

442.] Wb have Been that Poiseon gupi>oses the ma^nefcization of
iron to consist in a sepamtioD of the ma^>netie fluids within tsach

mrignetic molecule. If we wish to avoid the asstimption of the
existniice of magnetic fltiids, we maj state the same theory in

anothor form, hy saying that each molecule of the iron, when the
niagiiGtlziug force acts on it, befiomos a magnot.

Weber'sj theory dilFers from this in assnmin^r that the molecules
of the iron arc always magnets, even before the application of
the magnetiziug force, hut that in ordinary iron the magTietic
axes of the molecules are turned indifferently in every direction,
so that the Iron as a whole exhibits no magnetic properties.

Wlien ji ma^^netic force acts on the iron it tends to turn the
axes of tlie molecules all in one direction, and so to cause the iron,
as a whole, to become a magnet.

If the axes of all the molecules were eet parallel to each other,
the iron would eihihit the greatest intensity of magnetiKation of
whicli it is capahle. Hence Weher's theoiy implies the existence
of a limiting,' intensity of magnetissation, and the experimental
evidence that such a limit exists is therefore necessary to the
theory. Experiments shewing an approach to a limiting' value of
magnetisation have been made liy Joule * and by J. Miiller f-
The experiments of EeetK J on electrotype iron depndfed under

the action of magnetic force furnish the most complete evidence
of this limitj

—

A silver wire waa varnished, and a very narrow lino on the

• AnfiaU 0/ EiMriciiy, iv. p. 131, im ; PkU, Ma„. [41 iL t) 316
+ PpSIg., Atm. hsis. p. 337, IfJSn,
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metal was laid bare by making a fine longitudinal eentcli on the

vamisli. Tlie wire was thoii imoicr^tHl in a solution of a salt of

iroiitand placed in a inag'iK'tic field u ltli tlie eerateli in the tUrectiHin

of a line of magnetic force. By miikiiif^ tlie wire fclie catlioile of

an electric cnrrent throiig^b tlie solutionj iron was deposited on

tiie narrow exposed surface of the wire, mokonlc by moilecule. The

filjitnenfc of iron thus formed was then examined ma<ifnetica11y. Its

mat^nt'tic nionit*nt v,'ns found to be verj"^ great for so small si masg

of iron, and when si powerful niagnetiKiiif^ f!>rce was maile to !u:t

in the same direction the infrease of temporary mjijjn^'tiziition was

fonnd to be very gmall, and the pfi^rmanent magnelisjntion was not

altered. A magnetizing force in the reverse direction at once

rerliiced tbe filament to the condition of iron magnetizetl in the

ordinary way.

Weber's theory, which supposes tliat in this case tlio magneiixing

force placed the axis of each moleeiile in the same direction during

the instant of its deposition, ag-reee very well with tthsit is

observed,

Ecetz found that wlien the electrolysis is continued under the

action of the magnetizing' force the intensity of magnetization

of the subsequently deposited iron diminishes. The axes of the

molecules are probably detlected from the line of magnet izinfj;

force when they are being laid down side by side with the mok-

cules already deposited, ao that an approximation to patallelism

eau be oblaitied onh' in the case of a very thia filament of iron.

If, as Weber supposes, the molecules of iron are already magnets,

any magnetic force siifiicient to render their axes parallel as they

are electrolyti^ially deposited wiW hs suilicient to produce the highest

intensity of magnetization in the deposited filameiit.

If, on the other hand, the molecules of iron are not magnets,

but are only capable of magnetization, the magnetization of the

deposited filament will depend ou the magtictiKing force in the

same way in which that of soft iron in general depends on

it, Tlie experiments of Beetz leave no room for the latter liy-

potbosie.

443.] We shall now assume, with Weber, that in every nnit f)f

volume of the iron there are re magnetic mok^ulcs, and that the

magnetic moment of each is vi. If the axes of all the mokcnles

were placed parallel to one auotlier^ the magnetic moment of the

unit of volume would be

Jlf— «w.
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and this would be the great'Cst inlcnEity of iiiagnetization of which
the iron is capable.

In the uniTiiiffnetized state of ordinary iron Wchor PupyioFcs fhf
axes of its molecnles to be placed indiircreTitly in all directions.

To express this, we may suppose a sphere to he described^ and
& mdiMS drawn from the centre paralkd to the direction of tlie axis
of each of the « molecules. Tlie distributioii of the extremities of
th<;se radii will express that of the axes of the molecules. In
the ease of ordinary iron thof^e u jioints are etjiiaUy distributed
over every part of the eurfaec of the sphere, so that the numljcr
of moleciiiGS whoee axes make an angle less than a with, the axis
of 3* is ji

- (1-cos a),

and the number of molecules whose axes make ang-Ies with thiifc

of i% between a and a-^da k therefore

^ T

This is the arrniigoment of the molecules in a piece of iron which
liaa never Iseen maj^etizecl. •

Let us now guppoae that a ma<>netic force X h made to act
on the iron in tJie direction of tlie axis of j-, and let us consider
a molecule whose axie was originally inclined « to the axis of ^.

If this molecule is pt-rfectly ftee to turn, i{: ivill place itself with
ita axis parallel to the axis of of. and if all the molecules did go,
the very slightest ma^netii^ing force woidd be found sufficient
to deyelope the very Idghest degree of magiieti station. This, how-
ever, is not the case.

The molecules do not turn with their axes parallel to ^, and
this is either because each moleeuk is acted on by a foi-ce tenditig
U> preserve it in its orig-iiuil direction, or be^-ause an equi^'ak-iit
effect is produced by the mutual action of the entire system of
molecules.

Welier adopts the former of these suppositions as the simplest,
and supposes that each molecule, when deflected, tends to return
to its original position with a force vvdiich is thfi same as that
whidi a magnetic force I), acting in the original direction of its

axis, would produce.

The position which the axis ijetually assumes is therefore in the
direction of the resultant of X and D.

Let AFB represent a section of a sphere whose radius represents,
on a certain scale, the foice B.
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Let the radius OP be parallel to the Hxis oi'ii inirtii'iitEir mok-cule

in its on;jiiial posUion.

Let SO represent on the same eeale tho ina^jnetiisinp- force X
which is supposed to act from S towards 0, Tlien, if tho molecule

is aefced on by tli© force A' in the dinct^tion SO, and by a, Ibrco

in a direction parallel to OP, th<e ori^g'iiiiil tliri^etion of its lixis,

ite axis will set itself in the direutioo Si\ that of the resultiint

of X and B.

Since the axes of the molecules are orig^inally in ull direttioiiSj

P may be nt siny point of the sphere indifferently. In 5, in

which X is less than J), SP, the final position of the axis, may be

in my direction wdiatever, but not indifitirently, for more of the

molecuks will have their axes turned touards than towards if.

Ill Fig. G, ill whitih X k greater than the axes of the moleculea

will be all confined within the cone STT' touching the sphere.

T'ig. Fig. S.

Hetiee thei-e are two different cu.«€s according as A' is less or

grtaler than 1?,

j'iOP, the original iiicliiiiitiou of the axis of a rooleeule

to the i^is of iF.

$ = ASP, the inclination of the axiB when deflected by

the force A'

ja = SPO, the angle of dcfkxion.

SO = Xj the magnetizing force.

OF = D, the force tending t^jwarils the originul position.

R, the reeultant of A' and IJ,

m = msLgnetie moment of the molecule.

Then the moment of the statical couple due to A', tending to

didiLtiish the angle 0, is

and the moment of the couple due to tending to iuereaw 0, is
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Equating these values, and romemhering that j3 = a— 6ij we find

, . Dsina . .

X+Dcosa
to determine the direction of the axis after deflexioQ.

AVe have next to find thy inU'nsity of magnetization produced

in the mass by the force X, and for this purpose we mmt resolve

the ma^netie momeat of every molecule in the direction of x, and
add all these resolved parts.

The resolved part of the moment of a molecule in the direction

of X is mcqbO.

The number of molecules whose original int'Hnations lay between

a and a-^ da n .

- sm a da,
2

We have therefore to integrate

r f' mn ^ . ,

£ =. i — t'os Bin a rta, (2)

remembering that & is a function of a.

We may express both 6 and a in terms of R, and the expression

to he integrated becomes

.^{E^^X^~m)dli, (3)

the general integral of which is

^f^(/£^ + 32^-3i?^J + a (4)

In the first case, that in which X is less than 2), the limita of
integration are li = X and Ii = 1)-X. In the second ease,

in which J is greatir than the Hmits are M ^ X+ J) mid
R = X~J),

When Z is leas than J), I ^-^X. (5)

When Xia equal to / = -mn, (B)

When X is greater than D, I — un { \
\ 3X'^r

and when Xh'eeomee infinite / = jtiti.

in

According to this form of the theory, which is that adopted
by Weber * as the magnetizing force increases from to B, the

* There ia some roifiUke in the funiniU jfiveii by Weber {Tram Amd Sac i

p. m (1852), w Pogg., iiBH. Ixsxvil. p. 167 {Vh&l)) m tlie i.«ult of this iiittk'mtioii,
tlie utepa of which are not given by hiia. His furniuU is
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nii^titttzatioii incrensea in tlie

iieH^iDg' force attoins tht; vulue

of its limiting' value. When
increas^id, the magnetizulicm,

tendi) towards^ a imibti limit.

BJiniG proportion. When the mag-
D, thu magnetization [a two-tliirtiis

the magnetizing force is Further

jtistead of iricrensiiig indefinitely^

40

Fig, 7.

The law of magnetization is axpresscd iu Fi^. 7|, where the maj^-

iietizing foice is reckoned from towarda tlie right niul the mu^r-

netization is e3:pressed by the vertical oidinates, Weber's own
exp^rimeats givij results in satisfactory accorthincc with this law.

It 13 prohabl*), however, that tho value of 1} is not the same for

all the molecules of the same piece of iron, so thnt tlie IraiiBitiou

from the atriiij4*ht line from to £ to the curve beyond E m;iy not

be BO abrupt as is hem represented.

444.] The theory in this form gives no account of the residual

magnetimtioD which is found to exist after the magnetizing,^ force

is removed, I liavc therefore thought it desirsible to esaroine the

results of making a further aasuuiptitin relating to the conditions

under which the position of equilibrium of a molecule may be

permauciatly altered.

Let ua suppose that the axis of a magnetic molecule, if deilected

through any auglo j3 less than j3o, will return to its original

position when the deflecting force ia removetl, but that if the

deflexion /3 exceeds then, when the deilectiiig force is removed^

the axis will not return to its original position, but will lie per-

manently dcfletted through an aisglt; /i— /ilo, which may be cstUixl

the permanent sei of the moltcule.

This assumption with respect to the law of molecular deflexion

is not to be regarded as founded on any exaet knowledge of the

intimate structure of bodies, but is adopted, in our iguoran<sj of

the true etate of the ease, as an assistauce to the imagination in

following out the speculation suggested by Weber.

Let L-3my^^, (»)
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tilen, if the moment of the co\;pIe acting; on a molecule is less tliao

mZ, there will be no permunent deflexion^ but if it exceeds mL
there will bo a. peiTnanent cliang^e of the position of oc^uilibrinm.

To trace the iicsulte of this supposition, describe a sphere whose

centre its iind ru^dius 0.L = L,

As lon^ as A"^ is Iqbb than L cvt'rytliini^' will be thtj same ais

in the case already considered, bul as goon as A' exceeds L it will

beffin to produce a pemianeut dcilcxion of some of the molecule&.

Let us take tlie case of ¥ig. 8, in which A is g-rcater than L
but less than D. Through S as vertex draw a double eoiie toaching

the splicrfi L. Let this cone meet the sphere J) iti P and Q. Then

if the aiis of a molecule in its original position lies between OA
and OP, or between OB and OQ, it will be delieeted tbroiig-b an

allele k'ss than ^(,, and ivill not be permanently deflected, Bui If

""^^^

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

the axis of the molecule lies originally between OP and OQ^ then

a couple whose moment is greater than L Avill act upon it and

will deflect it into the position SP, and when the force X ceases

to aet it will not resume its original direction, but will be per-

manently set in the diriiction OP,

Lei u£ put

L - Xsin 0^ when d = PSA or QSB,

then all those moh-eules whose ascs, on the former bypothe^eSj,

would liave values of bet^\een 0^, and it— &o Avill be mude to Lave

the value during: the action of the force A".

During the action of the force X, therefore, those molecules

whose axes when deflected lie within either sheet of the double

cone wliqse semivertical angle is 9^ will be arranged as in tbe

former case, but all those whose axos on the former theory would

lie outside of these sheets will be permanently deflected, so tliat

their axes will form a dense fringe round that sheet of the cone

which lies towards A.
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As X increases, the unmber of moleeiiles belont^ing' to the cone
about i? continually diminishes, and when X becomes equiil to D
all the moletiuies have hcmi wrenolicd <nit of their former positions

of equilibriuiB, and have been forced into the frin{je of the cone
round so that when X becomes greater than D nil the inoltjcules

form part of the cone round A or of its fringe.

When tlie force X is removed, then in the case in whic-h X is

less than L everything- retunis to its [>riiuitive staU^ Whm X
is between L and J) than tlicrc is a conu round A whoso ixwAc

AOP - d^+ p,,

and another cone round B whose angle

BOQ =
Within tlni'se eoties the axes of the molectiks are distributed

nniformly. But all the moleculea, the original dii'oction of w hijae

axes lay outside of both these cones, have been wrenched from their

])iimitivo positions and form a tViiige round the cone about A,

If X is g-rt^ater than JD, then the cono round Ji is completely

(lisi>ersed, nnd all the molecniles which foi-mcd it are converted into

th*^ fritig^^ round A, and are inclinod at the ang-le (\+ {ir

445.] Treating^ this case in the siime wny as befbrcj vvc find

for the intensity of the temporary magnetization during the aetioa

of the force X, which is supposed to act on iron which has never

before been magnetized,

When X is less than L, / = | Jf^

.

When X is equal to L, It=2^M ~:-
^ 3 I)

When X is between L and JJ,

When J is etjnal to

When X is greater than 1>

When X is infinite^ I — M.
When A' is lesis than L the magnetisation follows the former

law, and is proportional to the niaJijnetiaitig' force. As soon as X
exceeds ii the mag-netiaution assnmes a more raj)iJ rate of iticreaie

VOL, II, G
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on. umoniit of the molecules beginning to be tiuDsferretl from the

one cooe to the other, Tliis rapid, increase, however, soon comes

to an end as the number of molecules formicg the negative cone

diminishes, and at las^i the mag-netization reaches the limiting'

value M.

If we w<;re to assume that the values of L ancl of D ai-e diiTerent

for difi'ci'cnt moleeules, ive should obtain a result in which the

different stages of mafi^netination are not so distiuctly marked.

The residual magnetization, produced by the inagnetiKing force

and observed after the force has been removed, is sis follows

;

When A' is less than L, No residual magnetization.

When X is between L and

"When X is equal to B,

/'=j/(i-|,).

When X is greater than D,

When X is infinite,

If we make

M= 1000, L= i> = 5,

we find the following^ values of the temporaay and the residual

magnetization :

—

Magnetizing
MttiE^iiettzntioii.

X / r

1 133

2 2G7

3 400

4 729 280

5 837 410

6 864 485

7 882 637
8 S&7 574

00 1000 810
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These results are laid down in Pig;. 10.

»W"f5Pfjm"*- ^^iiyv^Hiot ten.

Fig, 10.

The curve of temporary magneti^iiou is at first a straight line

from X = to X — L. It tiien rises more mpiiUy till A' — JJ^

aud as X increases it approaclies its horizontal asym])tut£!.

The curve of i-egitlua-l magnetisation beg-ins vvhen X = aD<l

ap|i roaches an asynipt'ote at a distance = .313/.

It must ho remcmljered thiit the i-i^aidual mag'QetiBin thus found

corresponds to the case in which, when the e.xteriirtl force is removed,

there in no demagnetizing force arisini* from the distribution of

mag-netisni in the body itself. Tlie calcukitions ate therefore

applicable only to very elongated bodies magnetized longitudinally.

In the case of shortj thick bodies the residual magnetism will be

diminished by the reaction of the fr^;e magnetism in the same

way as if an external reversed magnetizing force were matle to

act i.i])Oii it,

446.] Tlie scientific value of a theory of ihis kind, in which we

make iio many assumptions, and introduce so nuiny adjustabie

constants, cannot be estimated merely by it« numerical agreement

with certain seta of experiments. If it lias any value it is because

it enables us to form a mental image of what takes place in a

piece of iron during magnetizartion. To test the theory, wc shall

apply it to the ease in whlcb a piece of iron, after being subjected

to a magnetizing foree X^j is again subjected to a magnetizing

force A'j.

If the new Force acts in the same (lircetion in which X^, at;ted^

which \\a shall call the positive direction, then> if is less than

X^, it will produce no i^ermanent set of the molecules, and when

X^ is removed the residual magnetization will be the siime as

G 3
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tliat produced l>y 1]^. If is greater than A\,, then it will produce

exactly the same effect, as if had not acted.

But let us auppose A\ to act in the negative direction, and lot \is

suppose — LcosocB^ff and = — Zoosec^i-

As A'j iuereases numerically, diininislios, Tbii first molecules

on whieli will produce a permanent deflexion are those which

form the fringe of the cone round J, and these have an inclination

when undeflected oi'0^^+ ^f^,

As sooD as ^j— 00 l>ee&raes less than ^o + /3,j the prficess of de-

mag'netizetiou will coniinynce. Sjiic«; at tliis iniitautj 0^+ '^f^m

Xjj the force required to hv^in the demag'netization, is Icsi^ than

the force which i>rodiiccd the magoetizalion.

If the value of /J and of L were the same for all the molecules,

the aliy^hteat increase of A"j woiilil wrencli tlie whale of the fringe

of molecules whose axe^s have the inclination +^3^, into a position

in which their axes are inclined di 4 j3|j, to the negative axis

Though the demagnetization does not take place in a manner

80 Budden as this, it takes place so rapidly as to allbrd some

confirmation of this mode of explaining the process,

Let us now suppose that by giving- a proper value to the reverse

force A'j we have exactly durnHgnetiziid the jtitjce of iron.

The axes of the molecules will not now be arranged iadifler-

cntly in all directiouSj as in a piece of iron whieli has never been

magnetised, but will form three groups.

(1) Within a cone of semiangle flj— jSi^ surrounding the positive

pole, the axes of the molecules remain iu their primitive positions.

(2) The sjame is the case within a cone of semian^le ^y—
surrounding the negative pole.

(3) The directions of the axes of all the other moleculee form
a conical sheet surroundiDg the negative pole, and are at an
inclination 6j + /S^

.

When is greater than J9 the second group k absent, Wlmii

Xi is grciitcr than B tlic fii'st group is also absent.

The state oi' the iron, therefoi-e, though ap|>arently demagnctiKcd,

is in a different state from that of a piece of iron which has never

been magnetiKed,

To shew this, let ua consider the effect of a magnetizing' force

I3 acting in cither the positive or the negative direction. The
first permanent effect of such a force will be on the third group

of molecules, whose axes make angles = 0^^j3^ with the negative

axis.
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If tlie force nets in the negative direction it will bt»f>iii to

pToduee a permanent effect as soon as fjj+^o becomes lesri than

^i+ ^o» tliiiti is, as soon aa X3 becomes <3;-reater thflii Xj. But if

acts in the positive diret*tinii it will beg'ia to rGmagiietize the

iron as soon as B^—^ hecomos less than flj+jSnj ^^"^^ when

0.^ = flj-(-2^„j or while is still much less than X^.

It appears therefore from our liypothesig that^

—

AHhjh a piece of iron is magnetize!] by means of a force X^„, its

magnetism Ciiunot he ineretised without the application of a force

greater than X(j. A reverse force, less than X„f is suflioient to

diminish its magnetizntion.

If tlie iron is esaetly dettiaguetizetl by a reversed force Xj, then

it cannot \i& magnetized in the revei"seil direction without the

application of a force i^reater than ,V,, hut a iwsitive force loss than

Xj is sufficient to begin to rcma^iietize the iron hi its orig-iiial

d inaction.

These results are consistent with whnt lias been actually observwl

by Bitchie*, Jaeobi f, Miirianini ^, and Joule §.

A very complete aceoimt of the relations of the magnetization

of iron and steel to magnetic forces and to meclianieal fttrjtins is

given by Wiedemann in his GairmiUmun. By a detailfd com-

parison of tlie effect* of mai^neti station witli tliosse of toi'simn, ho

shews that the ideas of elasticity and plasticity which wo derive

from experiments on the temporary and permanent torsion of wires

can be applied with equal propriefy to the temporary and permanent

ma^ietl:i!\tion of iron and sioel.

44,7.'] Matteucci
][
found that the cxteiisioni of a hard iron bar

during^ the action of tht; mag-netizing force increases its temporary

mafrnetism. This has been eonfirmi2d hv Werthcim. In the case

of soft bars th« maijnt*tism is diminished by extension.

Tht> permanent mag-nctisra of a bar increases wlim it ia extended,

and diminishes when it is compressed.

Hence, if a piece of iron is first magnetized in one tlireetion,

and then extended in unother diieetion, the direction of maijdet-

iiijition will tend ba approach the direction of extension. 11' it ba

compressed, the direction of m signet ization will tend to become

normal to the direction of compres!*ion.

This explains the result of an experiment of Wiedematin's. A

• Phil. Mafj. . 1 S33. t Pog., /I mi „ 1 fi34

.

\\ Ann. th Chimie el (k Ph^ikiuc ,
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current vras passetl downward tlirong'li a rerlical wire. If, either

diivm^*- the pa^siige of the cunent ov after it has ceased, the wire

be twisted in the direction of a right-handed screw, the Iowct end

becomes a north pole.

1% 11. 11^. 1%

Here tlie downuaid currL-nt niagoetizes every part of the wire

in a tangential dit'cctioiij as indicated by the lotters iV^S.

The twiBting of the wire in tlie dirotiion of a rig'Iit-handed screw

eaiises the portion ABCD to be extendetl aloii"^ the diagonal AC
and compre^d along the diagonal BD. The direction of tnagnet-

ization therefore tonds to approach AC &nd to Tecede frotn ISJJ,

and thus the lower end become$ a north pole and the upper end
a south poIe»

^Jfecl q/ Magneiizalimt on the Dimensione f^' the Mag^iet.

448.^ Joule*, in 1842, found that an iron bar becomes leng-th-

ened when it is r^'ndercd magnetic by sin electric eutient in a

ooil which surrounds it. He afterwards f shewed, by placing' the

bar in wat«r within a f^lass tube, that the volume of the iron is

not augmented by this ma^etization , and eoncliided that its

transvei^ dimensions were contracted.

Finally, he pas^-wl an electric current through tho axis of an iron

tube, Eiud baek outside the tube, so as to make the tube into a

closed mat^uetic solenoid, the magntitizatitin being at rig-ht aiigles

to the axis of the tube. The length of the axis of the tube was
found in this ease to be shortened.

He fbimd that an iron rod under longitudinal pressure is also

elongated wlien it is ma^etized. Wlieti, however, the rod is

under considerable lougitudinal tension, the effect of magnetization

is to shorten it.

* Sturgeon's AnnaU 0/ Electri^ily, voK viii. p. 2! 9.
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This was tlie case with a wire of a quartet of &tx inch diameter

when, the tension exceeded 600 pounds weiy;ht.

In tliG ease of a hard steel wire the eiSect of tlic magnetic ing^

force was in every case to shorteti the wirOj whether the mte was

und^r tension or pressure. The change of length lasted only as

long as the magnetizing' for<;e was in action^ no alteration of length

wa^i oL^^erTC(^ ilu<> to the jiermanent magnetization of the steel.

Joule found the elongation of iron wires to be nearly proportional

to the square of the netual magnetization, so that the first eilhct

of a deniagnetiiiiug current was to shortm the wire.

On the other hand, he found thai the shortening effect on wires

under tension, and on steel, varied m the product of the magnet-

izatioti and the magnotizing rurrent.

Wiedemann found tlmt if a vertical wiro is raagnGtiKed with its

north end uppen-nost, and if a current is then p^isseil downwards

through the wire, the lower end of tlie wire, if free, twiats in the

direction of the hands of a watch as seen from above, or, in other

words, the wire becomes twisted like a right-handed screw.

In this case the magnetization due to the action of the eiu'rent

on the previously existing magnetization is iu the direction of

a left-hauded screw round the wive. Henne the twisting would

indicate that when the iron is magnetized it contracts in the

direction of magnetization and expands in directions at right angles

to the mag-netization. This^ however, peems not to agiee with Joule's

results.

For further developments of the theory of magnetization, see

Arts, 832-645.



CHAPTER VII.

MA ETIC MBASU ItEM TS.

449.] TiTE principal magnetic mcQsuroinents are the determination
of th« magnetic axis and niag'tiGtic moment of a maj^nefc, and that
of the dii-eetion and intensity of the magnetic force at a given
place.

Suwe these n^caeuremcnts are made near tlie surface of the earth,
the man^nets are always acted on by gnivity as well ai* by terrcstiHai

raagnetism, and since the magnets are mEidc of steel thcii' mTS*-
tietiem is partly permanent and partly induced. The i>ermaneLit
magnetism is altered by changes of temperature, by strong in^
duction^ and by violent blows ; the indneed magnetism varies with
every vanation of the external magnetic force.

Tlie most convenient way of observing the force acting on a
magnet is hy mating the magnet free to tnrn about a vertical
axis. In ordinary compasses this is done by balancing the ma^rnct
on a verfcieal pivot The finer the point of the pivot the smaller
is the moment of the friction which interferes with the action of
the magnetic force. For more refined observations the magnet
is siispenclwl by a thread composed of a silk fibre without twist,
either single, or doubled on itself a sufficient number of times, md
so formed into a thread of paruMel fibres, each of* which supports
&s nearly as possible an equal part of the weight. The force of
torsion of such a thread is mueh less than that of a metal \vire
of «iual strength, and it may be calculated in terms of the ob-
served asiimntii of the magnet, which is not the case with the force
arising fr()m the frittiou of a pivot.

Tlie suspcuifioii fibre can be raised or lowered by turnint' a
liorizontal screw which works in a fixed nut. The fibre is wound
round the tiiread of the screw, so that when the screw is turned
the suspension fibre always hangs in the same vertical Hne.
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The Biiapension fibre carries a ^mall horizontal divided (^irclu

called the Torsion- circle, and a stirrup with an indt?x, which can

he plac(;d so that the index coincides vnth any g-iven division of

the torsion circle. The stirrup is so sliaped that the niag-uefc bar

can be fitted into it with its axis horizonlalj and with any one

of its four aidfs uppermost.

To ascortAin the xero of torsion a non-magnetic body of the

same weight as the magnet is placed

in the stjrru]>, and the position of

the torsion circle when in equilibrium

asecrtaiiied.

The mag-not itself is a piece of

hard-tempered steel. Accordiuf^ to

Gauiss and Welier its lent^h ought

to he at least eiglit times its grmtest

transvej^e dimension. This is neces-

sary when permanence of the direc-

tion of the mai^etic axis within tlic

magnet is the most important con-

sideration. Where promjitness of

motion is retpiired the mag^nct should

be shorter, and it may oven he ad-

visahle in ohsi^rving' sadden alt*3ra-

tions in magnetic force to use a bar

magnetized transversely and sus-

pended with its longest dimension

vertical *,

450.] The magnet is provided with

an iirrangcmcnt for ascertaining^ its

angular position. For ordinary pur-

poses its ends are pointed, and a

divided circle is placed below the

ends, by which their positions are read off by an eye placed in a>

piano thrtnigli the suspension thread and the point of the needle.

more accurate observations a plane mirror is fixed to the

magnet, so that the normal to the mirror coincides as nearly as

possible with the axis of mag-netization. This is the metJiod

adopted by Ganss and Weber,

Another method is to attach to one end of the mngTjet a lens and

to the other end a scak^ engraved on g^lass, the distance of the lens

• Jwle, Pn>e, Phil ff^., ManchtiUr, Nov, 39, IS 04-
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from the scale being equiil to the principal focal length of the hns.
The sttaight line joining- the sjero of the sealo with the optical

centre of the lens ought to coincide as nearly as possible with
the inaijnetic axis.

As these optical mifthods of aseertainiug' the ang-nliji- position

of BuBpended .ipparaliis are of great irnpoit^ancc in many physical

roseaj-ehes, we shall here consider once for all their mathematical
theory.

Th'or^ 0/ the Mirror Meikod.

We shall siip]>ose that the apparatus whose angular position is

to be determined is eaiiablo of revolving about a vertical axis.

This axis Is in g^eneral a fibre or wire by wliieh it is snsxjended.

The mirror should he truly plame, eo that a scale of millimetres

may be seen distinctly by reiicxioti at a distance of several metres
from the mirror.

The normal through the middle of mirror should pass through
the axis of suspension, and shoiild be accurately horinoutal. Wc
shall refer to this normal as the line of collimation of the ap-
paratus.

Having rongbly ascertained the mean direction of the line of
collimation during the experiments which are tc be made, a tele-

BCOi>o IS erected at a convenient distance in front of the mirror, and
a little ahovc the level of the mirmr.

The telescope is capable of motion in a vertical plane, it is

directed towards the suspension fibre just above the mirror^ and
a fijced mark is erected in the line of vision, at a horizontd distance

from the object glass equal to twice the distance of the mirror
from the object glass. Th^ apparatus should, if possible, be so

arranged that thia mark is on a wall or other fixed object. In
order to sec the mark and the suspension fibre at the same time
through the telescope, a cap may be placed over the object glass

having a slit along a vertical diameter, lliis should be removed
lor the other obBervatione. Tlie telescope is then adjusted so that
the mark is seen distinctly to coincide with the vetticol wire at the
foc^is of the telescope. A plumb-line is then adjusted so as to
pass close in front of the optical centre of the object glass and
to hang beluw the telescope. Below the telescope and just behind
the pKimij-line a scale of equal parts is plaeed so as to he bisected

at right angles by the plane through the mark, the suspension-libre,

and the phimb-liue. The sum of the heights of the scale and the
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object g^lass should be equal to twice the height of the min'or frnni

the floor. The teleseope being now directed towards the mirror

will see in it the reflexion of the sqale. If the part of the scale

where the plumb-line crosses it appears to t'oitvcide with the vertitial

wire of the telescope, then the litie of coliimation of the mirror

eoiTicides with the plane through the mark and the optlcjil ceiitrc!

of the objLK't glass. If the vertkal wire coincides with any other

division of the swde, the angular position of tiie line of eollimation

is to be found as follows

Let the plane of the paper be horizontal, and let the varions

points be projected on this plane. Let be the centre of the

object glass of the telescopcj P the fixed mark, P and the vertical

wire of the telescope are conjiig^ite foci with respect to the oliject

glass. Let Mhe the pciint where OP eutti the plane of llie mirror.

Let MN be the normal to the mirror ; then OMN = if is the angle

which the line of coHinaut^ion makes with the fixed plane. Lot MS
he a lioe in the plane of 03f and il/iY, such that NMS = OMN^
then S will lie the part of the scale which will be seen by reflexion

to coincide with the vertical wire of the telescope. Now, since

Fig. 14.

iJfiV is horizontal, the projected niigles OMJ^ and jVlf^ in tlio

figure are eqml, and OMS =26, Hence OS - OM tan 2 (?.

We have thcrefom to measure OaU in terms of the divisions of

the s.calG
;
then, if ia the division of the scale which coincides with

the plumb-linej and s the observed division^

tf— *^ = 03/ tan 2 ^,

whence d may be found. In measuring OM we must remend^er

that if the mirror is of glass, silvered at the hack, the virl ual imago

uf the reilecting surfiiec is at a distance behind the fvoat surface
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t

of the g-lass = -
, wlierc i is the tliickneas of the glass, and y. is

the indcjt of refra<;tion.

We must also remember that if the tine of siispGUsion does not

pass tlirough the poiot of itiflGxIon, the iKJSiLion of M will altei'

with 0, Hence, wlien it is possible, it is advisable to make the

Gentry of the miiror coincide with the line of suspension.

It is also ndvisiible, eapeciallj when large angulrtr motions have

to be obsci'ved, to make the scale iu the form of a concare djlindric

siui'faco, wlio&e axis l& the line of suspension. Tlie angles aro then

observed at onee in circular mea&iu-e without reference to a tahle

of tiingents. The scale should be carefully adjusted, i30 that the

axis of the cylinder eoineides with the suspension fibre, llie

uunibt?rs on the scidfi should always ran from the one etid to the

other in the same direction so as to avoid negative readings. Fig. 1

Fig. 15.

represents the middle iwrlion of a scale to he used with a mirror

and an inverting' t.elescopc.

This method of observation is the best when the motious are

slow. The observer sits at the telescope and sees the iniajfre of

thii seale moving to right or to left past the vertical wire of the

telescope. With a clock beside hira he can note the instant at

which a given division of the scale passes the wire, or the division

of the scale which U passing at a given tick of the clocks and ht*

can also record lh« extreme limits of each oscillation.

When the motion is more rapid it becomes impossible to read

the divisions of the scale except at the instants of T*st at thi^

extremities of an oscillation. A conspicuous mark maj be placed

at a known division of the scale, and the instant of transit of this

mark may he noted.

When the apparatus is very light, and the forees variahloj the

motion is so prompt and svi'ift that observation througli a telescope
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would be useless. In tliis ease tlie observer looks &t tbe scale

directly, and observes the molkiijis of the imag'e of the Tertical wire

tbi'owu on tliii scaki by a laun).

It is manifest that siuce the image of the eeale rellectiKl by the

mirror aud rcfi-iitrtt'd by the object ^lasa coincides^ witb the vertical

mre, the image of the vortical wire, if sufficiently illnminatetl, will

coincide with the scale. To observe this the room is darkciicd, and

th& concentrated rays of a lamp iire thrown ou the vcrtiml wire

towards the objc^ct ^lass, A brig-hi. patch of li^fht cro-sscd hy the

shadow of the wim is seen on the fccale. Its motions can Ije

followed by the eye, and the division of the ecale at whieh it comes

to rest can be fixed on by the eye and read off" at leisure. If it be

desired t<j note the instant of the passage of the iji'ig-ht spot pftsfc a

given point on the scale, a pin ox a brigfht metal wire may he

placed there so a-s to flash out at tlie time of pa«jSiige,

By substituting' a, small hole in !i dia,phnigni for the crosg wire

the image becomes a small ilhiminated dot moving to rig^bt or left

on the scale, and by substitnting for the scale a cylindt;r revolving

by clock work about a horizontal axis and covered with photo-

giupliic paper, the sp^t of light traces out a curve which can be

atterwards rendered visible. Each abscissa of this cnrve corresponds

to ii particular tiniej and thtj ordinate iiulieatts the angular

position of the mirror at that time. In this way an automatic

system of continuous roj^ieti-ation of all the elements of terrestrial

magnetism has been established at Kew and other observatories.

In some cases the telescope is dispensed with, a vertical wire

is ilium inatfc'd by a lamp placed behind it, and the mirror Is a

concave onCj which forms the image of the wire on the scale as

a dark line across a patch of light.

451.] In the Kew portable apparatus, the magnet is made in

the form of a tube, having at one end a lens, and at the other

a glass scale, so adjusted as to be at the princi]ial focus of the lens.

Light is admitted from behind tlie ee^le, and after passing through

the lens it is viewed by means of a telescope.

Since the scale is at the printspal iociis of the lens, rays from

any division of the scale emerge from the Ions ])andlel, and if

the telescope is adjustetl for celestial olyects, it will shew the Bcnle

in optical coincidence with the cross wires of tlie telescope. If a

given division of the scale coincides with the ioterscctioti of the

CTOSS wires, then the Ime joining that division with the optit'nl

centre of the lens must be parallel to the Hne of eollimalinn of
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tbe telescope. By fixing the magfivet and

may ascertain tlie angular value of the divisions of the scrIh, and
then, when the naagnet is suspended and the position of the tele-

Bcope kno^iTt, we may detefmine the position of the magnet at

any itistant by reading off the division of the scale which coincides

wilh the cruss wires.

The te]esco|)o is supported on an arm whieli is centred in the

line of the ausjietision fibre, and the position of the telescope is

read off by verniers on the azimuth circle of tlie instrument.

This arrang-ement is suitable for a email portable magnet-ometer

in which the whole apparatus is sui>portcd on one tripod, and in

wliieh the oscillations due to accidental distnrhanees rapidly

8utj«ide.

Bdermimimi of ike Direetioit of the Aru of the Ma^mi^ and &f
the DireoiioH of Terresirial Magueitsm.

452.] Let a eystem of axes be drawn in the magnet, of which the

asis of z is in the direction of the length of the bar, and and y
perpendicular to the sides of thu bar supposed a i^arallclepiped.

Let If w, n and A, ju, v be the angles which the magnetic axis

and the line of collimation make with these axes respectively.

Let M be the magnetic moment of the magnet, let // be the

horizontal component of terrestrial magnetism, let Z be the vertiea!

comjKiaent, and let h be the azimuth in which il acts, rcclvoned

from the north towards the west.

Let C l>e tho observed azimuth of the line of collimation, let

a be tbe azimuth of the stirrup_, and ^ the reading of the index

of the torsion eirckj, then q—^ is the azimuth of the lower end

of the suspend:!on fibre.

Let y he the value of a— /3 when there is no torsion, then the

moment of the force of torsion tending to diminisli a will be

where t is a coeiTicient of torBion depending on the nature of the

fibre.

To determine A, fix the stirrup so tha,t is vertical and up-

wards, z to the north and a? to the west, and observe the azimuth

^ of the line of collimation. Then remove the magnet, turn it

through an angle tt about the axis of s and replace it in this

inverted position, and obsi^rve the aKimnth i' of the line of col-

limation when ^ is downwards and x to the east,
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<=a+|-A, (1)

C=a-l+k, (2)

Hence a-| + ^(C'-0. (3)

Next, liang the stirrup to the suspension fibre;, and pkee tlie

magnet in it, adjusting- it carefully go that y may be vertical and

upwards, tbeu the momeat of the force tending- to ineryase a is

Mil sin m sin (s—a— | + A— r (a—^— y), (4)

Biit if C is the observed azimuth of the line of eollimati<in

(5)

so that the force may be wiitten

When tlie apparatus is in equilibrium this quantity is zero for

a particular value of

When the apparatus never coiues to restj but must be observed

in a state of vib ration, the value of f corresiwndiag to the position

q{ equilibrium may be ealtiulated by a method which will be

describctl in Art. 735.

When the force of torsion is small compared with the moment

of the mngnetic force, we may put A

—

^-{-l—K for the siuo of that

angle.

If we give to the reading of the torsion cirale, two difPererit

values, j9j and fi,^, and if and are tiie corresponding values of C

or, if we put

then T ^ J///sin?/ir', {B)

and equation (7) becomes^, dividing by Mllsm j/i,

If we now reverse the magnet so that j is downwards, and

adjust the apparatus till ^ is exactly vertiealj and if f is tlie Utw

value of the azimuth, and 5' the eorreB|x)iiditig dec li mi lion,
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Tlie reading of the torsion circle shoiiUi now be adjusted, so that

the coefficient of t' may be as nearly as possible zero. For tliie

purposo we must determine the value of a—^ when there is no

torsiou. This may be done by placing' a non-magnetic bar of the

BEime weight aa the mji^iiet in the stimipj and determining' a— /3

when there is equilibrium. Since / is small, gri>flt accuracy is not

rticiuired. Another method is to use a toi-siou bjir of the f^ame

weight as the magnet, containing' within it a very small niji^jnet

whose magnetic mometit is of that of the principal magnet.

Since T remains the same, / will become u /, and if and are

the values of i'as found hy the torsion bar.

Subtracting this equation from (11),

2 0^-l)(/3+ y) = (?i + -^)(G + fO"(l+ J,)(C4n. (13)

Having found the value of + y in this way, the reading of

the torision circle, should by altered till

C+C'-2(^ + y) = 0, (14)

OS nearly aa possible in the oi-diuary position of the apparatus.

Then, siuee t is a very small numerical quantity, and since its

coefficient is very small, the value of the second term in the ex-

pression for B will not vary much for small enors iu the values

of t' and y, vvbicli are the quantities whose values are least ae-

euratily known.

The value of S, the magnetic tJeelination, may be found in this

way with eonsitlerable accuracy, providt'd it remains constant during
the experiments, so that we may assimie h'—L
When great accuracy \% refiuired it is necessary to take account

of the variations of h during the experiment. For this purpose
observations of another susj>cnded magnet should be made at the

same instants that the different values of C are obscr\-etl, and if

rf are the observed azimuths of the second raaguet corresponding
to Cand f ,

and if B and h' are the corresponding values of 5, then

h' — ^ = r(—Ti. (15)

Hence, to find the value of h we must add to (l 1) a correction

The declination at the time of the first observation is therefore

fi = Hc+r+i?-o+4^'cc+r-2^-2y). (i6)
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To find thii dircetiou of the magnetic axis within tliu niagmit

subtract (10) fmni (O) and atld {15),

^= A +HC-O-i (rj-V) + 4 (C-C + 2\-ir). (17)

By repeating the estperimenty with tlit* har on its two edges, so

that the axis of is vertically upwanls and downwai'dsj we can

find the value of m. If the axis of coUimiition is capable of ad-

justment it onght to he made to coincide with the mag-netic axis

iis neiu'ly as ijossiblc, so that the error aritiing' from the magnet not

hciiii^ exactly inverted may be as sEaaU. as possible

On the Measurement ofMagndk Forem,

453.] The most important ineasurementa of magnetic force are

those whieli determine i/, the magnetic moinoat of u msif^uet,

and //, the intensity of the horizontal eoniponeut of tenfestrial

mag-iKstisra, This is generally done by combining^ the results of

two experiments, one of wbich dGterm.ine& the ratiu and the other

the product of these two (piaiilities.

The intensity of tbe magnetic force due t<i an infinitely small

mag:net whose maj^netio moment is at a point distant r from

the centre of tlie magnet in the jwsitive direction of the aiis of

the magnet, is
ji — o M. (1)

and is in the direction of r. If the magnet ie of finite size but

epheiical, and magnetiatd uniformly in the direotion of \U axis,

this value of the force will still be exact. If the magnet is a

solenoidal bar magnet of length 2 L,

If the magnet be of any kind, provided its dimensions are all

small compared \v'ith r,

where A^, A,,, ke, arc coeffieientiS depending on the distribution of

the magnetization of the bar.

Let II be the intensity of the liorizonUl part of terrestrial

magnetism at any place. II is directed towardi^ raagaetie north.

Let r he measured towards magnetic west, tben the n)agnetie force

at the extremity of r will be // towmds the north and towarda

• See a Paper m 'In.pcrlcct Iiiv^eisiou/ by W. Swmi. Tnm^- i^- *'

voK xxi (1855), p. 349.

VOL. II,
"
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the wGst. Tlie resultant force will nmko an angle O with the

inagnetic meridian, measured towards the west, and such that

li - n tan 6, f4)
R

Hence, to determine proceed as fo! lows :

—

II

Tlie direction of the magnetic north having l>E>on ascortained, a
nmgiiet, whose dimensions slioidd not he too ^oat, is suspfinded

as ill the former experiments, and. the defleetiiig magnet M is

placetl eo that it^ centre is at a dist^tnee r from that of the sus-

pended mag-netj in the same horizontal plime^ and duo magnetic
east.

Tlie axis of M h carefully axljusted so «s to he horizontal and
in the direction of r.

The suspended niagn*?t is observed before M is brouglit near
and also after it is placed in position. If is the observed deflexion,

we bavcj if use the approximate formnla (l ),

M

or^ if we use tlie formula (3),

Here we must bear in mind that tliou<^h the delloxion can
be obsei-ved with great accuracy, the distance r between the centres

of the ma^^nets is a q^nantity which cannot be preeisdy deter-

mined, unless both magnets are lls;cd and their centics defined

by marks.

This difiieulty is overcome thus :

The magnet M is placed on a divided scale which extends eiist

and west on both sides of the suspended magnet. The middle
point between the ends of M is rcck(nied the centre of the magnet.
This jioint may be marked on the magnet and its position observed
on the scale, or the positions of the ends may be observed and
the arithmetic mean taken. Call this j,, ajid let the line of the
suspension fibre of the suspendod magnet when produced cut the
scale at s^, then fj— where is known accurately and

jj, ap-
proximately. Let 01 be the deflexion observed in this position of Ji.

Now reverse M, that is, place it on the scale with its ends
reverBcd, then will he the samC; but M and Ai, A^, &c. will

biive their signs changed, go that if 6,^ is the deficKion,

- ^^r,^^nd, = l-A,y^ + A,l -&c.^, (7)
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Takbg* the aritlimctical mean of (n) aad (7),

\f^h= (tan ^i-tan 0,) = I + ^ + ~ + &c. (S)

Now remove M to the west side of the susp-endcd ma^netj and

place it with its centre at tho point marked 2*^— « on the scaln.

Let the deflexion wlien thy axis is in the first position Ijt* (3^, unil

when it is in the second d^, then, as before,

- ^~ r.,^ (tan 9^- tan 6,^} = I ^ -'^ + \ + Sto. (9)

Let U8 suppose that t!ie true position of tlio centre of Iho ma-

pendetl ma^et is not but s^+ <t^ then

= J— (Tj = ?'+ <T^ (10)

and 1 + = (1 + ^t^^^ ^ + ;
(11)

and since may be neglected if the mciianrements aro carefmllj

made, wc are sure that we may take the arithmetical mean of r^*

and J for r'".

Ilenec, taking' the arithmtifcieal mean of (8) and (SI),

^^ 7^ {tan 01- tan 0,+ tan 6^- tan = 1 + ^ + fee, ( 1 2)
o iff T

or, making

- flan B, - tan fl„+ tan J?.—tan .) = i?, (i 3)
4

1 i/ I

2 Jf

454.] We may now regard D and r as capable of exact deter-

mination.

The C|[iantity A^ can in no case exceed wliere L is half the

len^Hh of the mafjtiet, eo that when r is considerable com|)tir(.*d

with L we may uoglect the term in A^ and determine the ratio

ofH to M at once. We cannot, however, assnme that A^^ is equal

to 2i=, for it may be less, and may even be negative for a maj,met

whose largest diinensione are transverse to tlio axis. The term

in A^, and all higher terms, may ^fely he neglected.

To eliminate J^, repeat the experiment, using' distances ^1,^^,^^

&c., and let the values of 2* be D^, D.,, D.^, &c., then

&e. &c.

II z
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If we suppose that tlie probable errors of these equations are

equal, as they will be if they depend on the detoriiiitiation of B
only, and if there is no uucortainty about r, then, by multiplying

each equation by and adding the results^ we obtain one ei^uation,

flnd by multiplying each equation by t-^' and adding- we obtain

another^ according to the gencial rule in the theory of the com-
bination of fallible measures when the probable error of each

equation is supposed tin; same.

Let us write

^{Dr-^) for I)jT-^-\.D,j,r^j,D^r^-^j^kG,,

and use similar expressioiia for the sums of other groups of symbols,

then the two resultant eqiuiti&ns may be written

2(J?f-^) = ^(S(r-8) + ^,S0--"')),

whence

2M

and JJS [Br-') S (?-i*>)-2 {Dt''') 2 {r-^))

= 2 {Br-'') 2 (r-«)-2 2 {t-%

Tlie value of derived from these equations oTight to be less

than Imlf the square of the length of the magnet M. If it is not
we may siisjwet some error in the observations. This metb<Mi of
observation and reduction was given by Gausa in the < First lleporfc

of tbc Mii^uetic Association/

Wlien the observer ean make only two series of ox]>eriments at

distances and r.^, the value of~ derived fjom these experi-

ments ia

If and hB^ are tlve actual errors of the ob&ervetl delle:

I>i and J9^, the actual error of the ealeulated result Q will be

exLons

If we suppose the errors IB^ and IB.^ to be independent, and
that tlie probable value of cither is ID, then the probable value
of the error in the calculated value of Q wiO be B where

« 10 I ,„ 10
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If wc suppose thai otic of these distances^, say the smaller, h
given, the value of the greater (lislancc may be determined so as

make 6 ^ a mininivim. This condition leads to an equation of

the lilth decree in f\^, which has only one real root greater than

r^^. From thie the best value of fi is foimd to be = L3189j'2*.

If one observation only is taken the beet distance is when

u'hetC! 8J> )9 the probable error of a measurement of deilexion, and

br is the probable erroi" of a measurement of distance.

Method qf Siucs.

455.] Tlie method wbieh wc have just descrilxHl may be called

the Method of Tangents, because the tangent of the deflexion ia

SI mcnsiire of the magnetic force.

If the line ^i, instead of being measured east or west, is adjusted

till it is at ri^'ht angles with the axis of the deileetai mngnet,

then li is the same as Ijefore, but in order that the suspended

nnignet may remain jjcrpendicular to r, the resolved part of the

force // in the direction of r must be equal and opposite to It.

Henee, if t> is the dollcxion, U = //sin 6.

Tliig method is called the Method of Sines. It can be applied

only wlien li is less than J/,

in the Kew x^rtable apparatus this method is employed. Tlie

suspended mag act hangs from a part of the apparatus which

revolves alon": with the telescope and the arm for the deflecting

msig-net, and the rotation of the wliole is measured on the aaimuth

cixcle.

The apparatus is first adjusttKi so that the nxk of the telescope

coincides witli the mean position of the line of collimafcion of the

magnet in its undisturbed state. If tlic magnet is vibrating, the

true aKimuth of magnetic north is found by observing- the cs-

trcmities of the oscillation of the transparent scale and makmg the

proper correction of the reading of the iiKiiiiuth circle.

The deflecting magnet is then placed upon a straight red winch

passes through the iixis of tlie revolving apimratus at right angles

to the axis of the telescope, and is adjusted so that the axi. of le

dellecting magnet is in a lino passing through the ccDtre ot tue

suspended magnet. , ,j

The whole of the revolving apparatus is then moved till the line
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of rolHmatinn of thu siispcudtd mngiiet agiiin coincides willi the

fixjs of the tcleseopoj jintl llie new aKlinufcli rtaiding' is cori'Gfited,

if neeessary^ V the mean of iliti scale roadiiigs at the cxlrcmilies

of an oscillation.

The difference of tlio coiTeetcd aKirsuilhs g-ives the dtsflcNion, afler

whit'h \v<? piocecfl as in the method of tatigoiits, CKCopt that in the
expression foi- jJ we [uit sin instead fhf (an 0,

In this mt'tbod lliere is no correction for the torsion of the siis-

]icndin{> (ihro, since the relative poaition of the fibre, telescope,

and nianjiiet is the same at everj' observation.

The axes of thij two mngriets remain always at right ani^lcs in

this method, so that the correction for lengtli can be more ae-
ciirately made,

456.] Having- thus mcasiit'id the riitio of the moment of the
deflecting- maf^net to tho hoviaont.il component of terrestrial mag-
netism, we havt? next to find the product of thcae tpiantities, 1)y

determininii^ the moment of the couple with which t-eirestrial mag'-
nctism tends to turn the same mag-tiet when its axis is .deiiected

fiom the niagfuetie meridian.

There are two mctliods of mahmg this measnrement^ the dy-
namical, in which the lime of vibration of the nia<>net iindev the
action of tci'rcstvial nuignetism is observed, and the statical, in
which the magnet is kept in equilibrium between a measnmble
statical couple and the magnetic force.

The dynamical method requires simpler apparatus and is more
jtccurate for absolute mnasnrements, hut takes uj! a consideinble
time^ the statical metliod admits of ahnost instantaneous nieasure-
nicnt, and ii^ therefore useful itj tmeingthe clianfres of the inttmsity
of tho magnctie force, Imt it re<piires moi-e delicate ajipavatiis, and
IS not so accurate for a1>soliite measnrement.

Melkod of Vibraiims.

The ma^^net is suspended with its mafjnetic axis hoi-izontil, and
is set in vibration in small arcs. Tho vibrations are observed by
means of any of the methods already described,

A point on the scale is chosen eorrespondinf,^ to the middle of
the arc of vibration. Tho instant of passa-e through this point
of the scale in the positive direction is observed. If there is snffi-
cient time before the return of the magnet to the same jxiint. the
instant of passage through the point in the iierrative direction is

also obscivcd, and the process i.^; continued till «+i positive and
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n negntivo pusses have been oljeevvctl. If the vibrations are

too rapid to allow of every corsocutive passage \v;\ni^ obsorvetl,

every third or every [if'th passa^^^e is obseivetl, care lein^' taken that

the ohsorved passages are alternately positive and negativo.

Let the observed times of passage be ^i, 7., ?2n+i. then if

'fir

tVien r„+j is the mean time of the positive passagos^ ami ou,^rit

to agree with l"„+t, tbe mmn time of the negative passages, if the

iKiint has been properly chosen. The mean of these resiiltsj is

to be taken as the mean time of the middle paspage.

After jx hirgc mmibev of vihvntions have talceii place, but before

the vibrations have ceased to be distinct and regular, the observer

makes another series of ohservatious, from wbicb he dednces the

mean time of the middle passage of the Kecond series.

By caleuktinf^ the period of vibration either from the first

series of observations or from the seeond, he ought to be abh- to

be certain of the number of whole ^-ibrations vvhich liave taken

l>lace in the interval lictwcen the time of middle pas^ngc in the two

series. Dividing the interval between the mean times of middle

Ijas^age in the two series by this ntimbei of vibmtioos, the mean

time of vibration is obtained.

The observed time of ^nliratiou is then to be reduced to the

time of vibration in infinitely small ares by a formula of the same

kind as that need in pendulum obscrvationsi, mid if the vibrations

are fnimd to diminish rapidly in amplitude, there is another cor-

rection for resistance, see Art. 740. lliesc correetions, Iiowever, are

very small when the magnet hnu-s by a fibre, and when the are of

vibration is only a few degrees.

The equation of motion of the magnet is

J^ +MH sin +3mT

where Q ie the angle between the magnetie axis and the direetion

of the force A is the moment of inertia of the magnet mul

suspended apraratns, M is the magnetic moment of tl^^
"^^f

}l the intensity of the horizontal magnetic force, and MUr Uie

ooeflleiont of torsion : r is detennin.d as in Art. 452, and la a

very i^mall quantity. The value of for ecpnbbruiin is

()
_ ^

, a very mnixW angle,
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and the solution of the equation for emdl values of Uu' iimnlitmk
^ ft ^

»

where r 19 the j^sriodic time, and Cthe amplitude, and

whcace we fmd the value of J///,

Here T ts the time of a complete vibmtioii determined from
observation. A, the moment of inertia, h found onec for all for
the nia!>net, either Iiy weij>hin;? mid mcasurmg; it if it is of a
regular figr„re, or hj a dynamical process of eomparison with ^ hodv
whosG moment of inertia is knomi.

Combining tiiis value d' Mil with that of formerly obtained,

we get = (i///) = ^ ^3

,

and jya ^ /j^jyv / /A B^^J

457.] We have siipposal that// and J/eoutinue eonsfant d.iri.iff
the two fieries of esperimetits. The fluetimtiou^ of // may ho
accertarned by mmullancous ohservations of the bifihir imu^nct-omeW to be presently deeeribcd, and if tlic magnet has been in
u^e for some time, and i. not exposed cbiring the experiments io
changes ol temperature or t^ coiieussion, the part ofM wd.ieli de-
pends on permanent magnetism may be a..utnc.d to be mmim.
All steel magnet., ho^vever, are capable of iud.xced niagneti.,u
depending on the aetion of external magiietie force
Kow the magnet when employed in the dertoxion exi-eriments

IS placed with It. axis east and wc^, bo that the aetion of ter-
restrial magnetism is transverse to the magnet, and docs not tend
to morease or dnmn.sh M. Whe. the magnet i. made to .ibrate.
It. axis IS north and .out!, .0 that the action of teri^strid ma..^nctiBm t^nds to m.gneti.e it in the direction of the axi., a^d
therefore to mcrea.e it. magnetic moment by a ,.:mtitv k II Ue.ei IS a eoeffieient to be found l>y experiment, on the magnet

^lere arc two way. i„ which thi. source of error may be'avoide<l

magnet shall he in the same condition wben en.ploy^d in deflcctiDiranother magnet and when itself swinging,
ucncctmg
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Wc may place tlte doflcctin^^ magnet with its axb pointing-

northj at a distance r from the centre of the suspendccl nijij^etj

tlic line r makiu^^ an anglo wbosw cosine is y| with the maf*'nelic

nieritliaii. The action of tlie deflfictinpf mag-nct on the suspended

one is then at rig'lit angles to its own direction^ and is oc|iia} to

Here M is the magnetic momcsnt when the axis points north,

as in the experiment of vibrsition, bo that no correction has to be

made lor induction.

I'his meihod, howevej'j i?? extremely difficult, owin^ to the Inrga

errors which would bo introduced by a slight disphit-emont of the

defieeting- magnet, and as the correction hy reversing- tUo deflecting

miignet is not appliedjle liere, this method is not to l>ft fdllowed

esci'pt wlicn the object is to detennine the coefficient of imlnetioti.

The following* method, m which the majfnct vvliile vibrating is

freed fi'oni tlic inductive action of tcrrcstrinl magnetism, is due to

Dr. J. P. Joule*

Two mn^'iiets •avu prepared whose magnetic moment!) are as

nearly equal as possible. In the deflexion expei'imcnts these mng-

nets are ijsed separately, or they may be placed simultaneously

on oi>posite sides of the suspended magnet to produce a greater

deflexion. In these experiments the inductive force of torrestrinl

marjinctLsm is transverse to the axis.

Let one of tliesc majs^nets l>e suspendetl, and let the other be

placed parallel to it with its centre exactly htdow that of the eus-

prnded magnet, and with its axis in the i?anie direction. The force

which the fixed magiict exerts on the suspended one is in the

ojjposite direction from that of terrestrial magnetism. If the fixed

magnet be gmdually brought neai-er to the suspended one the time

of vibration will inereaso, till at a certain iioint the equilibrium will

eeatse to be stable, and beyond this point the suspended magnet

will make oscillatinng in the reverse position. Bj experimenting

in this way a position of tlie fixed magnet is found at which it

exactly neutralises the effect of ten-estnal magnetism on the sus'

pcnded one. The two magneto arc faetenetl together so as to l>e

parallel, vHtlj their axes turned the same wuy, and at the disfance

Just finind by cxiMi'rimeiit. They are then suspended in the utJuaJ

way lind made to vibrate together through small arcs.

• Ptsc. Phil. Mftnchiiicr, Martli 10. 1867.
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The lower mag-net esqcfly neutralizes the effect of tenestriiil

mngtvetism on I he n|iiM;r one, and since the mag-mts are of oqiial

moment,, the upper one neutralizes the inductive action of the earth
on tlic lower ono.

The value t>f 31 is therefore the same in the experiment of

vibnitioii as in the experiment of duflexion, and no correction for

iwliietion is rt^qiiir!;rL

458.] 'J'hc most aecurato method of aeeertaining the intensity of

the horisionfcal in;igiietie force h that whieh wc iiave just dcfiCribed.

The whole sencs of expt'rimentSj howeveiv cannot he pertormetl with
aufRcient accnracy in, much lees than an hour, so thfit any changes
in the intensity which talce place in periods of a few minutes wonld
escape observation. Ifencc a diiferent method ia required for ob-
Bcrv'iug the intensity of the mag-netic force at any instant.

The £tntit;jil method consists in defii etiiig the mag-tiet hv means
of a statical couple acting in a horizontal plane. If I be the

moment of this couple, Al the magnetic moment of the magnet,
II the horizontal component of terrestria.! magnetism, und the
deflexion, Mil smO ^ I.

Hence, if Z is known in terms of ^, Mil can be found,

Tlie couple L may be generated in two ways^ by the torsional

elasticity of a wire, as in the ordinary toi'tsion balance, or by the
weight of the suspended apparatus, as in the bifdar s^uspension.

In the torsion balanco the magnet is fajstcnG{l to the end of a
vertical wire, the upper end of which can be turned roimdj and itn

rotation mcasuied by means of a torsion circle.

%Vo have then

L = r(a—a^— e) = Mil sin

Here o^^ is the value of the reading of the torsion circle when the
axis of the magnet coincides with the magnetic meridian, uml a is

the actual reading. If the torsion cirtde m turned so as to bring
the magnet nearly perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, so that

^-l-^^ tiiea T (fl_«,_^+ fl') = Mil {I - i 0'%

or MII=Tit^k6'^){a-a^^'^+&').

By observini* the deflexion of the magnet when in equilibrium,

we can calculate Mi/, provided we know t.

If we only wish to know the relative value of // at different

times it is not necessary fo know either M or t.

\Ve may easily determine r in ah^olute measure by suspending
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a non-magnelic hmly from the pmne wire and oliscrvinf^ its time

of oscilliition. tlien if A k the moment of inertia of tliis Iwdy, and

T t lu! time of a eomplet* vibriition,

^ ~ T-
'

r The chief objeetion to the use of the tofsiuii l.alance is that tlic

zero-ieadiiif? o^, k VvMe to change. Uiuler the constaxit twisting

forc(!. ariBing fiom the teiidoney oi' the magnet to turn to the north,

the u'irc giaduiilly acquires a pormaiient twist, so tliat it l)ecome3

nccessaiy t^ detemiiiic the zero-reading- of the torsion eiicle afresh

at short intervals of time.

Bijihr Suspemim,

459.] Hie method of suBpeiKling the magnet lij Uvo wires or

fibres was introduced hy Gnxim ivnd Weber. As the hifilar sus-

pension k u&ixl in niiiny eleefcrical instriimGiitSj we shall iiivestigato

it roore in detail. The general ajipKiranee of tht* suspension is

shewn ill Fig. Hi, and Fig. 17 represents the prqiteiioii of the wires

on u horizontal plane.

,ind A'Ji' are the projections of the two w'mB.

AI imd Miy are the linos joining the upper and the hiwer euds

of the wires.

« dnd ^ are the lengths of these, lines.

o and /3 their azimuths.

JT and W the vertical components of the tcn&ions of the wirtse.

Q Bud their horiiiontivl componenti;,

h the vertieiil distance between AA^ and BB'.

The forties ivhieh aot on the magnet arc—its weightj the eonplc

arising from terrestrial magnetism, tl\e torsion of the wires (if any)

and their tensions. Of these the eifects of magnetism and of

torsion are of the nature of couples. Hence the rosnltiint of the

tensions must consist of a veTtieal force, equal to the Tveiglit of the

magnet, together with a couple. The resullaint of the vertical

components of thd tensione is therefore along the line Avhosjo ]no-

jection is f>, the intersection of AA' and BJf, and either of these

lines is divided in in the ratio of W to

The horizontal eoniiwnents of the tensions form a conple^ and

are therefore equal in magnitude and parallel in direction. Calling

either of them Q, the moment of the cyiiple wiiieh they form is

L = Q.JPF, (1)

where is the diytance between tlio piirallel lines AB and . fJf.
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To find the value of i we have the equatious of moments

Qk = W. AB ^ W\ J'jr, (2}

and til* geometrical equation

{AB + A'F) PF = ab sin (a- /3), (3)

wlienee we oMaiti,

L=q.PF= am {a-^). (4)

Fi-. 16. %. 17.

If m k the mass of the siiRpcntktl nppnr;ilns, and ^ tlio intensity

If wc also write F— fV = nm^,

wc find

The value of j& is therefore a maximum with respect to s* when n
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is zero, that is, wlieu ibo weight of the suspended mass is equally

borne by tlie two livii'esi.

We may adjust the tensions of the wires to equality by observing-

the timo of vibration, aud xniiking it a miniminiij or we may obtaia

a self-acting' adjustment by attflchiiii;^ the ends of the wires, iis

in Pig. IG, to a pulley, which tunia ou its axis till the tensions

lire equal.

The distEince of the upper ends of the suBpension wires is tc-

giiM&i hy means of two other pulUcs. The distance between tho

lower ends of the wires is also capable of adjutstment.

By this iidjustmeiit of the tensi<>ti, the couple arising from the

tensions of the wires Incomes

L = iiig sm {a— (5).

The moment of the couple arising from the torsion of tlie wires

is of the form r (y—

where r is the sum of the coefficients of toTsion of the wires.

The wires ought to be without torsion when a = (3, we may

then make y = a.

The moment of the couple arising from the horizontal inaf^^nctic

force is of the form

where 6 is the magnetic declination; and & h the azimuth of the

axis of the magnet. We shall avoid the introduction of unnecessary

symbols without sacrificing generality if we assume that the axis of

the magnet is parallel %o BJ^, or that ^ = $,

The equation of motion then becomes

^^ = J/i/Bin(3-a) + i y^^^^fiin(a^e)-E-r(a-(?). (8)

There are three principal positions of this apparatus,

(1) When a is nearly equal to 6. If Ty is the time of a complete

oseillation in this position, then

(2) When a is nearly eqiial to 6+ ?r. If is the time of a

complete oscillation in this position, the north end of the magnet

being now turned towards the south,

^^l^ntff +r-3nL ' (10)

Tlie quantity on the right-hand of this equation may be made
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as small as we ploage \>y diitiioisliiiig a or I/, hut iL must not be
made nefrative, or the cqnilibriuni of the mugnet will become un-
stable. The mag-net in tliig position forms an iiisti umcnt by whick
email varlatio^is in the (Ureclioii, of the magnetic force may be
rendered ijonsible.

For when is nearly eqnal to tt, sin [h-O) is nearly equal to

6—hf and ive find

1/7/

By diminisliirig the denominator of the fraction iii the last term
wo may maku the variation of very large comparai with that of S.

We should notice that the coefficient of 6 in this expression is

negative, so that when the direction of the magnetic force turns
in one direction the magnet turns in the opposite diwKftion.

(3) In the thinl position the upper part of the suspension-
apparatus ia turned round till the axis of the magnet is nearly
perpendicular to the magnetic meridian.

If we make

0-t='^+d', and a^0-ii^cr^ (tg)

the (Kination of motion may be written

If there is Cijiiilibrium when // = //^ and 0,

^^/^ + \ mg sin /3+ jSr = 0,
(
h)

find if // is the value of the horijsontal force corresponding to a
am Sill angfle

^

'' = M'~TM \ A- (1^)

In order that the mag^net may he in stable erpiilibtinm it is

neeessary that the numerator of the fraction in the second mernher
should be positive, but the more nearly it approaches ssero, the
more sensitive will be the instnmient in indicating- changes in the
value of the intensity of the horizuntal component of terrestrial
magnetism.

The statical method of estimating the intensity of the force
depends ui>on the action of an instrument whieli of itself assumt^
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diflerent iiositioiis of e<iuiUlnium for ciifieroat valuer of the force.

Hence, W means of a. mirror aLtaehed to thci magiwi and throwing

» spot of light upon a plioto^r.iphie surface moved by clockwork,

a curve may be traced, from which the intensity of the force at any

instant may he determined according; to a scale, which we may for

the present consider an arbitrary oue.

460.] In an observatory, where a continuous systuiu of regis-

tration of declination and intensity is kept up either by eye ob-

servation or by the automatic photo<;raphic method, tb« absolute

valuer of the deeliimtion and of the intensity, as well as the position

and moment of the ma-netic axis of a magnet, mny be determined

to a greater decree of itccnracy.

For the declinometer f^lvcs the dccliniition at every instaut alfcctcd

by ;i -jonstj;nt error, and the bitiUr magnrtomet^ir gives the intensity

at every instant multiplied by a constant coeffieient. In the cs-

perimcnta we snhstitute for S, 6 + 6,, where r k ihn reading of

the declinometer at the given instant, and is the unknown but

eoTlstl^l1t error, so that If+ b^ is the true det-lination at that instant.

In like manner for //, wc sid)stitnte CJf whereW is the readin^^

of the magnotometer on its arbitrary scale, and C is an unknown

but constant multiplier which converts these rc-iAlings into absolute

measure, so that Clf is the horizontal force at a given instant.

The experiments to determine the absolute values of the quan-

tities must be conducted at a sufficient distance from the dec-lino^

meter and magnetometer, so that the different magnets may not

sensibly disturl) each other. The time of every observation must

he notal and the corrcspotiding values of and //' inserted. The

equations are then to be treated so as to find %, the constant error

of the declinometer, and C the coefficient t-o be applied to the

readini,^ of the magnetometer. When these are found the readinga

of both instrumeutsi mny be cjcprcaeed in absolute measure. Tlio

absolute measurements, however, must bo fre<iuently repeated in

order to tjike account of changes which may occur in the magnetic

axis and magnetic moment of the magnets,

461.1 The methods of determining the vertical component of the

t^rrcfstrial magnetic force have not been brought to the same degree

of precision. The vertical force must act on a magnet which turns

about a hori^ntal axis. Now a body which turns about a hori-

zontal axis cannot be made so sensitive to the action of mvAl tui-ce«

as a body which is suspended by a fibre and tui-nE about a vertical

axis. Besides this, the weight of a magnet is bo large compart^
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wilh the magDetie force exci-ttsd wixm it tliat n shieUI displaee-

ment of the cmtve of inertk by unequal dilatation, &c. produces

a greater effect on the iK)«itiou of the mag'net than a considerable

cliang-e of the magnetic force.

Hence the measurement of the vertiCiil force, or tlie eampmisou
of the vertieal nnd the horizontal forcesj is th<J least perfect imrt

of the system of mag^niitic measurements.

The vertical part of the magnetic force is generally deduced irom
the horizontal force by determiiiinf^f the direction of the total foree.

If i be the angle which the total force makes with its horizoiitjil

com]»ueQt, i is ealletl the magnetic Dip or Ineliuiition, and il" //

is the borizontiil force already found, then the vertical force is

7/tan i, and the total force k //sec i.

The magnetic dip is found by means of the Dip NectUe.

The theoietieal dip-ueedle is a maj^net with an axis which passes

throug-h its centre of inertia, perpendicukr to the mag^netic axis

of the needle. The ends of this axis are made in the form of

cylindei-s of email radius, the axes of which are coincident with the

line jiassing through the centre of inertiEi, These cylindrical ends

nest on two horizontal planes and arc free to roll on them.

"Wlien the axis is plaeed maifuetic cast and west, the needle

is free to rotate in the plane of the mag-netic meridian, and if the

inatrnmont is in perfect adjustment, the magnetic axis will set itself

in the direction of the total mag^netic force.

It i^f however, practically impossible to adjust a dip-needle so

that its weight does uot influence its position of cquilibiiumj,

because itiS centre of inertia, even if orig-inally in the line joining'

the centres of the rolling- sections of the cylindrical ends, will cease

to be in this line when the neetUe is imperceptibly hcnt or un-

equally expanded. Besides, the determination of the true centre

of inertia of a maj^net is a very difiieult oi>cration, owing to the

interferenee of the mag^nctic force with that of gra>itj'.

Let us supi>ose one end of the needle and one end of the

pivot to be marked. Lot a line, real or imaginary, be drawn on

the needle, which we stiall call the Line of Collimation. The
position of this line is read off on a vertical circle. Let 6 be the

angle which this line makes snth the radius to zero, which we shall

suppose to be horizontrd. Let A he the angle which the magnetic

axis makes with the line of collimationj so that when the needle

is in this position the liuc of cullimatiou is inclined ^ + A to the

horizontal.
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Let JO be tlie perpendicukr from the centre of mcrtia on tlie plane

on which the axis loVls, then p will be a function of Q, whatever

be the shape of the ToWm^ mirfiu^. If both the rolling sections

of the entls of the axis are circular,

where a is the distance of the centre of inertia from the line joining?

the centres of the roUing sections, and a is the angle which this

line makes with the line of collimatioii.

IfM is the ma^rnelic moment, m the mass of the ma^et, anil

the force of gravity, / the tot.al magnetic force, and i the dip, then,

by the conservation of energy, when there is stabk eqinhbnmn,

Jf/co9(^+X-«)-W (2)

mnst be a maximum with respect to 9, or

= — m^a cos {$ + ci),

if the ends of the axis arc cylindrical.

Also, if T l)e the time of vibration about the position of equi-

where A is the moment of inertia of the aeedle about its axis of

rotation.
. ^ .-, i- •

i
•

In detcrmimn^ the dip a reading is t^ken with the dtp circle m

the magnetic meridian and with the gmduation towards the west.

Let f>i be this reading, then we have

Jf/sm{&i+ X— --J?ii?<2cos(^i+ ")"

The instrument is now turned nbont a vertical axis through 180%

so that the graduation is to the ea^t, and if 6, h the new reading,

MI Bin A- + 1) = -mffa cos (63+ ct). (6)

Taking fG) from (5). and remembering that 6, is nearly equal to

and 0. ncady eqnal to ^^i, and that X is a .mall angle, snch

that vifffih may be neglected in compaiiBon with Ml

MIidi^0.j,+ Ti-2i) = ^2 WJif^Coajcosa. (7)

Now take the magnet from its bearings and place it in the

defle^on appara^t., Art. 453, m as to indicate its own magnebe

moment by the deilcxion of a suspended magnet, then

M=^\r^IlI>

where B is the tangent of the deflexion.

VOL. n.
^
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Kext, ruverse tlve ningneti$m of Ihc ueedle and determine its

new ma^^notic moment M\ by observing a new deilesioti, the ton-
gent of whicb is 2)\ jj/' _ ^ ,.3 jijf^

whence MB'^M'D. (10)

Then place it on its beatings and take two refiding-g, 6. and 0^,
ill which 8^ is neady 7r + i, and 0^ nearly —i,

3rr sin {0^ -Irk'— IT- i) = Mffa cos
C
1

1

)

3/'/' sin + A'+ i) = M ^ a cos (f)^ + a), ( 1 3)
whence, as l)eforej

^^'^(^3—^4 —rr— 2i) = 2 a cost cos a, (13)

adding (8),

i//
(<?i -f, + Tr-2O+ iJ/'/((?j,-04-^r"2O - (14)

or i>(^,-e, +w-20+ -fl'(^a-<?4-7r-2i) ^ 0, (15)

whencci we find tbo dip

, (0,-0,+ ^) + IT (0,-0,-^)
2JJ+2I/ '

wkeirfi J5 and !>' are the tangents of the deflexions produced by the
needle in its first and second magnetisations respectively.

In Lildtij* ob,eerv3tiona with the dip circle the vertical a^is is

carefullj^ adjusted so that, the plane bearing,* upon which the 33^13 of
the magnet rests are lioriKoutal in every a-iinnith. The niag-nol being
magnetized so that the end A dips, is ]>laet!d with its axis on the
plane hearings, and observations are taken with the jdane of the circlu
ill the magnetic meridian, and with the gradiiated side of the cirele
east. Each end of the magnet in observed by rneans of i-cading
roicroseopes carried on an arm which moves concentric with the
(lip circle. Tlie ci-oss wires of the microscope are made to coincide
with the image of a mark on the magnet, and the position of the
arm is then read off on the dijj circle by means of a vernier.
We thus obtain an observation t>f the end A and another of the

end B when the griu;luations are east. It is necessary to observe
both ends in order to eliminate any error arising from the axle
of tlio magnet not being concentric with the dip circle.

The graduated side is then turned west, and two more obsen.'*
ations arc madf.

The magnet is then turned round so that the ends of the axle
are reversed, aud four more observations arc made looking at the
other side of the magnet.
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Tlifi magnetization of the magnet is then reversed so that the

LMul £ dipsT the raajETivctic nit»ment is ascertained, and eight olistfrva-

tions art^ taken in this stat^j aod the sixt^Min observations eombinetl

to determine the true dip.

4620 It is found tliat in spite of tho utmost care the dip, us tlnis

deduced from obecr^mtions made with one dip circk^ differs per-

ecptibly fVom that deduced from observations with atiutlier dip

circle at the same place. Mr. Broun haa pointed out the effect

due to ellipticity of the bearings of the axle, and how to correct

it by Uiking observations with the magnet tna^metized to different

strengths.

TiiG principle of this method may hn stated tlius. We sliall

suppose that the error of any one observation h a small quantity

not Gxceeaing a degree. We M\ also t^ui^pose that some unknown

but re^dar force acts uiion tht- magnet, disturbing it from its

true position.

If I is the moment of this force, the true dip, and (? the

observed di]>; then

since — 0,, k small.

It is cvideTit that the greater M becomes the nearex does tho

needle approach its proper position. Now kt the operation of

taking the dip be performed twice, first with the magnetisation

equal to Mj, the greatest that the needle is capiible of, and next

with the magTictization equal to M^, a much smaller value hut

sufficient to make the readings distinct and the error still moderate.

Let 0, md e., he the dips deduced irom these two sets of observ-

ations, and let be the moan value of the unknown disturbing

force for the eight iMsitious of each determination, which we shall

supixise the same for both determinations. Then

Hence ^ = -j^MT ' ^'^^''^^'^ M,- ^

^

If we find that several experiments give nearly equal values for

i, then we may consider that 0„ must be verj- nearly tl»e true value

of the dip. ...
463.] Dr. Joule has recently eonstfucted a new dip-cirele, m

whiel) the axis of the needle, instead of rolling on horiiiontal agate

planer, is slung on two filameutu of silk or spider^^s tliread, the ends

I 2
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of the filaments bein^ flttaclmd to the arras of a delioabe balance.

'The SLMs of the needle thus rolls on two loops of silk fibre, and
Dr, Joule finds that its freedom of mofcion is much greater than
when it rolls on ag-nte planes.

In Fig. ]Bf NS is the ncotllo, CC k if-s axis, consisting of a
straight cylindrical wive^ and PGQ, F'C'Q' arti the filaments on whieb

tlitf axis rolls. POQ h the

balance, Cionsistiiig ofa double

bent lever supported hy &

wire, OOj stinetched horizont-

ally bctwceu the prongs of

a forhe<l piece, and having

a. eountfirpoise li which can

be screwed up or down, so

that thtj balance is in ueutra!

equilibrium ahout 00.

In order that the needle

may be in neutral equilibrium

as the needle rolls on the

fill!merits the centre of ca-
vity TOUst neither rise nor fall.

Hence the distance OC mu^
rcioaiTi constant as the needle

rolls. This condition will be

fill filled if the arras of the

bahince OP and OQ are equal j,

and if the filaments are at

rig^ht angles to the arms.

Dr. Joule finds that the

needle ehonld not be moretlian

five inches long, ^len it is eight inches long, the bending of the

needle tends to diminish the appjirunt dip by a fraction of a minute.

Tiui axis of the needle was originally of steel wire, straightened by
being- brought to a red heat while stretched by a weight, but

Dr, Joule found that with, the new suspension it is not necessary

to use steel wire, for platinum and even standard g^ld are hard

enough.

The balance is attncbed to a wire 00 ahnnt a foot long .stretehed

horizontally between the prongs of a fork. This fork is turned

round in azimuth by means of a circle at the top of a trijmd which

supports the whole. Six complete observations of the dip can be
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obULiuca m one hour, aud the average error of a single ol>sorvatLoii

is a fraction of a minute of ate.

It is proposal timt the dip needle iu the Camhridge Physical

Lahoratoiy shall be observed by means of a double imag« instru-

ment, eousisting of two totally retlectiJi-? prisms placed in

Fig. 19 and mounted on a vertical fjraduattsd circle, so that the

pkne of reflexion may l>e turned round a horizontal axis nearly

coinciding with the prolongation of the axis of the snsi>endM dip-

needle. The needle is viewed by means of a telescope plactxl

behind the ]ii'ismg, and the two end^s of the needle are seen together

as in Fig. 20. By turning the priBins about the axis of the vertical

circle, the images of two Tines di-awn on the needle may be made

to coincide. The inclination .)f tbe needle is thus determined from

the reading of the vertical circle.

Jig. 19- Fig. ao.

The total intensity / of the magnetic force in tiiL^ lirie of dip may

be deduced aa follows from the times of vibration T^f T.^^ fg, ^4

in the four positiouH already described,

1=

The values of i)/ and M' must be found by the method of deflcxioii

and Tibration formerly described, and A is the moment of inertia of

the magnet about its axle.

The QbservatiouB with a mat,met suspended by a fibre are m
much more accurate that it is usual to deduce the total force from

the hori5:ontal force from the equation

/ := EseeS,

where / is the total force, // the horizontal force, smd & tbe dip.

464.] The process of determining the dip being a tedious one, is

not smtable for determining the continuouiS vai-ifltion of the magnetic
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Ibrce. Ttie most convenient instrument for eouiinuous observa-

tions is the veitittal forco niiignetometflrj wMch is simplj a, mag^net
bnlanetfd on knife edgus so as to l>e in stable eqailibrium with its

maf^netic axis nearly liorizontaL

If Z is the vertical component of tiie mag-tietic forco^ M the

magfnefcic moment, and Q the sniall angle which the magnetic axis

makes witli the horizon

where m is the mass of the mag^net, g the fore© of gravity, a the
tlistmee of the centre of gravity From the axis of suspension, and
a the angle which the plane througl^ the axis and the centre of
gravity makes udth the magnetic Axis.

Hcnee, for the small variation of vertical force IZ^ there \\^ he
a variation tjf the angular position of the magnet W such that

Mh'/j — i/iff a sin (a—S) h&.

In practice this instrument is not used to determine the absolute
value of the vertical force, but only to register its small variations.

For this puri>03e it is sufficient to know the ahsohite vahie of Z
dZ

when 5—0, and the value of M
The value of when the horizontal force and the dip are knowuj

is found from the equation Z — 11 tan 6,,, where is tlie diij and
^the horizontal force.

To find the deliesLion due to a given variation of Z^ take a nsagnefc

and place it with its axis east and west, and with its centre at a
known distance j-j east or west from the declinometer, aa in ex-
periments on deflexion, and let the tangent of deflexion be 2?,

,

Then pkce it with its axis vertical and with its centre at a
distance ahove or below the centre of the vertical force mag-
netometer, and let the tangent of the deflexion produced in the
miignetomoter be D^, T\im, if the moment of tlie deflecting
magnet is in

^

Hence '^-^^iflh.

The actual value of the vertical force at any instant ie

where Z^ is the value of Z when i9 = 0.

For oontinuous observations of tlie variations of magnetic force
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at a fixed oljeervatory the UuifiJar Deelinometer, the Bifilar Hori-

KOiital Force MagUL-tometur, aud the Ealanee Vertical Force Mag-

netometer are the most convenient instruraenta.

At several obaervatorics photographic traces are now produced on

prepai-ed papor moved by clock work, so that a cfjntiiiucuH record

of the indications of the thrct! inetrunientij at every instant is tbrmed.

Tliese traces indicate tbe variation of ihe three rectangular cnm-

poncivte of the force from their standard vahieH. Tine duclinomeior

gives the force towards mean magnetic west, the bifilar magn< t-

ometer ^ves tlie variation of the force towardB magnetic north; and

the balance magr^etomcter g'wes the variation of the vertical force.

The standard values of these forces, or their values when llieae

instruments indicatHL' tlicir several Keros, are deilxieed by frequent

observations oi' the absolute declination, hovizontal Ibree, and dip.
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CHAPTER VIII.

OET TEERHSTKIAL MAGIfETISM.

465.] Otm knowledge of Terrestnal Magnetism is derived from
the study of the distribution of magnetic force on the earth's sur-
face at my one time, and of the changes in that distribution at
differeat times.

The magnetic force at my one place and time is kno\m when
three coordiiiAtes ore known. These coordinates may be given

in the form of the deehnation or asciniuth of the force^ the dip
or inclination to the horizon, and the total intensity.

The most convenient method, however, for investigating the
general distribution of magnetie force on the earth's surface is to
consider the magnitudes of the three componenta of the forx^e,

^— ITcos h, directed due north, \

y= Jf slnb, directed due west, t (ij

ir = iftaneJ, directed vertically downwards, J

where* E denotes the horizontal foree, S the declination, and
the dip.

If r IB the magnetic potential at the earth's surface, and if we
consider the earth a sphere of radius «, then

wliere I is the latitude, and A tho longitude, and r the disUnoe
from the centre of the earth.

A knoAvlixIge of V over tlie surfaee of the earth may he obtained
from tlie ohservationg of horizontal force alone as follows.

Let he the value of F at the true north pole, then, taking
the line-integral along any meritlkn, we find,

for the TOlue of the potential on that meridian at latitude I

(3)
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Thus the potential may be found for any point on tlie earth's

surface provided ^^e know the vahic of X, the northerly component

at every pointy and V^, the value of V at the pele.

Since the forces depend not on the absolute value of V hut

on its derivatives, it is not necessary to fix any partieular valne

for if^.

Tb« value of F at aay point may be ascertained if we know

the value of X a,\ong any given meridian, and also that of Y over

the whole surface.

Let Vi = iiCxdl+r^, (4)

where the integration is performed along the given meridian frora

the pole to the parallel I, then

F= Fi+ari COB I dh, (5)

where the iiite<jration is performed along the parallel I firom the

given meridian to the required point.

Thest! methods imply that a complete rasgnetic survey of the

earth's surface has been made* so thai the values of or of T

or of both are known for every point of the earth's surface at a

gWen epoch. What we actually know are the magnetic com-

^mmts at a certain number of stations. In the civilized part^ of

the earth these stations are coinpan\tively numerous ; in other places

there are large tracts of the earth's surface about which we have

uo data.

Magnetic Survey.

466.] Let us supiwse that in a country of moderate size, whose

greatest dimensions are a few hundred miles, observations of the

decimation and the horijioutal force have been taken at a con-

siderable number of stations distributed fairly over the country.

Within this district we may suppose the value of F to he re-

presented with sufficient aecumcy by the formda

r= ro+ ^(^i^ + ^tX+ 4i?i;-+ii2A+ii?aA-+&c.), (6)

whence X=Ai'\-Byl^B^\, (0

Let there be stations whose latitudes are 1^,1^, .. Mq. and

longitudes A^, X^, &c.. and let X and J be found for each station.

Let h^\m. and \ =
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/y and Ay may be called the latitude and longitude of tlic eentral
statioti. Let

1
i

and r^, cos l„ = -1 {Yms i), (lo)

then 2; and are the values ol' X and J" at the imag-inary central
station, then

Yco^l^ r^CQ^i,^-^B,{£-Q + B^{k-k^). (12)

We have n equations of the form of (] 1) and ^£ of tlie form (12).
If we denote the probaljlc error in the determination of X by £
and that of ^cos^ by ij, then we may calculate f and 7} on
the £supi>o9ition that they arise from errors of obsservation of //
and b.

Let the probable terror of II be A, and that of 6, then dme
fix = cos illf— //Bin a . <U,

- A^cosH + 4'^ ir^sin^d.

Similarly - /f^sm^^+ rP IP cos- &.

If the variations of X and J' from their values m ^iven by equa-
tions of the form (M) and {12) considerably exceed the probable
errors of observation, we may cotielade that'they are due to local
attractions, and then we have no reason to give the mtio of ^ to ij

any other value than unity.

According to tlie method of least stpiares we multiply the eqnii-
tions of the form (H) by and those of the form (12) by f to
make their probflbld error tlie same. We then multiply each
equation by the coefficient of one of the unknown quantities li,,

B^, or B.^ a,nd add the results, thus obtaining tliree equations from
which to find jgg, atid B^.

P,^B,b, + B,K,

m\+i^q,) = B,^n^^B^{eK + n^K)+B,eb^,

in which \VG write for eoticiseness,

p^^^{ix)-fa^x^, q,^^{ir eos () - u i, r„ cos
P,, = 2CAX)-«A„X^, S(Aroo30-«A,r„cos4.

By calculating /i,, and B,, and substituting in equations
(11) and (12), we can obtain the values of X tiud V at any point
within the limits of the survey free from the loc^l disturl.ineea
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which are found to exist where the rock ne&t the station is mstgniitie,

as most ig'ii&oxis rocks are.

Surveys of tliis kind can be made only in countries where mag-

netic inetnuneuts can be earried about and si't up in a great many

stations. For other pa?ts of the world we must \ye content to Ikid

the distribution of the magnetic eleincnts by iliterpohition between

Uveiv values at a few stations at f^eat distanece from tach otlier,

467.] Let us now suppose that by proceases of this kind, or

by the efinivaletit {graphical process of constmeting charti of the

lines of equal values of the magnetic dements, the values of X and

7, and tbt^nce of the potential T, are kno\vn over t\vi whole surface

of the globe. The next step is to expand F in tbe form of a series

of spherical surface harmouies.

If the earth were maguetiKed uniformly and in the same difc^ctiou

throughout its interior, r would be an harmonic of the first de^^ree,

the magnetic meridians would l>c great circles passiog through two

magnetic poles diametrically opposite, the magnetic equator would

be a great circle, the horizontal force would l>e equal sit all iminbs

of the magnetic eqmitor, aiul if JIo is this constant value, the valuo

at any other point would be If^ If,, cos {% where r is the maguetic

latitude. The vertical force at any point would be Z= 'lll^^mi',

iind if B is the dip, tan B - 2 tan I'.

In the case of the earth, the magnetic eqnator i6 defined to be

tlic line of no dip. It is not a great circle of the sphere.

The magnetic poles are defined to be the points where there is

DO horizoiittil force or where the dip is 90^ There are two such

points, one in the nori^hern and one in the eonthern regions, but

they are not diametrically opposite, and the Hnc joining them la

not parallel tn the magnetic axis of the earth.

468.] The magnetic poles are the points where the value of /

on the surface of the earth is a maximnm or miuimuui, or is

stationary.

At any point where the potential is a minimum the north <?na

of the dip-needle points vei-tically downwards, and if a compass-

needle be placed anywhere near such a point, the north end will

point towards that point.

hX ixjiuts where the potential is a maximum the south end oi

the dip.needle points downwards, and the south end of the e.>mpa^-

needle points towards the point.

If there are jt> minima of V on the earth's surface there must l>e

p^X other points, where the north end of the dip-needle points
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cloT,vian'urtl8, ljut wliere the eompaes-ueedle, wKcn carried in a circle
round tlie point, inBteatl of revolving so that its north end pomts
coustantly to the centre, revolves ia the opposite direction, so aa to
turn sometimes its north aad and eometiinos its south end towards
the point.

If we V3X[ the points udiere the potential is a minimum fcnic;

north poles, then those other points may be called false north poles,
because the etjnipass-needle is not tnie to thorn. If there are p
tvne north poles, there must be p-l false north poles, md in like
iiiaTiner, if there are /j true south poles, there must he q^i fdse
south poles. The number of poles of the same name must be odd,
so that the opinion at one time prevalent, that them are two north
poles and two south poles, is tjrroneous. Accordiuf,^ to Gauss there
is in fact only one true nortli pole and one true south pole on
tbe earth's surface, and therefore there are no false poles. The line
joiniii|f these polee is not a diameter of the earth, and it is not
parallel to the earth's m^agnetic axis.

4G9.J Most of the early investigators into the nature of the
earth's magnetism endeavoured to express it as the result of the
aetion of one or more bar ma^'nets, the posifcio^i of the poles of
whieh were to be determined. Gauss wa^ the firet to express the
tlistribution of the earth's raagrnetism in a perfectly general way by
expandin^^ its potential in a scries of solid haimonies, the coefficients
of which he determinetl for the first four degrees. These coeffi-
cients are 24 in niunler, 3 for the first degree, 5 for the second,
7 for the third, and 9 for the fourth. All these terms are found
neeessary in order to give a tolerably accurate representation of
the actual state of the earth's magnetigui.

Tojbui mkut Parf oftU Observed Magmik Fot^q U due to Exierwl
trnd w&at to Inkrml Caiim,

470.] Let us now suppose that we have obtained an expansion
of the raagnetie potential of the earth in spherie-;il harmonics,
consistent with the actual direction and magrnitude of the hori-
zontal force at every point on the earth's surface, then Gauss has
shewn liow to determine, from the observed vertical force, whether
the man>„etie forces are due to causes, such as magnetisation or
electrie currents, within the earth's surface, or whether any part
is directly due t» causes exterior to the earth's surface.

Let r be the actual potential expanded in a double series of
spherical harmonics.
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The first series represents the part of llie potential duG to eauecs

exterior to the eartli, and tlie second scries represents tlic part due

to cai^ses witliin the earth.

The observations of horiKontal force give ns tho sum of those

scries when r - a, the radius of the earth. The term of the order i is

The obserrations of vertical force g-ive us

dV

and the term of the order i in «if is

(t^f=i iAi-ii-i-l)Si.

Hence the part dae to external causes is

^ 2i+l
'

and the part due to causes within the earth is

The expansion of V has hitherto been calculated only for the

mean value of V at or near eertain epochs. No appreciable piirt

of this mean valire appears to be due causes external to the

caTth.

47L] We do not yet know enouj^h of the form of the expansion

of the solar autl lunar parts of the variations of T to determine

this vtelftofl whether any part of these variations arises from

magnetic force acting from without. It is certain, however, as

the calculations of MM. Stoney and Chambers have shewn, that

tho principal part of these variations cannot arise from any direct

magnetic action of the suu or mocm, supposing these bodies t* be

magnetic *.

472,] The principal changes in the magnetic force to which

attention has h&cn directed are as follows.

* Profeswt HornsUlrt of Prix^fuc has diswivcre^l ft iwriodio oLniig^r Sn tha tongiiL-tjc

ulemento, the of wliicti is «nctly equnl lo ^'^^ ^^J^^
^odie 4volutioH of the bMII, ^ Jt-tluc^.i from llie ol>servut,on of e«„-«potfl n^^ Urn

equator. ThU. m.^thod of discovering tlw time of r&tivti«i. of th. ""Bf^ ^^^f
\L Hi,u by ife effects m the ,n,^ii.etic nc«.Ue th. hin^t ,n.tdui<Mtt of tLe rW^J^'it

by MiignBtistu of itfl debt U. Astronomy. M^l.^ Wier>, .Inne 15, 1871. '
•'»^-
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I. m
(1) The Solar variations, depending on the liouT of tlio day and

the time of tlie year.

(2) The Lunar variations, depeiading- on tke moon'g hour angle

and on licr otlior elements of position.

(3) Those varktioti$ do not repeat themselves in different years,

but seem to be subject t^i a variation of longer period of about
eleven years,

(4) Besides this, there is a secular altertition in the state of the
parth''s magnetism, which has been gowg on ever since magnetic
observations have been nrade^ and is producing changes of the

mugnetie elements of far greater magnitude than any of the varia-

tions of small period.

473.] Besides the more regular ehanges, the magnetic elements

are suljjeet to sudden disturbances of greater or less amount. It

is found that these disturbances are more powerful and frequent

at one time tbnn at another^ and that at times of great disturbanee

the laws of the regular variations are mashed^ though they are very

distinct at times of small disturbance. Heuee great attention has
been paid to these disturbances, and it has been found that dis-

turbances of a particular kind arc more likely to occur at certain

times of the day, and at certain seasons tmd intervals of time,

though caeh individual disturbance fippcars quite irregular. Besides
these more oitlinary disturbances, there arc neeasionatly times of

excessive disturbance, in which the magnetism is strongly disturbed

for a day or two. These are tailed Magnetic Storms. Individual

disturbances have been sometimes observed at the same instant
ill stations widely distant.

Mr, Airy has found that a large proportion of the disturbances

at Greenwich correspond with the electric currents collected by
electrodes placed in the earth in the neighbourhood, and are such
as would he directly produced in t!ie magnet if the earth-current,

retaining its act^rnl direction, were conducted through a wire placed

nntlerneatJi the magnet.

It has been found that there is an epoch of maximum disturbance

every eleven years, and that this appears to coincide with the epoch
of maximmn number of spots in the sun,

474.] The field of investigation into which we are introduced
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by the stady of Un-restrkl magtietisn^ is &s profound as it is ex-

tensive.

We know that the sun and moon act on the earth's magnetiem.

It has been proved that this action cannot be explained by sup-

posing these bodies magnets. The tietion is therefore indirect. In

the case of the eun part of it may be thermal action, but In the

ease of the moon v^'g cannot attribute it to this cause. Is It pos-

sible that the attraction of these bodies, by causing strains in the

interior of the earth, pi'oduces (Art, 447) changes in the niEig:iiotism

aU'cady existing in the earth, and so by a Idnd of tklal action causes

the semidiurnal variations ?

But the amount of flll these changes h very small compared with

the great seeubr chancres of the ciirth's magnetism.

"What cause, whether exterior to the earth or in its inner dejithsj

pro<luees sneb enoi-mous changes in the earth's ma;;r«^^ism, that its

magnetic poles move slowly from one part of the g^lobe to another ?

When we consider that the intensity of the magnetization of the

great globe of the earth is quite comparable with tliat which we

produce with much (lifTiculty in our steel magnets, these immense

changes in so large a l^ody force us to conclude that we art' not yet

acquainted with one of the most powerful agents in nature, the

scene of whose activity lies in those inner depths of the earth, to

the knowledge of which we have eo few means of access.



PART lY.

ELECTROMAGNETISM.

CKAPTEE I.

BLECTKOIIAQNETIC FOBCB.

475,] It had been noticed by many differmt obeerTeTs that in

certain c&ees mag^netisra is produced or destroyed in needles by

oleetric discbarges thro«gli tbem or near them, and conjectures

of various kinds bad been made as to the relation between mag-

netism and eloctrieit}', bnt the laws of tbcge phenomena, and the

form of these relations, remained entiiely unknown till Hans

Christian drst«d*j at a priva-tc lecture to a few advanced students

at Copcabsigen, observed that a wire connecting the ends of a

voltaic hattciy affected a magnet in its vicinity. Tbie diseoyery

he published in a tract entitled Ea^jmimenia circa efeHum Cottjlict^i

Ehctrki in Acum Matjnetkam, dated Jidy 21, 1820,

Experiments on the relation of the miig^et to bodies charged

with electricity bad been tried without any result till Oreted

ondeavonred to useerUin the eifect of a wire heaUd by an cleetrie

current. He discovered, however, that the current itself, and not

the heat of the wire, was the cause of the action, and that tbe

^ electric contliet acts in a revolving manner/ that is, that a magtiet

placed near a wirci trsinsmitting an electric current tends to eet

itself perpendicular to the wire, and with the same end always

pointing forwanls as the mag-net is moved round the wire,

476.] It appars therefore that in the spaee surrounding- a wire

• Sue another nccotint of Drtted's disoovery in b letter fr&m 'Protimix HiUiBtooii in

tUe ii/e f»/ l\trad&>} by J)r, Bencje Jon^, vol. il p, 305,
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tninsmittin^^ ais c>k>cdric eumut a magnet is actctl 011 hy forcos

tlqxMidiTi- on tlie p<^^silioii of the wire and 011 the ^trcn-th ol' (he

euiTcnt. The space in whldi thesc> foietis itct may tUurefore lie

coDsidered as a magnetic iield, and we may study it in the sume

way as we have already studied tlie field in the nd-hLourhood of

ordinary magneto, hy tratiiug the course of the lines of maf^-netio

force, and measuring the Ititeiiaiiy of the force at every point.

477.] Let ue ^jegiu with the ease of an intkiinitdy lonf,' straig'ht

wire carrying an tlectrie cuitent. If a mnn were to place liimself

in inisisinfitioa in the position of the wire, so that the current

should How from his head to his feet, then a magnet suspendod

freely before him would set itself so that the end which points north

wouldj under the action of the current, point to his irif,^ht hmtl

The lines of magnetic foree are everywhere at right angles to

pknes drawn through the wire, and arc there-

fore ciix'lcs each \n a pbn^ i>€'r]>entliciilar to

the wire, which passes tluough its ccntie.

The pole of a magnet which points north, if

carried round one of these circles from left to

right, would cKperience a force Jteting always

in the direction of its motion. The other

pole of the same magnet would experience

a force m the opposite direction.

478.] To compare these forces let the wire

be supposed vortical, and the enrromt a de-

scending one, and let a magnet be placed on

an apparatus which is free to rotate about a

vertical a^ds coinciding with the wire. It

is found that under these circun^stjinces. the

current has no efieot in causing the rotatiou

of the apparatus as a wholy about itself $£ an axis. Hence the

action of the vertical current on the two poles of the magnet k

fiuch that the statit^al moments of the two forces about the current

as an axis anj equal and opposite. Let Wi and wi^, be the «trengf hs

of the two poles, and r.^ their distance's from the axis of the wuc,

7\ and 3', the intensities of the magnotie force due to the current at

the two "poles respectively, then the force on 7», is ^fi/^i,

sinec it is at right angles to the ax.ia its moment la ws.iT.f,.

Similarly that of the force on the other pde is m./f^r,, and since

there is no motion ohserved,

VOL. II.
*^
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But we know tliat m all magnets

%4ffl2 — 0,

Hence Ti — f^r.,^

or tlie clGeiromag-iietic force due to a straigliti eurrfiTxt of infinite

leng^th is [loirpciidicular to the current, and varies inversely as tlie

distance from it.

479,] Siiioe tlie product Tr depends on tlio strength, of the

current it may be employed as a measure of the eun-ent. This

metliod of measurement is different from that fouuded upon elec-

trostatic phenomena, and as it depends on the magnetic phenomena

produced hy electric currents it is called the Electroiitiii^netic system

of measurement. In the electrytnagnetie system if i is the current,

Tr = 2L

480.] If the wire fae taken for the axis of then the rectangular

components of T are

Here Xdse^Yd^-\- Zdz ie a complete diiferentialj heing that of

2aan-i^ +a

Ilenee the maLgaetio force in the field can he deduced from a

potential function, as in several former instancesj but the potential

is iu this case a function havinj^ an infinite series of values whose

common dilfcrence is 4irr'. Tln^ diUerential coofEeients of the

potential with respect to the coordinates have, however, definite and

single values at every point.

The CKisfcenee of a potential fimction in the field near an electric

current is not ^ self-evidetit result of the principle of the con-

servation of energy, for iu all actual currents there is a continual

expenditure of the electric energy of the battery in overcoming the

resistaneo of the wircj ski tliat unless the amount of this expenditure

wei^ accurately known, it might be suspected that part of the

energy of the battery may be employed in eausiog work to Ije

done on a magnet movintj in a cycle. Iu fact, if a magnetic pole,

!w, moves round a closed curve which embraces the wire, work

is actually done to the amount of ^^mL It is only for closed

patlis which do not embrace the wire that the line-integral of the

force vanishcis. Wo must therefore for the present consider the

law of force and the cxistenee of a potential ob resting on the

evidence of the experiment already descrihed.
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481.] IF we consider thy gpace surrountliiig an infmito strniglit

line we shall see tbat it is a cyclic space, because it returns mto
itself. If we now conceive plane, or any otlier surface, com-

mencing at the straiglit line and extending on one sid<; of it

to infinity, this surface may be regarded as a dtaplirafrm which

reduces the cyclic simee to an acyclic one. If from any fisetl jioint

lines be drawn to any otbei' point without cutting the diaphrngm,

and the potential be defined as the line-integral of the force taken

along one of these lines, the potential at any point will then have

a single delmite value.

The mag-nctic field is now identical in all respects with that due

to a raagnctie abtll coinetding" with thi>i fdirfaco, the streniith of

the shell being i. This shell is hounded on one edge by the infinite

straight line. Tl>e other parts of its Iwi^ntlary are at an infinite

distance from the part of the iield under con sideration.

482.] In all actual experiments the enrrent forms a. closed eirciiit

of finite dimeufiions. We shall therefore eompare thi? mngnetic

action of a finite circuit with that of a magnetic shell of which the

circuit is the bouniling- edge.

It has been she^vn by numerous experiment&j of which the

earliest are those of Ampt\re, and the most acenrate those of Weber,

that the magnetic action of a small plane circuit at dist^inces which

are great compared with the dimt'osions of the circuit is the same
as that of a magnet whose axits is normal to the plane of tlie cireait,

and wliose magnetic moment is equal to the urea of the circuit

midtipUed by the strength of the eiurent.

If the circuit he supiwsed to he filled; up by a surface hounded

hy the circuit and thus forming a diaphragm, aad if a magnetic

shell of strength i coinciding with this surface he substituted for

the electric current, then the magnetic action of the shell on all

distant points will he identical with that of the current.

483.] Ilitherto we have supposed the dimensions of the circuit

to be small compared with the distance of any part of it from

the part of the field cxaniinud. We shall now suppose the circuit

to be of any form and size whatever, and oxamiiie its actina at any

point P not in the conducting wirtj itself Tlie folk)wing mttliod,

which has important geometrical applications, was intro<luced by

Ampere for tins purpose.

Conceive any surface S boimdod by tho circuit and not passing

through the point P. On this surface draw two series ai' Jiiu?s

crossing each other so as to divide it into elcracutary ])ortious, the

K %
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dinieneioiis; of whicli are small compared with their distance Irom

i*, and with the radii of curvaturij of the surface.

Round eacli of these elements conceive a eurreiit of etreng-tli i

to Howj the directicm of eii-eulatieti Ijeiag the same ia all the ele-

meats as it is in the original oi remit.

Along every line forming the tlivision Iwtween two conti^iioiiB

elements two equal euTrents of strength i flow in opposite direc-

tions.

Tlie effect of two equal and opposite currents in the sauie plstioe

is nhsolntely zerOf in whiiLevei- aspect wa consider the currunU.

Hence their magnetic elfoct ie zero. The only |K>rtions of the

elementary circuits which are not ncutrali_zed in this way are those

which coincide with the oiif^nal circuit, The total effect of the

elementary eireuits is therefore equivalent to that of the original

eiitniit.

484.] Now since each of the elementary circuits may be con-

sidered as a small jilane cii'cuit whose di&Unee from P is ^reat

compared with its diniensious, we may substitute for it ati ele-

mentary magnetic shell of s.trenf3jth i who&e bounding- edge coincides

with the elementary circuit. The magnetic ctl'ect of the elementary

bliell on P is efiuivalent to tliat of the elementary eircxiit. 'llie

whole of the elementary shells constitute a magnetic shell of

stren^b i, coinciding with the surlaee S and liounded by the

original circuit, and the magnetic action of the whole shell on P
is etjuiviilent to that of the circuit.

It 15 manifest that the action of the circuit is independent

of the form of the surface S, which was drawn in & perfectly

arbitrary manner so as t^s fill it up. We see from this that the

action of a magnetic shell depends only on the form of its edge

and not on the form of the shell itself, This result we obtained

before, at Art, 11 rt, Init it is instrnctive to sec how it may be

deduced from electromagnetic considerations.

The mag-netic force due to the circuit at any point is therefore

identical in magnitude and direction with that dne to a raJi*jnetie

shell bounded by the circuit and not imssing- through tlie point,

the strength of the shell l>eing nvimerically etpml to that of the

eiirrcnt. The directiim of the current in the circuit ia related to

the direction of magnetisation of the shell, so tliat if a man were to

stand witli his feet on that side of the shell which we call the

jxisitive side, and which tmids to point to tlie north, the current in

front of him would be fri)m right to left.
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485.] Tbe magnetic potential of tbe circuit, bowevt-rj iliffijrs

from that of the magnetic sliell for those points which ore in the

substance of tbe magnetic shell.

IF is tht? solid Mgh subtended at the point F bj the msgfnetlR

shell, leckoncd positive when the positive or austral side of the shell

is next to F, then the magiietit; |)oteulia! at any point tiot in the

Bhell itself is ^^t, where <p is the etrciigth of the bsholl. At any

point in the sitbstance of the shell itself we may suppose the shell

divided into two pai-ts whose strengths are <f/>i and Vi-^icve

()fci^+ <^2 — such that the point is on the positive side of f/»i and

on the negative side of tjt.^. The potential at this point is

On the neg-ative side of tbe shell the potentia! becomes ^((ii— 4 u).

In this ease therefore the potential is eontinnousj and at every

point has a single deterniiiiate vahie. In the ease of the electric

cii-cuit, on tliG other hand, the niagnetic potential at every point

not in the oonducting: wire itself iu equal to i tis, whore i is the

strength of the eiirrent, and <> is the solid an^dc sqlili^nded by ibo

eircxdt at the pointj and is reckoned positive when the currtrit, as

seen from F, eireulates in the direction opposite to that of the hands

of a wateh,

Tbe quantity it» is a function havinj^ an infinite series of values

wbot'C common difierenoe is liri The difTereidial coefBeients of

iffl with respect to the coordinates have, however, single and de-

terminate values for every j)oint of space.

486.] If a long thin tlesible solenoidal nitig'net were plaee<l in

the neighbourhood of an elettric circuit, the north and Kouth ends

of the solenoid would tend to move in opposite directions round

the wire, and if they were free to obey the magnctie force the

magnet would finally become wound I'onnd tbe wire in a close

coil. If it were possible to obtain si magnet havings only one pole,

or poles of unequal strength, such a rnag-net would he moved round

and round the wire continually in one direction, but since the poles

of every mag'net are equal and opposite^ this result can never occur,

Faraday, however, has shewn how to producie the continuous rotation

of one pole of a magnet round an electric current by making it

possible for one pole to go round and round tbe current while

the other pole does not. That this process may n-jwated in-

tttffinitely, tbe liody of tbe ma^rnet must be trjinsfcrrcd horn one

side HTil" the current to the otht-r once in each revolution. To do

this without interrupting the How of electricity, tbe current is split
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into two branelius, so that when one branch is opened to let tlie

magnet paf3 tlie etin'cnt eontiuues to flow tliroug'h the other.

Faniday tised for this i}uri)os(; a circular trough of mercnry, as

sliewQ in Fi"-. 23, Art. 191, The tuiTcnt enters the trough through

the wire AB, it is divided at J?, and after tlowing tliroii<rh the ures

J^QP and JiMI* it unities at F, and leaves tlie trough throui^h the

wire FO, the cup of mercury 0, and a vertical wire beneath 0^

down which tin? current flows.

The mag-net (not shewn in the fig^irc) is mounted so as to be

f apalde of revolving ahout » vertical axis throug-li 0, and the wire

OP revolves with it. The hody of the magnet passes through the

ajierture of the trough ^ one pole, say the north pole, bein^ beneath

the plane of the trough, and the other ftbove it. As the mngnet
and the wire OP revolve about the vertical axis, the eunent is

gradually ti-ans.ferred from the hrauch of the trough which lies in

front of the mugnet to that which lies Whind it, so that in eveiy

complete revolution the msignet pas43es from one side of the cun-ent

to tho othc^r. The north pole of the magnet revolves about the

th'&ct?ndiiig current in tho direction N..E.S.W, and if w, o> are the

solid angles (inespective of sign) subtended Ijy the circular trough

at the two poles, the work done by the electromagnetic force in a

complete revolution is

where m is the strength of either pole, and i the utmngth of the

current.

487.] Let as now endesvour to form a notion of the state of the

magnetic field near & linear electric circuit-

Let the value of the solid angle fiubtended by tlio circuit,

be found for every point of spaeej and kt the surfaoes for which
w is constant be described. These surfaces will be the equipoteutial

surfaces. Each of these surfsiccs will be bounded by the circuit,

and any two surfaces, and tu^, will meet in tlie ciicuit at an
angle i(fij,-(B^).

Figui-e XVIII, at the end of this volume, represents a section

of the equipotential surfaces due to a circular current. The small

circle represents a section of the eonducling wire, and the hori-

zontal line at the bottom of the figure is the perpendicular to the

plane of tlm circular current through its centre, Tlie equipotential

surfaces, 2-1 of which are drawn correspouding to a series of vahies

of (d differing by - * are surfaces of revolution, having this Hue for
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tUcir common axis. They aro evideniJy oblate figures, leing flat-

tened ill the direction of the ax\^. They meet caoh other in the \mc

of the circuit at an^le^ of 16°,

The force nctinjor on a magnetic pole placed at iiny point of an

efinipotential surface is perpendieu Iar to this surface, and varits

inversely as the (listaneu between consecutive Hurfaces. The closed

curves surrounding the section of the wire in Fif?. XVIII are the

lines of force. They are copietl from Sir W» Tliomson's Paper on

' Voitex Motion*.' See also Art. 702.

Adhit of an Mlectric Circuit on anif Magiwtic Sifst^tn.

488.] We are now able to tlciduee the action of an electric circuit

on any magnetic system in its neighbourhood from the theory ol

magnetic shells. For if we construct n magnetic shell, whose

strength is numerically cqujil to the strength of the ciiiTcnt, and

whose t>d<?t! eotncides in position with the circuit, while the shell

itself does not pass through any pEirt of the ntiignetic systt^m, the

action of the shell on the magnetic system will Ije identical with

that of the electric civOTit.

Heactian o/iie Ma^uatic Spiem o» iU Mectrw Ciretiit,

489,] From this, applj^ng: the principle that action and reaction

are equal and opposite, we eooelude that the mechanical action of

the magnetic Bystem on the electric circuit h identical with its

action on si magnetic shell having the circuit for its edj^.

The potential energy of a magnetic shell of strength tji placed

in a field of magnetic force of which the potential is is, by

Art, 410,

whero tn, it btc the direction-cosines of the normal drawn from the

positive side of the element f^^ of the shell; and the integration

is extendetl over the surface of the shell.

Now the surlkce-integi'al

where <i, c are the comiwncnts of the magnetic indncfciou, re-

presents the quantity of magn>etie iuductioti through the shell, or,

* Ti aits. R. Ediiu, vol. SJiv. p. '21 7> (ISfiH).
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itt the language of Faraday, the number of lines of magiietic in-

tluetion, reckoned algebraieally, wliich y ass tliroti^h the shell fi'oni

the negative to the positive side, lines wliieh pass through the

shell in the t^jiposite direction licitig; reckoned negaf-ive.

Romomberiiiff tlmt the shell does not l>C'long' to the magnetic

system to which the potential /' is due, and ti\at the magnetic

force IE therefore equal to the magnetic indnction, we have

and we nijiy write the value of 3/,

If hx^ rcprtwents any displacement of the shell, and Xj the force

acting on the shell so as to aid the displaciement, then by the

pi-ineiple of conservation of energy
j,

We have now detei-mined the nature of the force which cor-

responds to any given displacement of the s^hell. It aids or I't'sists

that displacement aeeoL-dingly as the displacement increases or

diminishes iVj the number of lines of induction which pass through

the sbelL

The same is true of the equivalent electric circuit. Any dis-

placement of the circuit will be aided or resisted accordingly as it

increast's or diniiuiBhes the number of lines of induction uhioSi pass

through the circuit in the positive direction.

We must remember tlnit the positive direction of a line of

magnetic induction is the direction ii^ which the pole of a magnet
which points north tends to move along the line, and that a line

of indiiction passes through the cirtniit in the positive dirc'ction,

when the direction of the line of induction is related to the
direction of the current of vitreous electricity in the circiiif ae

the longitudinal to the rotational motion of a right-handed screw.

See Art. 23.

490.] It is manifest that the force Gorres]>oiiding to any dis-

plaecnient of the circuit a^t a wliole may be deduced at once from
the theory !)f the magnetic shell. Rut this is not all. If a portion

of the cirt;nit is flexible^ so that it may he displaced independently

of the n^stj we may make the edge of the shell eapable of the jfamo

hind of displacement by cuttiuj^ up the surface of the sbell into
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a sufllcient tiumber of portions coniiectetl by flesibk joiiiU. Ht>nct

we coDclude that if hy tlie ilispbcement of any portion of the circuit

in a given direction the number of lines oF indvurtion whicli pass

tbroug^h the circuit ean be inci-eascdj this displacement will Ire aided

by the eh*elromaf,metie force jicting on the circuit.

Eveiy poilion oi' the circuit therefore ib acted on by a force

urging it ivjKm the lillc^5 of magnctie induetlott so as to include

a greater number of tbcBC lines within the embrace of tJic circuit,

and the woik done by the force during ttiie displacement is

uumericaOy equal to the number of tbo additional lines of in-

duction multiplied by the strength of the current.

Let thy element a? a cireiiit, iu uliich a current of strougth

i is liowing, be moved parallel to itself tbrou^fh a space Br^ it will

sweep out an area in the form of a paralielogram whose aides are

parallel and equal to tfs and msijcetivcly.

If the maguctic induction is denoted by and if its direction

makes an angle e with the normal to the paralUIogram, the value

of the IncrDmcnt ofN coi'res?]>ondiug t<3 the d is-placement is found

by muUiplyiug' the area of the paralichji,''i-Eam liy S9 eos e. The result

of this operation is icpresented geometrically Ijy the volume of a

parallelepiped ^vhosc edg-es represent in mafjnitude aiul direction

Sar, and 39, and it is tti be reckontKl positive if when wc point

in these three directions in the order here given the pointer

moves round the dia;,'onal of the parallelepiped in the direction of

the hands of a watch. The volume of this paiallelepipfxl k equal

to

If is the angle btitweon ds and % the area of the parallelogram

is . S sin e, and if ij is the angle which the displaecmcnt &a?

makes with the normal to thia parallelog^ram, the volume of the

narsillelepipal is ^
. 33 sm e . S;f cos ij = fiK

Now Xb,-B = ibN — i (h . © sin S-p coa ij,

and X = ids,^ sin eos

it! the forco which urges ds, resolved in the direction *

The direction of this fore© is therefore periicndieular to the paial-

Mogram, and is etpial to i . ds . ^ sin 0,

Tills is the area f>f a parallelogram whoso sides represent in mag-

nil ude and direction i ds and Tlic force aetin*,' ou dJt is therefore

rcin'csentcd in nifigTiitude by the :>rca of thi;i parallelogram, and

in direction l)y a normal to its plane drawn in the directittn of the

longituaiiial motion of a righl -hnudcd scrcn^ ihc hamlle of which
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North

East

Pig. 22.

is tumal from the direction of tlie eiirrent, ids to that of the
rnagtititic induction 35,

"\Vu may express in the lang'uage of

QiiJitemions, l)Oth the direction nnd

the magnitu(]t> of tliis force by saying

tjiat it is tlie vect^ir jiart of the resiilt

of multiplying tlic vector ids^ the

clement of the current, by th© vector

tlui ningtietic induction.

491.] We have thus completely de-

ternnincd the force which acts on any
portion of an electric eircnit pkcptl in

a maj[pnetic field. If the circuit is

moved in any way so that, after assuming various forms and
positions, it returns to its originii.1 place, the strenf^h of the

current romiiining coustant during the motion^ the whole amount
of work done by the lilectromagnetie forces will be zero. Sinoe

this ifi true of any cycle of motions of tlie circuit, it follows that

it is impossible to maintain by electiomagnetie forces a motion

of continuous rotation in any part, of a linear circuit of constiint

strength against the resistance of friction, &c.

It is possible^ however, to producG continuous rotation provided

tlrat at some part of the course of the eleefcrie current it passes

from one conductor to another which slides or glides over it.

When in a circuit there is sliding contact of a conductor over

the surfaee of a smooth solid or

a fluid, the circuit can no longer

be considered as a fiingle linear

circuit of constant etiength, hut

must he regtiixled ns a system of

two or of some greater number
of circuits of variable strength,

the current being so distributed

among them that those for

which N is increasing have

currents in the positive direc-

tion, while those for which N is diminishing have currents in the

negative direction.

Thus, in the apparatus represented in Fig. 33, OP is a moveable

conductor, one end of which rests in a cup of mercury 0, while the

other dips into a eireular troug^h of mei-cury conoentric with 0.

Fig. 29.
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Tlie current i enters fvlong" AB, tmd divides in the circular trough

into two parts, one of which, a?, Uowe alotig^ the are JiQP^ while tlic

other, flows along- BEP. These curronts, xxnitiug at P, flow

along- the moveahle oonduetor PO &m\ the electvode OZ to the zinc

end of tho hattery. The strength of tha current along OP and 0^

is ic+y or i.

Her$ WG have two circuitSj ABQPOZ, the strength of the current

in which is itr, flowing' in the positive direction, and AJi/fPOZj the

strength of the ciirreut in which is ^, flowiug in the negative

direction.

Let ^ be the mag-nctic induction, and let it he in an upward

dii ctitrim, nonnal to the plane of the csircle.

While OP moves throug-h an an<>le in the direetion opposite

to that of the hands of a Avatch, the area of the first eireuit increases

by ^OF^. d> and that of the second diminishes hy tlie same quantity.

Since the strength of the current in the first circuit is iP, the work

done hy it is i^s.OP^. 6 . and since the strenijth of the eccond

is the wort done by it is 4 ?/ . OJP^. 9 93. The whole work done

i^ therefore

4 (a? + if)OF^. e or i t .OP^.

depending" only on the strength of the current in FO. Hence, if

i is maintained constant, the arm OP \vx\\ he carried round and

touiid the circle with a uniform force whose moment is ^i,OP'^ SB.

Ifj ^ in northern latitudes, © acts downwEirds, and if the current

is inwards, the rot^ifcion will be in the negative direction, that is,

in the direction PQBR.
492.] Wt: are now able to pass from the mutual action of

ma^ets and enrrents to the action of one current on another.

For we know that the magnetic pi"o]>ertit'B of an electric circuit

with respect to any magnetic Bystem J/g, arc identical with those

of a magnetic shell Sy^ whose edge coincides with the circuit, and

whose strength \a nnn^eTjcal!y ctjual to tl;at of tht? electric cuiront.

Let the magnetic system be a magnetic shell S,^, then the

mutual action between and is identical with that between 8^

and a eirenit coinciding with the edge of and equal in

inimerical strength, and this latter action is identical with that

hetweun Cy and C^.

HL'nee the mutual action between two circuits, C, und 6!^, is

idcntic^il with that between the corresponding magnetic fihells 5^

and H.^.

Wh have already invtstigatcd, in Art. 123, the mutual action
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of two magnetic shells whose edg«s are the closed curves and s^.

f*^ f'^ COS- €
If we make M={ i ds,(k.2)

where « is the ving\& between tlie directions of the elements tU^ and

dit.,^ and r is tlie distjince between tliein, the intcgrjtioii lieing

extcndwl once round s., iiiid onee round and if" wc call M the

potential of the two closed curves and h.,^ then the pot<!ntial energy

due to the mutual action of two mag'tietic shells whose streng-tbs

are z\ and hounded by the two circuifai is

and the force K, which aids any displaeoment Sa?, is

. , hM
* ^ hx

TIic whole theory of the force s/Cirtv^ on any poition of an electric

circuit due to tho action of another dectric eireuit may he derluced

from this result,

493.] The method which we have followed in this chapter is

that of Faraday. Instead of hpginning, as we shall do, following

Ampere, in the next chapter, with the direct action of a portion

of one circuit on a portion of another, we shew, first, that a circuit

produces the same effect cm a magnet as a magnetic shell, or^ in

other words, we determine tlic nature of the magnetic field due

to the circuit. "VVe shew, secondly, that a circuit when placwl in

any magnetic Held experiences the saniu force as a magnetic shell.

We thus determine the force actin<T on the circuit placed in any

magnetic field. Lastly, by supposing the magnetic field to be due

to a second electric circuit we determine the action of one circuit

on the whole or any portion of the other.

434.] Let us apply this metliotl to the case of a straight cnrrcnt

of infinite leogth acting on a portion of a parallel straight con-

ductor.

Let us suppose that a current i in the first conductor is Rowing'

vertically downwards. In this case the end of n magnet which

points north will point to the right-hand of a man looking at it

from the axis of the current.

Tho lines of magnetic induction are therefore horizontal circles,

having their centres in the axis of the current, and their positive

direction is north, east, southj, west.

Let another descending vertical ouriient he placed due west of

the first. The lines of magnetic induction due to the first current
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are here directed towards the nortii. The dirtiction of thu force

acting' on the second current is to be determined by turning' the

handle of n right-liandud screw from the nadir, the direction of

the cuTTont, to the noi-th, the direction of the magnetic induction.

The screw will then mtyvc towards the east, that is, the force aeting;

on the second current is* directed towards the first eiirrent, or, in

gcneiul, sinOB the plienoroenon depends only on the relative position

of the currents, two parallel currents in the same direction attract

each other.

In the same way we may shew that two parallel currents in

opposite directions repel one another.

495.] The intensity of the magnetic induction at a distance

from a straight current of strengrth i is, as we have shewn in

Ai'L '179, i
2--
r

Hence, a portion of a second eouductor i>iir:dlel to the first, and

carry infj: a enrrent V in the same direction, will be attracted towai^is

the first with a force aF= 211' ~*
r

where a is the length of the portion considered, and r is its distance

from the first coniluotor.

Since the latio of ft to r is a numeiical t^uantity inde]x;ndcnt of

the absolute value of either of these lines, tlie product of two

curicnts measured in the electromagnetic system must he of the

dimensions of a force, hence the dimensioni; of the itnit current are

496.] Another method of determining- the direction of the force

which acts on a current is to consider the relation of the tuiignetie

action of the current to that of other currents and magnets.

If on one side of the wire whicli carries the enrrent the magnetic

action dviii to the current is in the same or nearly the same direction

as that due to other ciirrentSj then, on the other side of the wire,

these forces will be in opposite or nearly oppo^te directions, and

the force acting on the wire will be from the side ou which the

forces sti-cngthen each other to the side on which they oppose each

other.

Thus, if a descending' current is phiced in a field of mn^metie

force directed towards tlie north, its magnetic action will \w to the

north on the west side, and to the south on the east side. Hence

the forces streng-then each other on the west side and oppose cjieh
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other on the east sidej and tlie eurreut wil! tlieiefore he acted

on by a foree from west tna cast. See Fig. 22, p. 1 33.

In F\g. XVII at tlie cud of this vohitne the Hitiall cirelu repre.sents

a section of thu wire carrying a descending cut'reiit, and placed

in a unifortn field of mag'netie force acting towards the left-hsmd

of the fip:urL\ The magnetic force is greater helow the wire than

above it. It ivill therefore l>e urged fiom the bottom towards the

top of the figure.

497-] If two cnrrents are in the same plane but not parallel,

wc may apply this principle. Let one of thu conductors bo an

infinite straight wire in the plane of the paper, siippoised horizontal.

On tlie right side of the cnrrent the magnetic force acts dovraward,

and on the lijft side it acts upwards. The same in trne of the mag-

netic force due to any short portion of a second current in the same

plane. If the second current is on the right side of the firsts the

ma^etio forces will strenjci-then each other on its rin^ht side and

oppose cjidi other on its left side. Hence the second current will

be acted on by a Ibree nrgLng it from its right side to its left side.

The magnitude of this force depends only on the position of the

second current and not on its direction. If the second current is

on the left side of the first it will he urged from left, to right.

Hence, if the second current is in the same direction as the first

it is attracted, if in the opposite direction it is rei>olled, if it flows

at right angles to the first and away from it, it is urged in the

direction of the first current, and if it flows toward the first enrrent,

it ia urged in the direction opposite to that in which the fii^t

current flows.

In eoueidering the mutual action of two enrrenta it is not neces-

sary to bear in mind the relations between electricity and luagnetism

which we lia.ve endeavoured to illustrate; by means of a rlght-liaiided

screw. Even if wc have forgotten these rektionis we shall arrive

at eorroefc results, provided we adhere eonsistently to one of the two
possible forms of the relatlou.

498.] Let us now bring together the magnetic phenomena of

the electric circuit so far as we have invesitigated them.

We may conceive the electric circuit to consist of a voltaic

battery, and a wire connecting its extremities, or of a therraoelcctric

arrangement, or of a charged Leyden jar with a wire connecting its

jxisitivc and negative coatings, or of any other arriiugemant for

producing an electric current along a definite path.

Tire current produces magnetic phenomena in its neighbourhood.
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If any closed curve l^e drawn, and the line-integral of the

ma^etic force taken completely round it, tlien, if tlie olt^ed curve

is wot linkwl u'itli the eircuitj the liatf-iritegral is zero, liut if it

iE3 linked with tin! circuit, so that the. (Hinciil i IIowb tlit-oii|*li tha

closed curve, the litie*iul;egral is 4 17 i, and is positive if the direction

of integration round the closed curve would coincide with that

of the hands of a wutch as seen by & person passings through ifc

in the direction in which the electric current flows. To a pei'son

movinf^ along the closed curve in the direction of integration, and

psssing through the electric circuit, the direction of the cnnt^nt

would appear to be that of the hands of a watch. Wc may express

tliis in another way by saying tliiit the relation Ijietween the direc-

tions of the two closed curves may he expressed by describing a

right-handed screw round the oloctrie circuit and & right-handed

ecrew ronnd the closed curve. If the direction of rotation, of the

thread of either, as we pass along it, coincides with the positive

direction in the other, then the line-intt^g^ral will be |X)iSitive, uiid

in the opposite case it mil be negative.

Fig, ai.

Rotation between ttie electric carreut and the lines of mflgne^-c indufition in<]ic9ii<M.1

liy a riglit-bantktl screw.

499.] Noi4.—^The linc-intogral i ir i depends solely on the quan-

tity of the current) and not oti any other thing whatever. It

does not depend on the nature of the conductor througb wliich

the cuiTcut is pussingi as, for instance, whether it be a nietal

or an electrolyte, or an imperfect conductor. We have reason

for believing that even when there is no praper eondiu-tioiVj, but
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.

morely a variation of doctric displacement, as in the glass of a

LoydiMi jai during charge or tliscliarge, tlie magnetic effect of the

elet'tric- movement h precisely the same,

Agiiiiij the value cif the line-integral 4 n i does not depend on

the natui© of the medium in which the closed ciirve is drawn.

It is the same whether the closed curve is drawn entirely throug-h

air^ or pasaea through a magnet, or soft iron, or any other sub-

stance, whether paramaj^netic or diainagnetic.

500.] When ti circuit is placed in a nia^netie fitjld the mutual

aetiou hctweeu the current and the othyr constituents of the field

depends on the surface-integral of the miiguetic induction through

any surface botmded by that circuit. If by any g-iven motion of

the circuit, or of part of it, this surface-integral can be increased,

there will n mechanical force tendinig to move the conductor

or the portion of the coiiduetor in the g^iveu manner.

The kind of motion of the conductor which iuertja,BCS the surface-

integral is motion of tlie conductor perpendicular to the direction

of the current and iicross the lines of induction.

If a parallelogram be drawn, whose sides are parallel and pro-

portional to the sti'ength of the current at any point, and to the

magnetic induction at the same point, then the force on unit of

length of the conductor is numeriGally etjual to the area of this

parallelogramJ and is perpcnilieular to its plane, and acts in the

direction in which the motion of turning the handle of a rights

handed screw from the direction of the corrent to the direction

of the magnetic iuduction would cause the screw to move.

Hence we have a new electromagnetic definition of a line of

magnetic mduetion. It is that line to which the force on the

conductor is always pcrpendiciilair.

It may also Ije delined as a line alon^ which, if an electric cuiTcnt

be transmitted, the conductor carrying;; it will experience no force.

501,] It must be aire fully remembered j, that the mechanical force

which urges a conductor carrying a current across the lines of

magnetic forcC; acts, not on the electric current, but on the con-

ductor wliich carrie.^i it- If the conductor ho a rotating disk or a

fluid it will move in obedience to this forcCj and this motion may
or may not he accomjjanied with a eliange of position of the electric

current which it carries. But if the current itself be free to choose

any path through a fixed solid conductor or a network of wires,

then, when a constant magnetic force is made to act on the system,

the patk of tlie curiieut tliroug^h the conductors jg not permanently
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altered, but after certain tranaiont phenomena, called iudmctioii

currents, have subsided^, the distribution of the current will befounJ
to be tlie same as if no mat^netic force were lU action.

The only force which acts on electric currents is electramotive

force, which must be distiiig-iiished from the mechanical force which
is the subject of this chapter.

Fig. 25.

Eolations between the positive directions of motioD and of rotation indicated l>y

t}iree nght-Lautlvij serews.

VOL. II.



CHAPTER 11.

AMPKBE's IJfYESTlGATlOH OF THE MUTUAT. AUTION OF

ELBCTfilC CFREBNTS.

SOS.] We have eonsidercd in the last chapter the nature of the

maffnthtie liehl prodLiced by itn elotitric cnirient. and the mcchauit;iil

iit'tion on a condui'tor carrying- ati deetric curit-iit placed in tnii^^-

notic field. From this we went on to consider the action of ono

electric circint upon anoibcTj by detertnining the action on the first

due to the magnetic field produced by the second. But the action

of one circuit upon another was originally iiivestig-att'd in a direct

manner hy Ampere almost immediately after the publication of

Orsted's diseoTory. We shall thoretbre give an outline of Anijjcrc's

method, resuming the method of this treatist? in the next cbaptor.

The ideas which g-uided Ampiirc belong to the syst«in which

admits direct action at ss. distaiico, and wo shall find that a remark-

able course of speculation and in vest! (ration founded on these ideas

has heen carried on by GausSj Weber, J. Neumann, Hsemann,

Betti, C. Neumauu^ Loren^, and other^s, with very remarkable

results both in the diswxtvery of new f;icts and in the fonnsition of

a theory of electricity. StHj Art^, 8i6-8tjG.

The ideas which I have attempted to follow out are those of

action through a medium from one portion to the contiguons

portion, Tliea^i ideas were mnch employed by Faraday, and the

development of them in a mathematical form, and the comparison of

the results with known factSj have been my Eiira in several published

papers- The ctjinpttrison, from n. philtisophiesd point of view, of the

results of two methodis so completely opposed in their lirst prin-

ciples must lead to vaUmlde data for the study of the conditions

of Bciontifio speculation.

503,] Amp^re^s theory of the mntual action of electric currents

is founded on four experimental facta and one assumption.
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Ampere's ftmilamcntaj eitpcrimGiits are &\\ of them exjimpli's i>f

wliat has beeti called the i^ull method of comparing forces, See
Art. 211. Instead of measuring- the force by the dynnmiml efJect

of communicating motion to a body, or the statical method of
plaemr^ it in ctiuilibrium with the weight of a hody or the olasticiLy

of a fibre, in tlie null method two forces, due to the same soiine,

are made to act simiiltaucously on a body already in cfjiiilibriuin,

and no effect is produced^ whieh ahews that these forces ivie tlien\-

aelves in ec[ui]ibrtuiii. This nielhod is peculiarly valuabk! tor

compiiring' the ciroets of the cksctric eurrent when it passes throuf^h

cimuits of tlitlerent forms. By conneofcitig- all the ^ondiuttors in

one continuous series, we ensure that the stren^^h of the current

is the same at every point of its eoiir^e, and since the eurrent

begins everywhere thi-oughout its course slmostiit the same instant,

we may prove that the forces due to its action on a sus]>ended

body are in equilihriiim by observing that the body is not at all

affeetpd by tlie startinpf or the stopping: of the can-ent.

504,] Amperes hahmce consists of a H^rbt frame eajwble of
i-evolving- about a vertieal h\\b, and i-arrying* a wire wliich forms
two circuits of equal area, in tho i^ame plane or in parsdlel phuies,

in which the cutreut Rows in opposite directions. The object of
this arrang-emeut is to gat rid of tbti effocts of terrestrial magnetism
on the conducting wire. When an electric circuit is free to move
it tends to place itself no as to embrace the largest possible number
of the lines of Jndnctitin. If these lines are due to terrc:?tri:d

magnetism, this position, for a eireiiit in a vertiwd plane, will be
when the plane of the circuit is east and west, and when the

direction of the eurrent is opposed to the a]>parent course of the

sun.

By rigidly connecting two circuits of eqiud area in p:irallel planes,

in whieh e(|iial eurrents run in opposite directions, a combination
is formed which is unaffeetLitl hy terrestrial nia^rnefism, and is

therefore calletl na Astsitic Combination, see Fig, 2tt. It is acted

on, however, by forces arisiiif^ from currents or magnets which ara

so near it that they act diflbrently on the two circuits.

505.] Ampcre'ij first experiment is on the effect of two equal

currents close together in opposite directiontr. A wire covered with

insulating material is doubled on itself, and placed near one of the

circuits of the astatic balance'. When a cmreiit is made to pass

through the wire and tbe balance, the equilibriurn of th« Ijalaneo

remains undisturbed, shewing that two equal currents close together

2
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m opposite directions neutru,lii?e eacb other. If, iiistcacl of two

wires side hj side, a wiro l>e insulattjd in the middle of a metal

i

I I 1 r

tube, and if the current i>a^ thmufj-li the wire and back by the

tube, the action outside the tube is not only approximately but

aeeamt^ly null. This prindple is of g^reat inipoilance in the con-

stiTiction of electric apparatus, m it aflbrds tlie means of oonveyin*

tlie current to and from any g-almnottietcr or other instrument in

such a way that no eleetromag-tiGtie effect is produced by the curri*nt

on its passage to and from tlio instrument. In praetioe it ie gene-

rally Bufiicient to bind the wires together^ care heing^ taken that

they a.re kept perftjctly insulated from each other, hut where they

must pass near any scnisitive part of the apparatufi it is better to

make one of the oonductors a tuhe and the other a wire inside it.

See Art, tiSS.

506.] In Ampfere's second experiment one of the wires is hent

and crooked with a, number of small sinnosities, but so that in

every pa,rt of its course it remains very near the straight wire.

A cnrreutj flowing through the crooked wire and back again

through the straight wire, is found to be without influence on the

astatic balance. This proves that the cfTt'ct of the current running

throui^h any crooked part of the wire ie equivalent to the same

current running in the straiglit line joining its extremities, pro-

vided tlie crooked line is in, no part of its course far from tlie

straight one. Hence any amall element of a circuit is equivalent

to two or more component elemeute, the relation between the

component elements and the rcsuUant element being the same as

that between component and restiltaut displacements or velocities.

507.] In the third experiment a coudactor eapable of moving
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only in the direction of its k^nf,^th is substituted for the astatic
Iwilaiiecs the current enters tlifi conductor and leaves it jit fixtsl
points of space, and it is found that no closed circuit placed in
the neig-hbourhood is able to move the conductor.

Fig, 27

Tlie conductor in this experiment is a wire in the form of a
circular arc suspended on a frame which is capable of rotation
about a vertical axis. The circular arc is horizontal, and its centre
corncides -witli tiic vertical axis. Two small troug-hs are filled with
raercury till the convex surface of the mercury rises above the
level of the troughs. The troughs are placed under the circular
arc and adjusted till the mercury touches the wire, which is of
copper well anialg^nnatetL Tlie current is made to enter one of
these troo^i:lis, to traverse the part of the dircidar arc between the
troug-hs, and to escape by tlie other trough. Thus part of the
circular arc is traver-sed by the current, and the arc is at the sanie
time capable of moving with considerable freedom in the direc-
tion of its length. Any closed currents or ma^^^uets may now be
made to approach the moveable eonduct^r without producing; the
slif^htt'st tetideticy to move it in the direction of its length.

508,] In tlie fourth experiment with the astatic balance two
circuits are employed, each similar to one of those in the baliince,
but one of them, C, having dimensions ti times gw^ater. and the
other, A, « times less. These are placed on npiiositc sides of the
circuit of the balance, which we shall call B, so that they are
smiilarly placed with respect to it, the distance of C from B being
w times greater than the distance of JS from //. Tlve direction and
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strength of the current ia the same m A and C Its direction in

B may be the same or opposite. Under these circumstances it is

found that J? is in equiEbrium under the actioix of ^ and C, whatever

be tiie forms and distances of the three circuits, provided they have

the reliitions ^iven above.

Since the actions between the complete circuits may he considsjied

to be due to actions between the elements of tlic circuita, we may

UBC the following tnuthod of determining the law of thcst; iietione.

Let Aj, Bi, Cy, Fig. 28, be coiTesponding- elements of the three

riicuits, and let A^, B,^, Cj be also coiresponding elemeuts in an-

other part of tlie cii-euits. Then the silnatiou of with respect

to A.2 is similiir to the situation of with respect to ii.^, but the

Fig, iiJ^,

diiitancc and dimensions of Q and B<^ are n times the distance and

dimensions of My and A.^, respectively. If tiic law of electroinag-

nctic action is a funcjtion of the distanee, tlien the actifui, what-

ever be its form or i^^uality, between and A.,, may be written

F=B^,A^f{B^A^ab,
and that between and

r^C^.BJ\CJi.^be,
where a, h, c are the stnjngths of the currents in A, 2?, (7. But

nBi s= nA.j, = nBiA^= mid a =^ c. Hence

i" = tt^B^.A.J'{nB~A.^al,

and thia ia espial to F by esperimeat, so that w« have

or, the/orve mrie^ hiversdy as tki' square of the dkiance.
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sot).] It may be observed with reference to these experim&nts

that every eleetrie current forms a closed cireuit. The currents

used by Amptfr<5, being profluced by the voltaic battery, were of

course in closed cireuif^. It mig^bt be supposed tbat in the case

of the currentr of discbarge of a conductor by a spark we might
have a. cnrrent formin;^ an open finite line, but according to the

views of tilts book even this cast? is that of a closed circuit. No
exjjcrimeuts on ibo mutual action of unclosed currents have been

made. lU'nce no statement about tin; mutual action of two ele-

ments of circuits can be said to rest on pnrcly experimental f^ronnda.

It is true we may render a portion of a eircnit raovesiblc, bo as to

ascertain the action of the other currents upon it, but these cur-

rents, togetber with that in Ihe moveable portion, neceasarily form
closed circuits, so that tlie nUimatt? result of the experiment is the

action ftf one or more closed currents upon the whole or <i part of a
eloBcd cm rent.

610.] In the analysis of the phtjiiomena, hovs'cvcrj we may rc~

ffard the action of a closed circuit on an element of itself or of

another circuit as the resultant of a number of sei>arate forces,

depending on the separate parts into which the tirst cii-ciat naay

be conceived, for mathematical purposes, to be divided.

This is a merely matliematical unalysis of the action, and is

therefore perfectly legitimate, whether these forces can really act

Beparatoly or not.

511-3 begin by considering the purely jfeometrical

relations l>etween two lines in space representing the circuits, and
between elementary portions of these lines.

Let there bo two curves in spaee in each of which a fixed point

is taken from which the arcs are

measured in n defined dip£}<.'t.iou

along' the eurve. Let J, ^' be

these points. Let P Q and P'

be elomenls of the two curves.

Let Aj'^s, J'P'^/,
j

PQ=ds, rq'^(h\i
and let the distance PP' be de-

29,

noted by r. Let the a,ngle FFQ be denoted by Q, and PFQ'
by 8", and let the angle between the planes of these au^jles be
denoted by ij.

Tlic relative position of the two elements is sufficiently defined by
their distance r and the three iingles &, and t/, for if tlu'sc be
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^iven their relative position is as eonipletely dcterrainetl as if tlifiy

formed part of the mtna rigid hody.

512.] we iiee recfcsn^ilar cooi tlinat'CB and ma.fce a?, z the

conrdinatGs of F, and x', /, / those of P', and if we denote by I, t/t,

n and by m', %' the direction-eosines of and of V re-

spectively, then

— ff,

M^^' d?-''''
^"-"^

(2)

iiiid ^ a?) + — + n — — t cos 0, \

=: cos )

where e ia the aiij^le between the directions of tbe elements tlicm-

Ki^lves, and
cos e = — cos cos + sin Q sin ^' oos tj. (4)

Again = + (5)

whence r— = - - j;) - -{z ^z) -^^ ,

= —r cos^.

Similarly r , = -x) + 3^)
^

+ (/ ^

,

d4f
~ ^ ^ (M
— —r COS 6^

;

dr
and diirerentiating mth respect to /,

d^r dr dr dx dx' dif dz d/

^kd/ d0 M ~ d/ ds d^' ds d/

= — (ir + mm' -H n if)

= — COS

(7)

We can therefore express the tliriis ang-U?s &, &^ and ijj and the

auxiliary an^le t in termJi of the dilfercntial coefficients of t with

respect to jf and / as follows,

dr
cos tJ = — —- J

dh

CO8 tf = }-r J

ds

d''^T dr dr
cost =—

r

d^d/ (Is 4/

d^r

(8)
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We shall next eoosider in what wny it is matUeniatieiiUv

eoneeivablt} that the elomeats PQ and P'Q' mitjlit net on onth
other, and in doing so we sliall not at first assume that their mutual
iicition IS jiecesBarily in the h'no joining them.

We have seen that we may 8ni>pose each element resolved into

other elements, provided that these eomponents, when conibint'd

according io the rule of axldition of vectors, produce the orif,nnnl

element as their resultant.

We shall thtirefore consider (h as resolved into cosOtU = ain thn
direction of and sin 6 (h =. B
in ^ direction perpendicular to X/**
r in the plany FFQ. if^ '^p—
We shall alao consider

as resolved into cos $' d/ _ a' in the direction of r reversed,

sin^J'cos »jrf/= ^ in a direetion parallel to thiit in which (i was
measured, and sin ^ sin j; = in a tiirection perpendicuhir to

a' and /S'.

Let us consider the action between the components a and ^ on
the one liantli and a', / on the other.

(1) B and a arc in the isam« straight line. The foree between
them must therefore he in this line. We shall suppose it to be
an attKiction = Aaa ii\

where A is a fiiiietion of r, nnd i, i' are the intensities of the
cuvretits in (h and respectively. This expression Siitisfies the
condition of changing sign with i and with i\

(3) ^ and /J' are parallel to each other and perpendicular to the
line joining them. The action between them may be written

This force is evidently in the line joining ^ and for it must
he in the plane 111 which they both \\Qf iind if we were to measure

^ and /S' in the reversed direetion, the valne of this expression
would rmiain the samej which sliews tlrat, if it i-epmsents a force,

thnt force has no comi)Onent in the direetion of ^, and must tliere-

fore he directed along r. Let ns ysaume that this expression, when
positive, represents nn attraction.

(3) ^ and y' are perpendicular to each other and to the line

joining them. Hie only action possibk- between elements so related
IS a couple whose axis is parallel to r. We arc at present engager!
with forces, so we shall leave this out of account,

(1) The action of a and /i', if they act on esich other, must be
exprcsstd by '"a/il' ti'.
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The sign of this expression is reversed if we reverse the direction

in whicU we meaeure ^. It raust therefore repi^^sent either a force

in the direction of ^\ or a couple in the plane of a and As we

are not investfijatin*^ couples, we shall take it as a force acting'

on a ill the (lireetion of

There is of course an equal force acting on jS'' Id the opposite

direction.

We have for the same reason a force

Cay' ii'

acting^ on a in the direction of y", and a for^;©

acting' on j3 in the opposite direction.

514.] Collecting our results, we find that the action on ds is

compounded of the followinfjj forces,

X={A aa*+ B^^') ii/ in the direction of r, ^

Y= C{a^— (t^)ii' in the dimction of /3, ( (9)

and if = Ca-y^ii' in the tlirection of y', J

Let us suppose tliat this action on ds is the resultant of thi-ee

foi-ces, Jlii'dsds' actinfr in the direction of i\ Sii'd»ds' acting' iu

the diitLtion of rfi?, and S'ii'ded/ acting in the direction of d/f
then ill tcnns of (?, $', and tj^

li = A cos & cos ^'+^ sin 6 sin fl^cos?|j i

5 = ~Ccoa£K, S'=Ccos6. )

In terms of the differential cocfiieictifca of r

(10)

~ ds d/~ d^d/'
(11)

In terms of I, n, and »/,

where f, i], t^re written for ^—x^^'—:^^ and /— £ respectively.

515.] We hsive next to calculate the force with which the finite

current acts on the finite current #. The current y extends from
Aj where * = 0^ to P, where it has the value j*. The current /
extends from where /= 0^ to where it has the value /.

(1^
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TliL' coordinat<3s of points on either eurrctit are functions of * or

of /.

If F is any faiietiuQ of thf position of a jioint, tlieii we shall use

the giTbscvipt (, to denote the excess of its value* at P over that

at A, thus /i^^^j _ Fp-^F^,

Snoh functioDS neeessai'ily disappear when the eiicuit ia closed.

Let the compoiieiits of the total fbrt^e with which A' 1^ acts on

A A. be i i' Xf ii'Y, jiiid f i'^i. Then the component paniUel to A' of

thy force with which d/ acts on ds will he i t' -r—n dn (14

.

^^ni^Bi^B'^f, (13)

Substituting the viilues of i?, jS, and 5' from {12)^ a^memberin;?

that , . ,M /1 4%

aiul jii-nmging the tcrmB with respect to ^, w, w, we fli;tl

.»{_(J+JJ)l^^ff+C^^ + j'ff<. (15)

Since J, jH, and (7 are futietiniis of we may write

P=r{A +B)~ dr, Q = j '^Cdr,

tihe integ^ration being takon betwcijn r and oo because yi, B, C
vanish when r — eo.

Hence + and C = -^^^. (17)

516.] Tv^ow we know, by Ampere's third case of eq^nilibTinm, that

wlien / IB a dosed cireuiti the foree acting- on d.i is perpt'iulit;uhir

to the direotiun of ds^ or, in other Avords, the eotnijonent of the force

in the direction of <h itself in sitro. Let tie therefore assume the

dii'octton of thn^ axis of a? eo as to be i>araUel to by making /—I,

VI = 0, K = 0. Eqaatiou (13) then Wcomea

HSiifs (IS f/iV r

To fiiu!
'

/ , tht' force on ds referml to unit of lenijlh, we muBl
(fif
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integTiite tills expression with respect to /. Inte^riiting the first

term hy parts, we fiml

§ - - Q)u,,y-[{2Pr-B-C) ^^d/, (19)

T^Hieii ^ is a closetl circuit this expression must be zero. The
first t-erm wiU disappear of itself. The secoiid term, however, will

not in gfliieral disappear in the case of a closed circuit imless the

quantity under the sigfn of integration is always zero. Hence, to

satisfy Ampere's eoudition,

(20)

517.] We can now eliminate P, and find the general value of

Wlipii / is a closed circuit the first term of this expression

vanishes, and if we make

(22)

2 T

where the integration is extcudctl round the clo&ed cii-ciiit /, we
may write

Similarly

— I^—m a\

(23)

The quantities a', ^, y are sometimes tailed tlio dGtermiiiatits of

fche circuit / referred to the point P. Their resultant is called by
Anij>ei'e the directrix of the electrodynamic action.

It is evident from the tH|uatioD, that the force wlioeo components
iX dY ^ dZ .

7k
'

ds'
perpendicular both to ds and to this

diroctriXj and is rcpresentt'd numericuhy by the area of the parallel-

(jgrani v% lu)iic sides art' and the directrix.
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In the language of quaternions^ tltc rosultant force on (h is tliu

veckir part of the product of the directrix multiplied hy ds.

Since we already know thut the directrix is the same thing as

the magnetic force due to a unit duiirent in the circuit we shall

hcQceforth spoak of the directrix as the jnagnetic force dtie to the

circuit.

618.] We shall now complete the calculation of the eoniiioncnts

of the force acting- between two finite eunents, whether closed or

open.

Let p be a new function of r, such that

P^\l iB-C)dr, (24)

then bv (17) and (20)

and equations (11) bocorae

d/ (is

(26)

With these values of the eomponent forces, equation (13) bt^omes

519,] Let

A\ /o J(i
(28)

r^i l'pck\ G'^f'm'pd/, lr=f"n'pf!/, (29)
> Jo

These quantifciea have definite values for any ^ivcn jwiiit of ep^ioG.

When the circuits are closed, they correspond to the compnrieutH of
the veetor-potentials of the circuits.

Let L be a new function of r, audi that

r^(Q+ p)dr, (30)

and let M be the double integral

M = f f pcosfdul/, (31)
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wliicli, wlicti the cire\iits are closed, becomes tlieiv miilnal i)oteTitial,

tlien (27) may be written

ilsds' dstk* i dx dx \

520.] Tntegratrng", with lespeet to ^ ancl t)etwi>eii tlie jifivea

limitsj wu find

^ — --^{.l'Pl^^iiAi>'—i^A'p-\-^A.\')-i

(33)

where the subscripts of L iiidieute the distance, r, of which the

(jusiutity L is ii function, and the subscripts of ¥ and F indicate

tlio points !it which their values are to be taken.

The expressions fnv J' and Z may be written down from this,

Mnlti]>lying: the three components by dy^ and dz reapectivelj,

we obtain

Xdx-^-Ytl^^Zds = DM—I}{Lpp,~-Lap'— Ijas'^ Laa')}

+ (F'd^+ G'd^+ iZ^fo)(j,_^

- {Fth + G <h/ IIdz\p._AY, (34)

where D is the symbol of a compU'te dilferontiah

Since Fdx+ Gd^ +lldz is not in gencrnl ti complete difieroiitiai of

a function of Xdx-\- Ydy+ Zdz is not a complete difllerential

for currents either of which la not closed.

521.] If, howeverj both cnrrentfi are closed, the terms in i, F,

(j. If, G", ir disappear, and

X (T^ + 1' d^ ^Zdz — B M, (35)

where is the mutual potential of two closed circuits carrying unit

currents. The quantil}' M expresses the work done by the eleetro-

mag'nctic force?* on either conducting circuit when it is moved

parallel to itself froni an infinite distance Uf its actual position. Any
altcnition of its position, by which M is inaremed^ ivill be amskd by

the electromagnetic forces.

It may be shewn, as in Arts. 4 DO, 5&G, that when the motion of

the circuit is not pciriillel to itgt'lf the forces actings on it are still

determined by the variation of J/, the potL*iitiiil of thy one circuit on

the other.

G22.] The only experimental fact wliich we have made use of

in this investigation is the fact established by Ampere that the

action of a closed eurrent on any portion of another current in

pcrpcndieular t^i the direction of the latter. Every other part of
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the investigation depends on purely imthematieal consul crationts
depending' on the propi^rties of lines m spaeo. Tlie reasoning- there-

fore may be presented in a raach more condensed and appropriate
foim hy the use of tlic ideas and language of the matheniiitical

oietliod specially atkpted to the expression of such ^ometrical
relations—the Qmiemmis of Hamilt^jn.

This has ha^n done hy Professor l\wt in the Quurterl^ Mathe-
mulic<il Journal, 18fJ!i, and in hie treatise on Qmhrniom, § 399, for

Ampere's original investigiition, and the student can easily adapt
the eaniG method to the soniewhsit more general iuvestig^ition g'lven

here.

523.] Hitherto we have made no assumption with respect to the
quantities J, J, except that they are functions of r, the disUnee
hetween the elements. We have next to ascertain the form of
these functions^ and for tliis purpose -we make use of Ampere's
ffjiirth case of equilibrium, Art. 508, in which it k shewn that if

all the hnciir dimeji6?ioiis and distanctis of a ay?itcm of two eiretiits

be altered in the sanw proportion, the current;* reniaiiiini,' the s^ame,

the fop[;e Ijetween the two circuits t\'ill remain the same.

Now the force hetween the circuits for unit currents m and

since this is indcpetidBnt of the dimensions of the syetem, it must
he a numerical quantity. Hence M itself; the coemeiont of the
mutual potential of the circuits, must ho a quantity of the dimen-
sions of a line. It follows, from equution (31), that p must he tlie

reciprocal of a line, and thei-efore by (24), B-Cm\^t he the inverse
squiire of a line. But since B and G are both functions of t, B— V
must l>e the inverse square of r or some numerical niultijilo of it.

524.J The multiple we sidopt depends on out system of measure-
ment. If we adopt the ckKttromagnetic sysfteni, so ealletl hfcimst!

it agrees with the system ahesaiy estabhshed for nii^uetic measure-
ments, the value ofM ou^ht to coincide with that of the potential
of two magnetic shells of stren^j-th unity whose l>oundariea ai-e the
tvvo circuits respectively. The value of M in that ease is, by

the integration bein^*- performed round both circuit's in the positive
direction, Adoptiiij*: this as the numerieai value of M\ and ;jom-
parin<j with (31), we liud

p = -, and B^C-\- (37)
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53d.] may now express tlie oompoiietit.s of the force on <h

aryng- from tbe action of ds' in t-lie most general form c<riisistent

witli expermiental facts.

The force on ds is compounded of ao attraction

m the direetion of

jj? =— ^^^.i Vdsd/ in the direction ds, ^
^

d^

ftud -6" — -~ ji'i/* fi?/ in tlie direction of d/,
US

whore Q ~ f
Cdr, and sinee C is an unknown function of r,

know only tliat Q is eome fuiietion of r.

526.] The quantity Q cannot be determiiiL^dj without a&sump-

tione of some kind, fioni experiments m wbit;h the jictive current

forms a closed circuit. If we suppoee with Ampere that the action

between the eleniuuts rh and ds' is in the line joining' them, then

S and S'' must disappear, antl Q must be constsint, ov zero. Tlie

force is then reduced to an attraction whose value is

Air dr d^r

*<ds 'd/~^''(hd/

Ampere, who made this investigation long before the magnetic

system of units bad been eetablishetij usijs ii formula having a

numerical value half of this, nameh'

. 1 dr dr dr

^2 diS da' ds d/-

Here the strength of the current is measured in what is called

electroJynamic nitusure. If ?", i' are the strenj^h of the currents in

eluctromagiietic measure, and the same in eleetn>dynamic mea-

sure, then it is plain that

J/^ or j - ^/2/*, (41)

Hence the im.it current adopted in electromagnetic measure is

greater than that adopted in el ectrodjnamie measure in the ratio

of to 1.

The only title of the elcctrodynamie imil, to eonsideration is

that it waa ori|^inally adopted hy Ampt^ruj the discovera- of the

law of action between eurrente. The continual recurrence of v^2

in calculations founded on it is inconvenient, and the electro-

niaj]^netic system has the gi"eat advantage of coinciding numerically

^ 1 A dr dr dr \ . ., ^ ^ , , .
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with all our niaguL'tic formulat>. As it is diffieult fur Hit. student
to l>ear in mind whether he is to multiply or to divide by ^2, we
shall henceforth use only the eleetromagruetic syistem, m adopted by
Webet and most other writers.

Since the form and value of Q have no effect on any of the
experiments hitherto made, in which thtj aetive oiUTent at least

always a eloscd one, we may, if we please, adopt any value of Q
wluoh appears to us to sim[)!ify the fornndae.
Thus Ampere asstimt^s that the forte betueen two elements is in

the hne joining them. This ghe& Q — 0^

Grassqiann * assumes that two elements in the Siime etmight line
Iiave no mutual action. Tliis g'ives

Q |_ 7/__^ ^^^^ a i dr I dr

We mic^^ht, if w^e pleased, assume llmt the attraction between two
elements itt a given dist^inee is proportional to the etksine of the
aiigld between them. In this case

9=-i. ij=J,c„,c. ^=-^±. «-=±^^. m
Fbaliy, we might assume tluit the attraction and the oiiliqiie

forces depend only on the angles which the elements make with the
line joining them, and then we should have

527.] Of these four different assumjitions that of Ampt>re is

undoubtedly the best, since it is the only one which makes the
forcea on the two elements not only ecjual and opposite but in the
straight line which joints them.

* Pogg, Attn, Isiv. p. 1 (1845).

VOL. II. M



CHAPTER IIL

OH THE IXPUCTIOIT Or ELECTRIC CUREEJfTS,

53B.] TriK discoveiy by Orsted of tbe magnetic action of un

electiic eiUTJint letl by u direct process of reasKining' to tlmt of

msgT^^tistatlon by electric cunetifcsj and of the mcjelinmit'al action

between electric currents. It was not, however, till 1831 tlmt

FiirfulAy, who bad hetm for sonic time endeavouring- to produce

c]( citric ciuTPiits Ijy niagrietic or eketric nation, discovered the con-

ditioiis ol" magiKitu-electrio induction. The method whieli Faraday

ennployc^l in hie researches consist-ed in a consfamt appeal to ex-

periment as a means of t^esting the truth of his ideas, and a constant

euitivation of ideas under tiie direct inlluciice of experiment. In

Ilia published researches we find these ideas expressed in language

whieb is all the better fitted lor a nascent scieiiciOj, Ijceanse it is

^iiiewbat alien from the style of physicists who have been accus-

tomed to established tniithcmatical forms of thought.

The experimoutal investigation by which Ampere established llie

lawfi of the medianical action between electric cuti'ents is one of

the most brilliant achievements in scicnce-

The whole, theory and cixperimenti seems as if it bad kaped^

full fjrown a,nd full arait^d, from the brain of the 'Newton of elce-

tricily.' It is perfect in form, and unassailable in aeeuraeyj and

it is summed up in a formula from which all the phenomena may

be deduced, and which must always remain the cardinal formula of

electro-dynamics.

The method of Ampere, however, though cast into an iiidaetive

form, does not allow us to trace the formation of the ideas which

g-uided it, We can scarcely believe tlrat Ampere really dlswivered

the law of action by means of the experiments which he descrlbea.

We are led to suspect, what, indeed, he tt'lls us himself*, that he

* 27t<5prie fit* Phe^omhttx Eite(rodffnamiqi(t», p. 1*,
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(iiscovf^rofl tliu liiw hy soma process which he has not shewn us,

'And tlijit when Im Imd uftoi-wavds built up a porftxt fiemt>n-

stration he removed all traces of tlie seaftoldin^j by which he hud
raised it.

Faraday, on the other hand, shews us his iinsuooessfh] as ;v'ell

as his successful esperiments, and his crude i<ieas as well as his

dovd«[iod ones, and th« icador, howt^ver inferior to him in inductive

]>owei-, feels sympathy even more than adiiiiratinn, and is tempted
to believe that, if he luid the opportunity, he too would be a dis-

cfjverer. Every student therefoi'e shonld read Amijere's research
m a splendid f?xaniple of scientific style in the statement of a dis-

covery, but he should also study Ffu-iidiiy for the cultivation of a
scientific spirit, by nutans of the action and reaction which will

take place between newly discovered facts and noseeut ideas in his
own miud.

It was perhaps for the jwlvatitage of seienco that Faraday, though
thoroughly conscious of tho fundamental ibrms of space, time, and
force, was not a professefl mjithemutieian. He was not tempted
(0 enter into the many intercstinj^ researcheg in pure mathematics
winch his (lisetivcries would have suggested if they had been
exhibited in a mathemiitieal form, and be did not feci Ciilk-d uyion
either to force his resuUe into a shape acceptable to the mntlip-
matical taste of the time, or to express them in a form which
matticmsitidans niig'ht attack. He was thm left at leisure to
do his proper work, to coordinate his ideas with his facta, and to
express them in natiiml, untcchnieal latig-nage.

It is mainly with the hope of making' these ideas the bosis of a
mathematical method tiiat I have undertaken this treatise.

529,] We are aoeustonied to consider the universe as made up of
parts, and matbematieians usually l>e^in by considering a single par-
ticle, and then conceiving its relation to another particle, and so on.
This has generally been supposed the moat natural method. To
conceive of a particle, however, requires a process of abstmction,
since all our perwptions are related to extended bwUes, ho that
the idea of the all that is in our consciousness at a given instant
iw perhaps &s primitive an idea as that of any individuid thing.
Hcticc there may be a mathematical metho<i in vvhicli we prwet-d
from the whole to the jmrts instead of from the parts to the whole.
For example, Euclid, in his first book, conceives a line as traced
out by a point, a surface as swept out by a line, and a solid as
generated by a surface. But he also defines a surfat^c as the

Af 2

L
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boundary of a solid, a line as the edge of a sarfece, md a poiat

as the extremity cif a line.

In like mannor we may conceive the potential of a material

system as a function found by a certain prf>eess of integiution witk

respect to tlie masses of tho bodies in tlic field, or we may suppose

these masses themselves to liave no other mafUematiciil mtfauiiig

than the volume-inteerals of — v^*, wlici-e ^ is the ptvtential.

In electrical invt'stigations wo may use formulae in which the

quantities involved ato the distances of certain bodies, and tku

electrifications or currents in these Ixidies, or we may use formulae

which involve otlier tpiantities, eiich of which is eoutinuouss through

all space.

The mathematical process employed in the first method is in-

teijration along lines, over surfaces, and throughout finite spaces,

those employed in the second method are partial differential equa-

tions and intcgratione tlironghoi^t all space.

The method of Paratlay seems to be intimately related to the

second of these modt^s of treatment. He never considers bodies

as exifiting with nothing between them but their distance, and

acting on one another according to some function of that distance.

He conceives all space as a field of force> the lines of force beinf^

in general curved, and those due to any body extending from it oxi

all sides, their directions being modified by the presence of other

bodies. He even speaks* of the lines of force belonging to a body

as in some sense part of itself, so that in its action on distant

bodies it cannot be said to act where it is not. This, however,

is not a dominant idea with Faraday. I think lie would rather

liave said that the field of spnee is full of lines of force, whose

arrangement depends on that of the bodies in the field, and that

the meclianical and electrical action on each body is determined by

the lines which abut on it.

PHENOMENA OV SIAOKETO-ULECTEIC lUDUCTiOX f.

1 . hiduci'mi Fariaiion af the Frhmr^ CnrrenL

Let there be two conducting circuits, the Primary and the

Secondary circuit. Tlie primary circuit is connected with a voltaic

* Exp. Ea., it. p. 2<33 : iii. |>. 44".

f Read Fanuluy'ti £:^im'i»nn((tl Jl^tcurehs, eet^ies i and ii.
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battery by which the primary current may be produml, maintained,
stopped, or reversed. Tho secondary circuit inclndos a g-alvano^
meter to indicate anj currt-nts wliii'h may b« formed in it. This
galvanometer ig placed at sucli a distance from all parta of the
primary circuit that the primary current lias no sensible dii-ect

influence on its indications,

Let part of the primary circuit consist of a fttmi^'ht wire, and
imvt of the secondary circ^iit of a strai^^ht wire near, and pnr.ilk-l to
the first, the other parts of the circuits l^ing at a greiiter distance
from each other.

It ia found that at the insfcant of sending a current throuf,di
the straight unre of the primnry circuit the galvanonider of the
secondary circuit indicates a current in the secondary straif^Hit wire
in the f^p/m^ik- direction. This is calld tlui indiicod current. If
the primary current is maintained constant, the in<luerd current soon
disappears, and the primary current apj^cara to produce no etfect
on the secondary circuit. If now the primary current ia stoi>pcd,
a eecontkrj^ current is observed, which k in the mme direction «h
the primary current. Every variation of the primary currfut
produces electromotive force in thf seeonilary eircuit. When the
primary current increaatis, the clectrDmotive force k in the opposite
direction to the current. When it diminiBhcs, the electromotive
force is in the same direction as the current. When the primary
current k constant, tiiere k no electromotive force.

These effects of induction are increased by bringing- the two wires
nearer together. Tiny are ako increaseti by forming them into
two encular or spimi coils placed close together, and still more by
placing an iron rod or a bundle of iron wires inside the coils.

S, Induefion. MoUm tffke Primary OircuiL

We liavc seen that wlien the piimary current ie maintained
const!iut and at rest the secondaiy current mpidiy disjippcars.
Now let the primary current be miiintajncd eonstiint, but let the

primary straight wire be made to approin h the secondary striiight
wire. During the approach there will be a secondary cnncnt°in
the opj}od/e direction from the pnn>ary.

If the primary circuit he moved away from the secondary, there
wdl he a secondary cun-ent in the mtne direction as the priniiiry.

3. huhialim hj Mailon of tke Sefomfar^ CiremL

If the secondary eircuit bo moved, the seoondarv current is
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opposite to the primiTy wlicii tlie Becondaiy wire is approiiehing?

the primary wire, mi in the earn© direction wlien it is receding

from it.

In all cases tlie direction of tlie Bccontiary current is saeli that

the m«obanical action Ixetwet'n. the two condinitors is opjwsite t-o

the clirection of motion, Ijeing .1 repulsion when the wires aro ap-

proaching, and an attraction when tliey are receding. This, very

imporiant fact was established by Lena*.

4. Indneiim the Eel^itve Methn of a Ma^mi and Secondary

CirQidL

If we substittite for thu ])rimary cireuit s, magnetic shell, whose

edge coincides with the circnitj whose stiungtli is mamericully tXinal

to that of the current in tlie cirf;uitj and whose austral face cor-

responds to the positive face of tlie circ^jit, then the phenomena

produced by the relative motion of this shell and the secondary

circuit are the same as those observtjd in the case of the primary

circuit.

531.] The whole of these phenomena may be siinnmed up in one

law. When the number of lines of magnetic induction which pass

diTough the Eficoadary circuit io the positive direetion is alter^xl,

an electroraotivG force aets round the cii'cait^ which is measured

by the rate of decrease of the magnetic induction thi"oagh the

circuit.

532.] For instance, let the raik of a railway be instilateid from

the earth, hut coniK-ctetl at one t<?rmiiius through a giilvanoiiiettir,

and let the circuit be completed by the wlieels and axle of a rail-

way carriage at a distance x from the terminus. Neglecting the

height of the axle above the level of the raila, the induction

throDgh the secondary circuit is due to the vertical component of

the earth's magnetic force, which in northern latitudes is dircck'd

downwards. Heuee, if b is the gauge of the riiihvay, the horizontal

area of the circuit is Sa;, and the surface^integral of the magnetic

induction through it is Zl/x^ \vhere Z is the vertical component of

the magnetic force of the earth. Since Z is downwards, the lower

face of the circuit is to be reckoned positive, and the positive

direction of the circuit itself is north, east, south, ^vestj that is^ ia

the direction of the sun's apparent diunial course.

Now let the carriage be set in motion, then x will vary, and
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there will be an electromotive foi-ce in the circuit whoa; value

If X is iiiersising-, that is, if tbe carriage is moving away from
the termintia, tliis c-lectromotive force is iu tho nf^ative direction,
or iiortli, west, s^oulli, east. Huiirre tlie clim'tion of this force
through the axle is Horn right to left. If a? wore diminisliirtf^, the
absolute dii-ection of tlie force would be revers(><l, Imt ^ince the
dii^^etion of the motion of the carrijige is also reverstd, the olcctro-
inoti%'e force on the axle k still from right to left, the okcrver
Id the carriage biiing: always supposed to move face forwards. In
eouthern latitudes, wl^ere the south end of the needle dips, the
chctromotive force on a moving- body is from left to ri^,^bt.

Hence we have the ruUon-ing- rule for dttermining' the ciectro-
motive force on a wire movin-^ tlu'oun:li a hold of m:j<r,i(..tie I'orce.

Place, iu imagination, ynnr head and feet in the position oeeupi.d
by tbe ends of a compass needle which point north and south re.«pfc-

tively
5
turn your face in the forward direction of motfon, then the

electromotive foieo dne to tlie motion will be from h-ft to right.

533.
]
As ihcsc directional relations are imporlsmt, let us take

another illtistration. Suppose a metal g-ird!c laid round the earth
at the equator, and a motal wire

kid along- the meridian of Green-
wich from the equator to the north

pole.

Lot a great quadrantal areh of

nieta.1 bo constructed, of which one
ejttremity is pivoted on the north

pole, wliiie the other is carried I'Ound

the equator, sliding' on the g^reat

girdle of the earth, and following'

the sun in bis daily course. There
will then be an electromotive force

along- the moving quadrant, acting

from the pole towards the equator.

llie electromotive force will he the same whether we suppose
the earth at rest and the quadrant mnvecl from east to west, or
whether we suppose the quadiant at rest and the earth turned from
west to east. If we enjqiose the eai-th to roiale, the electromotive
force will be the Fame %vhat ever be the form of the jMrt. of the
cii-euit fixed in space of which one end touches one of the poles
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and the other the equator. The current in this part of the circuit

is from the pole to thft oqujitor.

The other part of tha circuit, uhkih is fixctl with respect to the

eiit'th, may also he of any form, smd (!iihcr within or without the

earth. In this part the current is f'loiii the equator to either pole.

634.] The intGiisity cf the electromotive force of miignGto-eletftrie

induction is entirLdy independent of the nature of the suhstanee

of the conductor in which it mis, and also of the nature of the

conductor wliieh carries the inducing current.

To sliew thiBf Faraday* iiuide a condui;tor of two wires of different

metals insulated from one another hy a aWk coverin<j, hut twisti?iL

together, and Koklercd tfjgelhtjr at one end. The other ends of the

wires were connected with a galvanonieter. In this way the wires

were simiiiiriy gituated with respect to thti primary circuit, hut if

tke eleetroffiotivo force were stronger in the one wire than in the

other it would produce a current wliieh would he indicated hy the

galvaucincter. He founds however, thist such a combination niijy

be exposed to the most jiowcrful electromotive forces due to in-

duction without the galvanometer bcii^^'- alfectcd. He also found

that whether the two branches of the compound conductor consiBted

of two metals, or of a metal and an electrolyte, the galvanometer

was not aflTected f.

Hence the electromotive force on iiny conductor depends only m
the form and the motion of that cundiietftr, toy:ether with the

strength, form, and motion of the electric current-i in the flidd.

5S5,] Another negative property of electromotive force is that

it has of itself no tendency to cause the mecluinital motion of any
IxidVj but only to cause a current of electricitv within it.

If it actually produces a current in the bodyj there will he

mechanical action due to that current, hut if we prevent the

current from being formed, there will he no mechanical aetiou on

the body itself. If the body is electrified, however, the electro-

motive force will move the body, as we have de&cribcd iu Electro-

statics.

536.] The experimental investigation of the laws of tlie induction

of electric currents ia fixed circuits may l)e eoiidtietcd with

considerable aeeuracy by methods in which the electromotive furec,

and therefore tlie current^ in the galvanometer eiit'uit is rendered

zero.

For instance^ if we wieh to shew that the induction of the coil

• Kvp. Ren., l&S. + lb,, aoo.
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A (in tlie coil X is equal to tlvat of B upon F, we place the first

pair of coilt! A and A'' at a suttiuient distance irotn the aecDnd paii-

Fig. S2.

li and ]\ V(c tlicn connect A and J? uitli a voltaic buttery, so

that we can mnkc tlic fame primary current (low throu^i-li A in tlie

positive direction ami then thFong'}i Ji in tlie negative direction.

We also connect A' and V with a galvanometer, so that the st'Cnndary

CQiTentj if it exists, shall flow in the same direction tlirough A'^und

Tin series.

Then, if the induction of A on X is equal to that of li on Y,

tlie g^alranomclcr will indicate no induction current when the

tiattcrj circuit is closed or broken.

The accuracy of this method increases with the streng^th of the

priniaiy ourrent and the sensitiveness of the gidviinomotcr fo in-

Btantancons ctirreatSj and the experiments are much unu-e easily

perfonned than those nclatiiig^ to eketroma^fuetic sittraetions, where
the conductor itself has to bo delicattily suspended,

A veiy instructive series of well dtjvised exjjeriments of this kind

is descrihetl by Professor Felici of Pisa*,

I elmll only indicate hriefly some of the laws wdiich may he proved

ill this way,

(1) Tho electromotive force of the indnctioii of one circuit on

another ia independent of the area of the section of the conductors

and of the material of which they arc made.

For we can exchange smy one of the circuits in the exjxjriment

for [mother of a dillei'cut section and material, but of the same form,

without altering the result.

• A7ifiaihi<le Ckimie, sxxiv. p. HQ (1S52), aiid Nmvr} Cmcnin, ix. 345 (1S55»).
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(2) The induction of the circuit A on the circuit X is equal to
tliat of JC upon A,

For if wo put A in tho g^alviiiiometer circuitj andX in the Ijattery

circuit, the equilibriuirt of electvomotivfi i'orca is not disturbed,

(3) The induction is propoitional to the inducing' current.

For if we have ascertained tJiat the induction of on Xis equal
to that of B on Y, and also to that of C on we may make the
^jiitterj ctirrent first flow throuf^li A, and then divide ifcself in any
proijoitlon between if iind C. Then if we connect X revcrHed, Y
and if direct, all in series, with the gjilvanometer, the electromotive
fore^ in 1" will balance tlie mm of the electromotive foi-ces in V
and

(i) In pairs of circuits forming- systems geometrically similar
the inductiou is proportional to their linear dimensions.

For if the three paii s of circuits above mentioned are all siTOjlar,

but if the linear dimension of the firKt pair is the sum of the
corresponding linear dimensions of the second and third-pairs, then,
if yi> and C are connected in series with the battery, and A''

reversfjd, T and ^ also in series with the galvanometer, there will

he equilibrium.

(5) The electromotive force produced in a coil of n winding l^y

a cnrieiit in a coil of m windings is proportional to the product mn.
537.] For experiments of the kind we ha,ve been considering^ the

galvanometer shcndd be as sensitive as potsible, and its needle as
lig-ht !is possible, so as to give a sensible indication of a very
small transient cunent. The experiments on induction due to
motion require the needle to have a somewhat logger period of
vibration, no lliat there may be time to effect certain motions
of the eondnctors while the neLdle is not far from its position
of eciudibrium. In the former experiments, the electromotive
forces in the giilvanoinoter circuit were in equilibriuui Jnring
tile whole time» so that no current jiassed tlnxiugh the gulvauo-
meter eoil. In those now to be deger^hed, the eleetromotive forces
act first in one direction and then in the other, so as to produce
in snccesision two currents in opi>os{te directions through the gal-
vanometerj and we have to shew tlmt the inipnlses on the galvano-
meter needle due to these suceessive currents are in certain cases
equal and opposite.

The theory of the application of ibc galvanometer to the
measurement of transient currents will be considered more at length
ju Art. 748. At prcisent it sulficient for our puri^se to oh-
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serve that as long as iha j^lviioometer neetUo ie near its position

of equilibrium the deflecfciiig force of the current is proportional

to the current itself, and if the whole time of action of the current

is small coraparecl with the period of vihration of the needle, the

final velocity of the inuf>net will he proportional to tlie total

qnantity of electricity in the ijurrerit. Henco, if two currents pa^sa

in rapid successiotj, convoying' equal quantities of electricity in

opposite dir<*eti(ms, the needle will he left without any linal

velocity.

Thus, t-o shew that the ittduction-enrrents in the secondary circuit,

due to the closin*^ and the hrealdng of the primary circuit, are

eqtml in total (quantity but opposite iii din^etion, we may aiTaii^e

the priniifry ciiTCiiit in connexion wilb the listt^ry, so tlnit Ity

touching a key the cnrrent may be sent through the primary cirruit,

or by removing' the fing-yr the contact may be bi oketi at pleasure.

If the key is pressed down for some timCj the galvanotnetcr in

the secondary cironit indicates, at the time of making contact, a

transient ctnxijnt in the opixi^ite direetion to the primary current.

If efjnt.aet be muiiitalnetl^ the induction current «im[ilv pasiiRs and
(h'sappears. If we now break contaet, another tranf^icnt current

passes in the opposite direction through the secondary circuit,

and the gsilvaiionietfr needle receives an impulse in the opimsite

direction.

But if wc make contact only for a,n instant, and then break

contact, the two induced eurrcnta pass through the |f-alvanonietei:

in such rapid succession that the nctidlc, when acted on by the first

current, has not time to move a sensible distance from its position

of et|uiUbrium before it is stopped by the eccond, and, on aocouot

of the esnet equality between the quantities of these transient

currents, the oeedle is* sto]>i)cd divul.

If th« neetUe is watched earetVdly, it appears to he jerked i^uddenly

from one position of rest to another position of rest very near

the first.

In this way we prove that the quantity of t'leetricity in the

iuduetion current, when contact is broken, is citactly equal and
opposite to that in the induction current when contact is made.

538.] Another application of this niethofl Ia the fyllowinor, which
is given by Fcliei in the second series of his llef)e(krc/H's,

It IS always possible to find many different positions of the

seeondary coil i?, such thai the making or the brtaking o I contact

111 the primary etiil A jiroduces no induction current in /A 'fhe
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positions of the two coils are in snch cases said to bo conjugate to
each other.

Let i?i nnd Ji, he two oi' these positions. If the coil B be sud-
denly moved l^oni tlie position to tlic position B^, the algohraical
sum of the transient currents iti the coil B is exaefclj zero, go
that the ^Ivanometev needle is left at rest when the mofSon of j5 is

complcttid.

This ia true in whatever way the coil B h moved from to
and !i|:*o whether the current in the primary coil A be continued
constant, or made to vary duriiiHi*> the motion.

Again, let If be any otlter position of 7? not eonjiigattj to A,
so that the making or breakint? of contact in A produces an in-
duction cuiTcnt when B is in the position

Let the contact be made when B is in the eonjiig-ato position B^,
there will be no indiietiou current. Move B to J/, tliei^ will l)e

an induetion euiient duu to the motion, but if J? is moved rapidly
to ir

,
and the primary contact tlicn broken, the induction current

due to breaking contact will exactly annul the efl'eet of that due to
the motion, so that the galvanometer needle will be left at rest.

Hence the current duo to the motion from a conjugate position
to any other position is equal and opposite to the current due to
breaking contact in the latter position.

Suice the effect of making contact is equal and opposite to that
of breaking it, it followf; that the cflcct of making contact when the
coil B is in any position F is equal to that of bringing the coil
from any conjugate position 8^ to JT while the current is (Jowing
tbrongh A,

It' the change of the relative position of the coils is made by
moving the primary circuit instead of the secondary, the result is

found to be the same.

539.] It ftdlows from these exiMriments that the total induction
current in ^during the simultaneoua motion of A from y/, to J,,, and
of B from By to B^, while the current in A changes from lo y.,
depends only on tl;e initial tstato A^, B^, y„ and the final state
A.,, B.^, y.,, and not at all on the nature of the intermediate states
through w!]i(;h the syEtcm may pass.

Hence the value of the total induction current must be of the
form F{A,, B^, y^-F{A^, B,, y,),

where F is a function of A, B, aud y.

With rcHjicet to the form of this I'utiction, wc know, by Art. 536
that when there is no motion, and therefore yi, = A^ and B^ ^ J?^,
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the induction current is proportional to the primary eurrent..

Henco y enters simply as u factor^ the other factor beint? a func-

tion! of the form and position of the circuits A and B,
Wo also know that the value of this function dej>ends on the

relative and not on the absolute positions of A and B, so that
it must be capable of being expressed as a funcHon of the dietiinces

of the differGtit elements of wiiieh the eireiiits are composed, and
of the ung-les which these elementK make with each other.

Let M be this function, then the total iiiduetion current may be
written G \M,y,-M^y^},

where € is the conductivity of tho seofvndary «ircint, and M^,
ai'L» the orlginsil, and J£j» fi^^il values of J/ and

These experimonts, t]iGrcft)re, shew that the tot:il current of

indnction depends on the change which takes phieo in a, oortaiii

quantity, My^ and that change may arise t>itlier from variation

of the priomry current y, or from any motion of the primary or
seconilary circuit which alters J/.

54*).] The conception of such a quantity, on the chang-es of v\^hjoh,

and not on its absolute mag-iiitude, the induction current depends,
occulrred to Faraday at an early stage of his researches*. Ho
obeervetl that the secondary circuit, when at rest in an electro-

ma^fnetic field which remains of constant intensity, does not show
any electrical effect, whereas^ if the same state of the field had Ijeen

suddenly produced^ tlici-e would have been a current. Ag-ain, if the
primary circuit is i-emoved from the field, or the magnetic forces

abolished, there is a current of the Opposite kind. He therefore

recognised in the secondary circuit, when in the electroman:'nfitie '

field;, a 'peculiar electrical condition of matter,' to which lie g-ave

the name of the Electrotonie State. He afterwards found that he
could dispense with this idea by means of considerations founded on
the lines of ma^ctic force f, but even in his latest researt;bes t,
he Siiys, Again and again the idea of an eUciroimio siite§ has
been foitied upon my mind,'

The whole bibtory of this idea in the mind of Faraday, as shewn
HI bis published resjcarcbes, is well worthy of study. 3iy a course
of experiments, guided by intense application of thought, hut
without the aid of mathematical ealculati oufi, he was led to recwi^-

nise the existence of something which we now know to be a mathe-
matical quantity, and whic!i may even be called tlie fiuitlamcntal

* fip/J. /if*., aericfi L 30, } lb.. 3269.
t lb., curies Li, (242). % lb., 00. HGl, 172t*. 1733.
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qiuintjty ill the tiioory of eJeetromsi^t'tjam, But as he was led

11)1 to this conception by a, purely expcrunental path, hti ascribed

to it SI physical existence, and gupix)sed it to he a peciiliaT con-
dition of iiiattci

j
thou*,''h lie was leady to abandon this theory as

soon as he could explain the phenomena by any more famiiiai- forma
of thought.

Other investigators were long afterwards led up to the same
idea by a purtdy matlitimatical path, but, so far as I know, none
of tliem recognised, in the refined uiiiibemati(>al idea of the potential

of two circuits, Faraday's bold hypothesis of an dectrotonic stat«.

Those, thereforOj who have approached this subject in the way
pointed out by those eminent investigators who Hrst rednued ifs

laws to ii mathematioal form, have eometimcs found it difJieult

to appreciate the scientilie nceui-aey of the statements of laws which
Fai-aday, in the first two series of liis Mesemches, lias given with
such wonderful completeness.

Tlie seientitie value of Faraday's coneeption of an clcctrotonic

statu consists in its directing the mind to lay hold of a eertmn
quantity, on the changes of which the actual phenomena dejx^nd.

Without a much greater degTee of development than Juraday gave
it, this conception does not easily lend itself to the explanation of the
phenomena. We shall return to this subject again in Art. 584,

54L] A method wliieh, in Farada/s hands, was far more powcrfnl
is that in wliieh he makes use of those lines of magnetic force

\v\uch were always ju his mind's eye when contemplating his

luugnets or electric currents^ and the deliiieation of which by
means of iron fiUngB he rightly regarded* as a most valuable aid
to tlio experimentalist.

Faraday looked on these lines as expressing, not only by their

direction that of the magnetic force, but by their number &uA
concentration the intensity of that fbrce^ and in his luttfr re-

searches t he shews how to conceive of unit lines of force. I have
explained in various parts of this treatise the relation between the
projierties whieli Faraday recognised in the lines of force and the
niiithematieal conditions of electric and magnetic forces^ and how
Fai'aday*^ notion of unit lines and of the niimljer of lines within
certain limits may be made mathematically precise. See Arts. 82,
404, 490.

In the lirst series of his BeseareJies % he shews clearly how the
direction of tlie cuii-ent in a conducting eirciiit, part of which is

* Exp. Jitt,, mi. \ Ti>., B122. + lb., 114.
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moTOabk, depends on tlie mode in which the tnoving part cuts
thTioiigh the lines of magnetic force.

In the second series* he shews how the phenomena prodoced
by variation of the gtrGn*th of & cumnt or a magnet may he
explainRd, hy supposing the system of lines of fotce to expanfl from
or contract towaixls the wire or mog-nct as its power rises or falls,

I urn not certsiin witii whnt. decree of ckavness he then heltl the
doctrine afterwiirds so distinetly laid down hy himf, that the
moving conductor, as it cuts the lines of force, sanis up the action

due to an area or section of the lines of force. This, however,
appears no new view of the case nfter the iiivesti^^atiotis of tht'

second scries | have been taken into account.

Tbc conception which Faraday had of the continuity of the lines

of force precludes the possibility of their eudiTenly starting*' info

existence in a place where there were none before* If, thf^refbre^

the nnmber of lines whicli pass through a conducting circuit is

mnde to vflry, it can only be by the eii-cmt moving across tlio lines

of force, or ©ke by the lines of force moving across the circuit.

In either case a current is generated in the circuit.

The number of the lines of force which at any instant paHS throug^h

the eiicuit is mathematically equivalent to Faraday's wirlier con-
ception of the clecfcrotonic state of that eircuitj and it is represented

hy the qusmtity M y.

It is only since the definitions of electromotive force^ Arts. fi9,

27i^ and its measurement have been made more precise, that we
(3an eiiimciate completely the true law of magneto-eleetrie intluetion

in the following terms :

—

The total electromotive force acting round a circuit at any
instant is me^isurcd by the rate of decrease of the number of lines

of maf^netic force which pass tlirough it.

When integrated with respect to the time this statement be-

comes :

—

Tins time-integral of the total electromotive force aetitig- round
any circuit, together with the nural>er of lines of magnetic force

which pass through the circuit, is a constint quantity.

Instead of speaking of the number of lines of magnetic fort?e, we
may sjwak of the ma^uutic induction through the circuit, or tlic

Burfaee-integral of raag-nefciy induction esteuded over any surface

bounded by the circuit.

+ Rr^. Res.^ 238. + IK, 3083, 3087, 3113.

:lb., 217, kc.
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We shall vetiirii a^ain to this method of Fiimlay. In the menu
time wc must enum(*tate the theories of inductiou which are

founded on other considerations,

Lem's Law,

54S.^ In 1834, Lenz * enunciated the following remarkable
reliitiou between the phenomena of tbe mecliauical action of electric

currents, as defined by Amiiere'e formulii, antl the induction of
electric cian-ents hy the relative motion of conductors. An earlier

attempt at a statement of such a relation was givew by llitchiB in

tlie 2^/iUosopItical Mnifamic for January of the eame year, but the
direction of the induced current was in every ease stated wrongly,
Lenz'g law is as foUowe.—

If a con^hni curmif Jfotos in primary circud A, mid tf^ the

mafwn of A, or ofthe seconHurg circuit B, a current is indttced in the
direction, of this induced curren t mil &e suck tJmi, hg it^ dedmmmjnetic
action Oft Af it teadi /a oppose the relutim imiioa of the cirmdii.

On this law J. Netiniann f founded his matlioniatJeal theory of
imhicfiouj in which ha established the miitbematical laws of the
indnced currents due to the motion of tha primary or secondary
conductor. He shewed that the quantity M, wliieh we have calJed

the potential of the one circuit on the other, is the same as the
eleetromag^netic p<^tential of the ona circuit on the other, which
we have already investigated in connexion witli Ampere's fomiuk.
We may rej>ard J. Neumann, therefore, as having completed for
the induction of currents the mathematical treatment which Ampere
hft<l ajjplied to their mechanical action.

543.] A step of Btill g^reater scientific importance was soon afler
made by HelmholtK in hia Essay qu the Cormrmtion of Force%, and
l>y Su' W. Thomson §, working somewliat later, but independently
iif Ilelmholti;. They shewed that the induction of electric currents
discovered by Faraday could 1je mathematically deduced from the
electromagnetic actions discovered by Orsted and Ampere by the
ajiplication of the principle of the ConsHrvatiou of Energy,

Ilelmholtz takes the case of a conducting circuit of resistance R,
u\ wliieli an electromotive force A, arising from ,i voltaic or thermo-

• Pogg., Ann. xxxL 4S3 (1834).
t BtrlinAcad., IS-lStind

lay lor a - .Seieiitshc MeniojiTs,' part if. p. 114

^ JV«„. /W ,1^., 1S48 and Ma^,, De«. 1851. ^\m> (.k paper
Transient Electric Cuw^t*,' Phil. Maf/.. I S.ijS.
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eleetrie arrairgemeiit, acts. The current in the circuit at any
instant is L He supposes that a msig^nct is in motion in the
neighbourhoad of the eireuit, and that its potential with respect to

tbe conductor la so tiiat, duriinf>- any small interval of time tU, the
energy communieatjKl t« the niug-jiet hy tlie eleotromagnetic action

ai

The work done in ^onerating" lit'At in the cireiiit is, by Joule's

law. Art. 242, I<^BfU, and the work spent ly the electromotive

force J, in maintaining- the eiitrent / dui'in*,' tlie timu dit is AldL
Hencfi, since the totd work done must l>e equal to the work spent,

whence we find the intensity of the curreDt

, dF

1=
R

Now the value of A may be wiiat we pleast>. Lefc, tlici-efore,

A — Oj and then
j

or, there will be a curreot due to the motion of the magnet, etjunl

dF
to that due to an electromotive force ~ '

, -
at

The whole induced current during the motion of the magnet
from a place where its potential is to a place where its potential

^ C I CdF 1

and therefore the total eurr<rtit is independtint of the velocity or

the path of the mag-oet, and depends only on its initial and final

positions.

In Helmholtz's originiil investigation he adopted a system of

units founded on the measurumtjnt of the heat generated in the

condtujtor by the current. Considering the unit of current as

arbitrary, the unit of resistance is that of a conductor in which this

unit current geaerates unit of heat in unit of time. The unit of

electromotive force in thia system is that required to produce the

unit of current in the conductor of unit resistance. The adoption

of this system of units neccssitfites the introduction into the etjuji-

tions of a q^uantity cr, which is the nieehanical equivalent of the

unit of heat. As we invariably adopt either the electrostatic or

VOL. IJ. s
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the eleetromagnetie system of unite, this factor does not occur in

the equations here given.

5M.] Plclmliolt^i algo deduces the current of induction wlien a
conducting^ ciicuit and a circuit OJinying: a constant curnent am
made to move relatively to one another.

Let Ey, }{^ be the resistances, /j the currents, ^J;, A., the
external Glectromotive forces, and F the potential of the one cfrcuit
on the other due to unit current in each, then we have, as before.

If we suppose /, to be the primary current, and so mueh less

thati /j, that it does not by its induction produce any scMisitdc

alteration in /, , so that we may put T^ = ^^, tixen

^*
a rt'BuIt which m^y be interpreted exactly as in the case of the
mag-net.

If we suppose to be the primary current, and /, ki be very
much Esmaller than I^, we get for Z^,

This sliews that for equal currents the electromotive force of the
first circuit on the second is equal to that of the second on the first
whatever be the forms of the circuits.

'

Helnaholtz does not in this memoir discuss the case ol' intl notion
due to the stren-lhemng or weakening of the primary current, or
the induction of a current on itsclR Thomson * applied the same
prineiple to the determination of tlic mechiinical vaUw of a current
and poiuted out that uhen work is done by the mutud action of
two constant currents, their niL^hanical value is incramed by the
eame amount, m that the battery luis t^ supply dotMe that amount
ol worJt, in addition to that required to maintain the currents
against the resistance of the circuits f.

545.] The introduction, by W. Webor, of a system of ahfiolute

! MeohRnk=a.l Theory &f EbotroI.ysk mi, Matj., Dec, 1851
T iM ichors L^dfipatdxa, of Pfit/skitl St^k>ice. ed. 1800. Artick 'ftr^im^ffo™ n

iiamicidR«lntioiia<>Vand «*/>m,/,
.

i3<> J, Article Magnetism, Hy-
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units for the measiiriiment of dechital (iniiiitltics is one of the most
important steps in tli<j progress of tlie science. Ihivmg alrtiidv, iti

CTniiitictioji jvith Gausi^, placed the measurement of magnetic q"imti-
tifcies in the first rank of mettiotls of [jr^^jisioti, Webei' proeiHided
in hiu Ehe^mh^namie Mefmumieidii not only to lay down snmiJ
principles for filing the units ttj he emp|(»yed, but to make de-
terminations of particular electrical qiuintilifis in terms f>f tht;se
imiU, with a degree ofaecuKicy previf>usly unattenipfced. Both the
eleetromaguetie and the elcctiostatie syetems of iiiiit^ owe their
dev(!lo]impnt s.wl praetieul :ipi>lication to these resejircht-if.

Weijor has abo formed a j^^eneral theory of electric action from
which he deduces both electrostatic and cie^Jtixniiaj^'netic force, and
also the iiului'tigii of electric currents. We shall consider' tli is

theory, with some of its more recent developments, in a sejKirate
chapter. See Art. 846.

If a



CHAPTKR IV.

ON THE INDTCTIO^^ OF A CURREHT ON ITSKbF,

546.] Faraday !uis devotetl thti ninth series of his Research^ to
tlie investigation of a class of phenooietia exUibittid by tire eunent
in a wirti which forms the coil of an electtomagnet.
Mr. Jenkin had observed that, alfchougfh it is impossible to pvo-

duce a sensible shock hy the direct action of a volt^iic system
consisting- of only one pair of plates, yet, if the current is made
to psvss thiou-h the c^il of an electromagnet, and if contact is

then broken between the extremities of two wives held one m mch
hand, a smart shock will be felt. No sneh shock is felt on mrjkin-
coatact.

Faraday shewed that this and other phenomena, which he de-
scribes, are due to the same inductive action which he had already
observed the cuircnt to exert on neig-hhonring conduetorg. In this
case, howCTcr, the inductive action ts exerted on the same conductor
which carries the current, and it is so much the more powerful
as the wire itself is neater to the dilFerent elements of the euirent
than any other wire can be.

547.] He observes, however*, that 'the first thon^-ht that arisenm the mind ia that the electricity crreuktes with something like
momentum or inertia in the wire." Inde*L< when we consider one
particular wire only, the plienomena ate exactly analogons to those
of a pii>e full of water iiowiiig^ in a continued stream. If while
the stream is liowing: we suddenly dose the end of the tube the
momentum of the water produces a sudden pressiiire, which is much
^eat^.r than that due to the head of water, aud m^y bo .uffieient
to burst the pipe.

If the water has the means of escaping through a narrow jet

* Exp. Ri»„ 1077-
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when the principal aperture is closed, it will bo projected with a
vtsloeitj Jimch greater tlian that due to the head of watei-, and
if it can escape throug-h a valve into a ehamber, it will do so,

even when the pressnre in the chamber is greater than that due
to the head of water.

It is on this principle that the hydiaidic ritm is coastructed,
hy whieh a small quantity of water may be raised to a ^reat beifjht
by meitns of a kr^e quantity flowinf^^ down from a much lower
level.

548,] These effects of the inertia of the fluid in the tube depend
solely on the quantity of fluid running' through the tube, on its

leng-th, and on its section in different parts of its length. They
do not depend on anything oxitMe the tube, nor on the form into
which the tube may be bent, providetl its length remains the
Bame.

In the case of the wire conveying a current this is n«t the ease,
for if a long: wire k doubled on itself the effect is very small, if

the two parts are separated from each other it k greater, if it

is coiled up into a belts it is gtill great<jr, and gn^ateafc of all if,

when so coiled, a piece of eoft iron is placed inside the coil
Arraiu, if a second wire is coiled up with the fir^t, but inyidated

from it> then, if the second wire dtfes not Ibmi a closed circuit,
the phenomena are a« before, but if the second wire forms a closed
circuit, an induction current is formed in the second wire, and
the effects of self-induction in the first wire are retarded.

S4J>.] ITiese results shew clearly that, if the phenomena are due
to momentum, the momentum ie certainly not that of the electricity

f

111 the wire, because the tsmie wire, convoying the same current,
exhibits effeels which di«er according to its form; and even when
Its form remains the fame, the presence of other bodies, such m
a piece of iron or & closed metallic circuit, afleets the result.

It is difficult, however, lor the mind which has once
recognised the aimlof^'y between the phenomena of self-induction
liiid those of the motion of material bodies, to idJandon altogether
the help of this analogy, <.r to admit that it is entirely superficial
and misleading. The fundamental dynamieal idea of matter, as
capable by its motion of becomings the reci]iient of momentum and
of energy, is go interwoven with our forms of thought that, when-
ever we catch a glimpse of it in any part of nature^ we feel thaf.
a path is before us leadinf^, sooner or later, to the comi>lefe under-
standing of the subject.
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531.] In the case of the elcctrio cui-rmit, \v& Und that, when the

Blcttromotive force be<^Tig to act, it does not at oiice produce the

full euiTcnt, hut that the current riees gradually. What is the

t4eftroinotive foret* doint^ during tho time that the opposini^ ve-

sisbiuce is not ahle to balant'e it? It is increasing the electric

currtjnt,

Is'ow an ordinary force, ucting' on a body iu the direction of its

motion, increases its momentinii, and communidates to it kinetic

encrg-y, or the power of floing work on account of its motion.

Ill hk(! manner the unresisted part of the dcctromotive force has

been employed in incrt'asinfi; the electric current. Has the electric

current, when thuti produced, eitlicr momentum or kintitic energfy ?

Wd have already &hewti that it has something very hhe mo^
mcntnin, that it resists being Biiddcnly stopjKid, and that it can

exert, for a short time, a t^reiit electivirnotive force.

lint a conducting' circuit in which a current lias been set up
the power of doing" vvnrk in virtue of this current, and tliis

jiower cannot he said to be stsmething very hke energy, for it

IS really and truly energv.

Thus, if the current be left to itself^ it will continue to circulate

till it is slopped by the resistance of the circuit. Before it is

stopped, however, it will have generated ?i certain (juantity of

heat, and the amount of this heat in dynamical measure is equal

to the enercpy ori^^inally existing in the cm-rent.

Again, ;vhcn the current is left to itself, it may he made to

do mGcliiinieal work by moving magnetf?, atul the inductive eflfect

of these motions will, by Lenz's law, stop the current sooner than

the resistance of the circuit alone would have stopi>6d it. In this

way part of the energy of the current may be tmnsforraed into

meehanieal work instead of heat.

552.] It appcar-s, therefore, that a system containing an electric

eiirrcnt is a seat of energy of some kind ; a nd since we can i'orm

no conception of an electric current except as a kinetic pheno-
menon** its energy must bo kinetic energy, that is to say, the
energy wlueb a moving body has in virtue of its motion.

We have nhcady shewn that the electricity in the ivire cannot
h& considered as the moving body in whioh we are to find this

energy, fljr the encr^ry of a moving: body does not depend on
anything external to itsolfj whereas the presence of other bodies

near tin- current alterts its energy.

• Faratlftj-, JEcj*. Res. (283.)
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We are therefore led to enquire whether thera may not he. BOme

motion goirtg" on in tlie space oiit«ide the wire, which is not wciipitd

by the electric current, but in which the electromagnet ic eflFeets of

the eiirrent are manifestetl.

I shall not at present enter on the r^mns for looking; in ons

place rather than another for such motions, or for ref^rdin^ these

niotioiia iva of one kind rather than another,

Wliat 1 projiose now to do is to examine the eonsequeiiece of

the assumption that the phenomena of the electric current are those

of Si moving system, the motion being" romniunicated from one part

fif the system to another by forces, the niiture and laws of which

WG do not yet even attempt to delinCj, hecEuise we can eliminate

these forces from the equations of motif>n by the method given

by Laj^rangy for «ny connectetl system.

In the next five chapters of this treatise I propose to deduce

the main structure of the theory of electricity from a tlynaniieal

hypothesis of this kind, instead of following the path which has

led Weber and other investigators to many remarkai)le discoveries

and experiments, and to eoncoptions, some of which are as beautiful

as they are bold. I have chosen this method because I wish to

shmv that there are other ways of viewing the phenomena which

appear to me more satisfiittory, and at the same time are more

consistent with the metliods followed in the precedinpf ]>arts of this

book than those which proceed on the hypothesis of dirett action

at a distance.



CHAPTER V.

ON THE EQUATIONS 0? MOTION 0^" A CONNECTliD SYSTEM.

S53.] In tbo fourth section of tlie second part of his Mtkamqne
Analyiitpie^ Jjagrange has given a method of reducing the ordinary

dynamical equations of the motion of the parts of a connfjctcd

system a nnmLer equal to that of the (I(ig;rees of freedom of

the system.

Thfi etjnatious of motion of a connected system have been ^ven
in a different form by liamiltnn, and have led to a great extension

of the liiii'her part of pure dynainiet, *.

As we shsill find it necessary, in out endeavours to brinff* electrical

phenomena within the jirovinee of dynamitSj to liave our dynamicai

itieas in a state fit for direct application to physicsil questions^, we
shall devote this chapter to an exposition of these dynamical ideas

from a physical point of view.

554.] The aim of Lagrang-e was to brinj™' dynamtos nailer the

power of the calcnlui?. He be*jfan by expressing- the elementary

dynamical relations in terms ol" the eoriespondin^ relations of |iure

alg:ebraieal quantities, and from the equations thus obtEiined he

deduced bis final equations by a pnrely algebraical process. Certain

quantities (expressing the renctioiis betw^een the parts of the syj^teni

called into play by its physical eonnexionis) appear in the equations

of motion of the comjionent part-* of the system, and Lagrange's

investigationj as seen from a mathematical point of view, is a

method of eliminating these quantities from the final eqmitiong.

In following t!ie steps of this elimination the mind Js exercised

in calculation, and should therefore be kept free from the intrusion

of dynamieal ideas. Onr aim, on the other hand, is to cultivate

• See Pmfeiiisrtr ('nylr>_v'«_' Ktifiorl on TlieMU'etitral DytiiLiiiittj." EHii^k A^sociaiioit,
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our dynamical ideas. We therefoie avail ourstlvt*B of lUe litliours

of the matliematicians, and retranslate their results from the lan-

guage of the calculus into tbo laugruage of dy namics, so that cmr
words tnny call up the mental image, not of some alg^fbraiciil

process, btit of some property of m!jvin«f bodies.

Tlie lan^uag-e of dyuiimicrt has been eoiiBi!k'!:ibly extcudefl by
those who have cxpouiideil in popukr terms the doctrine <jf the

Coiis<;n'ation of Energy, and it will be seen that much of the

followinjii' stat^^meiit is sug-g-ested by the investigation in Thomson
and Tait's Xsiural Pkilosoph/^ espceially the method of beginning

with the tlieory of impulsive forces.

I ha.ve applied this method so as to avoid the explicit con-

sideration of the motion of any part of the system ext^ept the

coordinates or variables, on wliicli tlie motion of the whole depeijils.

It is doubtless important Ihiit the student, should be altle to trato

the connexion of the motion of each part of the system with that

of the variables, but it is by no means necessary to tlo this in

the process of obtaininfr- the final equations, which are independent

of the particular form of these coancxiouH.

The Tariablea.

5B5.] The number of degrees of freedom of a s}'stem is the

ruimber of data which must be given in order eompletdy to

determine its position* Different forms may be g-ivon to these

datflj but their number depends on the nature of the system itself,

and cannot be altered.

To fix ovir ideas wo may eoneeive the system eonnected hy means

of suitable mecbanlsm with a number of moveabk* pieees, each

capable of motion alon^ a straight Hnej and of no other kind of

motion. The imaginary mechanism which connects each of these

pieces with the system musi> be conceived to be free from friction,

destitute of inertia, and incapable of l>eing' strainetl hy the action

of the applied forces. The use of this mechanism is merely to

iiss'stthe imagiisation in ascribing' position, vdoeity* and momentum
to what appear, in Lagrange's investigation, as pure algebraical

qiiautities.

Let q denote the position of one of the moveable pieces as defined

by its distance from a fixed point iii itis Hne of motion. We shal!

distinguish the vahios of q corresponding to the different pieces

by the suffixes fee. When we are dealing with a set of

(iUiuitities belonging to one piece oulj- wc ma> omit the suffix.
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Wlieii tile val of all the varltiblea (^) arc g^iven, the position

ol" e&&h of the moveable pieces is known, and, in virtue of the

imaginaiy met'lianism, tlie confij^uration of the entity system is

tleterraioed.

556,] Dui'ing tlie motion of the syatem the config^iiration cliangt-s

in some definite manner, and &inc<i tho eonfiguration at each instant

is fully dffined by the valufs of the varialiles {q)^ the velocity of
every ]iart of the system, as well as its config-uvation, will be com-
pletely defined if we know the vakics of the VEiriables {fi\ together

with their velocities (-^ ,
or> aceording to Newton's notation, q) *

The Foree-1.

557.] By a proper rof^hition of the motion of the variableSj finy

motion of the system, consistent the nature of tlie coimexionsj^

Diay be jjrodoeed. In order to produce this motion hy moving
the variable pieces, forces must he applie<l to these pieces.

We shall denote the force vihich musrt be applied to any variable

It V K- system of forces {F) is mechanically (Kpiivalent (in

virtue of the eonnexions of the system) to tlio system of forces,

whatever it may be, which really produces the motion.

558.] When n hcAy moves in such a vvuy that its et>nfig:iiration,

with rtjspect to the force which imts on it, remains always the s^anic,

(as, for instance, in the ease of a force acting- on a single particle in

the line of its motion,) the movin^r force is measured !jy the rate

of increa^^ of the momeutum. If F k the movinfj- force, and j) tlie

inomentum,
F—

whence ^ = jFdl.

The time-integral of a force is called the Impulee of the force;
so that we may assert, that the momentum is the impulse of the
force wliif-h would brinrr the body from a state of rest into the given
staite of motion.

In the case of a conneeted system in motion, the configuration is

coutimiully changing at a rate depending on the velocities {q)^ m
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that we cfin 110 longyr assume that tlie momentum is tlie time-

integral of the fbroe which acts on it.

Bot the increment 87 of any variahle eiuiirot be f^reater tlmn
y'S^, whore is the time durin*'' ivhich the iiiei'4™eut iakm place,

and f is tlie grt'atest vaUie of the vcloeity during- that time. In the

case of a jiysttMH tnovin*^ from rest umhr the action of forces always
in the sanie dircotioct, this is evidently the final vohit'ity.

If the litial velocity and config^unition of thu system are fjivon,

we may eonct-ive the velocity to be eommnnioatctl to tlie system
in a very small time the original eon figuration diffei'lng- IVum
the final wnfignration by ijuantitiea fif/^, bq^, &c., whioh are hss
than ^, &/j ?f^hf-y respeetively.

Tlie smaller we snpiKist' tlie iiR'rement of time Sit, the g-i'psiter

miwt be the impressed iornes^ hnt the time-intyg^ral, or imjiiilsc,

of each force will reniuin fitiite. The limitinjT value of the I'ropuljfe,

when the timo is diniitiishLd and iillimately vanishes, is defined

as the imianl^neous impulsje, and the momentum p, correspoudiivfr

to any variable tj, is defined m the impulse eorresiiondin^^ to that
variable; when the system is brought insfantaneouBly from a state

fjf rest into the giVfn state of motion.

TkiiS eonception, that the momenta are capable of being prmhieed
by iustant-aneous impulses on tlie system at rest, is introduced only
as a method of defining the magnitude of the niomentB, i'or the

momenta of tlie system depend only on the instanta,neous state

of motion of the system, and not oti the process by which that &t:ito

was produced.

In a oonnected systi™ the momentum correspoT>din^ t(} any
variable is in general a linear function of the vehmities of all the

variables, instead of b<>ing, as in the dynamics of a piirfciele, t'imply

]>roportioiial to the velocity.

The impulses required to change the velocities of the system
suddenly from ji, q.^, &c. to q^', tpf^ kc. arc evidently W[nal to

P\ ~ Pir Pi — p>. the changes of momentum of the several variables.

Work dime a Bmall Impuhe,

559,] The work done by the force i\ ^\mi\^ the impulse is the

space-integral of the force, 01*
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If q{ IB the greatest and j,'^ thu legist value of the veiocity

(luring the action of" the force, W must be. le&s than

j{ jFdi or f/i(p{-Jhl

and grt'iittsT than (j"^ FfU or {p/—Pi)-

If we now suppose the jmpul!3e fFtU to he diminiBhed without

limit, the vahtes of j{ and q" will approach and ultimately coincide

with that of ^1, and \xii may write = so that the work

done is ultlmjitelv ^

or, ike work done a rer^ small impnl^e k ultinmki^ the product

of the itnpithe and the ve^oci t^.

Incrmenf 0/ the Kindic Energy.

5G0,] M'licii work is done in setting a conservative system in

motion, eiiei'gy is coinmunieatcd to it, and tlie system bwomes
capable of doing an equal nmoiint of work against resistances

before it is reduced to rest.

The eneri^y which a system possesses in virtue of its motion
is ealk'd its Kinetic Enertry, and is eommnnimtetl to it in the foim
of the work done by the Ibrees whieli set it in motion.

If T he the kinetic energy of the Bystem, and if it becomes
T]rlT, on account of the action of an infinitesimal impulse whose
components arc tpi, dp^^ &c., the increment 5T must he the mm
of the quantities of work done hy the components of the impulse,

or in symhoU, j. m s ,
. * ^,

= 2(5'M- (t)

The inshiiitaiicous state of the system is completely defined if

the variables and the momenta are given. Hence the kinetic

energy, which depends on the instatitaneous state of the sy>tem,
can be e^cpresaed in terms of the variables {q), and tiie momenta {p).
This is the mode of expressing' T introduced by Hamilton. When
T is exjjressed in this way we fhall distin^niifh it by the snfFi^:

thus, T^.
* '

The complete variation of is

ir, = s(!^6p)+s(^i,). (2)
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Tin* last fprm may l>e written

wbick diminialws witli hi, mid iiltiumtely vanishes with it wlien the
impuliK' becomcjs instiuitaneous.

Hence, Wiuatin^^ the coefficients of hp in equations (1) and (2),
we obtain ^jf

or, tf(?fot;% cortespmdiug to t.&e v&ria&k q k the, iliff^renlid
cocjicimi of Tp wUk respect to the corre^pondimj momeuium. p.
We have arrived at fchis result by the consideration of impulsive

forees. By this method we have avoided the conisideratiun of the
change of coufiguiation during the action of the forc^js. But the
instantaneous state of the system is in all r<'.speets the whetlier
the ifyBtem Wiis brought frtmi u stak> of rest t» the given state
of motion by the transient application of impulsive hnm, or
whether it arrived at that state in any maimer, bouever giutliial

In other words, the variables, and tiie eorresptmdin^ velooitiei

and momenta, depend on the actual state of motion of the systom
at the g'iven instant, and not on its previous history.

Hcnoe, the equation (3) is equally valid, whether tht: state of
motion of the systom i^^ supposed due to impulsive forces, or to
forces acting- in any manner whatever.

We may now therefore dismiss the considemtion of impulsive
forces, togetber with the limitations imposed on their time of
action, and on the changes of configuration during- their iiction.

Hamilton'^ Equations &f Motion.

561.] We have already shewn tliat

Let the system move in any arbitrary way, subjtiot to the
ditions imposed by rt« eonnexionsfj then the variations ofp and tj

eon-

are

dp ^ (ti
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aiul the complete variation of is

dq

But the increment of the kinetic njiiergy arbfls from the work

donc! by the im presided forces^ or

In these two fixpressions the variations are all indepondent of

each other, so that wg arc entitled to ec^uate t!ic ccxjflicieiits of eacli

of them in the two expressions (7) and (8). Wo thiis obtain

where the momentum and the force beioiig to the Viiriahle q^,

Tliero are as many equations of tliis form as there are variahluft.

These equations wi?r« given by Hamilton Thty shew that the

foree eorrospondintp to uny Viirinble is tht? smn of two parts, Tlie

lirst part is the rale of iiieroasc of the momentum of tliat variable

with respect to the time. The seeond part is the rate of inertiase

of the kinetic energ'y per unit of inerement of tlie variable, the

other variables and all the momenta lieing' constant*

The Kineiic Emrgi/ earpressed in, Tarmx of the Momenta md

562,] Let ^^1, /Jjj &c. be the momenta, and ^1, j^, &c. thy

velocities at a given ingtant, and let p,, p^j^ &;e., q,, ijas

anothex system of momenta and velocities, sueh that

Pi
—

"J^u q, = (10)

It is manifest that the systems p, q will be eonsistcnt with each

other if the systems q are so.

Now let it. vary by h%. The work done by the force is

Hi - qi = fjiPi^^^- (I

Let « increase from to Ij then the system is broug-ht from

:i state of rest mU-i the state of motion (jp), and the whole work

cxiseivtkd in proUncing this motion is

But j"
ii dn — \f
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and the work si>eiit m produciu|r t\ui motion is equivak'nt to the
kinetic eneigy. Hcnoe

^p^- HPiji + Pifh-^Sic.), (13)
where 'I'pj denotes tlie kiru>t,ic energy e3cprcs$ed in terms oP iho
mometita and velocities. The variables

q^, q^_, &c, do not enter into
tiiis expression.

The kinetic energy is tlierefbre half the sum o£ the pvothiets of
the momenta into their corresponding velt:icities.

When the kin<?tic enern^y is tjxpressed in this way we shall denote
it by the symbol T,,,,

. It is a function of the momenta ftud velo-
erties only, and does not involve the variables themselves.

563.] There is a third method of expressing the kinetic energy
vvhieh is geiitTally. indeed, regarded us the fundamental one. By
solving the ecjuations (3) we may exprc^ss (he momenta in terms
of the velocities, and tlien, inti oditeing these values in we shall
have an expression for T involving only the velocities and the
variables. When T h expresswl in thi^^ form we shall indieiite it
by the symbol 'P., This is the form in wliieh the kinetic energy k
expressed in the equations of Lagrange.

564.] It is manifest that, since T and T,,, are three different
expressions for the same thing,

^P+'^li-Pi9i-Pi42"^c. = i). (14)
Henee, if all the quautities ^j, ^, and j vaty,

The variationa hp are not independent of the variations and
3?, so that we cannot at once assert that the ooelfieient of each
variation in this etiimtion is zero. But we know, from eti nations
(*), that dT

so that the t^rma involving the variations bp vanish of themselves.
The remaining- variations and 5q are now all iiidei)e tide lit,

HO that we finU^ by equating to zero the coefficients of &c
,
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or, fM eomponeimts of timiieidtim are th^ (liffereniiul coe^kkiiiif of T.^

trff/i. reaped to tJte eorresjmifl/nf/ vehei/ieA.

Agjiiii, hy eqimtmg- to zuro the ooefRcieutB oPS^j,

^ + (18)

or, iAe dijfereulial coefficietd of lAe k'tneilc enerffff w'Uh respecl lo mi^

tariable is equal in tnagmiutU hut oj/jiosite in sign tohett T
cxpreMed as a fmdion of the vdodties instead cf as a fmiction of

the momenta.

In virtue of eqtiation (18) we may write the equation of motion (9),

fU dq^

^> = ^'P"^' {20)

wbicli is the form in. which the equations of motion were given by

565.] lu tlui pi'ecedin^ iuvestigatioQ we have avoided the con-

sideration of the form of tlie function which expresses the kinetic

energy in terms either of tlic velocities or of tlie momenta. The

only explicit form which we have assigned to it is

^'j.'J
= HA?i + />2'i+&c.), (21)

in which it is ei^ptessed as half the sum of the pro<lncts of the

momenta each, into its corresponding velocity.

We may express the velocities in terms of the differential co-

efficientjs of J'j'j with respect to the momenta, as in equation (3),

This shews that is a homogeneous function of the second

degree of the momenta PuJKy, &e.

We may also express the momeat* in terms of IJ^, and we find

1 rp ,1 rp

which shews that 1'^ is a homogeneous Fimct ion ol" the second decree

with respect to the velocities q^^ ^3, See.

If we write

l\, for ,.7. P,, for ^^^.,&c.

and en for for &e.;
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then, since bf>tli T,^ and are fanetiotis of the atseond t^'uree ol"

q and of p respectively, botli tUe P'b and the Q's will be functions
of the variables q only, and independent of the vchwities and the
momenta* We tlius olttain the expressions for

2T^ = Pn4i^ + ^Pn4ii^+ ^', (24)

2 = 2<3,2^ijt?., + &c. (25)

The momenta are expressed m terms of the velocities by the
linear equations ^ Pn?i + Pi3?. + &^^-> (2G)

and the velocities are expressed in terms of the momenta hy the
linear e<ii.ations = g^^^j^ + (^^^^.^ ^2^^

In tivatises on the dynamics of a rigid body, the coefBeients

corresponding- to iu which the suffixes are the simie, are called

Moments of Inertia, and those corresponding- to F^^, in which
the enflixes are diflei'cntj arc call<5d Products of Inert ixt' We nniy
extend these names to tlie more general problem which is now
before us, in which these quantities are not, as in the case of a
rigid body, absolute constants!, but are fnnctions of the variables

qi,^2i

In like manner we may call the coefficients of the form (^j,

Moments of Mobility, and those of the form Qj^, Products of
Mybility. It ig not otloii, however, tliat wc shall have occasion
to speak of the coeificients of mobility,

5C6.] The kinetic energy of the system is a CLuantity essentially

positive or zero. Hence, whether it be expressed in terms of the
veloeities, or in terms of the momenta, the coefficients must be
such that no real values of the variables can make T negative.

We thus obtain a set of neeessary eonditiong which the values of
the eoefiicients P must satisfy.

The quantities P^^, &e., and all determinants of the sym-
metric!! 1 form p p />

^11 la

P P 7>

p p p
* t

which can be formed from the system of coefEcients must be positive
or zero. Tlie number of such conditions for n variables is 2"— 1.

The coefficients Q are subject to conditions of the same kind,

56?.] In this outline of the fundamental principles of the dy-
namiog of a connected system, we have kept out of view the

mechanism by which the parts of the system are conntxiled, AVe
VQL. II. o
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have not even written down a set of equations to indicate how
the motion of any part of the system depends on the variation

of tlie variables. We have confiried our atteotion to the variables^

their velocities and momenta, imd the forces which act on the
pieces represetiting- tlie variables. Onr tsnly assumptions aie, that
the connexions of the system are such that the time is not explicitly

contained in the equations of condition, and that the prineipla of
the cons^rrvation of energ'y is appHeable to the system,

Sueh a description of the metliods of pure dynamics is not un-
necessary, hi^antie Lagrang-o and most of his followers, to whom
we are indebted for theise methods, have in general confined them-
selves to a demonstration of them, and, in order to devote their

attention to the symbols before them, they have endeavoured to
banish all ideas except those of pure quantity, so as not only to
dispense with diagrams, but even to get rid of tlie idaas of velocity,

momentum, and energ^y, after they have been once for all sup-
planted by symbolf; in the original equation.?. In order t^ be abb
to refer to the results of this analysis in ordinary dynamical lan-

guagBj we have endeavoured to retranslate the principal equations
of the method into language which may he intelligible without the
iise of symbols.

As the development of the ideas and methods of pure mathe-
matics has rendcrt?il it possible, by forming a mathematical theory
of dynamics, to bring to light many truths which could not have
been discovered without mathematical tmining, so, if we are to
form dynamical theories of other sciences, we must have onr minds
imbned witk these dynamical truths as well as with mathematical
methods.

In forming the idea;* and words relating to any science, which,
like electricity, deals with forces and their effects, we must keep
constnntly in mind the ideas appropriate to the fundamental science
of dynamics, so thiit we may, during the firet devefopment of the
science, avoid inconsistency with what is already established, and
also that when our views become clearer, the language wo Imve
adopted may be a help to us and not a hindrance.
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CHAPTER VI.

DYNAMICAL THEORY OP ELKCTROMAQNBTISM,

568.] We bave shewn, iu Art. 5.^2, th^t, wlien fin electric current
exists in ^ conducting circuit, it !.«s a eapac'ity for dob- a certain
amount of meclianieal work, and this i«i dependedutlv of nnv .xUTiial
eleetromotive fbroo maintaining fch« current. Now ™eiLy ihr
Ijerforming wt>rk is nothing else than energy, in whatever w^ty
It axisc^s, and all energy k the same in kind, however it maj dilTer
111 form. The energy of an electric current i;^ either of that form
which consists in the actunl motion or matter, or of that which
consists m the capacity for being set in motion, arising from forces
acting h^tween hodies placed in cei-tain positions relative to each
other.

The first kind of energy, that of motion, is called Kinetic energy
and when once understo<Kl it appears so fundameiitnl a fact of
nature that we can hardly conceive the possihility of resolving
It into anything else. The second kind of energy, tliat depending
Ob position, is called Potential energy, and is due to tlie action
of what we call foi-ees, that is to say, t^jndenciea tovvui-ds ch,iri.^B
of relative position. With respect to these tbmjs, though we may
accept their cxist^^iice as a demonstrated fact, yet we always feel
tliat every explanation of the meclianism by which hotiiea are set
in motion forms a real addition to our knowledge.

569,] The electric current cannot he conceive<l except iis a kinetio
phenomenoa. Even Faraday, who constantly ende^ivouretl to
emancipate his mind from the iuflnence of those suggestions Avliieh
the wonk ' electric current' and ' electric fluid' are too apt to tairrj
with them, speaks of the electric current as ' something progressive,
and not a mere armngement * *.

• £g>. Bte.,

O 2,
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The effects of the cuTrent, such as electrolysis, and the transfer

of electrifieation from oae body to anothcPj are all progressive

auctions which ret^uu'e time for their aoconipliahmeiit, and are there-

fore of the nature of motions.

As to the veloeity of th^ current, we have she^vn that wt* know
nothing about it, it may be the tenth of an inch in an houFj or

a hundred thousand miles in a second *. So far are wc from

knowing its absolute value in any case, that we do not even know
whether what we call the positive direction is the aetual direction

of the motion or the reverse.

But all that we assume here is that the electric current involves

motion of some kind. Tha.t wliich ig the cause of electric currents

has been called Eluctromotive Force. This name has long been

used wltli great axlvantage, and has never ictl to any inconsistency

in the lan^ua^ of science. Electromotive force is always to be

understood to act on electricity only, oot on the bodies in whicli

the electricity resides. It is never to be confo^mded with ordinary

meehanical force, which acts on bodies onl}^ not on the electricity

in thc^m. If we ever come to know the formal relation between

electricity and ordinary matter, we shall probably also know the

relation between electromotive force and ordinary force.

570.] When ordinary force acts on a body^ and when the body

yields to the foree, the work done by the force is measiirud by the

product of the force into the amount by which the body yields.

Thug, in the case of watsr forced through a pipCj the work done

at any section is measural by the fluid pressure at the section

multiplied into the quantity of water whioh crosses the section.

In the same way the work done by an electromotive force is

measnretl by the product of the electromotive force into the quantity

of electricity which crosses a section of the conductor under tlie

action of the electromotive force.

TKe work done by an electromotive force is of exactly the same
kind as the work done by an ordinary force, and both are measured

by the same standards or units.

Part of the work done by an electromotive foifce acting' on a

conducting circuit is spent in overcoming the resistance of the

circuit, and this part of tlie work is thereby converted into heat.

Another part of the worh is spent in producin^^f the electromag-

netic phenomena observed by Ampere, in which eonduetors are

made to move by electromagnetic forces. The rest of the work

• ^i), Mes., lUH,
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is spent in increasiiin. the kiuetie energy of the currpnt, aiKl the
effects of this part of tlie action are shewn in the phouomcnii of the
indaction of currents observed by Faitiday.

We therefore know enough ahont elcetnc currents to iwognSse
iti a system of material conductors carrjHn^ currents, a dvnamiea!
system which is tlio seat of energ^y, part oi' which may bu kinetic
and part potential.

The uatwre of the connexions of the parte of this system is
unknown to u^, bat as we liaTC dynamical niethotls of invc^jtiffut ion
wineli do not require a knowledge of the ine^^hanism of the system
ive Kliall apply them to this casie,

'

We shall lij-st examine the consequences of assuming the most
gcnei-ai form for the function which expresses the kinetic energy of
Uie system.

571,] Let the system consist of a number of conducting circuits,
the form and position of which are determined by the values of
ii system of variables x^, s,^, &c., the number of which is equal
fo the numlHjr of degrees of freedom of the system.
If the whole kinetie energy of the system were that clue to the

motion of these conductors, it would be expressed in tlio form

where the syml>ols i^^, &e.) denote the quantities which we have
called moments of inertia, and x^, &e.) denote the products of
inertia.

If X' is the impressed force, tending to increase the coordinate a^,

which is required to protluce the actual motion, then, by Lagrange's
equation, d_dT dT

dt dk dta
~ '

When T denotes the energy due to the visible motion only, we
shall indicate it by the .^uffix ^, thus, f^.
But in a system of conductors carrying electric currents, part of

the kinetic energy is due to the existence of these currents. Let
the motion of the electricity, and of anything whose motion is

governed by that of the electricity, be determined by another set
of coordinates js'i,^^, kc, then T will be a homogeneous function
of sfiuares and products of all the velocities of the two sets of
coordinates. We may therefore divide T into three portionfi. in the
first of which, T^, the vcloeities of the coordinates x only occur,
^vliile in the &xond,

, the velocities of the coordinates only
oecur, and in the third, r„„ each term contains the product of the
velocities of two coordinates of which one is s and the other ,7.
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We Imve tberefore T=T + T + T^^,

where = 4 ^0 + + {^\ ^%+

572.] In the general djTiamical theory, the coefflcieEtfi of every

term may be functions of all the coordinates, both a; and f/.
In

th« case of electric cnrrientg, however, it is easy to see that the

coordinates of tlio chisa y do not enter into the coefficients.

For, if all the electric currents nre maintjiined constant^ and the

eoiiduetflrs at rest, the whole state of the field \vill rcinaini constant.

But in this case the ctxirdinates ^ are variable^ though the velocities

^ are constant. Hence the coordinates y cannot enter into the

eatpression for or into any other expression of what actually tak(3s

place.

Besides this, in virtue of the equation of continuity, if the con-

ductors are of the nature of linear circuits, only one variable is

retpiired to express the strength of the current in each conductor.

Let the velocities ^* represent the strengths of the current's

in the several conductors.

All this would be trne, if, instead of electric currents, we had

currents of an incompressible fluid running in flexible tnbes. In

this case the velocities of these currents would enter into the

expression for but the eoeflicicnts would depend only on the

Tariablcs d?, which determine the form and position of the tabes.

In the case of the fluid, the motion of the fluid in one tube does

not directly iiflect that of any other tube, or of the ihud ia it.

HenoCj in the value of T^, only the squares of the velocities tf, and
not their products, occur, aiid in any velocity j is associated

only with those velocities of the form w which belong to its own
tube»

In the ease of electrical currents we know thsit this restriction

does not Ivold, for the current.s in different circuits act on each other.

Hence we must admit the existence of terms involving' products

of the form Jij^, and this involves the existence of something in

motion^ whose motion depends on the etreng-th of both electric

currents j?, and /j. Tliis moving^ matter, whatever it isj is not

confined to the interior of the conductors canying- the two currents,

but probably extends throughout the whole space surrounding them.

573.] Let us next consider the form whicli Lagrange's equations

of motion assume in tliis case. Let X' be the impressed force
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con-esiwncling: t^J the coordinate one of those which determine
the form and position of the conducting circuits. This k & force
in the ordinary sense, a teade^cy towards change of position. It
is ^iven by the equation

We may consider this force as the gum of throe parts, i^orrt-
sponding: to the three parts into wliicb %ve dividud the hinetit;
energy of the system, and we may disiing^nA them hy the same
SuffcECS, Thus T-'_ T' . T^/ .

The part is that ivbich depends on ordinary dynamical con-
siderations, and we need not attend to it.

Since does not contain i, the first term of tlie exjiression
for X\ ia zero, and its value is reduced to

This is tlic expression for the mechanical force which must he
applied to a eoiuluetor to balance the clcctroma^^nctie? force, and it

aaeerts that it is measured hy the rate of dmimdkii of the purely
electrokinetie energy due to the variation of the ooordiDate x. The
eleetromagnetie force, A;, which brings this external mechanical
force into play, is equal and opposite to it, and is therefore measured
by the rate of incn'ose of the electrokinetic energy corresponding
to an increase of the coordinate a?. Tlie viilue of X,, since it dept»nds
on squares and products of the currents, renwiins the same if we
reveree the directions of all the currents,

Tlie third part of X' is

— "TT ' —^-1— *
^—

The quantity contains only products of the form ar^, eo that

is a linear function of the streegths of the currents ^. The

first term, therefore, depends on the rate of variation of the
strengths of the currents, and indicates a mechanical force on
the conductor, which is zero when the currents are constant, and
which is positive or negative according' as the currents are in-

creasing- or decreadng- in strength.

The second term deixMids, not on the variation of the currents,

hut on their actual strenifth. As it is a Hnear function with
respect to these current^!, it, changes sign when the currents change
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sign. Since every temi involves a velocity d;, it is zero when the

conductors are at rest.

We may therefore iuvestigatc these terms separately. If the

conductors are at rest, we have only the first term to deal with.

If the currents are eonstaut, we have only the aceond,

574.] As it is of giicat importance to determine whether {iuy

part of the kinetic energ'y is of tlie form consisting' of pvotiucts

of ordinary velocities and strengths of electric currents, it is de-

sifable that experiments should be made on this anbjoct with great

care.

Hie dctorniination of the ibrces acting on bodies in rapid motion

ii? difficult. Let us therefore attend to the first term, which depends

on the variation of the strenj^tli of the current.

If any part of tlie kinetic energ-y dopentia on the product of

an ordiuEiry velocity and the strength of a

current, it will probably be most easily ob-

served when the velocity and the current are

in the same or in opposite directions. W^e

therefore take a circular coil of a great many
windings, and suspend it by a fine vertical wii-e,

BO that its windings are horizontal, and the

coil is capable of rotating about a vertical axis,

either in the same direction as the current in

the coll, or in the opposite direction.

We sliall suppose the current to be convey e<|

into the coil by means of the suspending wire,

and, after passing round the winding's, to com-

plete its circuit by passing downwards through

a wire in the same line with tlie snspendiug

wnrc and dipping into a cup of mercury.

Since the action of the horizontal coniponsuit

of terrestrial magnetism would tend inr turn

this coil round a horissontal axis when the

eurrent flows through it, we shall KUpposo that the liori!!ontal com-

ponent of terrestrial magnetism is exactly neutralized hy means
of fixed magnets, or that the experiment is made at the magnetic

pole. A vertical miri'or is attiiehctl to the coil to detect any motion

in azimuth.

Now let n current he made to pai^s through the coil in the

diteetion IsT.E.S.W. If eleetrieity were a llnid like water, flowing

along the wire, then, at the moment of stiirting the enrrentj and as

Fig. 3S,
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loTifT as its velocity is increasing', u force would tequire to l)e

BuppHed to prodnce the ang-iilar momentum of the Hiiid in passing
round the coil, and as thig must be wiippHcd by the eliisticity of
the saisponding wire, the coil wouU at first rotate m the opposite
direetioii or and this would be detected by means of
thf? mirror. On stopping the current therti would be another
moyement of the mirror, this time in the same dirtittioii as that
of the current.

No phenomenon of this 'kind has yet been observed. Sneh an
action, if it escisted, mifrht be easily dfstini^uished from the alreudy
known fictions of the current by the following' ]i«culiiiritie9.

(1) It would occur only when the strcug-th of the current varies,

as when contact is mad* or broken, and not when tUe current is

constanL

All the known mcckankal actions of the current depend on the
strt^ngtli of the currents, and not on the rate of variation. The
electromotive action in the case of induced current-s cannot be
confoinvdcd with this eleetromanfnctie action.

(2) The direction of xhh action would l>e reversed when that
of all tbe currents in the Jiold is reversed.

All the known niecbanical actions of the curroiifc remain the same
when all the currents are reversed, since they depend on sipiares

and products of these currents-

If any action of this kind were discovered, we ebnuhl be able
to regard one of the so-called kind^ of dectricity, either the positive

or the negative kind, as ii real eubstantw, and we should be able
to dcsjcrihe the c]cc;trie current as a true motion of this stihstimce
in a particular direction. In fiict, if electrical motions were in any
way comparable with the motions of ordinary matter, terms of the
form would e?cist, and their existence would be manifested by
tbe mechanical force A'^^^

.

According to Fechuer's hypothesis, that an electric current con-
eists of two equal currents of positive and nej,^itivB electricity,

floiving in opposite directions through the same conductor, the

terms of the second class T,»^ would vanish, each term belon;,>-iii«,''

to the positive current being- accompiinicd by an equal term of
opposite ei|^:n belonging to tbe negative current, and the phe-
nomena dependinjtj on these terms would have no existence.

It appear!^ to me, however, that wbiie we derive great advantage
from the reeognition of the many analoj^-ies between the ekictric

current and a euraxU of a material Huid, we must <rarefidlv avoid
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making any agaiimptiDn not warranted hy experimental evidence,

and that thum is, us yd, no experimental evidence to sLew wlicther

the electric enrrent is reidly a current of a material substance, or

a double curi'entj or whether its velocity is great or small as mea-
sm-dd in feet per Sf<;oiid.

A knowledge of these things would amount to at least the begin-

nings of a complet** dynamical theory of electricity, in which we
should regard electrical action, not, as in this treatise, as a pirn-

nomenon due to an uul^nowii catiee, subject only to the general

laws of dynamics, but as the result of known motions of known
portions of nmtter, in which not only the total effects and final

i*esults, but the whole intermediate mechanism and deta,ils of tbc

motion, arc taken as the objects of study,

575.] The experimental investigation of the second term of J^,

namely
j is more difficnlt, as it involves the observation of

the effect of forces on a body in rapid motion.

Fig. 34,

The ap]>aratiii5 shewn in Fig, 34, which 1 bad eonfitmcted in

J eel J is intendeti to test the existence of a force of this kind.
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The electromagnet J is capable of rotating about the horiMntal
a^is SB', mthln a rin^ which itself revolves ahoufc a vertical
asls.

Let A, C be the moments of ioertia of the electToraagnet
about the axis of the coil, the horizontal axis JiJT, and a thii-d iixis

CC respectively.

Let B be the angle whicli CC niakes with tho vertical, 4> the
azimuth of the axis Jiir, and xff a variable oii which the motion of
electficity in the coil depends.

Then the kinetic energy of the electromagnet may be written

2T=d siii^ e+Be^ + c'i^~i,0B^e+i;(4 sin e+xff,
where JS is a quantity which may be called the moment of inertia
of the electricity in the coil.

If © IS the moment of the impressed force tending: to increase 6,
we have, by the equations of dynamics,

^ COS ^+^ ^ cos B (f/) sill B+^)}.

By making +, the impressed foiee tending to inert>ase i/r, enxial
to zero, we obtain

^ sin d+^ =
a constant, which we may consider as repr<?senting the strength ot
the current in the coil.

If C is somewhat greater tlian A, will be zero, and the etpi-
libnum about the axis BJf will be stiible when

sm B =— ^
.

{C-A)i>
This value of depends on that of y, the electric cnrreut, and

IS positive or negative according to the direction of tlie current.
The eurrcirt is passed through the coil by its hearings at ,//

and Jr, which are eonnecled with the battery by means of^'spiings
nibbing on metal rings placed on the vertical axis.

To determine the value of 6, a disk of paper is placed at £?,

divided by a diameter parallel to into two parts, one of which
is painted red and the other green,

'When the instrument is in motion a red circle is seen at C
^hen is positive, the radins of which indicates roughly the value
of 6, When e is negative, a green circle is seen at C.
By means of nuts working on screws attachiKl to the eleetro-

magni't, the axis CC iy adjusted to be a princiiial axis ha\nng
Its moment of inertia just exceeding that round the axis A, so as
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to make the instrument very sensible to the action of the force

if it lisists.

The cbtff difficuliy iti tlic experiments arose from the disturbing

action of the earth's magiii'tic forccj wliicli csused the electro-

magnet to act like a dip^nowUe, Tlie results obtaiiuHl were on this

account very roug-b, hut no evidence of any ehEingt? in conlil be

oVitaiiied even when an iron core was inserted in the coil, so as

to miike it a powerful electromagnet.

If, therefore, a magnet contains matter in rapid rotation, th©

nngnlar Tnomentxim of this rotation must be very small eompared

witli !iny fjiimntities which we Can ni(!asurc, and we have as yet no

evideuof of the esisterLCe of the t*?nns T,„^ derived from their me-

ciiiiiiieal action.

57G,] Let UB next consider the forces acting on tlve currents

of eleetrieity, that is, tlie eleotromoti^'c forcois.

Let Y he the cfFective electronrofive force duo to induction, the

chiftromotive force which must act on the circuit from without

to balance it is 1'= — 1\ and, by Lagrang-e's equation,

" ^ dt df

Since there are no terms in T involving the coordinate ^, the

second term is zero, and J' is reduted to its first term. Hence,

electromotive force cannot exist in a s\'stem at rest, and with eon-

stant currents.

Again, if we divide J' into three parts, l^,, Y^, and Ymej cor-

respondiug to the three parts of we find th;it, since 1\, tJoes not

contain ^, 0,

We also fiad J' = — •

dT
Here is a linm- function of the currents, and this jmrt of

the electromotive force is equal to the nate of change of this

function. This is the electromotive force of induction disicovercd

by Faraday. We shall enusider it more at length afterwards.

577.] From the part of T, depi^nding on velocities multiplied by

currents, we find Y,^f — _ iL .

dl (lit

Now —j^ is a linear function of the velocities of the conductors.

7f, tliert'ffirc, any terms of T,„^ have an actual existence, it would

be pos-siblo to jivoduce tin electromotive force itidepcndently of all

existing cun flits l*y simply ah eriuy^ the veloeitiijs of the conductors.
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for instance, in the ease of the suspended coil at Art, 550, 'it\ when
the coil 19 at rest, we fiutldenly set it in rotation about tL veilical
axis, an eh^etroniotive fyrce would be called into action proportional
to the acecleration of this motiou. It would vanish when the
motion became uniform, and be reversed when tlie motion wn^
retarded.

Now few seiexitiiie observations can he made with <»reatct pre-
cision than thiit which determines the existence or non-existence of
a current by means of a galvanometer. The delicacy of this method
far exceeds that of most of the arrangements for measnrin^^ the
mechanic^ force acting on a body. If, therefore, any currents could
be prodaced in this way tlicy would be detcct«<b even if tbey were
very feeble. Tlicy would be distiugiiishcd from ordinary currents
of induction by the following charaeteristics.

(1) They would depend entirely on the motions of the conductors,
and in no deg^ree on the strength of currents or magnetic forces
already in the fiehh

(2) They would depend not on the absolute velocities of the con-
ductors, but on thttir aceclenitions, and on swiuares and prgdueta of
velocities, and tbtiy would change eign when the acecleration be-
comes a refiircktion, thougli the absolute velocity ia the same.
Now in iill the cases actually observed, the inducetl cnrrcnta

depend altogether on the strength and the variation of currents in
the field, and cannot be excited in a field devoid of magnetic force
and of currents. In so far as they depend on the motion of con-
ductors, they depend on the absolute velocity, and not on the ehange
of velocity of these motions.

We have thus three methods of detecting the existence of the
terms of the form T^^ none of which have hitherto led to any
positive result, I have pointed them out with the greater care
because it appears to me important that we shonld attain the
greatest amount of certitude within our reach on a jioint bearing
so strongly on the true theory of electricity.

Since, however, no evidence has yet been obtained of such terms,
I shall now proceed on tho assumption that they do not exist,
or at least that they produce no sensible effect, an assumption which
will considembly simplily our dynamical theory. We shall have
occasion, however, in disciis^iing the relation of magnotism to light,
to shew that the motion which constitutes light may isnfcr as a
^tot into terms involving the motion which constitutes mag-
netism.



CHAPTER VII.

THEORY OF ELECTRIC CIECUITS.

578.] We may now oonfine ohf attentiou to that part of tke

kinetic energy of the syetem which di'jienLls on squares and products

of the strerg-ths of the electric currents. We may call this the

Electrokmetic Energ^y of the sysstem. The part depending- on the

motiou of the eonduetors beh>ngg to ordinary dynamies, and we
have sliewn that the jiari depending on, products of veloeities and

currents docs not exist.

Let &e. denote the diffei-ent conducting circuits. Let

their form and relative position be ox[>rGsssed iu terms of tlie variables

arj, &C.J tlie number of wliieh is equal to the number of degrees

of freedom qf the mechanical system. We shall call these the

Oconietrieal Variables.

Let denote the quantity of electricity which has crossed a given

section of the conductor J, since the be*j;inning: of the time t The
strength of the current will be denoted hy^j, the iluxion of this

quantity.

We shall call the actual current, and the integral current.

There is one variable of this kind for each eireuit in the system.

Let T denote the electroldnctic energy of the system. It is

u liomogeneous function of the second degree with respect to the

atrengths of the currents, and is of the foim

^' = h 4:^,' + h J^ay/ + + &c., (1)

where the coefficients Jf, &c. are functions of the g^eometrieal

variables iHit at^, &c. The electrical variables ^i, do not enter

into the expression.

We may call i,
,
X^, &c. the electric moments of inertia of the

circuits Ai, A.^, &c,, and iJ/j.^ the electric product of inertia of the

two circuits yi, imd A.^. When we wish to avoid the language of
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the clynamio^I themy, we sliall th. coefficient of self-in<luct.[o«
of the circuit A,, ^nd M,, the eoeffieimt of .nytual induction of the
eircuik and 4. Jf,, is called the potential of th. ci^juit
^. with re^p^iot to A,, These quantities depend only on the forn,
and relative position of tlie eireuits. We shall find that in tlie
electromaj^nDtic sy.tem of m.a.ureni.nt they are quantities of the
dimension of a line. See Art, (>3r.

By diftWcntiating T with respeet to we obtain tU quantity
whach, in the dynamical tb.ory, nmy be eallod th. momentnm
correspondrng to y,. In the eh^trio theory we sh.ll call j,, the
electrokinetie momentum of th« circuit A,, Its value is

Pi = Ail +J^^i2jJ2H-&C.

The electrokinetie momentum of the di^nit A, is therefore made
up ot the product of its own current into its coeflScient of st^lf-
indnetioD together with the .nm of the products of the currentsm tbe other circmts, each into the coefficient of mutujil induction
Ot and that other circuit,

Etectrcmoiivs Force.

579.] Let^ he the impressed electromotive force in the circuit A
artsm-from some cause, such as a voltaic or thermoelectric lottery'
which wonid produce n enrreut independently of magneto^lectric
mduotion.

Let he the resistance of the circuit, then, by Ohm'a kw an
electromotive force Rjf k required to overcome the reaistance
leaving an electromotive force E^Rj available for changing the
momentum of the circuit. Calling this force Y% we have, by the
general equations,

^

dt
*

hut since T does not involve ^, the last term disapjK^aKj,
Henoe, the equation of electromotive force is

The impressed eleotiomotive force E is therefore the sura of two
parts. The first, /("y, is required to maintain the current ^ against
the resistance R. The second part is required to increase tlie elee-
ti-oniagnetic momentum p. This is the t'lcctromotive for<x. which
must he siipplied from sources independent of magneto-electric
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huliielion. The electromotive f'oi'C*! ftrisiiiEj;' from magneto-c4ectric

induction alone is evidently — or, the rak of defense af iM

electr&k'metic momentum 0/ ike circidL

EkciromagnHic Force,

580,] Let X' be the impresssd mechatiical fWce arising' from

external causes, and teuding to increase tlie variable By the

geneiul equatioua _ d df dT
~ dt dx dx

Since the espreBsion fortlit; ckctrokinctic energy do&s t^oteontain

the velocity {li}, tlic first term of the second member disEippears,

and we Bud dT
Y'

dip

Here X' is the external force requii-ed to balance tlie forces arising-

from electrical eauses. It is usual to consider this force as the

reaction against the electiomag^iietic force, whicli we shall call Z,

and which is equal and opposite to X'.

dT
Hence X= ^1

or, Ue dectromugnetm force tending to increase any varkMe k cqml

to th rale of mcrease of ifie eUcitokimtlc emrg^ jter 'unit iucrease of

ifmt variable, iAe cmreats being mainkmied comtant.

If the currents are nialntained constant by a battery during- a

displacement in which a quantity, of work is done by electro-

motive force, the electrokinetie energy of the system will be at the

same time increased by W. Hence the battery will be drawn upon

for a double qnantity of energ-y, or 2 W, in addition to that which is

spent in generating ht*at in the circuit. This was first jwiiited out

by Sir W. Thomson*. Compare this result with the electrostatic

property in Art. 93.

Case of Two Cirmit^,

581.] Let y/j be called the Primary Circuit, and Jo the Secondary

Cireiiit, The electroUiiietic energy of the system may be written

where L and N are the eocfScients of self-induction of the primary

* Kichol's Cffchytiedia af Pkynicsl Sekna:, ed. 1S30, Article, 'Magu^tkiu, Dy-
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and seeoadaiy circuits respectively, and M is the coefficient of their
niutiifil indiictioK,

Let us suppose tliat no eleotromotive force acts on the Bocondary
circuit, except that duu to the induction of the primary current.
We have then

Integrating' this Kjuation ivith respect to we have

^.?2 + ^1 + = 0, & coHsfcintj

where is the integral current in the secondary circuit.

The method of measuring an integn-al current of gJiort duration
will he dcscrihcd in Art. 748, and it is easy in most cases to ensure
that the duration of thL« sccoiukry current shall he very short.

Let the vaiues of the variahle quantities in the equation at the
end of the time i he accented, then, if is the int^.gra! euiTent,
or the whole quantity of t^leetricity \Yhich flows through a section
of tho secondary circuit during' thy time

If the secondary current arises entirely from induction, its initial
value must ho ssero if the primary current is constant, and the
conduttoi's at rest before the be^^inning of the time /.

If tlie tune / is snffieient to allow the secoudaiy current to die
away, its final valucj is also zero, so that the equation hecoineg

The integral current of the secondary circuit depends in this case
on the initial and fmal values of j¥/j.

htdticed Curreuis.

582.] Let us hey^n hy supposing the primary circuit broken,
or ^1 - 0, and let a current ^* be estahlishud in it when contact
is made.

The equation which determines the secondary integral current is

When the circuits are placed side by side, and in the same direc-
tion, M is a positive quantity. Hence, when contact is made in
the primary cireuiti a negative current is induced in the secondary
circuit.

When the contaet is hroken in the primary circuit, the primary
current eeasesj and the rndueed current is j^^ where

The secondarv' current is in this case positive,

VOL. 11. p
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If the primary current is maintained constant, and the for'm or

relative position of the circnits altered so that Ji becomes M\ the

integral secondary current is ^3, where

In the case of two circuits placed side bv side and in the same

direction M diminishes &s the diistisnec between tlie circuits in-

ereasL'B. Hence, tlie induced current is positive when this distance

is increased and negative wlien it is diminished.

These are the elementary easefi of induced currents described in

Art. 530.

Mechanical Aclion bel'&'e&u Ike Two Circuiis.

583,] Let sc l>e any one of the geometrical variables on which

tlie form and relati\'e position of the circuits dei^end, the electrx)-

iriiigtietie force tending to increase a is

If the motion of the system corresponding' to tbc variation of x
is Bueh that each cireuifc moves as a rigid bodyj L and N will be

independent of a;, and the equation will be reduced to the fornn

„ dM

Hence, if the primary and secondary cuiTents are of the same
sjign, the force X, which acts between the circuits^ will tend to

move them so as to increase M.
If the eireuits are placed side by side, and the currents flow in

tlie same direction, M will be increased by their being brought

nearer ttigether. Hence the force X is in this ease an attraction.

584.
J
The whole of the idienomena of the mutual action of two

circuit^ij whether the induction of currents or the mechimical foree

between tbem, depend on the qusntity J/, which we have ealkd the

coefficient of mutual induction. The method of caleulatinsr this

quantity from the geometrical relations of the circuits is given in

Art. 524j hut in the invcsti^^ations of the next chapter we shall not

assume a knowledge of tin* malhematical form of this quantity.

We shall consider it as deduetd from t^xperiments ou induction^

asj for inslancCj by observing the iutegral current when the

secondary ciitjuit is suddenly moved from a given po&ition to an

infinite distance, or to any position in which we know that M= 0,



CHAPTER Vill.

EXPLOEATlOi' OF THE FIELB BY MEANS OP THE SECOKDAItT

ClItCUIT.

585.] We Live piwed in Arts. S82, 583, 584 tlmfc the electi-o-
ma^nietie action beLvv.>en the priiaarj md the seoondnrv circmt
depends on the quaatity denoted by wliich is ^ iunctiJn of the
torm and relative position of the two eircuif^.

Altbougli thk quauLity Jif is in fact th« same as tlie potential
of the two circuits, the raatlifinatical form md properties ot nhirh
we deduced in Axt^, 423, 492, 621, 539 from magnetic and electro-
mugriL-tic plR'iiomena, we shall here make uo reference U these
results, but begin -Again from a new foundation, without ativ
assjumptions except thos^i of tlie djTiamical theory as stated in
Chapter VII.

The electroMnetic momentum of the aemndmy circuit consists
of two parts {Art. 578), one, M,, depending- on the primary current
»!> while the other, M^, depends on the eecondiirv cum^nt i,. We
are now to investigate the first of these parts' which we shali
denote by/, where ^ ^ ^-^^

We shall also su]>poge the primary circuit fixed, and the primary
current constant. The qimptity/, the electrolciuetic momuntum of
the secondary cireuit, will in this ease depend only on the form
and position of the secondary circuit, so that if any closed eur^-e
be taken for the secondary circuit, aud if the direction alonj? this
curve, which is to be reckoned positive, be chosen, the value of ;j
fpr this closed cm-ve ig determinate. If the opposite dii-ectiou ahnjgr
the curve had been choeen as the positive direction, the si^rn of
the quantity p would have been reversed.

&86.] Since the quantity depends on the form and position
of the cmjuit, we may suppose that each portioii cf the circiiifc

P 2
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coutiibutes somethinjj to the value of and that the part con-

tributed by each portion of the circuit depends on the fbnn and

position of that portion onlyj and not on the position of other j>arts

of the circuit.

Uris aBsumption is legitimate, because wc £ire nut a<iw considering

a eurrenl, ihc parts of which mayj, and indeed do, act on one an-

other, but a mere ciratil^ that ia, a closed curve alotig- which a

current ma^ flow, and this is a purely geometrical figure, the parts

of which cannot be conecivefd tn have any pb3'siL\il action on each

olhor.

We may thert^fore assorae that the part contributed by the

element f/^s of thti eirt;uit is 'Ids, uhere / is a quantity depending'

on the position and direction of tlie eleinsiut ds. llencej the value

of ja maj' be expressed as a line-integral

p =Jjth^ (2)

where the integration is to be extended once round the circuit.

587.] Wc biivc next to dettu-niine the form of the quantity

In the first pkce, if (h is revcratid in direction, / is reversed in

sign. Hence, if two circuits AJSCE and A£CB
^ have the arc AMC common, but reckoned in

opposite directions in the two circuits^ the sum
of the \ alues of p for the two circuits ABCE

Fig. 35. AECB will be equal to the value of p for

the circuit ABCD, which is made up of the two circuits.

For the parts of the line-integral dependiug on the arc AEC ^xa

equal but of opposite sign in the two partial circuits, so thut they

destroy t^acli other when the sunn is takenj leaving only those parts of

the line-integral which depend on the exttjriial boundary of jiJUCD.

In the eame way we may shew that if a surface bounded by a

closed curve be divided into any number of parts, and if the

boundary of each of these parts be considertnl as a circuit, the

positive direction round every circuit being the Ksime as that rouud
the external closetl curve, then the value of^ for the closed cntve is

equal to the sum of the values of for all the cirouits. See Art. 483.

588.] Let us now consider a portion of a surface, the dimensions

of which are so small with resiJcot to the principal radii of curvature

of the surface that tho variation of the dirwtion of the normal

within this portion inay he iiegkcted. We shall also suppose that

if any very small circuit be carried parallel to itself from one part

of this surface to unothers the value of p for the Bmnll circuit is

I I r 1
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wot sensibly alfcred This will evidently Le tho ca,%^ if the dimcn
s,ons of tho portion of surface are small euougU co,np.red with
its distflmce from the primaiy eirctiit.

If at!f ckmd curve be drawn, on thk portmn of ^nrface the
vahe o/p will U proporllonal lo iU arm-.

'

For the areas of any two circuits may l>e divided into small
elements all of tlie same dimcQsions, and liavin- Uw same value
o£p. The areas of the two oireuits are as the numbers of th«se
olomontB which they contain, and the values ofj.; for the twodreniU
are also in the same projfortioii,

Benea, the value of p for tho circuit which hounds any element
(fS of a surface is of the forin fdS,
where / is a quantity depending on the position of dS and on the
duection of its normal We have therefore a new expression for p,

P^ffldS^ (3)

whore the slouble integ^ral k extended over any surface bounded hv
the cireuit.

589.] Let ABC3 he a circuit, of which AC is an elementary
portion, so small that it may be considered straight.
Let JPJi and CQ£ be small t^c^ual areas in the
same phine, then tlie value of p will be the same
for the small eiteuits APB and CQB, or

piAPJi) =p(CQIi).
Hence p {AFBqCD} ^ p {ABqcJ))+ p (APB),

= p{ABqCB) + p{cqB),
— p (ABCD), Tig. 36.

or the value of j) is not altered by the substitution of the crooked
hue APQC for the straight line AC, pi-ovided the area of the cireait
is not sensibly altered. This, in fact, is the prineiple esfahlished
by Ami>ere's second experiment (Art. 50(5), in which a crooked
portion of a circuit is shetvn lo be equivalent to a straight portion
provided no part of the crooked portion is at a sensible distance
from the straight portion.

If therefore we substitute for the element three small t>Iements,
d^, and dz, drawn in succession, so as to form a continuous

^th from the l>eginniug to the end of the element dt, and if
Fda, Gdjf, ami Hdz denote the element.^ of the line-integral cor-
responding to djd, d^, and dz respectively, then

/ iU - Fdiff+ G dif + //dz. (4

)
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590.] We are now able to d<.'fcermine the mode in i^^icli the

quantity / dopaiids on tlie direefcion of the elemenfc di. Por,

Thia k the expression Tor the resolvwl part, in the direction of

of a vector, the components of which, resolved in the directions of

the axes of a?, and are F, G, and // respectively.

If this vector be denoted by ?|, and the vector froTn the orif^nn

to a point of the circuit by the element, of the circuit will be dp,

and the quatornion expression for / will be

-S^ldp.

We may now ^vrite equation (2) in the form

or jo —y S^Mdp. [7]

The vector 31 and its constituents F, G, iT depend on the position

of (k in the field, and not on the direetion in which it is drawn.
They are therefore functions of .f, j/, n, the coordinates of d^^ and
not of If PI, its direction-cofiues,

The vector 31 represents in direction and magnitude the time-
integral of the ekctromotive force which a particle placed at the
point {:Pyf,z) wonld experience if the primary current were sud-
denly stopped. We shall therefore ciill it the Elcctro!:inctic Mo-
montnm a( ike pmit {x, z). It is identical with the quantity
whieh we investigated in Art, 405 under the name of the vector-
pott-ntial of magnetic induction.

The ©leetrokinetic momentum of any finite line or circuit is the
line-interpTiih extciidwl along- the line or circuit, of the resolTed
part of the electrokinetic momentum at eacli point of the same.

591.] Let us next determine the value of

P for the elementary rectangle A BCD, of
whieh the aides arc df and dz^ the positive

direction being fi-om t^^g direction of the
axis of.?^ to that of

Let the eoordinat^*fl of 0, the centre of

gravity of the element, he x^, t/^, z^, nnd let

F%. sr. ^0' values of and of H at this

point.

The coordinates of A, the middle point of the first side of the

C

3

A
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rectaiif^^Ie, are y„ and 3^ — ^ ih. The corresponding value of G is

and fclie part of tlie value of j) which arises from the side A ie

approximately
1 ^^f?

, ,

Si miJaily, for J?, if^ ^^^r+ i

Fori?, -M^fh+l'^d^rh,

Addiag those four quantities, we find the vabio of « for the

If we now assume three new quantities, a, such thnt

dH_m

^
_dG dF

da; dy
*

(A)

and c^snsider these as the constituents of a new vector 35, Hioii, hy
Theorem I^^, Art. 24, we may express the line^inte^rral of %{ round
any circuit in the form of tlie surfaee-integi^l of © over a surface
bounded by the circuit, thus

^ =i(^l+^S (11)

p =Jt% cos( =jjf 58 C06 tj dS, (12)

where e is the ang^le betwt>en 51 and d^, and tj that between S and
the normal to dS, whose direction-cosines arc I, m, n, and fS[, 733
denote the numerical values of ?1 and 5!3.

Comparing this result with equation (3), it is evident that the
quantity / in that equation is equal to © cos ij, or the refioIr«l part
of iiorrnal to dS.

^
592,] We have alrmly seen (Arts. 490, 5 *1) that, acconliiig to

Faraday's theory, tlie phenomena of electroma<?netic force and
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induction in a circuit tk^pend on the vsiriation oF the number of
lines of magnetic induction which paijs throi]q;h the circuit, "Now
the number of these linos is expressed ni:ithematitally hy the
gurfiice-integml of the mag'aLHic iiuhiction throujE^h any surface

bounded by the circuit. Hence, we mmt regfird the vector S
and its coriiponents a, h, c tis rcpresentiTi^ whiit we are jdrcady

acqiminted with as the niitj^^netic induction and its components.

In the present investigation we propose to deduce \\w properties

of this vector from the dynamical ])rinciples stated in the last

chapter, with as few appeals to experiment as possible.

In identifying this vector, which has nppesred aa the resulfc of
a malhcmatical investigation, with the mjignetic imdnction, the
properties of which we Isjarned from experiments on mag-nets, we
do not depart from this method^ for we introduce no new fact into

the theory, we only give a name to a mathematical quantity, and
tlio propriety of so doin^ is to be judged by the agreement of tlie

relations of the matheraatioal quantity with tliose of the physicixl

quantity indicated by the mama.

The vector 8, since it occurs in a, surfiicc-ititegralj belongs
evidently to the eatogrtry of fluxes described in Ait. 13. The
vector %, on the other hand, belongs to the category of forces,

since it appears in a line-integral.

593.] We must here recall to mind the conventions about ijositive

and negative quantities and directions, somt of wliich were stilted

m Art. 23. We adopt the riu^ht-handed 9yst^>ni of axes, so that if

a right4iatided screw is placed in the direction of the axis of
and a nut on this screw is turned in the positive direction of
rotation, tliat is, from the direction of to that of ^, it will move
along the screw in the positive direction of a;.

We also consider vitreous electricity and austral magnetism as
positive, Tiie positive direction of an elcHStric current, or of a line
of electric induction^ is the direction in which positive electricity-

moves or tends to move, and the positive ilirection of a line of
magnetic induction is the direction iti whieli a compass nee<lle
points witli the end which turns to the north. See Fig. 24, Art.
iM, and Fig. 25, Art. 501

.

The student is recommended to select whatever method appears
to him most efftJctual in order to fix these conventions securely in

his memory, for it is far more difficult to remember a rule which
determines in which of two previously indifferent ways a statement
is to be made, than a rule which selects one way out of many.
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594.] We have next to deduce from dynnmicil prmciplcs tlie
expfessions for the electromagnetic force iictiiig on n cotitliictor
cariyin^ ati electric current through the mog-nctie field, and for
the eleetromotive force nctmg on the ekctricity witliin a l.ody
movin- in the maj^netic field. Tlvc mathematiml method which
we shall adopt may be e^miparod with the experimental method
iTscd by Faraday* in ex])Ioriiig the field by means of a wire, and
with whflt we have already done at Art. m\ by a method founded
on experiments. What we have now to do is to dek^rmine the
effect on the value of the eleetrokinetic momentum of the
secondary ciFCuit, due to given alterations of the form of that
circuit,

Let JA\ Bir be two pai-.dlel strai^fht condnct^irs eonnected by
the conducting- arc C, which may be of any form, and by a sfcr»ig:ht

^nductor AB\ which is capable of jcUding p:irallcl to ilself alone
the conduetiTig rails AA" and BB\

Let the circuit thus formed l>e considered as the secondary eir-
euit, and let the direction ABC he assumed as the positive direction
round it.

Let the sliding piece move parallel to itself from the position AB
the position A'ir. We have to determine the %'ariation of/;, the

oleelrokinetic momentum of the circuit, due to this disphicement
of the alidiniT piece.

The secondary circuit is changed from ABCUi £1^0, hence, by
Art. -se?, {A'lrO-p [ABC] = p {AIFB),
We have therefore to determine the value of p for the pandfel-

ogram AA'FB. If this parallelogram ia so email that we may
neglect the variations of the direction and magnitudf- of the maf,'--

netic induction nt diflereut points of its plane, the value of p is,

hy Art. 501, 93 cos 7, . AA'!/B, where ^ k the maj^netic induction,

• Evp. n& . 30S2,
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and ij the angle which it makes with the i>ositive direction of the
normal to the paraUelof^fram AA'WB,
We may represent the result geometrically l>y the volume of the

]iarallclGpip€d, whose base is the piirallcloiJ^iam AA'EB, and one of

whose etlgei? is the line AM, which represents in direction and
magnitude the mafi^netic indtietion 55- If the parallelogram is in

the plane of th^ paper, and ifAM is drawn upwards from the paper,

the volume of tlie parallelepiped is to be taken positively, tir more
generally, if the directions of the circuit AB, of the magnetic in-

ducticti /LI/; and of the displaeemetit AA\ form a right-handed
system when taken in this cyclical order.

The volume of this itarallclepiped represents the increment of

the value dp for tlie secondary circuit due to the displacement
cf the Bliding- piece froni AB to A'B^^

Ekcti-omMive Force ac&i(f on tke SltMng Piece,

595,] The electromotive force produced in the secondary circuit

by the motion of the sliding piece \% by Art, 57 a,

Tf \ye suppose AA' to be the diKi>laecmcnt in unit of time, then
AA' will represent the velocity, and the parallelepiped will represent

-i^
,
and therefore, by equation (14), the elect lomotive force in the

negative direction BA,
Hence, the electromotive force acting on the sliding piece AB,

in consequence of its motinn through the magnetic field, is repre-
sented by the volume of the parallelejjiped, whose edges represent
in direction and magnitude-^the velocity, the magnefie induction,
and the sliding piece itself, and h positive when these three diree-
tions are in right-handed cyelieal order.

Ekcimma$ncUc Force actinf^ qu tlte Slklin^ Piece.

596.] Let denote the current in the secondary circuit in the
poBitive direction ABC, then the work done by the elecfcromagnefcic
force on AB whiJe it slides from the position AB to the position
A'JT is [M'-M)^i^, where jf and M' are the values of J4 in
the initial and final positions of AB. Eut {M'^M) is equal

A an^l this is represeutcd by the volume of the parallelepiped,
on AB, AM, and AA'. Hence, if wc draw a line parallel to AB
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fcliiB Ime the n^aetic induction, and by A J', the di^plac-.^ment, wdl represent the work done during th^« kpla;.ment
^or a 8:iven d,.tance of di^pbcement this will ^ro.test whenth. ^l'JPl---t p.rpe.dlealar to th. p.n.lI.Iogmm whosa side...eAB and ^. / The do.trama^netic force is therefor, representedby th. ar.a o the parallelor^ram on J fi ..d ./.I/ .ndtipli.d by ,^d . m the d,n.t.. of th« non.al to thi. ,>ar.lloh>^.i, ^that Jjfi, AM, and the normal are m right-handed .yclieal order.

Four BeJtnUions Lin, of Magnefk hukcikn.

59r
]

If the dirL-ction in wlmli the ^lotion of the sliding
p>.>ce takes place, coineid.. with AM, th. direction of tho
indue .on, the motion of tl. .Hding- pi.oe u.ll „ot odl ctero.uo i'
force mto actmn, whatever be the direction of ./^ «nd if earri.3.n el.etr.e e™t there will b. no tendency to .lide .iong .//Agam ,f AB the sliding piece, coineideB in direelion w.tli AM
the du^tion of „.a^netic iruluotion, there will be no d.ctromolive'
foreo caUed .nto acfaon by any n.otioa of AB, and a current throu^^h^will not cause AB to be acted on by mechanical forceW. may therefore define a lin« of magoetie induction in fonr
dirtoront ways. It is a line guch that^

(1) If a condnetor be moved along it parallel to itself it mil
experience no eleetromotivc force.

(2) If a comluetor carr.vHng a current be free to move alon* „
].ne of magnetic induction it will experience no t.^ndency to do I.

(3) It a Imear conductor coiueide in direction with a line of
magnetic uKludtion, and be moved par^IIei to if.elf in any direction

lengtl!

electromotive force in the dimetion of \U

(1) If a linear conductor carrying .n electric current coincidem direction with a line of magnetic induction it will not experienceany motshaujcal force.

Ge^fisml E^imiiom ofEUctroimtwe Force.

598.] We have seen that E, the electromotive force due in in-

.•..«on „„ tUe ..„d„^. eU-C, , to - | , „„e„
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To determtue the value of let us differcntiiate the quantity

under the integrral sign with Tcspeet to i, remembering that if the

secondary circuit is in motion, a?, and z are functions of the time.

We obtain

_ r.dF iU ^dO d// dllds^dx^
J^dx (Is dji ds ^ do! d^^ d4

_ CaW iJx ^dGd^ dH ds^ d^

J ^di/ ds rfy ds df/ d^'^
^'

-/(

'

Now consider the second term of the integral, and substitute

from equations (A), Ai-t. 59 1 , the values of and This term
dx da;

then becomes,

— /V }
^^^

J.
dF d^ dF dz^dx

J d0
~ d^'^ 'di di + d^ ds + dl^ di

which we may write

'd^/ ds dy ds d^ d^^ dl

dF d^ ^ dG df dll dzs. dz ^
dz ds dz ih dz d^f di

d4 f/s d^i ^ di

Treating the third Jind fourth terms in the same way, and col-

lecting the terms in , and remembering' that

/(
dF dx T^i^x\ , dx

and tbcrKfore that the integral, when taken round the closed
cnrvej, vanishes,

^=]^''-di-^M--dd.E^'

, [f dz d^ dG. dtt ,

^}^'dr'dt-di)p'

f( d<s df dm dz .
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W« may write this expression in the form

where F ^
4t di dw

di dt dt
'

^]quatioiia of

Force.

^1 IT ^

llie terms iniroiviiig the new quantity * arc introduced for thesake of givmg generality to the expressions for Ji xh«v
disappear from the integral when extended round the cdo^d circuit.
The quantity* is therefore indeterminate as f.r as rei.anLs the
pr^hlem now l^efW n., m which the tot^l electron, otiv*. force round
the eirciit i. to be dett^rmit^ed. We shall find, liowever, that whenwe know all the eii^umstaticeB of the problem, we can assi<.n a
dehmt.. v^n^ to % and that it represents, aeeordii.^ to a certain
cJelinition^ the declricjMeutml at the point aJ, ^,

The quantity under the integrr^d ,i^n in equation (5) represents
the electromotive force acting on the element ik of the dt-cuit

If we denote by f @, the uumcrieal value of the resultant of P
% and R, and by th<i angle between tlie direction of tUs re-
sultant and that of the element ds, we may write e^iuation (5).

E —y T@ cos e f/j,

The vector @ i. the eleetromotive Ibre^ al the moTinff element
nnignitude depend on the position and

motion of da, and on the variation of the ma^rietie /lekL but not
on the direction of d.. Ilenee we may now di.re^ard the dreum-
stance that d, forms part of a circuit, and consider it simply as a
portion of a moving b.:Hly. acted on by the electromotive Ibrce @
liie electromotive force at a point has already Wen defined in
Art. OS. It ,s also called the resultant clectiic-al force, bt-in- the
force iviiieh would be experienced by a unit of positive dectnciiy
placed at th^ifc point. We have now obt^iined the mo**t y-eneral
va lie of this quantity in the case of a body moving in a moguctio
field due to a variable electric system.

If the body is a conductor, the eleeti-omotive force will produce a
eiirrciii; if it is a dielectric, the eleetromotive force will produce
only electric displacement.
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The electromotive force al a point, or on a particle, must be

carefully (.listingnisliecl from the electromotive force alon^ an arc

of a ciuve, tlie latter quantity being tlic liiic-integfral of thti foimer.

See Art. 69 >

599.] Tlie clcetionKjtive foree, the components of which are

defined by equations (B), depends on three eireunistances. The fii-st

of these is the motion of the particle thioug-li the niag'netic field.

Tlie ipart of the force depending' on this motion is expressed by the

firat two terms on the rig-ht of eaeli equation. It depends on the

yelocity of the particle transverse t<} the lines of ma^efcic induction.

If ® is a vector representing the velocity, and S another repre-

senting; the iniig-netic induction, then if is the part of the elee-

titjmoiive foree depending- on the motion,

&i=r.®m, (?)

or, the eiectromotiYe force is the vector part of the product of tlie

ma^etic induction multiplied by the velocity, that is to say, the

miij^rnitude of the electromotive for<:!e is represented by the area

of the parallelogmm, whose sides represent the velocity and the
magnetic inciuction, and its direction k the noimal to this parallel-

ogram, draw so that the vdocity, tlie mugtietie induction, and the

electromotive force are in ria;ht-handed eii clical order.

The thiitl term m each of the equations (B) depends on the time-
variation of the magnetic field. This may be due either to the
time-variation of the electric current in the primary circuit, or to
motion of the primary ciicnit. Let be the i^art of the electro-

motive force which depends on these terms. Its components are

dF (IG , dS

and these are the components of the vector, — or ^jj Henoe
di

'

(S, = -S1.
(8)

The last term of each equation (B) is due to the variation of the
function * in different parts of the field. We may write the third
part of the electromotive force, which is due to tliiB cause,

The electromotive force, ae defined by equations (B), may therefore
be written in the quaternion form,

^=f\iB^-i[-V'^.
(10)
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On t/ic Moilljkalion of Iht EfuaUms of EkdrmmMr^ Foree
Ares id wkick Ikej are r^erred are tnovin^ h Space.

mo.] Let ar-,/,^ be the eooixlinates of a pomt r^^ferred to asystem of rectangular axes moving in gpa*^, md ht ^, . z be tbe
eooidiimtes of the aatne point i-efcrred to fijced axes.

L«t the €on.poneMs of the velocity of the ori^n of the movinfr
system be to, ancl those of its angular velocity J*,
referrcxi to the fi.ed .yst.m of axe., r.n^ let us ehoo.. the fi^J
axes so as to coineide at the ^^ven in«t^,.t uith the movinf. one.
then the only quantfties which will he dilferent for the two systems
ot^ases Mill be those differentiated with respect to the time. If

p denotes a component velocity of a point moving: in rigid con-

nexion with the moving axes, ami | and ^' that of any moving
poinl. having: the same instiintanetnis position, referred to the fixed
and the moving: a:tes respectively, tlien

witli similar etiuations for thy other components.
By the theory of the motion of a body of mvariable form,

Smee F is ^ component of a directed quantity par^dlel to ^,

liJ '-^ referred to the moving axes,

dr_dFhx dFtj dFhz . dF

Suhsfcitnting for and
|J

their values as deduced from "the

equations (A) of magtietic induelion, and rememberina: ih&t hy f3>

' rf^ Si ~ s7
= -**2'

6?' . . 5^ dF
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If we now put g„ &a

Tlie efiuation for P, tlie compoBeiit of the electromotiTfe force

parallel to ^, is, by (B),

tefei'Ted to tbe fixed axes. Substituting' the values of the quanti-

ties as referred to tlie moving" axes, we liiivtj

for tlie value of P referred to the moving- axes.

60L] It a]>pears from this that the electromotive force is ex-
pressed by a fbrnuda of the sarnie type, whether the motioiii^ of the

conduetore he referred to fixed axes or to axes moving in space^ tlm
only difference between the formulae being that in the case of
moviug axes the electric potentiid ^ must be changed into 'I' +4^.

In all cases in which a current is produced in a conduetintj cir-

cuit, the electromotive force is the line-integral

*=/(^'A + e|+4).'.. (10)

taken round the curve. The value of * disappears from this

integral, so that the introduction of has no inlluenee on its

value. In all phenomena, therefore, relating to closetl circuit.'; and
the currents in them, it is indifterent whether the axes to which we
refer the system he at rest or in motion. See Art. 668.

On ike EkclFQmagneik F&rc^ acting on a Conduetor wHek carries

mi Ekctric Cttrrent through a Matpieiie Meld.

602.] We have seen in the general investigation, Art. 583, that if

i*3 one of the variabk^s which determine the position and form of
the secondary circuit, and if is tlw force acting on the secondary
circuit tending to increase this variable, then

Since is independent of j?^, we may write
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and we have for tlie value of X^,

Kow let us Eii]>posc that the difiplacement consists in moving
every point of the circuit tlirough a distance in the direction
ot X, heing any continuous function of*, so tlmfc the difierent
part^ of tlie circuit move indepen<3eiit!y of each otlier, while the
eireuit I'CiTiains continuous and closed.

Also let J be the t<>tal force in the direction of a? acting on
tbe pai-t of the circaifc from s^O to ,t = * , then the part corre-

s]>ondinff to tbe element ds will be ^^fs. We shall tiien have the

following expression for the work done by the force during the
dispkcement,

where the integration is to he extended round the elo.wd curve,
remembering tliat is an arliitran^ function of s, We may there-
fore perform the ditrerentiation \vith respect to Sar in the same
way tliat \vc differentiated with respect to ( m Art. 538, rt^cm-
hermgthat

, 4 , ,

We thus find

The last term vanishes when the integration Is ext«?nded rf)und
the clo&ed curve, and since the equation must hold lor all Ibima
of the fnnctioti 8j!?j we must have

an equation which gives the force ijarallel to .r on any clement of
the circuit. The forces parallel to j and z are

dj
. y ds d3!\

d^^Wdl-'dJ'
, ^ did dy-.

The resultant force on the eienaent is given in direction and mag-
nitude by the qiiatcrninn expression i^Fdp^Q, where is the
numerical measure of the current, ijnd dp and S arc vcetora

VOL. II, q
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representing: the element of tiie eiieuit and tho magnetic in-

dueLion, and the multipliention is to be undcnstood in the iLimil-
tonian sense.

603.] If the condiictoi' is to be treated not as a Yma hut as &
Ijody, we must express the force on the elenient of lcii(,^h, and the
current tlxrough the complete section, in terms of eymbok denoting
the l<.)rce per unit of volume, and the current ]>er unit of area.

Let X, }', E now represent the components of the force referred to
unit of volume, and t?, 10^ those of the current referred to unit of
area. Then, if S represents the section of the eouduetor; which we
shall suppose Bmall, the volume of the element will be Sik, and

^ ~ S 'f/jt
'

equation (7) will become

= S{vc-wil {10}

X — vc —wfd.\
1 -wr t

(EnriatiouH of
aimiUrij J=wa-Ut^,l Electromaguetic (C)
J^ntl E = 7d ^ )

^^''"^^'^

Here A' Z .tre the components of the electrrtmagnetic force on
an clement of a conductor tlivided by the volume of that element

;

II, r, w ore the components of the eleetric tnri^nt through the
ekmcitfc referred to unit of area, and a, b, e are the compniients
of the magrivelie inducti*ni at the element^ which are also referred
to unit of area.

If the vector % represents in mag^nitude and direction the force
acting on unit of volume of the conductor, and if (£ repres'Cnts the
electric current (lowing through it.

1



CHAPTER IX.

OElv^EnAL KQUATJOKS OF THE ELKCTR03IAGNET1G FIEI,D.

604.] our theoretical discussion of electrodynamics we bt-^n
by assuming that a system of circuits currying electric currents
is a dynamical system, in vvhieli the eiirrcnts may he rej^ardcd as
velocities, and in which the coordinators corresponding to these
velocitiL'fi do not themsolve^ appear in the etpiations. It follows
from this thiit the kinetic energy of the system, so far as it depcndg
on the ciurents, is a homogeneous quadratic function of tlie enrrtntSf
in which the eoefticients deijcod only on the form and relative
position of the circuits. Assuming; the^e coefficients to ]n; known,
hj experiment or otherwise, we deduced, by purely dynamical rea-
soning, th<^ laws of the iiidiiction of currents, and of electroraaf^netic
attraction. In this investigation we introdueed the conceptions
of the eloetrokinetic energy of « system of currents, of the electro-
magnetic momenkim of a circuit, and of flic mutual potential of
two circuits.

We then proceeded to explore the field by means of various con-
figurations of the secondary circuit, and were thus led to the
conception of a vector 51, having" a determinate mRg^oitude and
direction ut any given point of the Reld, We calk-d this vector the
clectromjignetic moTOenfiim at that point. I1iie quantity may lie

considered as the time-integral of the eketi-omotive force uliieli

would bo produced at that point by the sudden removal of all the
cuTrentB from the field. It is identical with the quantity already
investigated in Art. 405 hs the veetor-i>otcntial of roagnctic in-

duction. Its components parallel to ^, ^, and s are F, G, and //.

'^Tlie ek'ctromagnetic momentum of a circuit is the line-integral

of 9t round the circuit.

We thini, by mians of Theorem IV, Art. 21, traiisforaied the
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line-intt'gial of into the surfacfr-integral of anotlier vector, 35,
whose components are a, h, c, and we ibund that the phenomena
of Induction due to motion of a cornluctor, and those of electro-
magnede force can be expressed in tovms of 33. We gave to S
the name of tlie Magnotie induction, since its i>ropGrties arc iden-
tical witli those of the lines of magnetic induction as investigated
by Faraday.

We also establi&bed three sets of equations : the fii'ist set, (A),
are those of mag-nctic induction, esprca^in^ it in terms of the elee-
tromat,rnptic momontum. The second set, (B), ure those of deetro-
ffiotive foree, exproBsin^ it in terms of the motion of ilie eontluetor
mxos^ the lines of ma^^iietic induetioii, and of the rate of variation
of the electromagnetic momentum. The third set, (C), are the
equations of eloetromagnetic force, expressing it in terms of the
cmTent and the magnetic induction.

Tho current in all these cases is to he understood aa the actual
current, which iiieliides not only the current of conduction, but the
current due to variation of the olectrit; tlisphicement.

The miignetie iiKhiction % is the quantity which svc have already
cotisidercd in Art. 400. In an unmagnetiKC'd body it is identical
with the force on a unit magnetic pole, but if the bodv is mag-
netized, either permanently or by inauction, it is the foice which
would be exerted on a unit pole, if placed in a narrow crevasse in
the liody, the walls of which are pcqjendieular to the direction of
magnetization. The ciiraponents of 33 are a, c.

It folloAvs from the eciuations (A), by which a, b, e are deHned,
t*^^* da M ^_

This was shewn at Art. 403 to he a property of the magnetic
induction.

605,] We have defined the magnetic force within a magnet, as
distmgmshcd from tlu> magnetic induction, to ]ye the force oh a
nuit polo placed in a narrow ci-eva-sse cut parallel to the direction of
magnetization. This quantity is denoted by

.f), and its cnmponeuts
by a,

fi, y. See Art. anB.

If 3 i^ the intensity of magnetisiatiou, nnd J, B, C its eow-
ponents, fcheD, by Ait. 400,

— ^ + (I^^inationisof Magnetizatiou.) (D)
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md.cnt. hat u. the deetromagnetic ...f.. the ,...n.U; bduotioT
a?, considor^d a. a vector, i. the sum. in the namlltoni^n .on., oftwo veetor., tb. mngnetie f.ro. and tho nm^^metf.alioTi mu ti-

In covtmn suhstuTiees, tlie magi^etizatioo depends on the tnagnetie
Joi-ots ami tin. expr.ss^d by the .y.tem of e^n^Uou^ of indued
magnetism givcii at Ai-ts, 426 and 435.

606 ] Up to this point of our investigation we have doduml
everythins. from purely dyn.niieal considerations, without uny
rcjference to quantitative experiments in olc^tricitv or magnetism.
Ihe only use we have made of ^experimental knowledge is to re-
cognise, in the al>3traet quantities dcducwl from the theory the
concrete qiumlities discovered by experiment, and to denote^hem
by name, vvlucli indicate their physiod rehitiotis rather thun their
matUematiCttI generation.

In this we have pointotl out the existence of the electro-
niay-uetic momentiim 51 ^ veetor who^ diroetion and magnitude
vaiy from one part of Bpace to another, and from thi. we have
dedueod by a mathematical proeess, the magnetic induction 33 as

>J

derived veetor. We have not. however, obtained any data for
de ermmm^ either or S5 from the distribution of current, i. the
f e For this purpose we must find the mathematical eonnexion
between these quantities and the currents,
We begin by admitting the exist^ixce of permanent magnets

the mutual action of wliich ^^atisfies the principle of tho conservation
01 energy, ^ e make no assumption with respect to the laws of
ttagnetie foree except that which follow, from this principle
namely, that the force acting on a magnetic pole must be capahlj
ot fjeing derived from a potcutiaL
We then ohaerve the action between curmnt. and magnets, andwe hnd that a enrreutaets on a magnet in a manner apparently the

same as atiother magnet would act if its strength, form, and position
were properly adjusted, and that the magnet acts on the current
in the same way as another current. These obscrvatioi^s need not
l>e snpiH^s^ to be accompanied with actual measurements of the
lorces. Tliey arc not therefore to he considered as i'urnishiiig
anmerioal data, but are useful only in sug^-cstiug qiiestions for
our consideration.

The question these observations suggest is, whether the magnetic
field produced by electric currents, as it is similar t-o that produced
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by permanent miiy^nets in many respects, reaembles it also in being'

related to a potfmtial ?

Tbe evideuee that can electric circuit produces, in tke space sur-

rounding it, taa^netie effects precisely the same a3 those prodxiced

by a magnetic sbell bounded by the circuit, has been stated in

Arte. 482-485,

Wo know tliat in the ea«e of the rnagnetic s.bell there is a

poteiitial, which lias a diitnTminatc vahie for all points outside the

Buhstance of the shell, but thai the vahiea of the potential at two

ncig-bbouving: points, on opiwsite sides of the shell, difi'er by a fliiitc

quantity.

If {he i;ia^netic field in the iieif^bbourliood of an electric current

reat'tobks that in the neighbrnirbood of a mag^netie shell, the

mag-netic potential, as foimd by a line-integration of the magnetic

force, will be tlie same for any two lines of integration, provided

one of thes(2! litiee can be tranafurnied into the other by continuous

motion without cutting the electric enrrent.

If, however, one Line of integration cannot be traiiBformed into

the other without cutting the current, the line-integral of the

magnetic force along the one line will differ from that along the

other by a quantity depending on the strength of the current, Tbe
magTietic potential due to an electric current is therefore a function

having an infinite series of values with a common difference^ the

particular value <lGpcnding on the course of the line of integration.

Within the substance of the conductor, there is no such thing as

a magnetic potential.

G07,] Assuming that the magnetic action of a current has a

magnetic potential of tiiis kind, we proceed to express this I'csalt

mathematically.

In the first place, the line-integral of the niJignetic force round

any closed curve is zero, provided the clo&tid cui-ve does not surround

the electric current.

Ill the next place, if the current passes once, and only once,

through the closed curve in the positive direction, the line-integral

has a determinate value?, whieb may be ly^ed as a measure of the

strength of the current. For if the closed otirve alters its form

in any continuous maimer without cutting the current, the linc-

integral will remain the eaine.

In electromagnetic measure, the line-integral of the magnetic

force round a cloised curve k numerically equal to the current

through the closed curve raultipliod by i 77.
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If we take for tlie closed curve the parallelogram whose skies
are and ih, the line-iutegml of the magnetic fyi-eo round the
paralldyg-ram is

and if v, w are the eompotienta of the flow of electricity, the
current tliiroii^^h the parallelogram is

u df dz.

:Multiplying this by 4 77, and equating the iveult to the line^
integral, we obtain the etpiation

,
dy 43
d^ (h

with the similar equations

^ da dy 1 (FxjiiRtioiiK of

dz~ li'
Elijfitric CuireuU) (E)

. da

wliich detemine the magnitude and direction of the electric curroutn!
Avhcn the magnetic force al every point is given.
When there is no current, these equations arc equivak^nt to the

condition tliat adx+^d^+y d, =
or that the magnetic force is derivable from a magnetic pot<!ntial
in all points of the field where there s^re no currents.
By differentiating the equations (E) with respect to ^, and z

resjpectively, and adding the results, we obtain the equation

dit dv dw
di di

^'

uhieh indicates tliat the current whose comi>onents ore v, w is

sul>Jccfc to fcho condition of motion of an incompressible fluid, and
that it must necessarily flow in closed circuits.

Thia equatiuu is true only if we take v, and w as the com-
ponents of that electric flow which is duo to the variation of eleetrie
displacement as well as to true cojiduction.

Wc have very little experimental evidenee tckting to the direct
elcctromag-nctic action of currents due to the variation of electric
displacement in dielectrics, but the extreme difllcully of reconciling
the la^vs of elet'tromii^netism with the existence of ehctric cinienls
which are not closed is one reas<:in among many why we must admit
the existence of transient currents due to the variation of displace-
ment. Tlieir importance will bo st'en when we come to the electro-

magnetic theory of lighi
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603.] We hare now dotermintd tbe reflations of the principal
qiiantities coiiet^med in the phenomena discovered hy Orstod, Am-
pere, and Faraday. To counect these w-ith the phenomena descvibcd
in the former parte of this fj^tise, some additional reliitions arc
necessary.

When electromotive force acts on a material l>f>dy, it produces
in it two electrical effects, called by FamdEiy Induction and Con^
diietinn, tlie first l^eiiig most conspicuous in dielGctries, and the
second in eonductors,

III this treatiBC, static electric induction is measured by wliat we
have cjilled the electric ih'splaccment, a directed quantity or vector
which we have denoted by 3), and its components by/ ff, A.

In isotropic- substances, the displiiceraent is in the same direction
m the electromotive force which pi-oduces it, and is propoitfonal
to It, at least for small values of this force. This may be expressed
by tho equation

^

3) = - A© fE(|MJitioij oflSlectric r-^

where K k the dielectric capacity of the substance. iSee Art. G0.
In suhstanccB which are not isotropic, Urn components of

the electric displacement are linear fimctiona of the component.^
P, Q, E of th(j electromotive force 6.

The form of the equations of electric displacement is simikr to
that of the efi«ations of conduction as given in Art, 2D8.

These relations may be expressed by saying tliat Kk, in isotropic
bodies, a scEilar quantity, hut in other bodies it is a linear and vector
function, operatint*- on the vector (J.

G09.] The other effect of electromotive force is conduction. Tlie
lawsj of conduction as the result of electromotive force were esta-
blished by Ohm, and are expkintKl in the second part of this
treatise, Art. 241. They may be summed up in the equation

^ ^ Cfif (Equfttioii of Coiuluetivity.) (G)
where (B k the intensity of the electromotive force at the inmt,
St IS the density of the current of conduction, the components of
which ftrejj, r, and C is the conductivity of the substance, which,m the case of isotropic substances, is a simple scalar quantity, but
in other substances bGoomes a lint>ar and vector function operatinn-
on the vector 6. Tlie form of this function is given in Cartesian
coordinat^3s in Art. 2£)S.

610.] One of the chief pecdiarities of this treatise is the doctrine
which it asserts, that the tme electric euri-ent % that on which the
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electromagTietic plienomena depend, is not the sarae thing- as St, tlie
ciitrmt of conduction, but that the time-vai iation of the yk4tric
displacement, must be taken into account in eatiraatiu^r tlie totitt

movement of electricity^ so that we must write,

tSr = (li^iTiation ofTrue CaiTWtH.) (H)
or, in terms of the components,

n - p+ -

(ih

611.] Since Ijotli St and D depend on the electromotive force (S,

WG may express tho trae current in terms of the electromotive
forcfe, tlms 1 ;

= (I)

or, in the case in whielv C iind A' are constautH,

]

ITT a(

4tTt m >

(1*)

619.] The volume-density of the free ©leetrieify at any point
is found from the components of electric displacement by the
e<xuation

(J)

613,] The BurfaeeMlctisity of electricity is

^ = (^/+ fnff + nh +iy+ ?j*y+ n'li', (K)
where /, n ai-e the ilirection-cosinea of the normal (hawn from
the suriace into the medium in which /; g, h are tlie onmponontH of
the displaeement, and i\ m\ n' are those of the normal dmn u fiom
the surface into the medium in which tliej are /,

614.] men the magnetization of the medium is entirely induced
by the majjnetic force acting^ on it, we may write the equation of
induced mag-netization, ^ — '

^j^^

where ^ is the coelRcicnt of magnetic permeability, which may
be considered a sealiir (|riiiiitity, or si linear and vector function

operatiogr on A^, according iis the medium h isotropic or not.
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615.] Those may be reganM as the pdndpal relations umong
thG quatitities we have teen eoneMerin^. Tiu.y may be combiai-d
fio as io ehmtnato some of these quantities, but our ol^eet at present
i« not to obtain compactness in the mathematieal formulae, but
to exjH-ess every reLition of which we have any knowledge. To
climmato a quantity wliich expresses a usi-M idea would be rathyr
a loss than ji gain in this stag:e of our otiquiry.

^rhere is one result, however, whieh we may obtain by eombinin;?
equations {A) and (E). and which is of very great importanee.

If we suppostj that no magnets exist in the field except in the
form of eluetrie cncmU, the distinction whieh we liave hitherto
maintained betwe^in the magnetie force and the ma-iietic induction
vanishes, b<jcaiise it is onJy in mag-netized mutter that the^e quan-
tities difl'cr from each other.

According'- to Ampere's hypothesis, whioh will be expliiiued in
Art. 833. the properties of what we call ma-netfzed m^ittor are due
to moleeular ekx-ti Jc circuits, so that it is only when we re-ard the
substaiicc in lar^e masses that our theoiy of magneti^'ation is
applicable, and if our mathematical methods are mi^ixy^ed capable
oi takmg account of what goes «q within the individual molceiilcH
they Will diseovev nothing but ('lectrie circuits, and we shall find
the magnetic force and the magnetic induoLion everywhere identical
In order, however, to be able to make use of the eiectrostatic or of
the taoctromagnetic eystem of measurement at pleasure we shali
retam the eoefiieient ^, remembeimg that its value unity in the
electromagnetic system.

616.] The components of the magnetic induction are by cqua
tions (A), Alt 591, _ ^// ^

^

~ d^ di^

dF
ds dx

,_dG_ dF
dx d^

The. wmpweuls of the elecfrk cumnt m-o by ^uations (E)

dlf
- i

dz

d.v

dy

dj}
'

da
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According to our hypotliesis a, c are idcnticiil with ^a, jut^j f*y
respectively, TtTe thereforcj obtain

fPG (I^F (PF fPJf
i TT liH ~ ' -I-

If we write r dF ilG dll

(m: dif dz

and*

we mtiy write cqiiaUon (1),

(1)

(2)

Similarly
J

dJ

4 TTjttW —

If we write = -
fjj ^^dj^d^ds,

X = '-^lll~d^djfdz, (6)

where r is the distance of tie ^ven point from the ek'mertt ^-yia,

und the inltgiations are Ut he exti;iided over all spaee^ then

dx

d^

dz

in

The quantity x disiippears from the equations (A), ami it is not

i't?hite(l to finy physical phenomoiwn. If we siqjpnsu it to he zero

every vvli ere, J will uho he zero everywhere, and etpiationn {r>)j

omitling^ the accents, will give the true values of the components
of 91.

* The megfklive sign is c]i%p)ttytKl here in order to make ouf e?> i>puB«ions cotiNuitfut

with ihmo In winch ljualxtriiioiiB' are employed.
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617.] We may therefore adopt, as a tlefirtitirun of Sf, tb^t it

is the vector-potential of the electric cuti'ent, standing^ in the same
rehition to tho electric ciu'rent that the scalar potential stands to

the msitter of whieli it is the potential, and obtniiicd by a simitar

process of integration, which may be thus desoi ihed.

—

From a *>'iven point let a vector be drawn, representing in ma^
nitude jind direction a g-iven element of an ylectrie cui'rent^ divided

by the numerical value of the dihtanee of the element from the

given point. Let this he done for every element of thti eleefcric

current. The resultant of all the vectors thus found in the poten-

tial of the whole current. Since tlic eiinent is a vector qiiantitjj

its iwtential is also a vector. See Art, 4 22.

^Vben tho distrilmtion of electric euri'enta is given, there is oncj

and only one, distribution of the vahies of 31, such that is every-

where finite and continuous, and ssitisfies the efjuations

and vanishes at an infinite distance from the electric system. This

value is that given by equations (5)^^ which may be written

Qmiernion Exp'essmis for tht Eiech-omagndic Equaliom.

618.] In this treatise we have endeavoured to avoid any process

demanding from the reader a knowledge of tlie Calculus of Qua-
ternions, At the same time we have not scrupled to introduoo the
idea of a, vector when it was necessary to do so. WliGn we have
had occasion to denote a vector by a eymho}, we have used a
German letter, the number of different vectors l>cing so great that

Hamilton's favourite symbols would have been exhausted at once.

Whenever therefore, a Gei'inan letter is used it denotes a Tlarail-

tonian vector, and in<licates not only its magnitude but its direction.

The (xinstituents of a vector are denoted by Roman or Greek letters.

The principal vectors which we have to consider are

83111Ik4 of

Vector,

The radius vector of a pf«nt ....... p W f £

The! cleetromag-ivctic momentum at a point $1 F 'g U
The magncti e induelion , , , . „ a h G

The (total ) elect I'lc current g U V w
The electric diqilacement f fj h
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SvfflW of „

The electTOmotive force FQE
The Hieehauled force % X Y Z
The velocitj of a point ® or p i i

The magnetic force ^ a jQ y
The inttnisity of mag-Detistation 3 ABC
Tlie ciu'ri*nt of conductioa ^ p q r

We li avo also tlie following' st^sdar functions :

—

Tlie electric jioteiitial

The magntitic potential (where it os^ists) li.

The electric density e.

The 4ensitj of magnetic ' matter' m.

Besides these vve have the Mhm'm^ quantities, indicatiug: physical

properties of the medium at eaeh point :

—

C, the eonductivity for ek*ctric currents.

K, the dielectric inductive capacity,

p,, the inafjfnetic inductive capacitj'.

These quantities are, in isotropic media, mere eealar functions

of p, but in general they are lineal' and vector operators on Hie

vector functions to which they are applied. K and p. are cert^inlv

always self-conjugate, and C is pi'(>l>ably so also.

619.] The equations (A) of magmiie induction, of which the

first is, ^ ^iji

may now be written ^ _ y^%[^
where V is the operator

. d . 4 , d

and Vindicates that the vector part of the result of this operation

is to bo taken.

Since ?[ is subject to the condition S V Si _ o, V 91 is a pure
vector, and the symbol /" is unrtet^essary.

The equations (B) of electlomotive force, of which the first is

„ , J. (IF d<y

become g= TOSS-ai-V^'.
Tlve equations (C) of mechanical force, of which the fii-st ie

A = cv~oie— e -T

—

M »

dir d£

l*ecome % — V g © - m^a.
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Tiie «quatioiis (D) of magnetization, of which the first is

fi — a -f- 1 TT

become ©=^^+4^^.

The equations (E) of electi'ic currents, of which the first is

4Ti n =^ -y
ay 4z

1>ecome 4 tt = VV

Tlie equation of the fiurrent of conduction is, by Ohm's Law,

St =
That of oketric (Itsijlacement is

4 5r

Tlie equation of the total current, arising from tlie variation of

the elcetric displacement as well as from conduction, is

d = ^+ 3).

TJ^'lien the ma^etization arises from magnetic induction.

We have also, to determine the electric vohime-densitj,

«j = ;?V3).

To determine the raa^^netic volume-density,

Wlien the magnetic forfe can be deriyed Protn a potential

^ = - y O.



CHAPTER X.

DIMENSIONS OP ELECTRIC UNITS.

620.] EvEnv electromagnetic quantity may l>e definctl witli

rofcFcHice to the fundamental units of Len^h, Mass, and Time.
If we iK'^m with the definition of the unit of oWtricity, as given
ill Aft 65 J we XQUy obtain definitions of the units of every other
electi'otnagTietic quantity, in virtue of the equations into which
they enter along with quantities of electricity. The system of
units thus obtiiined is eallcti the Electrostatic System.

If, on the other hand, we ho^in with the definition of the utiit

magnetic pole, aa given in Art. 374, we obtain a diHerent system
of units of tho same set of quantities. Tliis system of units is

not consistent with llie former system, and is called the Electro-

magnetic Syat-em.

TrVe shall begin hy stating- those relations between the different

units which are common to both systems, and we sluJI then form
a table of the dimensiona of the units according; to c-iich system.

621.] We shall arrange the prunary quantities whi(?b wo have
to consider in pairs. In the first three pairs, the jfrodnct of the

two qunntities m each pair is a qnanfity of energy or work. In
the second three pairs, the product of each pair is a quantify of

energy referred to unit of volume.

First TiitiEii P.\iits.

Eleciro^Uiik' Pnir.

Symbol.

(1) Qnantify of electricity e

{2) Linc-iiitei^-al of dectroniotive force, or ciretrie po-

tential E
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Magnetic Fair.

(3) Quantity of free magnetism^ or strength oC a polo . m

(4) Mfiji;netie potential £2

ElecitokiueUc 'Fair.

(5) Electroldnetic momeiitiam of a circuit . . • P
(6) Electric current ....... C

Skcond TuEEti Pairs.

Mleclroskitk Pair,

{7) Electric dis])liicftment (measuTed by amface-donaity) .

(8) Electromotive force fit a point . . . . ©

Muffuelic Pair.

(9) Magnetic induction 58

(10) Ma^etic force ^
Mleclmkmeik Fair.

(11) Intensity of electric current at a point , , . (S

(12) Vector potential of electric currents , , .SI

€23.] Tlie following' relations exist between tlic&c qiiantities

In the first place, since the dimensions of energ-y are

Jf 1
> we have thethose of energy referred to unit of volume -j-^

following cqufltious of dimensions :

[eE] =[mSi\=[pC\^]^^^i]. (1)

Sc'COndlv, since *?j p and SI are the time-integrals of C, E, and %

Thirdly, since il, and p are tl;e line-integ^nils of J^j and

respectively, rjj-. ^a-[ Vp^

Finally^ since e, C, and m arc the surface-integrals of (S, and i!3
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625.] Tbese fifteen equatioiiB ore not jnclexjenileiit, anil in ox-ilor

to deduce tlie dimc'iisions of the twelve units involved, we retiuiTe

one additional oqiiation. If, liowevorj we tuke eitliei- e or m us an
independent unit, we tan deduce tlie dimensions of the rost in

terms of either of these.

(2) [E]

(3) aud (5) [j-^l-M

(4) and (6) [C'] = [i2]

(7) [<!)}

(a)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

m
m
m
m
m

l eT^ Jm

r LM

1

ImT J

=[;]•

624.] The relations of the first t-en of these quantities may be

exhibited by moiins of the following- arrangement :

—

% ^, C and 12,

m and jtij %
B fSt I&, m and

{7anda, S^, 2),

The quEiatities in the first line are derived from e by the satoe

operatioiiB us the corresponding quantities in tlic seeoud line »re

derived from m. It will be seen that the order of the quantities

in the first line is exact!}' the revotse of the order in the seeond

line. The first four of each line have the first symbol in the

numerator, Tbe second four in each line have it in tFie deno-

minator.

All the relations ^ven above are trins vvha.tover system of units

we adopt.

635.] The only systems of any ficientific: v;dne are the electro-

static and the eleetiorajignetie system. The oleelroslatie system is

VOL. II. H
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founded on the definition of the unit of electricity, Arts. 41, 42^

and may be deduced from the equation

« = i'
uiiich expresses that the resultant foioe at any point, due to the

action of a i|iiantitj of cJectrieity e at a distixnetj 4 k found by
dividing- e by SiiLsfcituting the oquiitions of dimension (1) and

(8), we find rLM-i _ r^n
f 1 _ T

^
1

whence [e] ^ if y-i]
^ = [^i j|f i]

^

in the electrostatic system.

The electromagnotif! system is fonndod m a precisely similar

definition of the unit of strength of a magnetic pole, Art. 374,
leading to tlio tr^uation ^ m

and [6] - [Lijll^}, [nq = [L^M^T-^],
in the eleetroma|E,'[ietic system. From these results we find the
dimensions of the other quantities,

636.] Tabu of Bhmnsiom,
DiraenaiDDs in

Svmbol Elficti-ostatic Electitunagnetic
^ Syfit^flli Syjitera

Quantity of electricity . ... e [X^ Ifa y-i] \L\ J
Line-inteffral of tdectro- ) , ,

motiveW { ^ [i'JfJ-] .11-1 !-»].

Quantity of magiietisn] ^

Electroki netic raomentum
^

. \I^M^T~^'\,
of & circuit j

Electric em-root 1 (£^> . , .

Magurtio i,.t«„tW J
•{4 [i^Jf*?-'] [ii^ty-].

Electric displacement } T rT"i,,,„ „ ^

Electromotive forgy at a point (5 Jf^ Z*-!^] [Xi MiT"*].

Magnetic induction 58 [X'ijf^*]

Magnetie force ^ \I^M^T~-'\ YL~^M^T^'^\

Strength of current at a point ^ [iJ-^if^r-^] \L-lM^T'^\
Vector pgtentiid % [X-M/i] \l^M^T-'^\
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627.] We have already eonsidered the prodncts of the \mvs of
these quantities in the order in which they staod. Tlieir ratios are

in eei'tain cases of scientific iioportance. Thus

nSlciitrwstatic Electrnmngnelio

= capacity of ati acciimTdator - . ^ [i] \^ ,

r eoeffieient of self-iuduction n

=
-j

of a ciiicuit, or electro- t L [/I C^l*
L majGfnctic capacity J

J& _ f specific inductive capacity
\ ^ r -, rT^l

I of dielectric r '•^J
117^

y

— magnetic inductive capacity . . ft

|^^--J
[o].

— reaifitance of a conductor .... R m T
S _ ( specific resistance of a I . tJj^'¥~ { substance }" ' "

[ y"J

'

628.] If the units of lengthy mss^, and time are the pame in the

two systemsj the mimher of electrostatic tmitg of dectricifiy con-

taiued in one eleetroinagn«tie unit is numerically equal to a certain

velocity, the absohite value of which docs not depend on tlie

magnitude of the fundamental unite employed. This velocity is

an important physical quantity, which we shall denote by the

symbol V.

Nimh^r ofMeHrosMU Uniis in one Eledromapietk Unit,

Fore, C,Sl,<S>t^,^,. p.

FoT3OT,i?, E, 93, % $1, ...... i.
V

For eleetrostatie capacity, dielectric inductive capacityj, and coti-

duetivityj v"^.

Por electromagnetic capacityj mai^netic inductive eapacity^ and

resistance
^

Several methods of determining^ the velocity v will be giveti in

Arts. 768-780.

In the electrostatic system the specific dielectric inductive caj)a-

city of air h assumed equal to unity. This rjuantity is therefore

represented by ~- in the electromaig^etie gysfenn,

a a
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In the eleetrotna^netie system the specific magnetic Inductive

capacity of air is assumed to unity. This quantity is there-

fore represented by^ in the electrostatic' system.

Practkal S^dem of Electric Units,

629,] Of the two systems of units, the eJectromagnetic is of the

gr^atur use to those practical electricians who are occupied with

^ilectrotnagnetic telegruphs. If, however, the unite of length, time,

and mass are those commonly used in other scientific work, such

as the m^tre or tlie centimetre, the SEJcond, and the gramraej the

units of resistance and of electromotive force will be so small that

to express the quantities occurring in practice enormous niiinbers

must 1>6J iistni, and thu units of quantity and capacity -will be so

large tilat only excee<lingly small fractions of them can ever occur

in pr.'ictiee. Practical electricians have therefore adopted a set of

electrical units deduced by the cloetrnmagnetic system from a large

unit of length and a small unit of mass.

The unit of length used for tbits purpose is ten million of metres,

or approximately the length of a quadrant of a meridian of the

earth.

Tlie unit of time is, as before, one second.

The unit of mass is 10~" gramme, or one hundred millionth

part of a milligmirime.

The electrical units dt^rived from thesG fundamental unite have

been named after eminent electrical discoverers. Thus the practical

unit of resistance la called the Ohm, and is represented by the

resistance-coil iasiit'd by the British Association, and described in

Art. 340. It is expressed in the electro mag-iietie system by a

velocity of 10,000,000 metres per second.

The practical unit of electromotive force is c^alled tlie Volt, and

is not very dilferont from that of a Datiiell's cell. Mr. Latimer

Clark has recently invojiti?d a very constant cell, whose electro-

motive forct; is almost exactly 1. 15? Volts.

The practical unit oi' capacity is called the Farad. The quantity

of electricity which Hows through one Ohm under the electromotive

force of one Volt duriu<^ one second, is apval to the charge produced

in a condenser whose capacity is one Farad by an electromotive

force of one Volt.

The use of these names is found to be more convenient in practice

than tbo constant repetition of the norde * elGctromagiielie unit^,*
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Tvitli tlie additional etatumoTit of the particular fimdamcntali uiiila

on which they are foundotl.

When very large qua-ntitiea arc to be measured^ a larf^e unit

is formed by multiplpng' the original unit by one million, and
pkcinfr hefoie its name the prefix we^a.

In like manner by prefixing- micro a small unit is formed, one

millionth of the orig^inal unit.

The follovrin^ tahle gives tlie values of these practical units in

the different systems which have been at various times adopted.

Fl'KlJASlfcKTAIj PnACTfCAL B, A. KEroHT,

1303, Weber,

EaHh'i ^nwfhavt. Marc, Cmttiiiftre, MiUivitttv,

Stemd, Second, Second,

M<m. Gi'amme, Grwuvie,

Hfictromotive force

Capacity

Quwility

Ohm

Tolt

Farad
(clurged to n Volt.)

10*

10'

10-*

10-'

10»

10-*

w
10"

10



CHAFTER XL

ON EXERGY ANJJ STSESS IN THE ISljBCTJlOMAGlTETIO FIELD.

Fkcirosiaiic Mnerffy.

630.] The energy of the sjskm may be divided into tlic Potential
EntTg'y and the Kinetic Etitjrgy.

The potential enor^ due to electrification has l>cen already con-
sidered in Alt. B5. It may he written

where s is the charge of electricity at a place where the electric

potential is % md the summation is to be extended to every place
where there is electrificiition.

If J] fff
A are the componetits of the electric displacement, the

quantity of electricity iu the clement of vohime fkdydjs is

wliere the inte^^ration is to be extended throng-hout all space.

631.] iDtef-ratini^r this expression by parts, and I'cmeTnbering
that when the distance, r, from a g^iven jwint of a finite eleetiified
system becomes infinite, the potential * becomes an infinitely small
quantity of the order r-\ and that/ ff, A become infinitely small
quantities of the order r^^^ the expression is reduced to

where the integration is to be extended tliroug-hout all siiaee.

If we now write E for the components of the electromotive

torce, instead of - -
, ~ y- , and - , we find

^^== ^jfj{Pf + qS^RJi)(hd>/dz, (5)
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Hence, the electrostatic Giieigy of the whole field will be tlie same
if we suppose tliat it resides in every jmrt of the fiekl, where elec-

trical force and electrical displacement occiUj, instead of being'

confined to the places when* fi-ee electricity is fonnd,

The energy in imit of volume is half the product of the ek-dro^

nnotive force and tlie electric displaeemcnt, mtdtiplied hj the cosine

of the Hng-lc which these vect-orB include.

In Quatoroion laug'uage it is — 5(S 3).

Magnetic Kttcrgy.

633.] We may treat the energy due te magnetization iu a similar

way. If /f, € are the components of mafftietjzatioiv and a, ^3, y
the cotnponents of magnetic force, the potential energy of the

system of ma>gnets is, by Art. 389,

- i /^/^
(yi a+ ii /3 + Cy) lU iliftk, (6)

the integration being- extended over tlic space occupied l>y \yv\v^-

netifsed matter. This part of the energTr% however, will be included

in the kinetic energy in the form in which \vc shall presently

obtiiin it.

63$,] We may transform this expression when there are no elec-

tric currents by the following method.

We know that
fif^ 4^

^ ~ ^'

Hence, by Art. 97, if

(ISl _ (lU do,

as is always the case in magnetic phenomena where there are no

currents r rr

jj j
{(t<i+i^)+<:y) ti^d^fh = 0, (9)

the integral being extended throughout all space, or

JjJ
{{a+ iTrA)a+ {^ + 4'!7]T)^^{y-l-iTTC)y}(!rfi^(k = 0. (10)

Hence, the energy due to a magnetic system

-4JfJ{A<i+B0 + Cy]dxd^fh = ^ ffj(a^+^^-i-y')fh^fW^>
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ElectTokinetic Energy,

634.] We Imve already, in Art. 578, esprosaed the kinetic energy
of SL system of currents Jo the form

5"=iS{j,0. (12)
whore p is the C'lt?ctromESf^nGtic momentum of a cirx^uit, and i is

the strength of the current flowing^ round it, and the sumniatioti
exttitids to all the ein-uits.

But we have provo<l, in Art. SilO, that p may he expressed as
El line-integtfi] of the form

whore F, G, IT are the eomponents of the eleetromagnclie mo-
mentum, n, at the point and the int^ration is to be ex-
tend«i round the closed circuit $, We therefore find

If It, V, te are the componmts of the density of the current at
any point of the couductin- circuit, and if > is the transverse
section of the circuit, then we may write

and WG may also write the volume

S ds = ik; fh/ (fZf

and we now find

where the integration is to be extended to every part of space
where there are electric currents.

635.] Let us now sadistltute for v, 7^ their values as given by
the equations of elGctrie currents (E), Art. GO", in terms of the
components a, fi, y of tbe magnetic force. We then have

Mjliere the mtegration is extended over a portion of space includiufi-
all the currents. •

^

If we integrrate this by parts, and remember that, at a great
distance r from the system, a, ^, and y arc of the order of mag-
nitude T-\ we and that when the integration k extended thrnu^Hi-
out all space, the expression is reduced to
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By the equations (A), Art. 591, of magnetic induction, wo may
Bubstifcute for tlie quantities in small brackets tlie components of

magnetic induction a, so that the kinetic energy may be

T =
—Jjj (ati+ &^-\-cy}dxd^d^, (19)

where the integration is t^i be extended throughout every part of

Gpaoe in which the imgntitic force and magnetic induction have
values differing from zero.

The quantity within brackets in this expression is the product of

the mag7iefcie induction into tlic resolved part of the ma^etic force

in its own direction.

In the language of quateraitins this may be written more simply,

where S is the rnagnetic induction, whose components arc 6^

and iJ^ is the mag-netic force, whose components are ^, y.

636,] The electrokinetlc energ-y of the system may therefore l>e

expressed either as an integral to be taken where there are electric

currents, or as m integral to he t^iken over every i>art of the field

in which magnetic force exists. Tlie first integral, however, is the

natural expression of the theory which supposes the currents to act

upon each other directly at a distance, while the second is appro-
priate to the theory which endeavours to explain the action betiveen

the currents b7 means of some intermediate aotinn in the space

between them. As in this treatise we have adopted the latter

method of invostigstioiij wc naturally adopt the second expression

as giving' the most significant form to the kinetic energy.

According^ to dur hypothesis, we assume the kinetic energy to

exist wherever there is magnetic force, that is, in general, in every

part of the field. The amount of this cnergj'^ per unit of volume

is ® ^> ^^^^ "Energy exists in the form of some kind

of motion of the matter in every portion of space.

When we come to consider Faraday's discovery of the effect of

magnetism on polarizct! Hcrlit, we shall point out reasons fi^r be-

lieving that wherever there are lines of nuig:netic force, there is

a rotatory motion of matter round those lines. See Art. 821.

Magnetw and MlectTokinetic Emrff^ coKipared,

63 r.] We found iti Art. J 23 that the mutual potential energy
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of two magnetic shells, of strcng^tlis if, and tjf/, and bmintknl hy the
closed curves * aud / respective is

r

whom e is the an^lo betwoen the directions of d$ and (k\ and r
IB tlie distance hetween them.

W(3 alsfj found in Art. 521 that tho mutual energy of two circuits

s and /, in which cuvrents i and f/ flow, is

If 1, V jire ecinal to 0, rcfepectively, the mechanical action
bctwofii the magnetic shells is equal to that between tiie eor-
respondinn: electric oircuits, and in tht* same direction. Iti the ca.se

of the mai^iietic shells, the force tends to dimini-eh their mutual
potential eoerg^y, in the case of the circulfe it teiid4i to increase their
mutual energ-y, because tliis energ-y is kinetic.

It is imfiossible, by any arrangenieiit of magnetized matter, to
produce a syistem correspoiKling' in all respects to an electrie circuit,

for the potential of the magnetic system is single valued at every
point of space, whereas that of the electric system ig maoy-valued.
But it is al^sTiys possible, hy a proper arrang^^ment of infinitely

small electric circuits, to produce a system corresponding in all

respects to any magnetic system, provided the line of integration
which we follow in calculating tlie potential is prevented fi-om
passing through any of these small circuits. Tliis will be more
fully explained in Art. 833.

Hie action of magnets at a distance is perfectly identical with
that of electric cuTrente, We therefore endtavour t<i trace both
to the same cause, and since we cannot explain electric currents
by means of magnets, we must adopt the other alternative, and
explain magnets by means of molceulsir electric currents.

63S.J In our investigation of magnetic phenomena, in Part III
of this treatise, we made no attempt to account fbr magnetic action
at a distance, but treated this action as a ftmdamcntal fact of
experience. We tlierefore assumed that the energy of a magnetic
system is potential energy, and that this energy is ffmmiM when
the parts of the system yield to the magnetic forces which act
on them.

If, however, we regard magnets as deriving their properties from
electrie currents circulating within their niolecnles, their energy
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is kiiKiticj and tlie force between them is sqch tliat it tondg to
move thetn in a direction such that if the strengths of the currents
were miiintniaed coKstant the kinetic energy wonkl increase.

This mode of (^xpliining^ mag-netism requires us also to abandon
the metliod followed in P.irt III^ in which we regarded the magnet
as a continuous and homojifeueoua body, the minutest part of winch
has magnetic properties of the same kind as the whole.

"We must now regard a magi^et as containing a finite, though
yery great, number of electric circuits, so that it has essentially

a moleenlarj as distinguished from a continuous structure.

If we suppose our mathematical maciiinery to be so eoorse that
our line of iiiteg-ratioti cannot thread a molceular circuit, and that
an immense number of magnetic molecules are contained in our
element of volume, we shall still arrive at results similar to those
of Part III, Ijvt if we suppose our machinery of a liner order,

and capable of investigating all that goes on in the interior of tho
molecules, we must give up the old theory of magnetism, and adopt
that of Ampere, wbieh admits of no magnets except those whieh
consist of electric ciirrLmis.

^\'e must also regard both magnetic and electromagnetic energy
as kmetic energy^ and we must attribute to it ille proper sign,
as given in Art. (535.

In what follows, though wo may occasionally, a& in Art. 639, &c,,

attempt to carry out the old theory of magnetism, we shall find

that we obtain a perfc^^tly consistent system only wlicn we abandon
that theory and adopt Ampere^s theory of molecular cuiTents^ as in

Art. 644.

The energy of the field therefore consists of two part^ only, the
electrostatic or potential energy

^= hffj(!'/+ q3+ Ek)(hdidz,

and the olcctromagnctie or kinetic energy

ON THE FOIJCES ITHICH ACT ON AK- OF A BOJ>¥ PLACED

IJT THE EI^CTROMACKETIC FIELD.

ForcBs aciing on a- Maffuefic EtemmL

639.] The potential energy of the element dxd^dz of a body
magnetizcfl with an inlcusify whose eomponenlfl are /i, C\ and
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placed, ill a field of rtiflg'iietic force whose components nro a, j3j y, is

Hence, if the force urging- the element to move without rotation

in the elireetioti of m is Jfj dxdyd^^

(1)
ux dx

and if the tnoment of the couple tending' to turn the element about

the axis of 33 from if towards z is Ldxd^dz,

L - By-C^. (2)

The forces and the moments eoTTesponding- t^ the axes of j and
z may he written down by mEikini"; the proper substitutions-

640. J If the niagnctisscd Lady carrier an electric cnrrenti, of

whieh the components are «, v, w, then, by equations C, Art. 603,

there will be an additional electromag-tietic force whose components
are X^, Y^^ of which is

Hence, the total force, Xj arising^ from the magnetism of the

molecule, as well as the current passing tbion^h it, is

dx dx d^ (4)

The quantities a, b, c are the components of magnetic induction,

and are rchited to a, yS, y, the components of mag-netic Ibrcc, by
the equations given in Art. 400,

(1 = a+ 4 IT /J,

& - i3+4 ttJS, (5)

e = y+ 4 7r<7-

TI10 components of the current, w, % can be expressed in terms
fif a, y by the equations of Art. 607,

dy d^
4 ir ?i — f- J

dif dz

Hence

da dy
4 TT t'

—
da;

'

. dB da
dy ,

(6)

47rr ^d^^"- ""^d^^^ ^^dx.^ \d4/ dji>^''\Tz''d^}Y
1 f da. jda da I d ^ „ „ ^ )
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Multiplying this equation, (8), by a, and dividiii<j by i n, wc may
add the result to (7), and we find

also, by (2), i =
^g)^ (lo)

wliere X is tlie force referred to unit of volume in the direction of
X, and L is the moment of tlie forces aljout tliis axis.

On th Ea^litm^im of th^se Forces ike il^pothesk of a Medium
iu a State of Stress.

G41 .] Let us denote, a stress of any kind rrferred to unit of area
by a symbol of the form P^^, where the first suffix, indicates that
the normal to the s^irface on which the Htress is supposed to a<it

ia parallel to the axis of h, and the second suffix,
^ , indicates that

the direction of the strciss with which the part of the body on
the positive side of the surface acts on the part on the negative
side is parallel to the axis of L
The directions of k and k may be the Bame, in which ease the

stress is a normal stress. They may be ohlique to each other, in

which case the stress is an oblique stress, or they may be iM.Tpen-

dit'ulav to each other, in which ease the stress is a tangential
stress.

The condition tliat the stresses tshiill not produce any tendency
to rotation in the elementary portions of the botly is

In the case of a magneti^zcd body^ however, there is such u
tendency to rotation, and tliercfore this condition, which holtJs in

the ordinary theory of stress, is not fulfilled.

Let us consider the effect of the stresses on the six sides of

the elementary portion of the body dz, taking- the origin of

coordinates at its centre of gravity.

On the positive face % dz^ for which the value of d? is i the

forces are

—
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Parallel to it,

Pjirallel to ^,

PaVilli el to ^,

ENERGY AND STRESS.

dp

[64 1 ^

(12)

The forces acting- on the opposite side, — — ^-*} and
may bo fouinl from those by changiTig the sign of We may
expreiss in the same way the systems of three forces acting' on each
of the otber faces of the element, the diiectioii of the force being-

indicated by the capital letter, and the fece on which it acts by
tlie suffix,

UXd.vdyd^^ is tlie whole force parallel to a? acting oti the clement,

d^
+

whence
(13)

If Zdxd^ds is the moment of the forces about the axis of a
tending to turn the element from y to

= {P^..-P^)dxd.^dz,

whence i; = P^,—P^.
Comparing: the values of Z and L given by equations (9) and

(11) with those given by (13) and (14), we find that, if we nid^o

4(«'+^n3'')J,

a IT

'1 IT

(15)

the force arising from a system of stress of which these ore tlie

components Avill be statically equivalent, in itij effects on each
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dement of the body, with the arieing from the magnetization
and electric currents.

642.] The nature of the stress of which thase aru the components
may he casdy found, by making the axis of ii? bisect the nn^h
behreen the dircetioris of the magnetic force and the magnelie
induction, mid taking the axis of ^ in the plane of the.o directions
and measured towards the side of the magnetic forco.

If we put for the numencal value of the magnetic foree, S for
that of the magnetic induction, and 2f for the angle between their
directions,

^ COS ^ = 45 sin f
^ y - 0, 1

F —

p =

'a —

p —

p —

-Pss — Pgg ~ J'arj — 0,

—
- 3J<6 COS Esin f,

^ COS « sin e.

(17)

Hence, the state of stress may he conssidered as compounded of—
(1) A pressure ej|ual in all diiections — iS^

Sir
'

(2) A tension along the line bisecting tlie ungl^ between the
directions of the m^ignctic force and the magnetic induction

(3) A pressure along the line bisecting the exterior angle between
1

these dkections = - 33 sin^ e
4n "

(4) A couple tending to turn every element of the substance in
the plane of the two directions from the tlircction of magnetic

induction lo the direction of magnetic tbrce = - 93 ^ sin 2 *

When the magnetic induction k in the same direction as the
magnetic force, as it always is in liuids and no u-magnetised solids,
then € = 0, and making the a>ds of A' coincide with the direction of
the magnetic force,
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1

9 11

1

[643.

(18)

and the tang^atial stresses disappear.
^

The stress in this case is therefore a hydrostatic pressure —
combined with a lonefltudinal teaeion — ^ <5 along the lines of

4 IT

force,

643.] When there is no msignetization, 33 — ^, and the stress is

still further simplified^ being a tension along the lines of force equal

to — combined with a pressure in all directions at nght angles
Bit

I

to the lines of force, nurnerically equal also to — The com-

ponents of stress in this important ease ai'e

p —

P —
* "

P. =

I"J.
J,J

'

^

1

p = P = 1— a/J.
4 IT

(19)

The force arising from these stresses on an elemeut of the mwliura

referred to unit of volume is

^ d d d

1 f da dyl 1 f da) ' I ( dy da)

Now
da dB dy
-r + -J- + -r = 4 wi,

i?^ f/^:

(ja _
^ ^

da _
d^ di/ *

'

where m is the density of austral magnetic matter referri*d^ to unit
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Of voliime, and v and w are the CDmponeiifs of electric cmTents
referred to umt of area perpendicular to ^ aiul z respecfciv<?Iy. Hence,

o I ID
1
lai iy i ^ ^is+ j&a^ uy, i Etettromagnetie

f g )

G44.] If we adopt the theories af Ampfere and Weber as to the
nature of magnetic ami diamagriietic bodies, and assume tbat ma-^
netic and dmma^-netic polarity are due to molecular ele<.'trie currents
we g^t rid of imaginary ni£5g:netie matter, and find that evervwliere
«« ^ 0, and ^„ .

di + J^ + d, = ^> W
so tliat the equations of electromagnetic force become,

Z — u0— r a, }

These are the componen ts of the meelmnica! foree referred to unit
of volume of tlie substanee. The components of the ma^^netic force
JM« a, A Y, and those of the olectrie current are ti, v ,r These
equations are identieal with those already established. (Eq.mtions
(C), Art, 603,)

VI

645,-) In explaining the ekctromagrnctic favee by means of a
stiite of stress m a medium, we are ouh' follouin* out tlie con-
ception of Faraday * that the hnes of mngn«tie force tend to
shorten themselves, and that they i-epel each other when pkml
.idc by side. All that we have done is to express the value of
the tension along the liness. and the pressure at right an^Ls to
them, m mathematical ianguaf>e, and to prove that the state of
stress thus assumed to exist in the medium will aetyally produce
tlie observed forees on the conductors which carry etectric'eurrents
We have asserted nothing as yet .vith respect to the modem which tins state of stress is originated und maintained in the

med.um. \V« have merely shewn that it is possible to conceive
the mutual action of electric currents to depend on a particular
kuid of stress m the surrounding medium, instead of l>eing a direct
aud immediate action at a distance.

Any further explanation of the state of stress, by means of the
motion of the medium or otherwise, mu.t be re-anled as a separate
and mdepenclcnt part of the theory, which mav stand or ihll uithout
afiectiug our present position. See Art, 832.

'

• £xp, ita,, 32fiB. 32e7,
VOL, Ti,

^
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In tbo first part, of this treatise^, Art. 1 03, wc sTiewcd that the

observed electrostatic forces may he conctnvetl as operating throiiE^h

the intervention of a fctsite of siress \n the surrouudin^ nnHlinm.

We have now done the eame for the eh'etromiif^netie foreesj and

it remaiQs to l>e Feon whether the conception of a medium capahle

of eupptntinf^ these stafcee of str(?BS is consistent with other known
phenomena, or whether we shall have to put it usidu as imfcuitfnl.

In a field in whicti electrostatic as uell as eleetromatj^netic action

is taking- plaee, wc must suppose the eleetrostatic stress deecribed

in Part 1 t^i be siii>erposod on the electromagnetic stress which we
have been considering'.

646.] If wc suppose the total terrestrinl magnetic f irce to lie

1 British nnita (grain, foot, second), as it is nearly in Britain, then

the tension perpend ienlar to the lines of force is 0,123 graine wei^jht

per square foot. Tht g^-eatest magnetic ipnsion proJuced bj Jouk'*

]yy means of cloetromagnets was about 140 pound* weight on the

square inch,

• Sturgeon's A mitli df Ekcirkiti/, vol. v. p. i 37 (18401 ; or Phitmophiml Mai}asitte
D«., IS5L



CHAPTKR XII

CDRRKKT-SHEETS,

dueting matter, bounded on both dde. bj m.uiating r.edia, .0 thateloetne current, m^y flow the .beet, but canr.ot c.eapofrom itexcept at e..tau. points eallt^ Elect.ocl... where current ure inade
to enter or to leave the sbeet.

aimeiiMons, In many cases, however, it is
inac:t.c.Ilj convenient to ded.ee the deetrie ju^p^vties of a
eondnel^n^, .bc.t, or of a thin kjor of eoiled wire, from thoB.a cnrrcDt-slieet as defined above.
We may therefore re^yanl .nrfaoe of any fo,™ ^ a current-sheet.

Ila .elec-ted ono s,do of this .urfae« a. the po.itivo .id., we
. n always .upj,..e any lines draun on the .urf«ce to be locked

surface ue shall con.uler the outside m i>o«itive. See Art 2^kwhore, lK)wever, the direction of the eurrent i. defined a. Been fronJ
the nesahve &ide of the sheet.

T^e CurtenUfiinfd'toH.

648.] Let a fixed point A on the surface be ebo^n origin, and
t a hne be drawn .« the ..rfaee from A another point P. Utthe quant,ty ef electrieity . lucb in unit of tin., cro^e. thi. linefrom Id

,

to right be
sf>. tlren <^ i. called the Current-fTinction at

tlic ])oint i\

The cmrent-function d.pend. only on the portion of the jx^int i'.
s^Bd 1. the siime for any hvo fbm, nl" the line ^P, provided tl.i«
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line can Ije tmisformed by cojitmuoits motion from one form to the

other without passing' through an electrode. For the two fbmis of

the line will enclose an area witliiti which there ia no electrode, and

therefore the same qnantity of elet."tricity wbich enters the area across

one of" the lines must issue ncross the other.

If * denote the length of the lino AP, the current across (h from

left to right will be ^ tk.

It «p is constant f5.>r any curve, there is no cnvrcnt across it. Such

a curve ia called a Cmrrent-line or st Strfam-line.

649^3 Let ^ be the electric potential at any point of the sheet,

then the electromotive force along any element A of a curve will he

provided no electromotive force exists except that which arises from

differences of i>otential

.

If is constant for any cnrve, the carve is callwl an Equi-

potential Line.

650.] We may now suppose that the position of a ]>oint on the

sheet ig delinctl by the values of and 1^ at that point. Let /iny be

the length of the element of the equi potential line t^f intercepted

between the two current lines <p and (j)+ d(l>f and let d^.^ he the

length of the element of the current Hue 1^ intercepted between the

two equipotential lines^and 1^4- f/i^. liVe mny consider ch^ and

as the sides of the elenietit d4> d^^f of the sheet. The flcctromotive

force —d^p in the direetion of d.i,, produces the t^urrent dc^ across c/j^.

Let the resistance of a portion of the sheet whose length is ds^,

and whose breadth is d^.j be d^a

where « is the specific i-Gsistance of the sheet referred to unit of

area, then
, ,

th^ ^

whence ^7^ = ^-7-?'

651,] If the sheet is of a substfluee which conducts eqnally well

in all directions, de^ is perpendicukr to (h,. In the case of a sheet

of uniform resistance is constant, and if wc make ir^= ayff, we
shall have djUi _ d^

and the stream-liiu>s and eviuipotential lines will t ut the surface into

little squares,
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«beet for wh..h the curves f{ are the eorre.pcndi.^. «iuip.t.ntial
imes One ca^^e, of coa,-sc, k that in wliicli = and 0./= -rf.
in this case tho ^quipotential line, beooiue current-line., and the
cmTGtit-imes equipotential lines*.

If ^ye h.we obtained the solution of the distribution of .letiiiu
eurront. ,n a unifbm .beet of axiy form for any jmrti.ul.r eu.e, wemay deduce h. d.stnb.tion in any other c.^ hy a proper trlns,
forniation of the conjugate fimetions, aeeordin^ to the method ^iven
in Art. 190, a'^''"

652 ] We have tiext to detemiiu. the mu^n.tio action of a
eurrent..heet m which the curre.^t i. entirely conflne.1 to the she^t,
there bemg no eleetrode. to convey the omrei^t to or from the

In tbi^ ca.se the current.function }ms a determini^te value atevery point and the .tre.m-b'ne« .r. olo.ed curves .vhieh do „otmte^eet caclv other, thot,..h any one st.enm-line may intersect

Consider the annular portion of the s],eet between the stream
hn.s and ^ + 5^. ThU part of the sheet i. a conductin. circuitm wh,ch a current, of strength 30 eirculate. in the po..itivc direetion
round tha part of the sheet for whieh i. ^.vater tbaa the ,.ive.
v.Iue. The ^a,.netic eifect of this ci^uit Is the same ^ that of

.ub.tance of tl,e .bell. L.t us suppose tl,at the shell coincide, with
^.^t p.rt of tl,c current^.beet for which ^ hn, . ^.^tcr v.Iue than
It Has at the ^iven stream-line.

By drawing all the succ-essive strcam-liu.«, he^^iuuing with that
for which

f
has the great..t value, .nd ending with that for whid

1 . value I. lea.t, we shall divide tlie current-sheet into a ,enm

! n
^" ^-'^ --"t its corresponding, mag-netic .hell, webnd that the m.^fnetic effect of the current..beetany point not included in the tbioknes. of the «bect is the ^.no

^ that of a complex magnetic .h.Il, who., strength at anv point
lb C+^, where C IS a constant.

"

If the current-sheet is bounded, then we must make Ca<L^o
at tbe bo.ndui^. curve. If the sheet forms a closed or an infinite
surface, there m nothing' to determine the value of the constant C

• S!ee Thnmaon, Cam*, and M.dh. Joarr,., vol.iil. p. 286.
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653.] Tlie itTixigiietic potential at any point on either side of the

earrent-sbeet is given, as in Art, 416, by the expression

a = fj^ 4> cos 9 (IS,

where r is the distance of the given point from tlie flement of

teurfaee dS, and is the ang'lt; between the direiition of n; and that

of the normal drawn from th<3 positive sid« of dS.

This expresaion gives the mtiguetic potential for all points not

included in the thickness of thtj current-sheet, and we know that

for points witliTn a conductor carrying' a current there is no sucli

thing as a maginetic potential,

Tlie value of ii is discontinuous at the oiiiT<;nt-shet'tj for if il^

is its value at a iwint }\\st within the current-sheet, and il, its

value at a point close to the lirst but just outside the carrent-siheet,

where is the eurrent-fuuction at tliat point of the sheet.

The value of the component of magnetic force normal to the

sheet is coutiiiuouSj beings the same ou both sides of the sheet.

The component of the magnetic force parallel to the current-lines

is also continuous, but the tangeutiid component perpendicular to

th(5 current-lines is disjcoutinuoiis at the sheet. If ^ is the length

of a curve drawn on the sheets the component of m^netic force

in the direction of (h is, for the negative side, ^ and for the

positive siae, —r— — ——^ + i n^ •

The component of the maguetic force 011 the positive side there-

fore exceeds that on the negative side by 1 " given point

this quantity will bo a maximum when ds is perpendicular to the

current-lineis.

Out ike hidmti&n of Ekcirk Cttrrmts m a S&eet 0/' luJiaUe

Conductivity.

654.3 -^^ shewn in Art. S79 that in any circuit

where M is the impressed electromotive force, p the electrokinetic

momentum of the circuit, the resistance of the cireuitj and i the

current round it. If there is no impressed electromotive ibice and

no resistance, then j- — 0, or p is conslaiit,
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Now jB, thfl electrokiaetic mymentum of the eireuit, w&s shewn
in Art, 588 to be measured by the suHbce-integ-ral ot' magnetic
induttiou tbioug'h the circuit, Iletit.-!.', in the ease of & current-
sUeot or no r^jsistance, tlio surface- lutt^gral of magnetic itiauctioa
througJ; any closed curve drawn on the mri'acG musb ha constant,
and this implies that the normal component of ma^^raetic induction
remains constant at every point of the current-sheet,

655.] If, therefon', hy the motion of magnets or viiriationg of
currents in tbtj neic>^hbourbood, the magnetic field is in any way
alttrod, ch-etric currents will be set up in tliy current-sheet^ such
tlmt their mtt->netic effect, conilnnod with Hint of the mag-nt4s or
currents in the lield, will nmintaiu the normal component of mag-
netic induction at every point of the sheet imchan^^cd. If nt first

there is no magnetic action, and no currents in the ubeet, then
the normal eonn»iient of magnetic induction will always be zero
at every point of the sheet.

Tivc sheet may therefore be reg^arded as imptjrvious to niag'jM^tic

induottonj and the lines of magnetic induction will be deflected by
the eht'et exactly in the *aine way as the lines of flow of an electric

current in an infinite and uniform conducting mass wonld be
deHeet4.'d by the intnuluction of a sheet of the same form made
of a suhstsnce of infinite resistance.

If the sheet forms a closed or an infinite sui-face, no magnetic
actions which m:iy take place on one side of the sheet will produce
any mag-netic effect on the other side.

656.] Wo have seen that the external nia^nietic action of a
current-sheet is equivalent to that of a ma^ynetie shell uhosc stren^'th

at any i>oint is numerically ecpial to tp, the ctirrent^function. \Vheii

tlie sheet is a plane one, we may express all the quantities reqnirtHl

for tlie determination of electromagnetic ellects m terms of a single

function, P, which is the ixitential due to a sheet of imaginary
matter spread over the plane with a surfaee-density ^- The value

of P is of course r

P = jltiy<//, (I)

wliere r is the distance from the point //, ^) for which F is esd-

culated, to the point /, in the plane of the sheet, at which tht;

element d/ t// is taken.

To find the nmgnetic potential, we may I'egard the magpnetic
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shell as consisting of two surfaces parallel to the plane of x ^, the

first, whose equation U z = ^c, having' the surface-density -
, and

c

the second, wliose equation is s =-~^Cj hsivinj^ the surface-density

c

The potoutisls due to these surfaces ^vill be

respectively, where the suffixes indicate that z—- is put for s

in the first expression, and + - for ^ in the second. Expanding*

these expressions hy Taylor's Theorem, adding- them, and then
making a infmitely smtdJ, we obtain for the mag-uetic potential due
to the sheet at Eiay ix>int external to it,

657.] The quantity P is symmetrical with respect to the plane of
the sheet, and ia therefore the same when — ^ is substituted for

the magnetie potential, chaug-es sign when — ^: is put for
At the x>ositive surface of the slieet

At the negative surface of the sheet

Within the sheet, if its ma^jpnetic e fleets arise from the magneti-
zation of its substance, the magnetic potentiat varies contiuu-
giisly from Zn^ at the positive surface to -2ir0 at the neg'ative
Burface.

If the sheet contains electric currents, the magnetic force
within it does not satisfy the condition of having a potential
The miignctic im-GC within the sheet is, however, perfectly deter-
minate.

The normal component,

_ dSl _ d-P

is the same on both sides of the sheet and throughout its sub-
stance.

If a and /3 be the componenta of the magnetic force parallel to
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ar and to y at the positive surface, and ay ^' those on the nogativG

surface

Within the sheet the eomponeuts vary contmiiously from a ami
j8 to a and /3'.

mi, i.*
dll dG

The equations — — = —

(8)

dll dG _ d£l •

df ds
~

dx
'

dF dll da
dz
~

dx
~~

dG dF_ dll

dx d^
~

dz '

,

wliieh connect tlie components F, G, If of the vector^ptenlinl due
to the current-sheet with the scalar ixitonttal .ire eatisfifd if

wemalvc
^^p

We muy also ohtain these values by direct int<?gnition, thus for

Since the integration h to be estimated over the infinite plane
sheet, and since the first t*jrnj vanishes at infinity, the «*spre£sion is

reduced to the second term ; and by substituting

d I „ d I

-J— tor —— ,

r dy r

and remomberiug that ^ depends on aj' and and not on ^,
we obtain j r r

= d}^^y('^'

If XI' is the magnetic potential due to any magnetic or electric
system exteroal to the sheet, we may wtiie.

and we shall then have

for the components of the vector-potential due to this ByaUim.
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658,] Let iiB now cletermitie the elccttomotivo force at any jjoint

of the sbcetj supposing^ the sheet fixed.

Let X and Fhii the compoDenta uf the electromotive force piiruilel

to and to y respeetively, then, by Art. 508, we Imve

r=--^(e+c-)-f- OS)

If tlie ektitric lesistauce of the sheet is uniform and venial to tr,

X = Q u, Y=0-v, (I .

J]

where It and w are the eomponcntis of the current, and if is the
carrent-funetion, 4^/^ >>

But, by equation {3},

2 TT f/i =: —

at tlie positive surface of the cumnt-aheet, Henee, e{iiiations {12}
and (13) may he writtt'ti

27rd^dz ~ ~ ^^Tl^^ ~ ^ ' ^^^^

wliere the values of the expresgionB are those correepondiiig to the
positive sarfsice of the sheet.

If we diOeientiate the iirst of tliese equations with respeet to
and the second with respect to jf, aikI sidd the results, we obtain

The only value of ^ which satisfies this equation, tmd is finite
and Lontiiuious at every point of the pkne, and vauishes at an
infinite distauee, ia , , ,

Henee the induction of electric currenta in an infinite plane sheet
of uniform conductivity ia not accompanied with ditlerences of
electric potentml in ditferent parts of the sheet.

Substituting this value of and integrating equations (ItiJ,

(1 7), we obtain ^ ^/p

2^1^" Iff
- -M ='^"t'' (2")

Since the vuiues of the cuiients in the aheet are found by
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differentiating with respect to a? or j^, the arbitrary function of s

and I will disappear. W« slmll therefore leave it out of account.

If we also write for ^ , the single sytnbol J2, which rtpixsijcts

a certain velocity, the etpiation between P and P' beeymes

^fh-(U^W ^^^^

659,] Let us first suppose that there is no external magiioti<j

system aeting on the cvirrent sheet. We may therefore siippoiie

P'= 0. The ease then becomes that of a system of okctric eiUTL'Uts

in the sheet left to themaelveaj but acting on one another by tbeir

mutual iaduetionj and at the ssame time losing their energy on

fietjount of the resistance of the sheet. The result is expretiscd

by the eipation ,/p ^/p

the solution of which is

P is+M)). (23)

Heucej the value of P on any point on the positive side of the

sheet whose eooidinates are jf, ^, ^, and at a lime is etjuol to

the value of P at the point a:,^, (z+lit) at tlic itistEint when £=0,
If therefore a system of currents is, excited in a uuiforin plane

sheet of infinite extent and then left to itself, its magnetio etlt-ct

at any point on the positive side of the sheet will be the i;ame

as if the system of currents had been maintaiucil constant in tlie

sheet^ and the sheet moved in the direction of a normal from its

negative side witli the constant velocity li. The diminution of

the electromagnetic forces, which a.rises from a decay of the eurrenta

in the reEil case, is accurately I'epreBcnted hy the diminution of the

foree on account of the inerensing distance in the imaginary ease.

660. j Int+gri;ting equation (21) with res]3ect to £^ we obtain

P+r= fs^^J'tf/. (21)

If we suppose that at firet P and P' are both aeru, and tljat a

magnet or electromagnet is suddenly t»agnetii:ed or brought from

an infinite distance, so as to cliange the value of P suddenly from

aero to P', theUj since the time-integral in the second raemher of

(24) vauislii^s witli the time, we must hjivt? at tht; llrsfc instant

P^-P'
at the surface of the sheet.

Hence, the system of currents excited in the sheet hy the sudden



ioti-oduction of the system to which F is due is such tlmt ;it. the
surface of the sheet it exactly Tjciitralizes the mag^ietic effect of
this syst^jtii.

At the smfac-o of the sheet, therefore, and consequeiifcly at all
points on the ti(?g^tive side of it; tlie initial sj-stem of eunmts
produces on efleet exactly equa! aud opiwsite to that of thu
niHgnetie system on the positive side. We may express tliis by
sayiny- that the effect of the ciirrenfB is «|uivaleat to that of an
imoffe of the niaf^netic system, coinciding: in position with that
system, but opposite as regards tlie direetioti of its magnetiaiation
and of itis electric eurrcnt.s. Such an image is called a nemlive
image.

The effect of the curreiita in the slicct on a point on the positive
Bide of it is equivalent t« that of a positive ima^c of the magnetic
syetem on the negative side of the sheet, the Ifnee joining corre-
sponding points being bisected at right angles by the sheet.
The action at a point cm eitlier side of the sheet, due to the

currents in the glieet, luiiy therefore be rcfvai-dod as dne to an
image of the magnetic system on the side of tlie sheet ojiposite
to the point, this image being a positive or a negative image
act'onling as the point is on the positive or the ne^^ative dde of
the sheet.

661.] If the sheet is of mfiuite conductivity, J?= o, and the
second term of (24) is zero, m that the image will represent the
effect of the currents in the sheet at siny time.

In the case of a real sheet, the resistance R has some finite value.
The image just described mil therefore reijresent the effect of the
currents only during the first instant after the sudden introduction
of the magnetic system. The currents will immediately begin to
decay, and the effect of this decay will be aec^ircitely represented if
we suppose the tm> images to move from their original positions, in
the direction of normals ciravvu from the sheet, with the constant
velocity

662.] We ai-e now prepared to invt-stigate the system of currents
induced in the sheet by any system, M, of magnets or electro-
magnets on tlie positive side of the sheet, the position and strength
ol whieli vary in an}' manner.

Let F\ as before, be the function from \v'bich the direct action
of this system is to he deduced by the equationii (3), {9), &c.,

^^^^^ ^® function corresponding to the system re-
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presented hy hL This qiiaiititj, which is the increment of ,1/

in the time may be regiirdeil as itself representing a ma^etic
system.

ill
^'^PP'^^ ^"^^^ at til*-' tirae I a positive image of the system

—gU is formed on the negative side of the sheet, the mag'tietse

action at any point on the positive side of the sheet due to this
ima^fe will be eqxjivalent to tliat due to the currents in the sheet
excitwl by the cliaiiHrcj in ,1/ during the lirat inslant alter the
change, and the iiniige will eontiime to be equivalent to the
eiirrents iu the sheet, if, as soon as it is formed, it begins to move
in the negative direction of ^ with the constant velocity It.

If we su]jpose that in every enceessive clement of the time aa
ima^re of this Idnd is formed, and that as soon as it is formed
it begins t^i move away from the sheet with velocity we shall
obtain tbe coiiceptiou of a f rail of images, the lads of whidi is

in process of formation, while all the rest are moving like u rigid
bitdy away from the sheet with velocity J?.

(163.] If F denotes any function wbatevt^r aiising from the
aetion of the ma^^nctic system, \ve mity find P, the corresponding
function ariHing from the currents in the sheet, by the following
process, which is merely the syml^olieal expression for the theory
of the tmil of images.

Let denote the value of F {the function arising from the
currents in the sheet) at the point {ss.y, ^-j-J2r), and at the time
t-T, and letP; denote the value ofP' (the function lirising from
the magnetic system) at the point {^r, -{zA^Itt)), and at the
t.ime/~r. Then ,ip

and equation (21} becomes

and we obtain hy integrating with respect to t from t= to t= 3o,

as the value of the function P, whence we obtain all the propertitw

of the current sheet by diirercntiation, as in equations (3), (ii), &c.

664.] As an example of the proteps here indicated, let us take
the ease of a single magnetic polo of strengtii unity, sr.oving with
imiform veloeifcy in a straight line.
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Let tlie coordinates of the jwle at the time f> be

The coonlinatt's of t.lio image of the pole formed at tlie time

f'— T ftre

^^u{f-t), n = ^> C = -(e+n)(j!-T) + 7?r),

and if r is the distance of this image from the point {a?, z)^

To obtain the potent ial due to tbe trail of images we have to

calculate
ff

If wo write = + (/(•" nO-j

the Talue of r in this expression bein^ found by making; t = 0.

Differentiating" thisi expression wiih resjieet to I, and putting'

^ = 0, wo. obtain the magnetic potential due to the trail of images,

^\\i{£+ o)— itx , „ J,Q J u2-n)- + ii'n>

ll — .... 1 ,

Q Qr-).ux + (M—\v){£+ c)

Ey differentiating this expression with respect to w or z-, we
ol)tain the componeots ]iar<illcl to ir or ^ respectively of the mag-
netic force at an}' ixiint, and by ptattingj ,r = 0, z = t; ^nil r = 2o

in these cxpr&Esions, we obtain the following- vahiee of the com-
ponents of the force acting on the movint*- poltj itself

j

Y ^ _ 1 It r
1}l _ ^_ }

665.] In these expressions we must remember that the motion

is supposed to have been going on for an infinite time bclbro the

time considered. Hence we mnst not take 10 a positive quantitv,

for in that case the pole must have passed through the sheet

within a finite time.

If wp rnake u = 0, and m negative, X = 0, and

or the pole aa it approaches the pheol ia repelled from it.

If we make ir = 0, we find Q'^ = 11''' + /^'-^
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Tht! component X represents a rel^irding force acting on tlie pole
in tlie direcHon opp^isite to that of its own motion. For a given
v.ilue of A'

is a maximum wlieii ii =^ 1.27 /*'.

Wlidn the skeet is !i non-ctinduetor, B = oc and X = 0.

VVlien the sheet is a pc-rft'ct eoiiductor, i? = and X = 0.

Tbe compr^ncnt Z leprGsent? a rupulsion of the pnle from the
sheet. It increasos ae tho velocity increases, and ultitnately becomei

— when the velocity is infinite. It lias the eame value when

7^ is zero.

666.] When the magnetic pole moves in a curve parallel to the
sheet, the ealciihition beeomes more complicated, hut it is easv to
see tbafc the efFcet of the nenrest iwrtion of the trail of images
is to produce a force acting? on the pole in the direction opixisite
to that of it^ motion. The effect of the portion of the tmil im-
mediately behind fhis is of the Siinn? kind as tlmt of a magn&t
with ite axis parallel to tlio direction of motion of the pole at
some time before. Sitiee the nearest pole of tliis magnet is of tho
same name with the moving pole, the force will congist partly of
a repulsion, and partly of a force parallel to the foi-mcr direction
of motion, but back^vards. This may be resolved into a retarding
for (re, and a force towards the concave side of the path of the
moving pole.

6£i7.] Our investigation does not ctiable ns to solve the case
in xvbkdi the system of currents cannot be completely formed,
on account of a discontinuity or boundary of the conducting
sliect.

It is easy to gee, however, that if the pole is monn^> parallel
to the edge of the sheet, the currents on tho side next the edge
will he enfeebkd. Hence the forces due to these currents will
be less, and there will not only be a smaller rctardtug force, hut,
since the repulsive force is least on the side next tho e<lge, the iM>le
Tivill be attracted towards the edge.

7%eor^ ofJmgo*^ MotMing Disk.

668,1 Arago discovered * tlmt a magnet placed near a rotating
metsdlie disk experiences a force tending to make it follow the
motion of the disk, although when the disk is at rest therc is

no aL'fcion between it and the magnet.
This action of a rotating disk was,- attributed to a new kind

• AuMiieg ChimU et fir Phif»it/ue, 1826.
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of intluml magnetkation, till Famday* explained it bj mefing of

thfi electric currents induced in the disk on aceoiiut of its motion
tlimugb the iit'ld of magnetic i'orec.

To detormine the distribution of these induced currents, and
their clfect on thtj niaguet, we might make use of the results jilready

found for a conducting; sheet at rest acted on hy & moving tnag'nct,

availing oursclvos of the method given in Art. 600 for treating the

electromagtietic equations when referred to moving systems of axes.

As this oiiscj liou'cver, has a special importauf^c, we shall treat it

in n direct manner, beginning by assuming that the. polys of the
magnet are so far from the edge of the disk that the etfeet of the

limitation of the conducting sheet may be neglectecL

Making use of the same notation as in the preceding articles

(65<>-0Gr), we fmd for the components of the electromotive fome
parallel to a; and j respectively,

dx d\if
I

(I)

where V is the resolved part of the magnetic force noimal to the
disk.

If we now express n and in terms of q^, the current-funetion,

dt^ d(h .
^

and if the disk is rotating about the of ^ with the angular
velocity 0), ^/j,

t = ''''' = (3)

Substitutiug these values in equations (1), we find

Multiplying (4) hy x and (3) hy if, and addijig, we oblain

Multiplying (4) Ly ^ and (5) by -a?, and lulding, we obtain

^ d<fi dff,^ fl^lf

f
(If

^ (7)
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If we now express these equations in teims of f and 0, where
J? - ? C03 ^ = sin

(8)

Equation (10) is gatisfiiKt if uc assume any arl>ilmry function v
of and ^, and make ^

Subatitutiiig these values in etjiiation (9), it becomes

Dividing by ar^ and restoring the eoordinaies a? and tf, this
becomes ^^a^ ^

Tliis i3 the fimdamental equation of the I heory, ^md exprt^sse.s the
mlation bet^vee^ tlie Junction,

x, .Hid the eon-ponciit, y, ol' the mag-
netic force rt^solved normal to the disk.

Let q be the potential, at any point on the positive side of tlie
disk, duo to imaginary matter distributed over the disk with the
sui'face-donsity

j(.

At the positive surfuce of the disk

Hence the firet member of equation (H) beeomes

But since Q satisfies Lnplacc's equation at points external
to the disk,

and equation (H) becomes
IT d^q

Again, since Q is the potential due to the distribution x, the

potential due to the distrfbution ^, or , will be -^^ . From this
,

du fit)

we obtam for the miignetie potential due to the currents in tho di.^-,

(")

VOL. II. „
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and for the oomponeut of the ma^ctie force normal to the disk

dwe to the eui'iieiits.

If iig is the magnetic potential due to external msv^nets, and
if we write r

P^-j^Jz, (21)

the component of the maguetic foitje normal to tlio disk due to

the nia£met« will l>e p
y. = £- (^«)

We may now \vrit« equation (13), xememboiing that

cr (Pq fPQ J2P

^Iz^-'^d&d^'^'' d^' ^^^^

lafegratiiig twice with respet-t to and writin* R for — ,

If the values of P and Q are expressed in terms of 6^ and
where '

j?

C=^--e, (25)

equation (21) becomes, hy integ-mtion with respect to C,

q=J^^PdC (26)

661).] The form of this expression shews that the magnetic action

of the currents in the disk is equivalent to that of a trail of images
of tlic mag-netic system in the form of a hdia:.

If the magnetic system oousista of a single mjiji^nctic pole of

strength unity, the helix will lie on the cylinder who^o axig k
that of the disk, and which passes throug^h the magnetic pole.

Tlie heliii: will biggin at the position of the optieal image of the

pole in the disk. *Y]io distance, parallel to the axia between coq-

seeutive coils of the hehx, will be 27r— . The maimetie efloct of
ta

^

the trail will be the same a^ if this helix had been magnetized
everywhere in the direction of a tangent to the cylinder porpcn-

dieular to its axis, with an intensity siieli that the magnetic moment
of any siimll portion is numerically equal to the length of its pro-

jection on the disk.
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The calculation of the effect on the magnolic pole would be
eomplicated, but it is easy to see that it will consist of—

{!) A dmg^in- fon-e, pfliallol to tho direction of motion of
tho disk.

(2) A repuldve foico acting from the disk.

(3) A force towards the axis of the disk.

When the ixile is near the edge of the disk, the third of these
hnces may be ovt>rcome by the force towards tht* edge of the disk
iiulicated in Art. eS7.

'

All theso forces ^-ere observed l>y Arago, and described by Iiim in
the Anniiks ih Chmh for !82G. See also Felici, in Tortolini^g
Ammk, iv, p. 173 (1853), and v. p, 35 and E. Jochmann, in Crdh's
Journal, kiii, pp. 158 and 339; and Fogg. Ann, cxsii, p. 214
(1304), In the latter jiaper the equivtiona necesaarj for dt tei--

mining the iiKlaction of the currents on themselves are giv'oTi, but
this part of the action is omittt'd in the subsequtjnt ealeulation of
ri^suks. The methoil of images given here was published in the
I'rocetidlmjs of l&e Ro^al Boaetf for Peh. 1,% 18 72.

Sphcrlca,! Curreui-SAeei,

670.] Let cp be the enrrent-fiinetion at any point Q of a spherical
current-sheet, and let P he the po-

t<'ntial at a given point, due to a

Kheet of iiiiagiiiary matter distributed

over the sphere with siirfaee-denssity

(p, it is required to find the magnetio
potential and the vector-potential of

the curroiit-sheet in terms of P.

Let a denote the radius of the

sphere, r the distance of tha given
point from the centre^ and p the

reciprocal of the distance of tho given point from the point Q on
the sphere nt which the enrrent-lWetion is {/>.

The action of the current-sheet at any point not in its substance
is identieal with that of a magnetic shell whose sti-ength at any
point is numerically eq^ial to the eurrent-funetion.

The matual potential of the magnetic shell and a unit i>ole placetl

<it the point P is, by Art, 4 10-,

a
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Since p is a, liomogencoiis function of the degree — 1 in r and ft,

dp dp

"i +'!=-'>'

or if^-lUpr).
da a (k *

Sitiee r and a arc constant during the surfiicc-integrntion,

But if P is the potential due to a sheet of imaginary matter
of surface-densit}' (jb, /*/*

and ii, the magnetic potential of the current-slieet, may he expressed
in terms of F in the form

67L] We may det<;rmine F, the fc-component of the vector-
potential, from tlie expression ^iven in Art. 416,

where 77, Care the coordinates of the element dS, and m, n are
the din^ctioii-eosines of the normal.

Since the sheet is a sphere, the dircetion-eosines of the normal are

J ^ V C
a U u

80 that m^-?*^= (^(^-tl-f

_t dp y dp

multiplying hy ^ (/5, and integruting over the surface of tlie sphere,
we find y^^^'

t
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Similarly 6' = - _ f '/^^
dz a ike

277

a d
Tho vector whose eompnnents <irc F, 0, is oyidt^utly per-

rendieubr to the rading vector n and to tlic. vector whose com-

ponent. «re /|- , and , If we det^^m^ino th. li^e. of inter-

sections of the s]iheric'5il giirfhee whose raiHu^s is with th<s series of
oqtiipotcntial syrlhces correspoiKlin^ to values of P in arithmetical
r<of,.re=^ion, these lii.e« will indicate hy their direction the direction
of and by their proximity the ma<,^tiitude of this vector.

In the langnag-e of Qunternions,

a '

67g.] If WG assume as the value of P witliin the sphere

^ = ^(IK"
ivlicrc r, is 3 sjilKriciil liarmwiic of degree /, tUen oulaide tlio sphcio

The current-function t/> iis

Tlie magnetic potential within the spbyre is

and outside Of— ii j f-V * V-

For Pxamplc, let it be recinired to prodncc, by means of a wire
eoilai into the form of a splierical bIh^H, a uniform ma#H„etic fort^
-3/ withm the shell. The magnetic potential within the shell is, in
tliis easej a solid harmouic of the liist degree uf the ibrm

il — Mr cos <3j

where M h 6he magnetic foi-ee. Hence ^ ^ ~ 4 a^, and
3

*jti =— Ma cos &.
a Tt

The current-funetiou is therefore proportional to the distanee
from the equatorial pkno of tlie sphere, and therefore the number
of wmdmgs of tlic wire bet^veeu any two small cii-elos must be
proportional to the diataucc between the planes of these circles.
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If N is the whole niitnbL'i' of windings^ and if y is tUe strength

of tlie current in cadi winding,

c/? = I Ny cos 0,

Hence tlie magnetic force within the coil k

3 it

673,] Let us Dcsfc find the method of coiling the wiro in order

to produce within the sphere a mag'netic potential of the form of a,

solid zonal hsii'mome of the second degree,

12 = ^l^(leosV-i).

Here 0= (I eos^^-i).

If the whok' niimher of wiQdiug^ h iV, the numher between the

pole and the polar dintance is jVein^^.

Tlic windings are closest at latitude 45", At the equator the

direction of winding ehang-es, and in the other hemispherG the
windings are in the contrary direction.

Let y l>e the strength of the current in the wire, then within

the shell 47r ,^n = -fNy-{lcoB^d-iy

Let us now consider a conduotor in the form of a plane closed

curve placed anywhere within the shell witli its plane perpondicidar
to the axis. To determine its coefficient of induction we have to

find the snrface-integral of ™ over tlio plane bounded by the

curvBj putting y — 1

,

Now ^Z^(^'-i(^^^f)h

and = — - m.
its 5ffl-

Hence, if S is the area of the closed fiurve, its coefEcient of in-

duction ig c_

If the cnrrent in this conductor is tliera will he, by Art. 583,
a force Z, urging it in the direction of ^, where

and, gince tliis is independent of w, the force is the same in

whatever [>art of the shell the circuit is placciL

674,] Tlie method given by Poisison, and described in AH, 437,
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may bo ajipHcd to ciirretit-sheete by substitiilin^? for the body
euj^posttl to be uniformly ma^^etizod in the direction of z with
intousity /, a eiu'reat-shet-t having- the form of its biiiffice, aad for

which the curront-f'unction is ^ — /^^

The eurrenta in the sheet will be in planes pftralk l to thnt of .t^,

and the stre»gtli of the eiirreut round a slke of thiekn€5s <h will be

Tho magnetic potential due to thh current-sheet at any point
outside it will be 4ra^-l^-. (.)

At any point in&idff the sheet it will be

a = ~^iT,ls-flf . (3)

Tlie comixnieiits of tlio vector-potential are

^=-'%' <^-'% '^-o- w
These results can be ap]jlied to several cases oceuiring in praetieo.

675.] (l) A phme el ec trie eircnit of any foim.

Let /' he tlie potential due to & phmc sheet of any form wf winch
the surface-density h unity, then, if for thi.s sheet wo substitute

either a magnetic shell of strength / or an ekctrie current of
strength / round its boundary, the values of a and of /, G, //will

be those given above.

(2) For a solid sphere of radius a,

f ~ ~^ ~ when 13 greater than a, (5)

and r= y (3u^ ~f^) when r is less than /?. (G)

Hence, iFsneh a sphere i$ ma^etized parallel to ^ with intensity

/, the magnetic potential will be

= — 1 -^s outside the sphere, (j)

and =. ^Iz inside tho sphere, (8)

Ifji inst^ of being maguetized, the sphere is coiletl witli wire

in etiuidistant circles, the total strength of current between two
small circles whose planes are at unit distance being then outside

the sphere the value of Q. is as before; but within tho s]>herc

^ = (a)

Tiiis is the cuse already discussed in Art. G73.
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(3) The case of an ellipsnid uniforTnly magnetized piirallel to
a g:[vim line has bctm discnssed iu Art, 437,

If the ellipsoid is coikd with wire iu parallel and equidistant
pknes, the magnetic force within the eUipsoid will be unilbrm.

(4) A Cylintlrh MagnH qt Solemid.

676.] If the body is a cylinder having- any form of section and
bouiuled by planes pgrpendicuhir to its generatinj^ lines, and
if is the potential at the i>oint ?) due to a plane area of
snrfaco-donsity unity coinciding: with the positive end of the
fioienoid, and J\ the potential at the same point due to a plane area
of surface-density iitiity coinciding- with the negative eudj then, if

the cylinder is uniibrmly and longitudin silly niajrnetized with iu^
tensity unity, the potential at the point (a?^^, z) will be

^ = r,-r,. (10)
If the cylinder, instead of being- a ma«pietized body, is uniformly

lapped with wire, bo that there are n, windings of wire in unit
of len^l), and if a cniient, y, is made to flow througli this wire,
the magncLie potential outside the solenoid is as before,

'^i-wyC^i-Q. (11)
but within the space bounded by the solenoid and its plane cn<ls

^ - ny{ii:s+l\—K^). (12)
Tlie magnetic potential is discontinuous at the plane ends of the

solenoid, but the magnetic force is continuous.

li Tj, 1-,^, the distances of the centiies of inertia of the jrositive

and ncj^ative plane end respeetivcly from the point (ie, z)^ are
very great eomimred with the traneverse dimensions of the solonaid,
we may write ^ A A

where A is the area of either section.

The magnetic force outside the soleuoid is therelbie very email,
and the force inside the solenoid npproximates to a force paralkd to
tlye axis in the positive direction and eqiTal to i -nny.

If the section of the solenoid is a circle of ratlins the values of
and F, m&j he expressed in the series of spherical hannonjcs

given ill Tliomson and Tait's Nuifmd Fhiltmpk^, Art. 546, Ex. II.,

J

:
U'' 1 , 1 l!^ '

1 I 3 fi*^ 1
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Iq tlicse expiesaions r isj the tlifiitance of the pornt (a?,^^^) from
the ecntro of one of tlie circular ends ol' the solenoid, and llio ?,on!il

harmonics, Q^^&c., aie those correaijonding to thcang^lc which

r mak&s with the axis of the cyliutler.

The first of thcae expressions is diEcontiiiiious wlit'ii ^ = - , hut

ive must TcmomhGr tliat within the solenoid we must add to the

magnetic force deduced from this expression a lon^itndiuid force

4 TT f* y.

677.] Let us now consider a solenoid so long that in the part

of sps^e which we couMder^ the terms depending on the dist'Unco

from the emls may \^ ngfi^kcted.

The maf^'netic induction through any closed curre drawn witliin

the solenoid is 4 x m y where A' is the area of the projection of

the curve on a plane normal to the axis of flie ssolcnoid.

If the closed curve is outside tht> solenoid, then, if it encloses the

solenoid, the inao^netie induction tlirou^h it is Ami y A, where A is

the area of the section of the solenoid. If the closed curve docs not

euiTonntl the solenoid, the mag-netie inductjoji throug-h it ts zero.

If a wire he wound times rovmd the s^)lcnoid, the coefficient of
induction hetweeii it and the solenoid is

Jl/ i= 4 T,nn'A. (Id)

By supposing these windings to eoineidt' with n windings of the

solenoid, we find tliat the cocflieienfc of self-induction of unit of

len^h of the solenoidj, taken at a suflieicnt distance from its ex-

tremities, is L=iT;n^A. (17)

Near the ends of a. solenoid wo must take Ent-o account the terms

dependiufi' on the im;iti;inary disstrihufion of magnetism on the plane

ends of the solenoid. The effect of these terms is to make the co-

efileient of iiidnetion between the solouoid and a eircuit which sur-

rounds it less than the value ^nuA, wliieh it has when the circuit

eurronnds a very long solenoid iit a great distance from either end.

Let us take the case of two circular and coaxal solenoids of the

same length L Let the radius of the outer solenoid he c^^ and let

it he wound with wire so m to have Kj windings in unit of length.

Let the radius of the inner solenoid he c^, and let the number of

windings in imit of length he m,, then the coefllcient oi' induction

l>ctween tlie solenoids^ neglcctintj the effect of the ctidis, is

M=Gs, (18)

where (9 = 4ir«, (19)

and *j = TTi-jj* Ifi^. (20)
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678.] To dettTniiue tho offect of the iiositive ond of the solenoids
^v-e must cdeulat* the coefTicient of induction 011 tho outer soknoid
due to the circular disk whicli forms the end of tlie inner solenoid.
For tl)is purpose we take the second expression fop F, m given
in equation [15), and differentiate it with respect to r. This gives
the magnetic force in the direction of the radiug. \Te then miiltijdy
tliis expression hy 2 d^, ajid inti^grate it with respect to from

M = to ^ . This gives the eoetfieient of intluction

with respect to a single winding of the onter solenoid at a distaiite
z from the positive end. Vi^ then multiply this hy dz, and
int<?-rate with respect to z from ^ = ^ to ^ = 0. Ym^XXy, we
multiply the reaidt by n,n^, and so find the effect of one of tho
ends m diminishing* tho eoeiricieiit of induetion.
We ihxm find for the value of the coefficient of mntiml induction

between the two C3'lindcrs,

II = 4Tr2 j/^r/ (/-2 <x), (21)

where a ^ k'-— + ^ (l
2.4 2.3 \ r^J

, 1.3,5 1 t'a* . , ^ t?
3 ^. - T

+ ^'4:5^iG^-^^+^?r -V ^)+ &C.. (22)

where r k put, for brevity, for ^/^^^^^^.

It appears from this, that in calculating- the mutual induetion of
two eoaTtal solenoids, we mnsfc use in the expressiou {20) instead of
the true length / the corrected length l~2c,a, in which a portion
equal to acj is supposed to be cnt off at eatb cud. When the
solenoid is veiy long compared with its external radius,

«= HA^'' +Tl^^+&e. (23)

679.] When a solenoid oonsista of a number of layers of wire of
such a diameter that tliere are n layers in unit of ktig'th, tlie
number of layers in the thickness dr is ti dr, and we have

G= in fft^fh\ and g -iri fn^ dr. (24)

If tlie thickness of the wire is constant, and if tlie induction take
phieo between an ext^^mal coil whoso outer and inner radii are a- and
J respectively, and <m inner coil whose outer &nd inner radii arc

J and ^, then, neglecting the effect of the end*-,
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T!iat this may n maximiimj x and 2 being given, ami y
variable.

if'

This equation g-ives tlie best rektion between tlie deptbs of fclie

primnry and seeontlary coil for an iuduetigu-nmcliiue witbgut an
iron core.

If there is an iron core of radius z, then G i-emains as before, but

ff = -J!lJra* (r^ + -1 TT « 1^^) dr, (27)

=:x^«2(t:^ +4^x^^Cy_^)). (28)

If J is giveuj the value of tvlitch givca the maximiirn valiKJ of ^ is

z=lv . (29)

When, as in the eas« of iron, (t is n hii-ffe ni^mber, t= ^j^, nsnrlj.

If we now make a? coiisLanf, and ^ and z variiil)Ie, wc obtniti the

maximum value of when

a- : ^ : ; : : 4 : ;i : 2. (30)

The coeffieient of self-induction of a long- solenoid whose outer

and inner radii are so and y, and having a lon^ iron core whose
indiiis J3 ^, is

Z = I TT- / ?i* {^—-^f {x^ + 2 J"// + 3/ + 24 IT i< ^2). (3
1

)

680.] We have hitherto supposed tho wire to be of uniform

thickness. We shall now determine the law according' to which

the thickness must vary in llit> dilTcreat layers in order that, for

a f*iven value of the msistanee of the primary or the secondary coil^

the value of the coefficient of mutual induetion may be a maximum.
Let the resistance of unit of knigHi of a wire, such that n windings

occupy unit of length of the solenoid, be p

The resistance of the whole solenoid is

M = 27:1 j nU'dr. (32)

The condition that, with a given value of G may by a maximum
. dG dR . ^ .

, ,

19 = £7^ , where C is some constant.

This gives proportional to -
. or the diameter of the mre of

the exterior coil must be proportional to tlie square root of the

radius.

In order that, for a given value of R, g nmy be a maximum
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JUnci', if tlierL> Sg no iron core, the diameter of the wire of tlie
interior coil i^hould be iiworsoly as tho square root ftf the radiu«,
but if thorc is a core of iron huriug a high capacity for nw^neiC
zation, the diameter of tlie wiro should be more nearly directly
pi-oportiorial to the square root of the mdius of the laver

An Endless Solenoid,

681.] If a solid be generated by the levointion of a plauo area A
about an axis in its own plane, not eutting it, it will have the form
of a rinf^. If fhis rino. be coiled with wire, so that the windings
of the coll are in phmes passm-^r tlirou^h the axis of the ring', tlion,
if n is the whole number of windings, the current-function of the

layer of wire is ^= ^^7^, where k the angle of azimutli about

the axis of the ring-.

If ii is the magnetic potential inside the nng and £2' tliat out-
side, then ii^O'= 4 ir f/; + t7 = 2 y e + C,

Onfsido the ring Si' must satisfy Laphice's oqn^tion. and must
vanish at an infinite dkUn<^c, From the nature of tJie problem
it must be a function of only. The only valut; of il' which fulfik
these conditions is zero. Hence

11'= 0. a^2nyd+a
Tlie magnctie force at any jwint within the ring is perpendicular

tA the plane ixissing through the axis, an<l is cfiual to 2ny~
f

v!\wTe r is the distance from the axis. Outside the rinj^ there is
no magnetic force.

If the form of a closed cinrve bo given by the coordinates
and & of its tracing point a.s functions of ^, its length from u fixed
point, the magnetic induction through the closed curve is

dr
,

- -
,
- d&

(1. f ds

round the curve, provided the curve is uholly inside the ring
If tlio curve lies wholly without the ring, but embraces it, the
magnetic induction throufjh it is

where the accented coordinates refer not to tho closed curve, but to
a single winding of tho solenoid.

The magnetic induetion tin.High any closed curve embracing the
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ring is tlierofore the same, and equal to2n ys, where a is the U

ring-, the magnetic induction through it is zero.

Let a Ecoond wii-o be coiled in any manner round the ring, not
necessarily in contact xnth i% so ns to eml>raoe it if timee. Tlie
induction through this wiro is 2 nit' y a, and therofoi'e M, the
^efficient of induction of the one coil on the other, is il/= 2 « /r.

Since this is qi^ite independent of the particular form or position
of the second wire, the wires, il' travcrsod hy electric currents, will
experience no mechanical force acting Ijctwecii them, By uuik 111/5-

the second wire coincide witiv the first, we obtain for the coctncicnt
of self-induetion of the ring-eoil

If the closed curve does not embrace tho

L = 2 a.
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Ci/timlncul Condtidors.

683,] Is a verj important eliiss of electrical iu'i-sing-ements the

ciirruiit 18 eoiiduLted thrcmgh roaiitl wires of nearly uniform scttinn,

atid cither fiti'aight, ot such that the radma of curvature of tlju axis

of tlie wire is very great compared with the radius of the transverse

eectiou of the wire. In order to he prepare<l to deal iiuatliematically

with such arraug'Sirifntg^ we shall begin with the case in which the
circuit consitits of two very long parivllt^l conJiictors, with two pieces

joining- their ends, and we shall confine our attention to a part of

the circuit, which is so far from the ends of the coiidiietoi's that tlie

fact of their not being- infinitely long docs not iotroduee any
sensible change in the distribution of force.

We shall take the axis of r parallel to the direction of the eon-

dnetors, then, from th« sjTumetry of the arrang^emcnts in the part
of the Hold considertxlj cverythiiig will depend on II, the component
of the vector-potential parallel to

The eonipoiients of mag-netic induction become, by eijuations (A),

iUl
^ — T* (I)

ill

< —

For the sake of generality we ahall suppose the coefficient of

mag-netic induction to bo ft, so that a = ^ a, 5 = |ui where a and /3

are the coinponenta of the majjnctie force.

Tlie equations (E) of electric cnrrciits, Art, 607, ^ive

« = 0, v=Q, 4ir?(,-== '4^^--^ (3)
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683.] If the ciii-roiit is a, function of 1; the distance from tlic axis
of and if we write

iS — r cos 6, aud ^ — r ain &, (4j
and ^ lor the mfig-netie force, in tho direction in wliieb e k measured
pcriiendieular to the pliine tbrough the uxig of 2, we haw

1 ^ 1 d

If C is the whole current flowiugr through a section bounded by
!i circie in the plane m;^, wliose ccnti'e is the origin and whose
radius is r, /*r

C— I 2 7! rtPtlr — ^ fir. (G)

It appears, thert^fore, that the mag'n^tic foi-ce at a ^ve^i point
due to a current airanged in cylindrical strata, whose common axis
is the asig of £, depends only on the total strength of the current
flo^v-ing through the strata which lie between the g-ivcn point and
the axis, and not on the distribution of the carrent among tlic

different cylindrical strata,

For instaTicc, let the conductor he a nniform wire of radins r?,

ami let the total cuTrcnt through it he 6', then, if the current is

nniforndy distributed through all parts of the Bcction, ie wUl he
constant, and C—Ttica^.
The current flowing tlirough a circular BiH;tion of radius r, r hoing

less than a, is Cr'= Tijer^. Hence at any point within the vdrc,

2C' r

r or ^ ^

C
Outside the wire j3 = 2—

fn)

In the substance of the wire thei-e is no magnetic potential, for

within a conductor carrying an electric current the magnetic force
does not fullil the eondition of having a potential.

Outside the wire the magnetic potential is

SI — 2C6. ^loj

Let m suppose that instead of a wire the conductor is a niuf;il

tube whoiso external iind internal radii are a, and a^, then, ii'6'is

the current through the tubular conductor,

The magnetic force within tli« tube is zero. In the metal of the
tube, where r is between and a-^.
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and outside the tixbe, n
^ = 2-. (13)

f

the EfLmc as when llie t'lirrent flows tliroiit*'h a solid wire.

684.] Tlie magnetic induction at any paint is i =/i;3, and since,

by equation (2), ^ dH
'---f,*

(M)

Jl = -U^dr. (15)

Tlic value of // outside the tuTje is

A-2^Chsr, (16)

wlicre is the value of jn in ihe spoet? outside the tulic, and // is a

const^iiit, the value of 'which deiionds on the position of the return

current.

In the substance of the tube,

7/ = J-2ix, € log -r^ + 2< lo^ -) • (17)

In the sj)ace mthiu the tube // is constantj, and

H = - 2 C? log ^1 + J. C ( 1 + ^
pi-, log ^0 * ( ^ ^)

Let the circuit be completed by a return currents (lowing

in .1 tul>e or wire parallel to the first, the axes of the two eurrcnts

being- at a distance To <leterraiue the kinetic energy of the

system we have to caleulate the integral

T— ^ In IIw did % dz. (19)

Tf we confine our attcntiou to that part of the sys^tem wlndi lies

between two planes per
j
tendicular to the axes of the conductors, and

distant I from each othei% the expression becomes

I110 djc d^, (20)

Tf we distiiigxiish by an accent the quantities belonging to the

return current, we may write this

= \\nw'd^ d/+JJItw dx d^ + fjIhif tlx dt/+JJu'if/ (Ix'd^. {2 1

)

Since tlie aetion of the current on any point outside the tube is

the same as if the same current had been concentrat^id at the axis

of the tube, the mean value of // for the section of the return

current is A—'Z^f^C tog and the mean value of //" for the section

of the positive current is jV-^ 2 (f log h.
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Hence, in the expre^ion for the first two terms mjiy bo written

AC- 2 CC log fl, and ^'C- 2 CC" bg
iDtegKiting' the two Utter terms m the ordinary way, and adding

the resulbg, remeinberinjy that C?+ C = 0, we obtain the vahie of

the kinetie energy T, Writin^^ tliis fZC^, where L is the co-

eflicient of self-induction of tho system of two conductors, we find

as the vahie of L for unit of length of the system

T = '
'"^ ir< + 4 " + %

+ *
" ^

'"^
i'-

If the conductors are solid wires, ra^ and are zero, and

7=" ^^'-^ f^^)

It is only in the case of iron wires that we need take iiccount of

the magnetic induction in calculating their self-induction. In

other cases we may make jn^ jukI / all equul to unity. The
smaller the radii of the wires, and the greater the distance between
them, the greater is the eelr-itiduction,

Tofiml ilte lieptthion,^ X, hekijeen the Two P&Hion^ of IFire.

G86.3 By Art. 580 we obtain for the force tending to increase 5,

= 2^ie>, {21)

which agrees with Amp&re's formula, when p^ — iis in jiir,

687.] If the length of tho uirps h great compared with the

distiwico between them, we n uy the eoefiicicnt of Belf-indoction

to determine the tension of the wires arising from the action ofthe
current.

If ^ Is thig tension,

= C^{>^H^^,+ t\. (25)

In one of Ampere's experiments the parallel conductors consist

of two troughs of mercury connected with each other by a floating

bridge of wire. When a current is made to enter at the extfcmity

of one of the troughs, to flow along it till it reaches one extremity

VOL. ir, tt
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of the floating wire, to pass into the other trough tliioug!, llie
tiotLtmg bridge, and bo to retm-n along the second trough, the
tloating bridge moves along the troughs ho as to lengthen the nart
ot the mercuiy trnversed by the current.

Professor Tait has simplified the eleetrieal conditions of this
experiment by .uh^itufcing for the wire a floating siphon of glass
tilled with mercary, so that the current flows in mercury throQjrh-
out its course.

^

Fig. 10.

Tltis experiment is sometimes adclneed to prove that two elements
of a current in the same etmiglit line repel one another, and thus
to shew that Ampere's formula, which indicates sndi a repulsion
of coUinear elements, is more correct than tliatof Grassmann, which
gives no action between two elements in the same straight line •

Art, 526.

But it is manifest that since tlie formulae both of Ampere and of
Gitissmann give the tsame results for closed eircvuts, and since we
have in the experiment only a closed eireiiit, no result of the
experiment can favour one more than the other of those theories.

In fa«t, both formulae lead to the very same value of the
repulsion as that already given, in whicli it appears that the
distance between the j^arallel conEluctore is an important element.
When the length of the conductors is not very great compared

with their distance apart, the form of the value of I becomes
somewhat more eomplicated.

688.] As the distjince between the conductors is diminislied, the
value of I dimmishes. Tlie limit to this diminution is when the
wu-es are in contact, or when & = ftj + a^. In thia cass

(26)
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This is a miniimira when — a^, ami then

— 3.7730 (27)

This is the sroalleat vahie «t' the seli-indiietioti of a round wire

doubled on it&elf, the whole length of the wire being 2 L

Suice the two partfj of the wire must be jugulated from each

other, the self-induction can never actuiiilly reach this limiting

value. Bj usin^ broad flat strips of me(al instead of round wires

the Belf-iuduetion nmF he diminiishod indetinitely.

On the Eleci^omothve Farce required to produce a Curreni of fitr^ing

689] When the current in a wire is of varying^ intensity, the

electromotive foice ari&iii|> from the induction of the current on

ifceeU" is different in difforcnt parts of" the section of thu wire, heing^

in general a function of the distance fi-om the axis of tlit: wire

as well us of the time. If we supposQ the cylindrical conductor

to consist of a hiuiilie of wires nil forminjj part of the same circuit,

GO that the current is compelled to he of uniform Btreugth in every

part of the section of the buntlle, the method of ea,lculation vvdiich

we have hitherto u&ed would be strictly applicable. If, however,

we consider the cylindrical conductor as a solid mass in which

electric currents are free to ilow in obedience to electromotive forcCj

the intensity of the current will not he the siime at different

distances from the axis of the cylinder, and the electromotive forces

themselves iTill depend on the distribution of the current in the

different cylindric strata of the ivire.

The vector-jjotcntial //, the density of the current w, and the

eleetiomotive force at any point, must be considered jus functions of

the time and of the distance from the aiiis of the wire,

The total current, C, throug-h the section of the wire, and the total

electromotive force, acting round the cireuitj are to b« regarded

as the variahlesj the relation between which we have to find.

Let us assume as the value of IT,

R^S+T„^.Ti + &c. + r„ (1)

where T^, l\f &e. are functions of the time.

Then, from the equation

dr^ T dr

we find -itw -Ti + %ic + n^l\r-''^. (3)
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If p denotes the specific resistance of t]ie substance per unit of
volume, tlie electromotive force nt my pomt hp w, and this may be
expressed m terms of the electric potential iiml the vector potuntml
If by equations (B), Art. 598,

Comparingr the coefficients of like powers of r in equationg
(3) and (5), ^ ,^

^^-pUf' (7)

Hence we may write = — 'i* , /q.

= T. T,=-'!l 'P
^'^^ ^

^"^
pdi"- ^"-p-f^^* (10)

690,] To find the total ciu-rent £7, we mn<st integra,te over the
eeetion of the wire ;vhose ladius is a,

Subfititutin- the value of t.w from Liquation (3), we obtain

The value of if at any point outside the wire depends only ou
the total current C, and not on the mode in which it is distributed
within the wire. Henee we may assimie thiit the value ofH at the
surface of the \vire h AC, where A \b ^ constant to be determined
by eakulatioii from the general form of the circuit, Puttin- //^^C
when r:=(ty we obtain

If wo now writ6 = „ the value of the conductivity of

unit of length of the wire, and wd have
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Eliminating T from tbeso two equations, we find

-TiTra*y +&e. = 0. (16)

If I is the wIioIg length of the drciiit, R its lesiBtance^ and E the

©lectTOinDtive force due to other cimses thau the induefciou of the
cuirent on itself, dS E I— ^-j^ a=-, (17)

E=m+liA + 1) ^--^^ 7/^+ tV^,^ -Ti^^, + kc, (1 8}

The fifst term, MC^ of the rig^ht-hatid member of this equation
expresses the elcctiomotive for<fe required to overcome the resist-

ance according to Ohm's law.

The second term, / {A + \) -- ,
expresses the electromotive force

which would be employed iu mcireaeing the eleetrokinetic momentum
of the circuit, on the hypothesis that the current is of uniform
strenf>th at every point of the section of the wire.

The remainiiifr terms express the correction of this vaKie, arising
from the fact that the current is not of uniform strength at ditferenit

distances from the asig of the wire. The actual system of currents
has a greater deg^ree of freedom than the hypothetical syeUm,
in which the cmxent is constr;iined to lj« of uniform strength
throughout the section. Hence the electromotive force refpiired

to produce a rapid change in the strength of the current is some-
what less than it would he on thift hypothesis.

The relation between the time-integral of the electromotive force

and the time-intejjral of the current is

jEdi=Ii fCdl^-l(A+ k)C-r\^^ +&e. (19)

If the current before the beginning' of the time Ims a constant
value and if dnring the time it rises to the value C\, and re-

mains consLint at that viilne, then the terms involving the diFer-

eutoal coefficients of C vanish at both limits, and

fEdl^EjCdi+ l{A+i){C,- C,), (30)

the eame Viilue of the electromotive impulse &s if the current had
been uniform throughout the wire.
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On ihe Geometrical Memi Dutsnee of JWo M^ures in it Pia?ie.*

691.] Ill ealculating the eleetroraagnetic Action of a cui-rent

fiowitigr in a straight comluetor of sny given section on the current

in a pamllijl conductor whose section is also given, we have to find

the integ-ml f f f C

JJj P^s^<^^<^^^^W^

where dxd^ h an element of the area of the first section, d<x;'d/ an
element of the sceoad section, and r the distance between these
elements, the intcg-ration being exteaded first over every element
of the first section, and then over every element of the eeeond.

If we now detemiine a line II, such that this integral is equal to

4 ^2 log J?,

where
j
and are the areas of the two sections, the length of li

will be the same whatever unit of length we adopt, and whatever
eyetem of logfirithms we ttse. If we suppose the seetiong divided
into elements of Gqual size, then the logarithm of R, multiplied by
the nurnher of paiis of Glements, i\Hll be equal to the sum of the
lo^rithms of the distanees of all the pain; of elements. Here B.

may be considered as the geonietrieal mean of all the distances
between pairs of elements. It is evident that the value of R must
be intermediate hetween the g-reatest and the least values of r.

If J2jt and Rn me the geometric mean distances of two figures,

A and B, from a third, C, and \i Ba+r is that of the sum of the two
figures from C, then

{A+ S) log Ra+b - A loj^ lij +R log Rs.

By means of this relation we can determine R for a compound
figure when we know R for the parts of the figure.

692.] Examples.

(1) Let R be the mean distance from the point to the line
AR. Let OF be perpLmdicular t<> AR, then

AB (kg + I ) = AF log OA + PBlog0B+ OB JOB.

Fif. 41,

* Truju't, R. S, Edin.. 1871-2.
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(2) For two lines (Fig. 42) of lengtlas a atul & drawn perpendicu-

lar b the extremities of a Hue of length c and on the same side of it.

(2 log it +3) = {c'^ ~ (a log- ^/c^ + {it- 6)^ + log c

4 {a^ - hg'/^Tc^ + {b^-^) log

— c{a &) tajQ" * -—- 4- acian' 1? j-^ctan"^ -

Fig, 43.

(3) For two liness, PQ mid US {F'lj^. 43), whose tUre<5tLons inter-

sect at 0,

FQ . 2iS (2 log M+3) = log P/i' (2 OP. OJi siii2 - cosO)

+ log Q-S' (20^.0^ siQ-' - COS 0)

- log Pi' (2 or, 08%\xi- - cos 0)

-log Qli {20q.0H sin^O^ qRHmO) ^

Kg. 4a-

(4) For a point and n rectangle J JiCD (Fig. 44 J. Let OPj

OQ, 0^?, OiSj be perpcndicnlars on the sides, then

ABAI) (2 log + 3) = 2 . OP,OQ lo^ 0^ + 2.0^.OR log Oi^

+ 2 .CM . 05 lo- OC + 2 . OS,OP logOH
+ OPKI0A + OqKAO7i

Fig, 41.
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(5) It is not necessary that the two figrures sliould be dim^rentj for
we may find the gefmietric mean ot tha distanws botwoen overjpair
of points ill the same fi{>ure. Thus, for a straigltt line of length a,

log J? = lt>g-«— I,

J? = 0.22313a.

(6) For a rectangle wliose sidiis are a and

HR =
"1 kgV'+l -i ^ log^77^

When the reetang-le is a square, whose side is a,

log J2 ^ logi7 + i log 2 -f- ^
-ffi = 0.44705 a,

(7) The gMmetric mami distance of a point from a circular line
IS equal to the greater of the two quantities, its distance from the
oentre oi the circle^ md the mdivis of the circle.

(8) Hence the geometric mean distauee of any figure from a
ring bounded by two concentric circleg is equal to its geometric
mean distimcy fVom the centre if it is entirely outside the ring, but
if it is entirely ^vithill tlie ring

where and are the outer and inner radii of the ring. M is
in this case independent of the form of the figure within the ring,

(9) Tlie giJometric mean distance of all pairs of points in the
ring is found from the equation

log J? = log..,- log ^ + J
lf^JZ<

.

For a eircular area of radius a, this b^omes

K ~ 0.7738

For a cii-eular line it becomes

693.] In calculating the coefficient of sclf-indiietion'of a eoil of
mijform section, the i^dim of curvatu.'e being great compared witli
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the dimensiaos of the teuiaverse section, wo fiiist determme the

g<X)metrie mean of the distances of every pair of points of the

section by the method already described^ and tlien we cidiiuUte tlie

coeflicient of mutufil indiiction lietween Uvo linear conductors of

the given form, pliic<?d at this distaucii apart.

This M ill be the coefficient of tself-indnction when the total cur-

rent in the coil ia unity, and the cun'ent is uniform at all points of

the seetioD.

But if there are « winding in the coil we mast mnltiply the

coefficient alr*?ady obtained by n^, and thus we shall ol>tain the

coefficient of self-induction on tbe supposition that the windings of

the conduc'tliig- wire lill the whole section of the coil.

But the wire is cylindric, and is covered with insulating nnitcrial,

so that the current, instead of beings unifwinly distiibuted over the

fiection, is concentrated in certain p^irts tif it, and thiss incrcflscs the

coefficient of self-induction. Besides this, the cnrrents in the

ncighboiirinj^ wires have not the same action on the current in a

g^iven wire lis a luiifbrnily distributed current.

The corrcetions arising from these considerations may be de-

termined by the method of the geometric mean distance, Tlu;y

are proportioniil to the length of the whole wire of the coil, and

may be expreseed as numerical qiiantitiesj by which wc niu^t

multiply the length f)f the wire in order to obtain tlie eon'ceiion

of the coefficient of self-induction.

Let the diameter of the wire be d. It is

covered with insulating material , and wound

into a coil. Wc shall suppose that the sections

of the wii-es are in squai^ order, as in Fig. 45,

and that the distance between the axis of eiieh

wire and that of the next is Dj whether in

the direction of the breadth or the depth of

the coil. D is evidently greater than d. y^^^ 45.

We have first to determine the exctes cf

self-induction of unit of length of a cylindric wire of diameter d

over that of unit of lengtli of a square ivire of aide 1/, or

. 7^ for the square

^ R for the circle

= 2(log|+ilog2 + |- V)

D= 2 (5og-T -f 0.1380G06)-
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The inductive action of the eight nearest round wires on the wire
under coneJdemtioti is less than that of the corresponding eight
square wires on the ajnare wire in the middle by 2 x {.01371).
The corrections for the wires at a g^reiiter distance may be tie--

lecied, and tbe total correction may h& written
^

+ 0.11835)-

Tlie final value of the self-induction is therefore

1= ?^M+2l(^hg, j+ 0.US35),

where n is the nutaher of windings; and / the length of the wire,M the mutual induction of two circuits of the hrm of the mean
wire of the coil placed at a distance If fmm each other, whore M is
the mean gfeometric distance hotween pairs of points of the section,
i? is the distance h^twece consecutive wires, and d the diameter
of the wire.
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cmOULAR CURRENTS,

Magnetic Potential due io a Otrcuhr CnrrenL

694.] The mag^netic potential at a given point, tUie to a circuit

carryiiig^ a unit curreTit^ is numerically equal to the solitl onj^le sub-

tended hj the circuit at tb^i \mi\t ; see Arts. 409^ 485.

Wheti the circuit is circular, the solid angrlc is that of a cone

of the second degree, which, when the given point is on the axis

of the circle, becomes a right cone. When the point is not on

the axis, the cone is an elliptic cone, and its solid au^flc Is

numerically equal to the area of the spherical ellipsjc which it tract^a

on a sphere whose radius is unity.

This area can be expressed in finite terms by meanti of elliptic

intogrtds of tlie third kind. We eha.ll find it more convenient to

t>x|iand it iii the form of an iuBnite series of spherical harmonics, for

the facility with which mathematical operations may be performed

on tlie g"eneral term of such a series

more tlian fxiunt<?rbalances the trouble

of caleulaf in'* a numljcr of terms suffi-

cient t^i ensure practical accuracy.

for the sidce of generality we shall

assume the origin at any point on the

axis of the circle, that is to (say, on

the line throutjh the centre perpen-

dicular to the planp of the circle.

Let (Fig. 46) be the centre of the

eirclGj C the point on the axis wliich

we assume as origin, Ha. point on the

circle.

Deserilje a sphere with C as centre,

a,iid CH as radius. The circle will lie

on this sphere, and will form a small circle of the sphere of

angular radius a.
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CH = e,

OC = & =. c cos a,

OU= a = c sin a,

IM A be the pole of the sphere, and ^ any point on the axis, and
Jet V^—s^

Let M be nay point in space, and let Cli = and JC7£ =
Let P be the point when CE cuts the 5i>hure.
The ma^^netio pot^tial due to the cixcukr current is eqiml tothat due to a magnetie .heU of .treiigth tmitj bounds! by the

current A. the form of the .urfnoe of the .hell i. indifjLnt,
pro..ded .t bounded by the cirde, we may .uppo^ it to coincide
\>itli the siirrace ol the sphere.

.fJ' ^'T r ^'^'^ P'^^"*''^' to a
B ra .n. of niafcter of .nrfaee-densitj unitj, spread over the surface
of the sphox. with.n the .n,all circle, the potentml due t. a mag-
netic shell of strength unity and hounded by the same eirelo i.

1 , ^

We have in the first place, therefore, to find P.T 4-U _ ^ *
1

1-

I—-J v^.^iviL-Jtj m una
Let the given poii.t be ™ the asis of the eirele at Z. then the

tU fir.t .erie. being converg^ent when . ih.n and thesecond when ^ is greater tlian c.

Writing dS = ~s^df,d<p,
and migrating with re.pect to between the limit. .and 2 rrand with re.poct to ^ between the limit, c.sa and «e find

J'

By the characterietic equation of
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Tliis expression fails when i = 0, but since Qo = 1,

j'q^dfi= l-fi. (3}
' **

A3 the function -~ oecurs in every part of this investigation w©

simll denote it by the abbreviated symbol Q/. Tlie values of

correspontling to several values of ; are given in Art, Ij98,

Wo are now able to write down the value of P for any i>oitit J?,

wJiether on the axis or notj Tjj substituting- r for z, and multiplviniij

each term by tlic zonal harmonic of of the i?Rmi' i ithf. For
Pmust be capable of expansion in a series of zoueiI iiiiiiiiujucs of

with proper coefGcients. When ^ = tath of the zonal harmonica

bcoomes equal to unity, and the point R lies on the axis. Hence
the coeflldeuts are the terins of the expansion of P for a point on
tlie axis. We thus obtain the two series

(4)

or

695.] We may now find m, the magnetic potential of the cireuifc,

by tlie method of Art., 670, from the equation

We thus obtain the two series

w--^27f|l -eosa + &e. + — ^/(a) ^. (^) + &c, U (6)

or «'= 3^ain^a|4r.Q;(a)(3, (^)4,&e,^.^ (2,'(a)Q^(S)| . (6')

Tlie series (6) is convergent for all values of r less than ij, and the

series (G'} is eonvergent for all values of r greater than c. At the

surface of the sphere, where r = the two eeries give the same
vahie for w when is greater than a, that is, for points not

oceupied by the magnetic shell, but wheu is less than a, that ij?,

at points on the magnetic shell,

If we assume (9, the centre of the circle, as the origin of co-

ordinates, we must put a = J , and the series become
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1.3.(2^-1)?^ Q

[696.

wliere the orders of all tlic liarmonics are odd

Qjt the Fotmikl Emerge of/w Circular Currents.

696.^ Let us begia by supposing the two magnetic shells which

are eqniviilent to the currents to be portions of two concentric sphexes,

their radii homg and c^, of which 0^ is the gi-eater (Pig-. 47).

Let lis also suppose that the axes of the two shells coincide, and

that Oj is the ang^le subtended by

the radius of the first shell, and

the angle subtended by the radina

of the second shell at the centre C,

Let ti}^ be the potential due to the

first shell at any point within it, then

the work vcqdrcd to caiTy the eeeond

shell to an infinite distance is the

value of the suTfaec-integral

Fig, 47-

extended over the eecond shell Hence

4 sin" a, c-A- Q' i<hW^ -I- &e.+^ q,f{a^) fQ (0.,)^^^,
\

.

or, substituting the value of the integrals from eq^iiation (2), Art.

* The value cf the solid atigle taibtended by & flirele tahj be obtaioed in a mope
direct way as follows,—
The solid angle subtended by the tsicle at the point Z m the axia iii easily shewn

to bo

Expuidta^ this expiessicn in spliericitd harmonics, wc find

« -= 2»
^
(CO6 + (Q; {n) CM a- (tt (*)) ^ + Sks, + (a) cos*- Qf_i <a» + |

.

- 2ir
J

( (ft) coa «^ <J( (a)) - + &c. + (Q^ (a) coae- + , (a)) ^— + &c.
j

.

for tlie BspanHtoM of at for points on thfe axle for which z in less thnh c tyV gfCAter

than c wspectively. R&meiubcring the equntiong (42) and (43) of Art, IS2 (vol. i.

p. 105), thfl (stefG-tacntB in tUtat: eijusrtioiia are cviJssutly the samo bs ihoniii we Jiave

now obtained in a more convenient fwm for ooiiiputatiDii-
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697.] Let us next aiippoae that the axis of one of the shells is

turned ahout C as a coatie, ao that it now makes an ang-le 6 with
the axis of the other shell (Fig, 48). V^e have only to introduce
the zonal h;irmouics of $ into tliis expression for M, and we find for
the more general value of J/,

This is the value oF the pot^jntiRl energy due to the mutual
actSou of two circular currents of unit stren^^th, placed so thjit

the normals through the centres of the circles meet in a point C
m an angle the distances of the circunit'eronces of the cireks from
the point C being and c^, of which t-j 13 the ^rieater.

If any displacement irfe alters the value

of Mf then tke force acting in the direc-

tion of the displacement is Z =
For instance, if the aids of one of the

shells ia free to torn about the point

so as to cause & to Yury, then the moment
of the force tending to increase 9 is 0,
where ^ dM

® = -^rr
(IB

Performing the differentiation, and rememhering that

wliere lias the same signification as in the former equations,

= - 4 ein%isin2 0^ sin eJ i ^ ^^/(aj Qiia^)Q{{&) + &c.

698.] As t' e values of Q{ occur frequently in those esilculations

the following table of values of the first six degreeis may be useful.

In this table fi stands for cos 0, and n for sin 0.
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699.] It is sometimes convenient to express the series for M in

terms oflinoar qnantities as follovrs;—
Let a be the TafHiiJ? of tlio smaller aireuit, b the distance of its

plane from the origin, and c — '/a- +6^.

Let Af Bf ^tA C be the corresponding q^uantities for the larger

circuit.

The series for M may then he written,

+ a.l.irS* ^—^-^-^^1) a^)(co«^^-| sin^ 6 cos 6)

If we make (3=0, the two circles become parallel and on the

EJime axis. To determine the atti'action between them we may
difrerentiate M with respect to ii. Wo thus find

^ = ^« 1 2,3 ^ + 2.3.4 * + &:e. [

.

700.] In calculating the eflect of a coil of rectangular section

we Itave to integrate the expressions alrendy found with respect

to Ay the radins of the coil, and B, the distance of its plane from

the orig-in, and to extend the integration over the breadth and

depth of the coil.

In some cases direct integration is the most convenient, but

there are others in which the following method of approximation

leads to more useful results.

Let P be any function of x and ^, and let it he required to find

the value of P where

111 this expression P i& the mean value of P within the limits of

integration.

Let P^ he the value of P when ^ = and ^ ^ 0, then, expanding
P by Taylor's Theorem

^

Integrating- this expression between the limits, and dividing the

result by iPy, we obtain as the value of Py
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III the case of the eotl, let the outer and inner ra^3^i be + ^

and if respectively, a,nd let the distance of the planes of tbe

windings from the origin lie hetween and JS— i »j, then the

breadtli of the coil is jj, and it« depth these quantities being

small compared with A or C.

In order to calculate the mHg>netic effect of such a eoil we may
write the successive terms of the series as follows t—

-

= 2 . ( 1 + - 1
5 ) f^ + *-C^— )

'

+ —

—

2

h - ira^ +-^'^^%

&e.j &c.

The quantities ffj,, ffj, (7^, &c. belong- to the large coiL The
value of (u at points for which r is less than C is

The quantities ^r^,
^^j, &c. belong to the small ooil. The value of

ca' at points for which r is greater than c is

Qim + (^) + &e.

The potential of the one coil with respect to the other when the

total current through the section of each coil is unity is

M = ff, (6)+ G^0^ (6)+ &c.

To firid M % EllipLic Integrals.

701,] Wlien the distance of the circunifeFences of the two circles

VOL, II. X
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ia moderate ae compared with the radii of the smallerj the series

fllrt'ady givm do not converge rapidly. In every case^ however,

we may find the value of If for two parallel cirelciS by elliptic

integrals.

For let If he the length of the line joining' the centres of the circles,

and let this line ho peipentlicular to the planes of the two circles,

and let A and a he the radii of the cirelesj tiieu

the Intei^ration being extended rotmd both curves.

In this c^Qf

t = <p—^\ (U — a
{1(f), d/= Ad(p%

•0 -'ff Va^ + + b^-2A(i COS (c;b

-

where e = V'^g —

^

^

and F and ^are complete elliptic integrals to modulus e.

From this we get, by differentiating with respect to 6 and re-

membering- that e is a fanotion of

If ?"j and ^2 denote the greatest and least values of

and if an angle y be taken such tlmt cos y = ,

dM h siny . „,

^^'"''Tlf ^^^^^^

where ¥^ and J^^ denote the complete elliptic integrals of the first

and second hind whose modulus is siiiy.

If A = (iy cot y — ^ , antl

-^ = 27rcosy{3P^-(l+see3y)^^},

dM
The quantity represents the attraction hetween two parallel

circular currentsj the current in each being unity.
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Seet>nd Eaipremm for M,

An expression for which is sometimes more convonietit, is got

by making — ^ ? , in which e(*&e
+

dnm (Ite Lines of Msffnelic F&rcefor a Clrcnlar CurrcnL

702.] Tlie lines of msg-netic force are e-ridetitly in planes passing-

through the axis of i\iti circle, auJ in eaeh of these lines the \ralue

of if is eonstaut.

Calculate the value of = --
^ from Leffcndre's

tables for a sufficient number of vrilues of ^.

Draiv reetangular axt>s of ee and z on the paper, and, with centre

at tlie point a- =; 4 « (sin ^+ eosoo draw a circle nilli radius

4 »{eoscc 0—sm Q), For all points of this cirde the vakic of t*i will

be sin ff. Hence, for all points of this circle,

1 , . 1 M-Kt,M — 4 7!\^Aa—— 1 3 and A =

Now A is the value of x for which the value of itT was found.

Hence, if we draw a line for which ji:= A, it mil cnt the circle

in two points having- the ^vcti value of M.
Giving M a scries of values in arithmetical proj^ression, the

values of A •mW he as a series of squares. l>rawjj>g- therefore a

scries of lines jjarallel to for \vhif;h a? has the values fotiml for J,
the points where these lines cut the circle will be the jioints where
the cornespouding lines of force cut the circle.

If we put m = 4 za, and 31= nm, then

A = s; i= jt^K^ a.

We may call n the index of the line nf force.

The forms of these Hues are given in Fig. XVITI at the end of

this volume. They are copied from a drawing- given by Sir W,
Thomson in his paper on ' Vortex Motion*.'

703.] If the position of a circle having a given a sis is regained
ns defined by &, the distance of its centre from a fi.Yed point on
the axie^ and a, the riidins of the circle, then the coefficient

of induction of the circle with respect to any system whatever

* Tram. R. 5., Edin., vol. xav. p. 217 (ISflSJ.
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of magnets or currents, is subject to the following' equation

dm dm _ 1 dM _

To prove this, let us consider the number of lines of magnetic
force cut by tba circle when or i is matle to vary.

(1) Let a become c+ Brt, b reniaiiiitig constaiiL Buring^ this

variation the eiTcle, in expanding, sweeps over an annular surftice

in its owti plane whose breadth is M.
If V is the magnetic potential at any point, and if the axis of y

be parallel to that of the circle, then the magnetic force perpen-

dicular to the plane i>f the ring is --^ .

if
To find the ma^etie induction through the annuki- surfajee we

have to iu teg-rate f-in gy
f aba—d&,

-'a f//

where 6 is the an^jlar position of a point on the rin^.

But tliis quantity represent* the variation of M due to the

variation of a, or '^^Za, Ilenee

(2) L&t I become 5+ a*, a remaining constant During this
variation the circle svreeps over a cylindric gurfaee of radius a and
length S*.

magaetie force perpendicular to this surface at any point is

^ where r is the distance from the axis. Hence

dM f^' dV

Differentiating equation (2) with respect to a, and (3) with
respect t« we get

-d^^k t/'+I ''dFi/'^ (^)

XT dm f^^dV

] dM
,

Transposing the last term we obtain equation (1).
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Voefficknt of Imluciion of Tm Faralld Circhu teken fM Distance

between ths Arcs is Small compared with l&e Madius of either

Circle.

704,] We might deduce the value of in tbia cose from the
ejqxinsion of the elliptic intcg-ml alifadv' given when its raoJuliis

ia nearly unity. The followia*? method, however, is a more dbect
application of clcetricatl iirinciples.

Firsi Apjiroxinmiimt.

Let A and a be the radii of the eireles, and d the distanee bctweeti

their planes, then the shortest distance

between the ores is

T -^{A-af + b-^.

We have to find the magnetic

induction tlirough the circle A, due to a

unit current iu <2 on the supposition that

r is small compared with A or a.

We shall bcj^in by mlcuhiting^ the

magnetic induction through a circle in Fig, 49,

the pliiue of a whose mdins is a— c being a quantity small com-
pared with a (Fig;, 49).

Consider a small element th of the circle a. At a point in the

]ilaiie of the circle, distant p from the middle of i^, measm-ed in

a direction making an luiglc Q with the direction of (k^ the magnetic
foree due to is perpendicular to the plane, and equal to

At sin 8 ds.

r
IF we now calculate the surface-integral of this force over the

space which lies within the eireie but outside of a circle whose
centre is ds and whose radius is e, we find it

/ / ein d&dp — {log

8

a —log- c— 2] i/a'.

If £f is small, the surface-iutegra! for the part of the annular sjiace

outside the small circle c may be neglected.

We then Hud for the induction through the circle whose radios

is a—Cf by integrating with respect to ds^

— -1 TTii {log^Srt— log*?— 2}j
provided c is very small compared with a.

Since the magnetic force at any point, the distance of which
from a curved wii-e is small compared with the radius of curvature.
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is nearly tlie game as if the wire had been ytraightj we can calculate)

the differenee between the induction tbioug-h the circle whose
radius is a—c^ nntl the circle A by the formula

Masi—Mae — 4 IT { log — 1 Og" .

Hence we fiud the value of the induction between A and a to be

= 4 TT a (log's a—log r— 2)

approximately, provided r ia small compai-ed with a.

705.] Since the mutun! induction between two windings of the

same coil is a very important quantity in the calculation of ex-
perimental results, I fllmll now describe a method by which the

approximation to the value ofM for this case can he carried to any
required deg^ree of accuracy.

We shall assume that the vahie ofM is of the form

it iff

and B^-2a + lij^+ S^-^+n;^ + if^-H 7^'*^'

+

where a and c+df are the radii of the circles, and ^ the distance
between their planes,

"We hftve to determine the values of the coefficients A and R
It is maniScst that only even powers of / can occur in these quan-
tities, becanso, if the sign of ^ is reversed ^ the value of M must
remain the same.

We get another set of conditions from tlio reciprocal property
of the coeiEeient of induction, which remuine the sjime whichever
circle we take as the piimary circuit. The valne ofM must there-
fore remain the same when we substitute «+ a? for a, and — a? for ar

in the above expression.

Wo thus find the follo^niig conditions of reciprocity by equating
the coeflicients of similar combinations of x and

A-i = -A.^ - Jg, ifj = i- Ml + -A,
j/= s;= A.:^ A'

;
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From the g-encral equation of J/, Art- 703^

(f«* d^^ a+ x~dx' ~ ^*

we obtain another set of conditions,

*i(«~l)^4{«+l)«^»+i + i.2zt'^+1.2 =
{n—l){n-2)A'„+n{n-l)A\^^ + 2,^ A\+2.S A''^^^= {n-2)A^\

Solving these equations and substituting- the values of the co-

effioienta, the series for M becomes

?b ^^(^ form qf a coil Jar which the mc£ici&ni of self-in-

duetion i# a fms^imum^ ike total length and tkickuess of the

wire being ffiven.

706.] Oraittin^^ the corrections of Art. 705, we find by Art. B73

L = i Tsn^ d (\og^ — 3} J

where n is the number of windings of the wire, a m the mean
radins of the coil, and if is the geometrical mean distance of the

transverse section of the coil from itself, See Art- If this

BDctiou is always siniilur to itself, R is proportional to its linear

dimensions, and n varies aa R^.

Since tiie fcot-al length of the wii"c is 2 -nan, a varies inversely

as n. Hnince

dn ilR - da dR- =2^^-, and —= — 2—i

and we find the condition that L may be a msi^timiim
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If tbo transverse section of the coil is circular, of radius theu,
by Arfc. G92, R

and 10^— = V 1

whence ~ 3.22(5

^

or, the m*>au radius of the coil should be 3.22 times the radius of
the ti-ansverse section of tho coil in order that such a coil may have
the greatest coefficient of Belf-induction. This result wa^ fouad by
Gausg

If tlie channel in which ih^ coil is wound has a square transverse
section, the niojin diameter of the eoil should be 3.7 times the dde
of the square section.

* ffVAev Gottiagen edition, 1867, vol. v. p. m*L



CHAPTER XV.

ELECTKOMAGKETrC INSTfiUMBNTS.

Qahanoriieters.

yO?*] A Galvanometer k uti iustrumeut by niofins of wliieli am
electric eurrent is indieated or measured by its magnetic actiou.

When the instnimeat is inteaded to indicate the existence of a

feeble current, it is called a Sensitive Galyaiiomoter.

When ifc is intended to measure a current with the greatest

aec'iiracy in terms of standard units, it is caUetl a Standard Galva-

nometer.

All galvanomotevs are founded ou the principle of Sehweiggcr's

Multiplier, in which the current is made to pass through a wire,

which is coiled so as to pass many times round an open space,

within which a magnet ie suspended, so as to produce within this

space an electromagnetic force, the intensity of which is indicated

by the magnet.

In sensitive galvanometers the coil is so arranged that its

witidmgs occupy the po^itioDS in which their inllucncc on the

magnet ia greatest. They are therefore packed closely together

in order to he near the magnet.

Standard galvanometci-a are eonstrucfced so that the dimensions
:ind relative positions of all their fixed parts may be accui-ately

knowOj and that any small uncertainty about the position of the

moveable psirts may introdnce the smallciit possible error into the
calculations.

In constructing a sensitive galvanometer we aim at making the

Md of electromag:netie force in wbicli the magnet is suspended as

intetise as possible. In designing; a standard galvanometer we
wish to make the field of electromagnetic force near the magnet
as uniform as i>{)ssible, and to know it^ esact intensity in terms
of the strength of the current.
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On Sianthrd Gaimnomeferi,

[708.

708.] In a staiulard galvanometer the strength of the current
has to be determined from tlic force which it exerts on the sus-
pended ma^rnet. Now the distrihiitron of the magnetism within
the miignet, and the positioii of its centre when Buspende<lj are not
capable of being determined with any great degree of accuracy.
Hence it is neee^sary that the coil sliould be arranged so as to
produce a field of force whiirh is very nearly luiilbrm throii!>hout
the whole apRce occupied by the magnet during its jiossiblc motion.
Tim dimensions of the coil must therefore in general he much brger
than those of the magnet.

By a, projwr arrimgement of several coils the field of force within
them may be made mneh more uniform than when one coil only
is used, and the dimensioiia of the ii^strument may l)o thus reduced
and its sensibility increased. The errors of the linear measurements,
however, introduce greater uneerUinties into the values of tlie
eleetrieal constants for small instruments than for larg^ ones. It
is therefore best to determine the electrical constants of small
instruments, not by direct measurement of their dimensions, but
by an electrical eoraparigon with a large standard instrument, of
which the dimensions are more accurately known ; see Art. 752.

In all standard galvanometers the coils are circular. The channel
in which the coil is to be wound is carefully turned. Its breadth

Tig. 50,

is made equal to some multiple, of the diamctcT of the covered
wire, A hole is horM in the side of the channel where tl,e wire is
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to entcrj and om end of the covered wiie is pualietl out thifiugh

this hole to foim the inner connexion of the coil. The channel is

j>lai;ed on a lathe, find a wooden axis Is fastened to it ; see Fig. 60.

The end of a long string is nailed to the wooden axis at the same

part of the civciimfurt'nffe as the entiance of tlie wire. The wliole

h then turned ronndj iiud the wire is smoothly and regularly laid

on the bottom of the channel till it is completely covered hy tt

windings. During this process the string has been wound Jt times

round the wooden axis, and a nail is driven into the string at the

nth turn. The windings of the string shoidd be kept exposed

so that they can easily ho eountetl. The external circumference

of the first layer of windings is then measured and a new layer

iti beguuj and so on till the proper ntiniber of layers htm been

wound on. The use of the string in to count the number of

windings. If for any reason we have to unwind part of the coil,

the string is also unwound, so that wo do not lose our reckoning

of the actual number of windings of the coil, The nailti serve

to distinguish the number of windings in each layer.

The myjisure of the circumfercnoe of f^ach layer furnishes a test

of the regularity of the winding, and enables us to calculat^i the

electrical constants of the coil. For if we take the arithmetic mean

of the circumferences of the channel and of the outer layer, and

then add to this the circumferences of all the intermediate layers,

and divide the sum by the number of layers, we shall obtain the

mean circumft-rencej and from this we can deduce the mean radius

of tho coil. The circiinifereiiee of each layer may be measured by

means of a steel tape, or better by means of a graduat'ed wheel

which rolls on the coil as the eod revolves in the process of

winding. The value of the diWsions of the tape or wheel must

be ascertained by comparison with, a straight scale,

709.] The moment of the force with which a unit current in

the coil acts upon the suspended apparatus may he expressed in

the series @+ Q^g^ e {&) + &e„

where the coefficients G refer to the coil, and the coefHeients ^ to

the suspended ap}>aratas, 6 being the angle between the axis of

the coil and that of the suspended apparatus ; see Art. ?00.

When the suspended apparatus is a thin uniformly and longitud-

inally niagnetizcf,! bar magnet of length 2l and strength unity,

suspended by its middle,
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The vdaes of the cc^fficients for a magnet of lengtli 2Z mag-notixBd
in any other way are smaller than when it is magnetized uni-
formly,

V

710,] When the apparatus is used as a tangent ^Ivanomt^tci-,

the coil is fixed with its plane vertical and parallel to the direction

of the earth's magnetie force. The equation of equilibrium of the
niagnet is in this ease

mff-^Hcme = m y ein B { G^^^+ G^^^ (9) + &c, }

,

where m^^ k the mag^netie moment of the niagntt, II the horizontal

component of the terrestrial magiwjtic force, and y the strength
of the current in the coil. When the hngth of the magnet is

small compired with the radius of the coil the terms after the lirtst

in fir and ^ may be neglected, and we find

7= fT cot

The angle usually measured is the deflexion, of the magnet
whieh is the complement of &, so that cot i? = tan d.

Tlie cun-eiit Is th\iB proportional to the tangent of the deviation,
and the instrument k therefore called ji Tangent Galvaoometei-,

Another method is to make the whole apparatus moveable about
a vertical axie, and to turn it till the magnet is in equilibrium with
its axis parallel to the plane of the coil, If the angle between the
plane of the coil and the magnetic meridiau is h, the equation of
equilibrium is

m^j, lUm 6 = MyyiG.ff, -fG.ff^ + &e.}

,

ZT

whence y ^ „—̂ sinfi.
(Cr, — Sec.)

Since the current is measured by the sine (if the deviation, the
instrument when used in this way is called a Sine Galvanometer,
The method of sines can Ik; applied only when tin* current is

so sternly that we can regard it as constant during' the tinie of
adjusting the instrument and bringing the magnet to equi-
librium.

711.] We have next to consider the arrangement of the coifs
of a standard galvanometer.

The simplest form is that in which there is a single eoil, and
the magnet is isaspt^ndeil at its centre.

Let A be the mean radius of the coil, f its depth, 7} its breadth,
and « the number of windings, the values of the eoettieieiits are
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(?4 = 0, kc.

Tlie principal correction is that arising from G,^. The series

becomes ( 1 - 1™ ^3 (cos= 6-\ sm^ &))

The faxjtor of correction will ditCet most from unily when the

mag^net is uniformly magnetized iiml vfhm & = 0. In this eaee it

becomes j^- vanishes when tan ^ = 3, or when the de*

flexion is tan"^ ^, or 26°34', Some observers, thcreforo, arrange

their experiments so as to make the observed deflexion h8 near

this angle as poseibb. The best methwl, however, is to nee a

magnet bo short eonipared with the radius of the coil that the

correction may be altogether neglected.

The suspended magnet is carefully adjusted so that its centre

shall coincide as nearly as possible with the centre of the coil. If,

however, this adjnetment is not perfeet, nnd if the coordinates of

the centre of the magnet relative to the centre of the coil are a?, z,

z being measured parallel to the axis of the coil, the factor of

correction \s
( 1 + | ^ijhZ^ri^^ .

When the radius of the coil is largo, and the adjustment of the

magnet carefuU) madcj, we may assume that this correction is

inseneible.

Guugaiits Arrmgement.

712.] In ordtfr to get rid of the correction depending on

Gangain coiistruc'ted a galvanometer in which this terra was ren-

dered zero by suspending the magnetj not at the centre of the

coil, but at a point on the at a distance from the centre equal

to half the radins of the coil. The form of ffg is

and, since in this anang-emcnt li — \ A, — 0,

Th is ariangemcnt woidd be an impTOvement on the first form

if we could be aure that the centre of the suspended magnet is
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exactly at the point thus defined. The jwieitioii of tlie centre of the

mag-iietj however, is always uncertain, and this uncertainty intro-

duces !* factor of eorructioii of unknown amount depondiug oa and

of the form j^l — i^) 1 'W'hem z is the unknown excess of distanoe

of tiie centre of the magnet from the plane of the coil. This

correetion depends on the first power of . Hence Gaug'ain's coil

with eeccntricftllj suspended magnet is subject to far greater \m-
certainty than the old form,

Jlel/ii&oUz's Arran^emmi,

713.] Ilelmholtz converted Gatiguin's galvanometer into a trust-

worthy instrument hy placing: a HOcond coil, equal to the first, at

an equnl distance on the other side of the magnet.

By placitig the ooils symmetrically on botli eideg of the magnet
we get rid at once of all terms of evfn order.

Let A be the mean radius of cither coil, the distance between
their mean planes is made efjual to and the magnet is sispended
at the middle point of their common axia. The coefficients are

{?3= 0.0312

Gj = -0.73728

where n denotes the number of windings in both eoila together.

It appears from these results that if the section of the coils be
rcctangular, the deptli being ^ and the breadth the value of
G^t as corrected for the finite size of the seetion, will be enjallj and
will vanish, if f ie to 7 as 3G to 31,

It is therefore quite unnecessary to attempt to wind the coils

upon & conical surface, as has been done by some instrument makers
for the conditions may be satisfied by coils of recUngular section,

which can be constraetcd with far ^-eater accuracy than coils

wound upon an obtuse cone.

The arrangement of the coils in Ilelmholta's double galvanometer
is represented in Pig. 54^ Art. 725.
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Tlie field of force due to the double coil is represented in Bection
in Fig, XIX at the end of tliis volume.

Galmmmeter of Four CoiU.

714] By combining four coils we may get rid of the coefficicntg

<?2» ^4 J ^6> ^i.' For by any symmetrical combitiationa

we get rid of the coefEcients of even orders Let the four coils

be parallel circles belonging to the same sphere, correeponding-

to angles 0^ <p, 17— and v^B,
Let the number of windings on the first and fourth coil be

and the number on the soeond .lad third jyw. Then the condition
that (?3 = for the combination gives

and the condition that 0^ = g^ves

n sin^ Q; (d) + pn sin^ ^ (0) = 0, (2)

Putting sia^ $ — ^ and sin^ ,^ =
and expressing and (Art. 6f)8) in terms of tlieee quantities,

the e<|uationB (1) and (2) become

4 .r— 5 4- 4 ^p-f = ft, ^4 J

8a?— 2SA^4-21«^ + 8^jy-28jj/ + 21jjy3 = 0, (5)

Taking twice (4) from (5), and dsvidiag by 3, we get

Hence, from (4) and (G),

_ X 5ar—4_ 3^ "3;— ij

and we obtain

. 7a?— 6 32 7a?—

6

5j?-4 ^ 49.^(5iF— 4)*

Both a? and 1^ are the squares of the sines of angles and must
therefore lie between and 1. Ilenee, eithtT x iy between and f,
in which case is between f and 1, and p between cc and
or else a- ie between ^ and 1, in which case y b between and
fj and p between and

-J^.

QalmmmMier of Three Cmh.

715.] The most convenient armngemcnt is that in which ^ = I.

Two of the eoik then coincide and form a great circle of the sphere
whose radius is C, The number of windings in this compound
coil is 64. The othtjr two coils form small circles of the sphere,
n^e radivis of each of them is C. The distance of either of
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tiiem from the plane of the first is v'^l C. The number of windings

on each of thcsie coils is 49.

1 2
The value of is -r^

This anangement of coils is represented in Fig. 5L

Fig. 51,

Since iu this thrcc-coiled galvanometer the first term after Gy

which has a finite value is & larg-e portion of the sphere on
whose surface tlie coils lie forms a field of force sensibly unifoim.

If we could wind the %vire over the whole of a spherical svirfaee,

as described in Art, 627, we should obtain a field of perfectly

uniform force. It is piactically impossible, however^ to distribate

the windings on a spherical surface vrifch sufficient accuracy, even
if such a, coil were not liable to the objection that it forms a closed

surface^ so that its interior is inaccessible.

By ptftting; the middle coil out of the circuit, and waking the
current flow in opposite directions through the two side coils, we
obtain a field of force which exerts a nearly uniform action in

the direction of the axis on a magnet or coll suspended within it,

with its axis coinciding with that of the coils ; see Ait. 673. For
in this case all the coefficients of odd orders disappear^ and since

/*=Vf, Q4'=4^i(7;.2-3) = 0.

Hefloe fehe expression for the magnetic potential near the centre

of the coil becomes

« - ^ «r |3 ^ + V ^ «o {B) + &c.|

.
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On the Projier Thisknem qf ike Wire of a, Galvatwmeier, ike FMerml

716.] Let the form of tbe channel in which the f^alvimoinetfr

coil is to be wound bo given, find let it Itc required to determine
whether it ought to ha filled with n hno^ thin wire or with a slunter

thick wire,

Ijet I be the lengrth of the wire, it€ radius, the mdiiis

of the wire when covered, p its sjieeific resistance,
ff

the value of

G for unit of length of the wive, and r the part of the resistance

which is independent of the {Galvanometer.

Th<j resistance of the galvanometer wire ia

The volume of the eoil is

The eleetromagnetic force h y G, wheie y \^ the strength of the

current and G = gl.

If I'j is the electromotive force Jictinfr in the eirenit who.5e

resistance hlt^r, E = y(F+ r).

The electromagnetic force due to this electromotive force is

which we have to make a maximum by the variation of ^ and i.

Inverting the fraction, we find that

p I r

is to ^:>e made a minimum, Henee

If the volume of the coil remnins constant

Eliminating di and .'///, we obtain

n
~

or ^ = l±l
R \^

'

Henee the thickness of the wire of the galvanomefer shonhl bo

such that the external resistance is to the resistance of tlie gal-

vanometer coil as the diameter of the covered wire to the diamct<^^

of the wire itself,

VOL, IJ, Y
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Oil Sendiive Qalvanometen.

717,] 111 the consfrnction of a eensitive gaWanomefcer the aim
of evi-ry part r>f tlic arrang-emcnt is to produce tlie greatest pOKsiblc

tleflcxinn of the inagnot by means of a given small elfctromotivu

force acting between the eleetrcules of the eoih

Tlie current through the wire produces the g-reat^Jiit effect when
it is placed as near m possible to the suspended magnet. TIk^

niii^et, however, must Tje left free to oscillate, and therefore there

is ii certain !?pace which must be left empty within th(j cnil. This
defines the internal lioundary of the coih

Outtsidc of this epaee eiich windings must he placed so as to have
the greatest poasible effect on the magnet. As the number of

windings increases, the most advanfagcons positions become filled

up, so that at last the increased resistance of a new winding
diminishes the effect of tlie eurrcat in the former windings more
thcXTi tlie new winding itself adds to it. By making the outer
wStKlings of tbieker wire than the inner ones wc ohtiiin the greatest

magnetic efTect from a given clGctromotive force.

718.] We shall suppose that the windings of the galvanometer
are circles, the axis of the galvanometer passing throngli the centres

of these circles at right angles to their planes.

Let rsinS Ijc the ratUus of odc of these circles, and rcosfl the
distance of its centre from the centre of the galvanometer, then,

if I is the length of a portion of wire eoineidtnig with this eiiele,

and y the current whieli flows in it, the

magnetic force at the centre of the gal-

vanometer resolved in the direction of

the axis is q

If we write r- = a;^ s\n.B, (l)

t his expression becomes y~
Hence, if a surface be constructed

similar to those represented in section

ill Fig. 52, whose polar equation is

- ipj^ sin 6, [2)

where a-^ is any constant, a given length

of wire lent into the form of a circular

are m\\ jiroduce ii greater magnetic
effect when it lies within this surface than when it lies outride it.
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It follows from this that the outer siirfaee of any layer of wii'e

ought to have a constant value of for if x is greater at one place
than another a portion of wire might be transferi'ed from thu firat

jikte to the sccoad, so ag to increase the force at tlie centre of the
galvanometer,

Tlie whole force due to the coil is y G, where

_ fill
(3)

the iutegi-ation lining exteoded over the whole length of the wire,
w hcing considered as a function of L

719.J Let ^ be the radius of the wire, its transvme section will

be n ff. Let p he the specific resistance of the material of which
t!ie wii-*> is made Tcfeired to luiit of volume, then the resistance of a

length if is and the whole resistance of the coil is

'dl
(4)

where f/ k considered a function of /,

Let Y'^ be t]\e area of the fjuadrilnteml whose anjijlee are the
sections of the axe;; of four neifrhbouriti|^ wires of the coll by a
plane through the axis, then TH is the vohime oceupitxl in the coil

by a length i of wire together with it^ insulating: covering, and
including any vacant space necessarily left between the windings
of the coil. Hence the whole volume of the eoil is

^^j di, (5)

where J' is consideretl a function of /.

But sintie the eoil is a figure of revolution

r= 2 jy*? - 8in d df rfB, (6)

or, expressing r ia terms of by equation (2),

r = 2
Ij

j?3 (sin ef iJx d8, (7)

Now 2irJ (smff)^ if is :i nuraerieal quantity, call it then

r=^i^^^-r^, (8)

where h the volume of the interior space left for the
magnet.

Let us now consider a kyer of the coil contained Ijetween the
surfaces s and ic+ c/s.
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The volume of tine layer is

dV = A'ar* (h - di, (9)

where dl is the Itjti^th of wine in this layer.

ThiB gives m dl in terms of dx. Stibstitutingr this in efiiiations

(3) and (1), we find

dG = N~* (10)

where dG and dli re[)rei;eiit the portions of tlic valuos of 6' iiiid of

B due to tliis liiver of the coil.

N^ow if E be the given eJeptrotnotive force,

wliL-re r is tbe resistauoe of the external \m.vi o(' the eircnii, iii-

de])endent of thy galvanometer, and the force at the centre is

We have therefore to make a niaximnni, by proiieily ad-

jiistiug the section of thf wire in each layer. This also necessarily

involves 11 variation of J' because Y depends on

Lei and he the values of and of when the given
layer ie excluded from the ealcuhition. We have then

6^ _ G.+dG

and to make this a maximum by the variation of the value of// for

the given layer we must have

d

Since is very small and ultimately vanisshes, ^" will bo sensibly,

and ultimately exactly, the same whichever layer is excluded, and
we may therefore regard it as constant. We have therefore, by (10)

f^^'^J If) = ; "ff-
^ constant. (H)

If the method of covering the wire and of winding it is such
that tho projiortion between the space occupied hy the metal of
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.

.125

the wire bears the sarue proportioii to the spuce between tha wirt^
ivhf^ther the wire is thick or thin, then

'f i^ ~ ^
'

iind we mnst make Wtb ami ]" proportional to .r, that is to say,
the tb,imctt>r of the wire in any layer must be ]>roportiotial to the
litieAr climenaion of that laytjr,

If fhe thickness of the insulating covering is constant and etjual

to 5, and if tlie wires are anangtxl in square order,

and the condition rs

— = constant. (IQ)
S

In this ease the diameter of the wive increases with the diameter
of the layer of which it forms part, but not in so high a ratio.

ir we axlopt the first of these two hypotheses, whicli will be nearly
true if the wire itself nearly fills up the whole space, then wo may
r«t 1^ = a^, r := ^y,
where a. and ^ are constant numericsil (juantitics, sind

17 a* ^ \a

where a ie a constant dependinpf niwu the size and lorm of the free

space left inside the coil.

Hence, if we make the thickness of the wiit> vary in tlie same
ratio as is, we obtain very little advantag-e by increasing the
external sixe of the coil after the external dimensions have beeotne
a larg^ multiple of the internal dimensions.

720.J If increase of resistance is not regarded as a defect, as
when the external resistance is far greater thati that of the g>d-
vanonnetei-, or when oar only ohjecL is to produce a Held of intense

force, we may n^alvu // and V constunt. We have then

A'

where a k a, consitant dejuniling on the viieant spa^e insi<Je the
coil. In this case the vahtc of (J increases imiibrady jii; the

dimensions of the coil are increased, so thftt tliere is no limit to

the value of G exf^jpt the labour and expense of making the foil.
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On Suspended Coils.

721.] In the ordinary galvanometer a Busp^ndcd niEi^iiet is aeted
on by a fixed coil. But if the coil can be suspended witb sufficient

delioacy, we maj determine the iietioa of the magoet, or of nnother
coil on the susjiended coil^ by its deflexion from tbe position of
e<]uilibrium.

We cannot, however, introduce the ekctrie current into the coil

unless there is metaUic connexion between the electrodes of the
battery and tho&ti of the wire of the coil. This connexion may be
msule in two different ways, by the Bifilar SiiEq>ensioni, and by wires
ill oppoiJite dii'eetions.

Tiic bifikr suspension has alieiidy been <lescribed in Art, 159
applied to magnets. The arriingcnient of the upiier part of the

suspension is shewn in Fig. 55. When applied to coik, the two
fibres are no longer of silk but of metal, and since the torsion of
a metal wire capable of supporting- the coil and transmitting the
current is much greater than that of a silk fibre, it must be taken
specially into iicemnit. This suspension has been l.>ititigjlit to great
pcrfcLition in the instruments eonstruetctl by M, Wcljcr/
The other method of suspension is by means of a single wire

which is connected to one e^ttremity of the coil The other ex-
tremity of the coil is connected to anot!ier wire which is made
to hang down, in the same vertical sfcraifjlit line with the first vvire,

into a cup of merenry, as is shewn in Fi^^. 57, Art 729. In certain
cases it is convointnt to fkstcn the extremities of tbe two wires to
pieces by which they mity be ti^Hitly stretched, care beiu;,' taken

tliiit the line of these wires passes

throiigh the centre of gravity of the

coib The apparatus in tliis form
niiiy be ustnl \vhen the axis is not

vertical
5 Fig. 53.

733.] The suspended coil may be

used SIS an exceedingly sensitive gal-

vanometer^ for, by inereiising' the in-

tensity of the niaguefcie force in the
field in Mdiieh it hangs, the force due
to a feeble current in the coil nisiy

be greatly incre^ed withont adding
to the mass of the coib Tlie mag-
netic force for tins purpose may be

produced by moans of permanent magnets, or by elect roma"nets



exeitetl by an Huxiliarv currLMit, and it may be powerfully concen-
tratfid on the suspended coil by means of soft iron iimiaturcs. Thus,
in Sir W. Thorasoii's reeording appiimtus, Fig". 53, the coil is sub^
pendcd between tho opijosite poles of the eleetromafritets N and
and in oitler to coiiceutnite the lines of magnetit; force on the ver-
tical sides of the wil a piece of noft iron, I), is lisfd befwoeti the
poles of the ma^,Miets. This iron beeomin^; niagnelisced l>y indm%
tion, ]>rodiices a very powerful fitdd of foree, in the interval/iKlwecn
it and the two magnets, throu^'-li which the vei-tit-al sides of tbe
coil arc free to mov^, so that the coil, even when the current
ihmugh it is very feeble, is acted on by a considerable foree
tending to turn it about its vcrticfil axis.

723.] Another application of tb« snsi.ended coil is to determine,
l)y oonijmrison with a tang^'nt ^^Ivanometer, the bori;!ont:d com-
ponent of tei-restrkl magnetism.
The coil is suspended so that it is in stable equilibrium when

iU plane is pamllel to the uia|rnttic meridian. A current y is

paast<l throngli the coil and causes it to be deflected into a new
iw&ition of tjciuilibrium, making an angle vvith the niagm-ticf
meridian. Tf tho gu.^ijeiisiou \s bilikr, llio moment of the i-ouple

which produces this deilexion is Fmi 0. wd 1 his mmi he t^imd Ln

Jly ffCOse, where // is the horizontal component of terrestrial mag-
netism, y k the ciu-rent in the coll, imd ^ is the sum of the area-s^f
all the windings of the eoil Hence

F
fj

If A is the moment of inertia of the eoil about its axis of sns-
pension, and f the time of a sin ^He vibration.

and we obtain J/ y = tan 0.

-

If the same current passes through the coil of a tangtnit galv ii-

iinniefer, iuid dellettg the magnet through an angle

7/
~ 'g

where fi^ is the priiveipal eonstjinl of the tangent galvanometer, Art. 7 1 0,
From these two efiiiations we obt«in

jT_ /AGlme Tt /J tan Ian ^,

Thi.>j method wa-^ given by F. Kohlrausch

* Ann. escxxviii, Feb, ISCtt.
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?34.] Sir William Thomson has coiistnictcd r single instrument
by means of whif-h the observiifcions required to determine // und y
may be made simulLsuioously by the same observer.

Hie coil is suspended so as fo be in equilibrium with its plane
in the magnetic meridhm, and is defltctea from this pcsitiou
nhen the current flows through it, A very small magnet is sus-
pended at the centre of the coil, and is deflected by the current in
the dirtietioti ofiposite to that of the deflexion of the coil. Let the
deflexion of the eoil be ff, :ind that of th« nia^Miet tf,, then the
energy of the system ia

Jfyffs,in9+ myGmn{9-ti>)^ ^/w' cos f/»- i'V-os 0.

Difrerenf iuting- with respect to and
(fj,

we obtain the w(na-
tions of eqnifibrium of the mil and of the magnet reisj)eetively,

//y j? cos e-hmy G cos (<3— (^) + /''sin i? = 0,

—TOy (?co8(^^^)+ ifmsin^ — 0.

Prom theee eqnations we find, by eliminating //or y, a quadratic
equation from whicli y or // may be found. If ni, the magnetic
moment of the snspemled magnet, is very small, we obtain the
following- apjjroiimate vakiea

Jl^JL / sin 008 (3 -(f>) fflg cos le—tj,)

V
ff
cos $ sin 4> * y cosT^

'

y - ^ . / —^ sing sin <j5> ^ jii sin

V G^eos0 cos(^—0) 7 cos (3

'

In these expressions G and ff are the principal electric constants
of the eoil, its moment of inertia, T its time of vibration, the
ma^iietie moment of the magnet, // the intensity of the horisiontal
uiiignetio farce, y the strength of tU current, £^ the detlexiori of tfic
coil, Jiud that of the magnet.

Since the ileffexi,)n of the coil h in the opposite direction to the
deflexion of the magnet, these values of // and y will always be

frih&r's EliictroS^namometer.

725.1 Jn this instrument a small coil is suspended by two wii-es
within a larger coil which is fistxl. When a current is made to
How through botii coils, the su^jpcnded eoil tends to place itself
parallel to the fixed coil. This tendency is countenieted by the
moment of the forces arising from the bifilar suspension, and it is
also a fleeted by the action of teri-estrial raegnetism oa the sus^
pendt^d coil.
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In the oiilin:iry use of the instriuiienfc the planes of the two coiU

are nearly at tight angles U) each other, so that the mutual miction

of the currents in the coils may he as great as poi^sihle, and the

pLiiie of thy susp&mlcd coil is nearly at rif^ht nTifJ:les to the niiitrnytie

meridian, so tbut thtj action of terrestriui mjignetism nmy he us

small as possible.

Let the mo^nefcic iizimuth of the plane of the fixed coil he a,

and let the angle which the axis of the suspended eoil makes with

the plane of the fixed coil be e+ where ^ is the vahiu ot this?

atitpJe when the coil h in ef|uilibrium and no cunent is flowing,

:ind 6 is the deflexion due to the euriunt. The etjuufcion of cqiii-

lihi'iiim is

Off >! 72 COS (&+^)— IIff y, sin (0 + + a)-Fmi =
Let us suppose that the instrumeat is adfnet<?d so that a and (i

are both very small, and that 11;/ la small eoinparetl with
We have in this ease, approximately,

tanf= ^n^c^s^. IIm»^H<^+^}_ IIGff^Y,yi^_ G^ffy.^y./ sin

^

F F F~ >J

If the deflexions when the ait,'-iis fif and are chaiigi?d arc

as folh>ws : d , ,
i

,P| wlit'n yj is + ana +,

h ^> + n

then Ave find

F
7i 72 ~ i 7^ : (t^Ti i?, + tan I?,.— tan fl. - tan

If it is the same current which flows throLi^h l>oth eoila we may put

y, y^ = t]^j,g ohtiiin the value of y.

When the currents are not very constant it ig hesfc to adopt this

metliod, wliich is called the Method ofTungents.

If tlie curreiitjs are m caiistant that we can adjust ,9, the angle

of the torsion-head of the insirnnient, we may get rid of the

correction for terrestnal mag-aetisin at once by the methud of sjjies.

in this method is ailjusted till the deilesion is zero* so that

0=— ^,

If the signs of y, ami y.^ are indicated by the suflixes of ^ m
before,

F^\x\ /i?! — — /-'sin 0ii~ — ^9y\y'i.^ ^^'J yi

sin /Ja = -^F sin ^^=^— 0(j y, y^— IIy y.> sin

F
and

Xi 73 = -jg^ (sin /3, + sin -sin /Jg- sin ^J.



54,
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This b the mi^thod adopted by Mr. Latimer Chvk in liis use

of the iiistniment tifinstructed by tlie Blefitrical (Committee of tho

Bi'itisli Aflsoeiiitioti. We arc imlehted to Mr, Clark for ihc t1nivvinj>-

of the clcetrodynamometer in Figure li i, in wliich HdmhoKx'a

ari-!iiigement of two ooils is adopted bath i'o\- thfi iixod and Ibr Ihc

siisponded wil *. Thu torsioti-licad of the insli'uraitfid, by which

the bifilar suspension is adjusted, is repi-esentecl iu Fig. 55. The

Fife', ss.

eqimlit.y of the tension of the suspension wires is onsnrcJ by tht'ir

beiiif*- iitt;iched to t he oxi ryraitios of a silk thrt iul whk'h ]y.imoii oviT

a wliet'l, and theii' tlistaiice is rcgfulnteil by lv\o f^iiidc-uiicflsj wliidi

can bo set at the proper distance. The BLii^pyiKU-d coil ciiii ha movwl

vcniically by mejiTvs of a screw ucting on tbf susixjiisitm wliex?!,

and horijsontdly in two directions by the elidiii{> pieces fsliewn ni

the bottom of Fig. 55. It is Qilj listed iu a/.imnth l>y means ul' tht-

toi-fiion-screw, which turtis the torsion-lu'iKl round a viTticai .ixis

(fjto Art. The azimuth of the suspentlt;!! coil k iiMvrtuitiftl

by obsserving- the relkxinn tjf a scale in tlie tiilrror, sht'wn just

beneiitb the ajiis yf tlie sjuspended coih

* In the ftctunl iristrHisKHit, tlie wire* coii\ oying tlie euirent to niid frfHU the CtiiU

ftKi ml BtirejMl out as ai«|>layinl in fij^ure, but lire hi[it ae d(m t^jgeClicr m [kw-

ftible, NO to neuti-aliie c!H:h' titlior'e eloctpomti^'rKstEe (v.^i\vn.
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^

Tlie instrument oiij^inally codstructod by Weber [fs described in

his ElcHrodpiamhdie Mumfmlmmjtnf/m. It was intended for the
raGasiirement of small euneiits, and therefore both Ibo 6xed and
t!ie suspended coils consisted of mm\y vv!ndin|s>s, and tUe piispcntled
coil occupied a laigor patt of the space within the lixed coil tlian in

the instrumeut of the British Association, which ww^ primarllv in-

tended as a'standaid instrument, with which more sensitive instrii-

inentB mig-ht bt; compared. The experiments which he made with
it furnish the most eomi>lete experimental proof of the accuracy tif

Ampere's formula as applied to closed currents, and form jm "im-
portant i>art of the researches hy wbich Weber \vah raided the
numerical determination of electrical quantities t-o a very hi^li rank
as regards precision.

Weber's form of the elcctrodynamomytor, in whicii one ooil is

s^ispcnded witliin another, and is acted on l>y a eonple tending
to turn it about a verlical axis, is probably the best fitted for
absolute meas*urcment^. A method of ealculatin;? tbe constants of
such an arrarig-eujeut le given in Aii. <j97.

736.] If, hoAVever, we wish, by meanii «d" a feeble current, to
prMnco a considerable electromagnetic force, it is better to place
the suspended coil parallel to the fixed coil, mil t« make it capable
of motion to or from it.

The suspended coil in Dr. JouI©*s

curit?irt-wei*^her, Pig-. oG, is horizontal,

and capable of vertical motion, and the
(brce Ijctween it and the fixed coil is

estimated by the weight which must
be added to or removed from the coil

in oi-der to bring it to the i?ame relative

position with respect to the fixed coil

that it hua when no current passes.

The suspended coil may also be
'listened to the extremity of the hori-

aontal arm of a torsion-balance, and
may l>e placed between two fixed coils, one of which attracfs it,

while the oilier repels it, as in Fig, v,7.

By arranging tlie coils as clfscribed in Art. 720, the force acting
on the suspejidt'd e<»il may be made nc'iuly uni!>>rni within a fmall
distance of the position of ccpillibriHm,

Another coil may be li.^ed to the other extremity of the am
of the toreion-bahince and placed between two fixed coils. If the
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two Ejusp<Mided coils are similar, but with the current flowing^ in

opposittB directioQSj tlie efTect of terrestrial mag-netiEim on tho

position of tht? a I HI of the torsion-balaiKie will he completely

eliminated.

7^7.'] If the suspended coil is in the shape of a long solenoid,

and la capable of tiiovin<f parallel to its axis, so as to pass into

the iutcrior of a larger lixed solenoid liaving- the mmtt axis, then^

if the em-rent is in the same direction in both solenoids, the sus-

pended sohmcid will be sucked into the fixed one by a force which
will be nearly uniform as long as none of the extremities of the

ffolennids iire near ome another.

728.] To produce a uniform longitudinal force on a flnmll <xiil

placed between two eqna! coils of mnch larger dSnii u- 'r i!-, we
should make tho ratio of the diameter of the large coils u, the dis-

tanco between thtii' planes that of i to v^S. If vvc send the same

current tlirougb these coils in opposite directions, then, in tin; ex-

pression for 0, the terniB involving odd powers of r disappeaT, and

since sin^ a = ^ and cos^ <>— t> the tenn involving r* disappears

nlso, and we have

0* = e v'f X « y 1
3^ {$) + V ^ q, {OH &cj

,

which indicates a nearly uniform force on a smnll EUi^pended eoil.

The iirrangement of the coils in this case is that of the two outer

coils in tije galvanometer with tliree coils, described at Ait. 715.

See Fig. 51,
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729-3 If ^^^sh to suspend a coil bBtween two coils placed

BO near it that tin? disismce betwwn tliy mutuallv iictiii'r wiras is

email eompfircd willi tln^ rEulius of the coils, tlu^ most inuform force

is obtiiiiicd hy makiii|:^ tlit* rjulius of citlier ol' the outer coils exceed

tiiat of the middltj one by —^ of tlic distance Ixjt^veen the planes
V 3

of the middle and outer coils.



CHAPTER XVL

ELJ3CTMOMAONETIC USKliVATIONS.

730.] So many of the meflsurements of electrical quantities

depend on observations of the motion of a vibrating? btxly that we
shall devote eoroe attention to the n&UivQ of this nvotion, and the
best methods of obsei"vinfr it.

TIic BiriEill oscillations of" a body abfiut a i)fJsitioii of stable equi-
librium are, in geneial, similar to those of a pint actcil on by
a force vai-ying dirtfctly the distaiiee from a fixed itoitit. In
the ease of the vibrafiii|> Ixsdiee in our eJEperiments there is also

a resist^inec to the motion^ depending on ft variety of causes, such
as the ^^soosity of the air, and that of tliQ augpension fibre. In
many electrical instruments there is another cause of resistance,

namely, the reflex action of currents induced in conducting circuits

plact'tl near vibrating magnets. Tliese currents are imkcctl by the
motion of the magnet, and their action on the inji^,met is, by the
law of Lenz, invariably 0]>j)osed to its motion. ThiK is in many
eases the principal part of the resistance,

A metallic circuit, ctdled a Darapcrj is sometimes phieed near
a magnet for the express purjiose of damping or tleadt>nin«r itn

vibrations. We shall therefore fijieak of this kind of resistance

as Damping.

la the case of slow vibrations, eueh as can be easily observed,
the whole resistance, from whatever causes it may arise, appears
to be proportional to the velocity. It is only when the velocity

is much greater than in the ordinary vibrations of electromagnetic

instruments that we have evidence of a reBistanee proportional to

the st^iiarc oi' the veloeity.

We iifive therefore to investigate the motion of a body subject

to an attraction varying as the distauee, &nd to a resistance varying
as the velocity.
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731.] The following' application, by Professor Tait*, of the

pnnciple of tlie IlfKlog^iaph, onalilos us to investigate this kind

of motion in a very simpk; manner l>y moans of the equiangfular

spiral.

Let it be required to find the acceleration of a partiele which

describes a logarithmic or oqiiiatig^iilflr spiral with uniform aTifrn]a,r

vcl<x;!ty w about tlic pole.

The piroperty of this spiral is, that the tangent PT makes with

the rjidius vector PS ,i constant anj^le a.

Iff is the velocity at the point then

V . sin a = 61 . SF,

Hciiee. if we draw BF parallel to PT nnd <?qunl to SP, the velocity

at P will he given both in magnitude and dii-eetion by

sin a

Fig. OS.

Hence P will be a point iu the hodograph. Rqt SF' is SP turned

through a constant angle n— a^ so that the hotlogfraph described

by P is the same as the original spiral turned about its pole through

an angle tt— a.

The acceleratioTi of P is represented in magnitude and direction

by the veloeitv of P" rnuItiidiL'd by the same factor, .

Henecj if wo perform on SF' the same operation of turning it

* Pjnpc. &. S. Min., Dec, L6, ISS?.
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through an angle it— a into the position -^i^', thfi aocek^ration of P
will be cqml in magnitude and diie^ticm

where SF" is equal to SP turned through an angle 2ir— 2 a.

If we dmwPF equal and parallel to SP", the acceleration will be

PF, which we may resolve into
sin^a

-At- PS and ™~ PiT.
sin-a wn^a,

The first of these components is a central force towards ,^ pro-

portional to the distance.

The second is in a direction opposite to the velocity, and since

FK = 2 cos a FS = — 2 -——

—

this foree may be written

u ens a— 2— t',

sin a

The aecelt'ratioTi of the particle is therefore compoanded of two
parts, the first of wliit'h is an attmctive force fir, directed towards S,

and proportional to the distance, and the second ia —2h\ a resist-

ance to the motion proportional to the velocity, where

bi^ , , cos a
u = ., , ana A' = « -— •

sin'' a sma

If in these espressions we make a = -
, the orbit b^coroes a circle,

and we have — w^j^, and k = 0.

Ilencs, if the law of attraction rcmaina the same, fi = fi^^ and

*t> = toj, sin «i

or the angular velocity in different spirals with the same law of

attraction is proportional to the sine of the ungla of the spiral.

73%2 If we now consider the motion of a point which ie the

projection of the moving point P on the horizontal line XY, we
shall find tbat its distance from S and its velocity are the hwrizontiil

components of those of P, Hence the acceleration of this point is

also an attraction towards 5, equal to fx times its distance fi-om S,

toj:>*ethcr with a rL-turdation equal to X' times its velocity.

We have tlicreforc a complete construction for the rectilinear

motion of a point, subject to an attraction proportional to the

distance from a fixed point, and to a resistance proportional to

the velocity. The motion of such a point is simply the horizontal

VOL. II. 'I
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part of the motion of anoiher point which moves with uniform

atig-ular velocity in a logaritbtiiic apiral,

7'33.
J The equation of the spiral is

r — Ce-*e»**,

To determine the horizontal motion, we put

(ft — (lit, lis =: S-\^r sin
(f)f

where is the value of ar for the point of efiuilibrium.

If we draw BSD making an ang-le a vi-ith the verticiil, then the

tangents HX, BY, GZ, &e. will be vertical, trad X, K, ^ &c. ^-iil

he the extremities of siiecessi^'c oscillations,

734,] The observations which are made on vibratii)^ bodies are

—

(1) The scale-reading at the stationary poiats. These are called

Eloiiifations.

(2) The time of passinpp a definite division of the sciile in the

positive or n^^gative direetion,

(3) The scale-readiRg' at certain definite times. Observations of

this kind aie not often made except in the case of vibrations

of long period *,

The quantities which we have to determine arc—

(1) The ecale-readin* at the position of equilibrium,

(2) The logarithmic decrement of tlie vibratioiis.

(3) The time of vibration.

To defermine the Emdlng at ike Fodiim of EqitUlhrivm from
Three Conseentim Elongations,

735.] Let ^ifiHtiy be the observed seale-rcading:Sj corresponding

to the eloDgations J, and let a be the rcatling- at the position

of equilibrium, S, aiid let he the value of

a?j — (E — ein ct,

a?^— fit — rj sin ae'--'^«''^=.

From these values we Rnd

whence a = —^—5^—£

—

When does not diiler much fi-om a?j we may use as an ap-
proximate formula

• See GausH, Resahate d(M Mn^etuckm V^rdns, 1836. 11.
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Ta ffe/emitie the Loffarithnk Decrement.

736.] Tlie logarithm of the ratio of the amplitude of a vibrati&n

to tliafc of tlie next foUowing^ is called the Logfavithmie Decrement,
If we write <p for this ratio

^^I'^^io^'* ^^log.p.

L is called the common logavithmic ileereEneiit, and A the Napierian
bgaritlimic decrement. It is manifeet that

k = L log, 1 = -jr cot a.

Hmce a = cot" ^ - t

which determines the ang-Ie of the logarithmic spiral,

Iti making- a special determination of A we allow the body to

perform a eousidt'rable number of vihiations. 1£ h the amplitude

of the first, and ('„ that of the vibration,

If we suppose the accnmcy of obeervatioo to be the same for

small vibrations ag for large ones, then, to obtain the best value

of A, we should allow the vibrations to subbide till the ratio of f, to

c„ becomes most nearly equal to €, the buse of the Napieiian

logarithms:. Thii; gives n the nearest whole luimbwr to - + 1

.

A

Since, however, in mosit eases time is valuable, it is beat to take

the aecoiid set of observations before the diminution of amplitude

has proceeded so far,

737.] In cortjiiii cases we may have to determine the position

of equilibrium from two consecutive elongations^ the logarithmic

decrement being known from a special experiment. We liave then

Thtie of Vibr&iion,

738.] Having determined the scale-reading of the point of equi-

Kbrtum, a conspicuous mark is pkced at that point of the scale,

or as near it as possible, and the times of the passage of this mark

are noted lor sev^eral successive vibrations.

Let us suppose that the mark is at an uBkiiown but very small

distance ce on the positive side of the point of equilibriumj and that
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ii is the obsenred time of tlie first transit of the miirlc in tlie positive

direction, iind i^, ^, &e, the times of the following transits.

If T be the time of vibration, and P^, Pg, P^, &e. the times of

transit of the trtie point of equilibrium,

where tJj, v,, &c. arc the snccea&ive velocities of tranBit, "which we

may stipjiose uQiform for tlie very small distance aj.

If p is the ratio of the amplitude of a vibration to the next ia

EuccesBion, 1 , a? a?

v.^=.—~Vi, and -=-p—

•

If three transits are observed at times i^, 4j ^ai

The period of vibration is therefore

The time of the second passage of the true point of etjuilibriiun ig

Three transits are sufBcieot to determine these thi'ee quantities,

but anj- greater number may be combined by the method of least

squares. Thus, for five transits,

p -J- 1 "T f

The time of the third transit is,

739.1 The same method may he extended to a series of any

number of vibrations. If the vibrations are 60 rapid that tlie time

of every transit cannot be recorded, we msvy record the time of

eveiy third or every fifth transit^ tsiking- care that the directions

of successive transits are opposite. If tlie vibratiom continue

regular for a long time, we need not observe during' the whole

time. We may begin by observing a sufficient roamber of transits

to determine approximately the period of vibration, 'I\ and the time

of the middle transit, P, noting' Tvhtsther this transit is in the

positive or the negative direction. We may then either go on

COuuting the vibrations without recording the times of transit,

or we may leave the apparatus unwatched. We then observe a
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BGCond series of transits, and deduce the time of i^ihratioii T' and
the time of middle transit P', noting the direction of this transit.

If r and T\ the periods of vibration aa deduced from the two
sets of ohservatioua, pre nearly equal, y\,'et may proceed to a more
accurate detprmination of the period by comhi&ing the two sene&
of observations.

Dividinff P'—P by T, the quotient ought to b« Terj- nearly

an integ^^r, even or odd according as the transits P and F are
in the same or in opposite directions. If this is not the case, the
series of observations is wortbless, but if the result is very nearly
a whole number m, wo divide P'-P by n, and thus find the mean
value of rfor the whole time of swiiiErihif.

740.] The time of vibration T thus found is the actual mean
time of vibration, and k subject to conections if we wish to deduce
from it the time of vibrMion in infinitely email arcs and without
damping.

To reduce the observed time to the time in infinitely small ares,

we observe thut the time of a vibration of amplitude a is in general
of theibrm ^ 3^(1

where k is a coeffieitjnt, which, in the ca.se of thtj ordinary pendulum,
IS Vt* ^ow the amplitLtdes of the successive vibi-ations are c,

cp-^j cp~\ ... cp^~'\ 60 that the whole time of m vibrations is

where T is the time deduced from the observations.

Hence, to find tbe time in infinitely small arcs, we have
approximately.

To find the time when there is no damping, we have

Tf^ = sin a

741,] The equation of the rectilinear motion of a hody, attracted

to a fixed point and resiisted by a force varyinfj as tlie velocity, is

where x is the coordinate of tbe body at the time t, and a is the

coordinate of the point of equilibrium.
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To solve this cqimtioD, let

ic— a = e~^^y ; (2)

then ^+(^=_^)^ = fl, (3)

the sohitinn of which is

= Ceos (y(1)^*-^^ i-k-o)t when h is less than <a\ (4)

^ — A-\-Btf when it ib equal to a ; (5)

and ^ — C cos
(
'^/^^— + q')j when ^ is greater than &>, (G)

Tl:e value of may be ohtaincd from that ofj by etjuation (2).

When k is less than w, the motion consists of an infinitt? series of

oscillations, of constant periodic time, but of conttnuallj decreasiag

amplitude. As k incitases, ihe periodic time boeomcjs longer, and
tKe dimituifcion of amplitude lw*fX)ni<?s more ra])id.

When k (half the coefllcicnt of resistance) beeonics cqtial to or

greater than (the square root of the aceeleration at unit distance

from fclic point of equilibrium,) the motion ceases to he oscillatory,

and during- the whole motion the body can only once i>^s through

the point of equilibrium, a fiber which it reaches & position of g-reatest

elongation, and then returns towards the point of etjiiillbvium, con-

tinually approachinfi^. hut never irt-iiching it^

Galvanometers in which the resistance is go great that the motion
is of tbis kind are called dm/ beat, galvanometers. They are useful

in many experiments, but especially in telegraphic signalling, in

which the existence of fi'ee vibrations would quite disguise the

movpnients which are meant to be observed,

AVhatever be the values of k and w, the value of a, tho scale-

reading at the point of eqiuUbrinm, may be deduced from five scnle-

rcatlings, p, 5, r,*, Ukeu at equal intei vals of time, by the f'oimula

_ q {r$—qt) -I- r [pi— t^)-irs
{
qr-~ps)

^ ~ (p~H +*) (''- 2* + -(?-2H^

'

Oti the Ohervaihn of ihe Galvanometer.

743.] To measure a constant current with the tangent galvano-
meter, the instrument is adjusted with the plane of its coils pai-allel

to the magnetic meridian, and the zero reading is taken. The
current is thim made to pasis through the coib, and the deflexion

of the magnet corrt-sponding to its new position of Equilibrium is

observed. Let this be denoted by 0.

Then, if // is the hoiizontal magnetic force, Q the coefficient of

the galvanometer, and y the strength of the cuiTcnt,

y = -^tsn(^f, (1)
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If tUo coefficietit of torsioa of tlve sxispension fibre is t jiZH (scq

Art. 462), we mast iise the coi-reeted formula

7 = -Q (tan ^ + T<p ecc (2)

Falm of th' Befexlon,

743.] In some galvanometoi's the uumber of windings of the

coil through wliieli the eiirrtint Hows can Iw altered at pleasure.

In others a tnown fraction of the eurreivt can be diverted rrom the

galvanometer hj a conductor called a Shunt. In eitliiir ease the

vahie of G, the effect of a unit-curreat on the ma^netj is ma^e
t-o vary-

Let us defcermine tlie vaUie of for whicb o given error in the

observation of the deJiexion corresponds to tiie smallest error of the

deduced value of the strength of the current.

Differentiating equation (I), we find

EUminating ^ = ^ sin 2 ^, (1)

This is a. tnaxiroum for a given value of y when the deflexion is

iS"*. The value of C should therefore be adjusted till Gy is as

nearly equal to II as ia possible ; bo that for strong currents it is

better not to use too sensitive a i»alvaivoroeter.

On (he, Besi Melhod of applyittg the Current,

744,] When the observer is able, hy means of a key, to make or

break the connexions of the circuit at any instant, it \& advisable to

operate with the key in such a way as to make the magnet arrive

at its position of pquilibrium with the least possible velocity. The

following metbod was devised i>y Gauss for this purpose.

Suppose that the magnet is in its position of equilibrium, and that

there ia no current* The observer now makes contact for a short

time, so that the magnet is set in motion towards its new position

of equilibrium. He then breaks contact. The foi"ce is now tonards

the original position of erpulibriuni, and the motion is retarded. If

this is eo managed tliat the ma<"TH>t comes to rest exactly at the

new position of equilibrium^ and if the obst ivcr again makes eon-

tact at that instant and maintains the contactj the magnet will

remain at rest in its new position.
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If wo iiGgleet the effect of the lesistances and also the inequality

of the total force aeting- in the new and the old positions, then,

since we wish the new force to generate as much kinetic encrg^y

during' the time of its first action as the original force destroys

while the circuit is broken, \vg must prolong the first action of the

current till the magnet lias mox'ed over half the distance from the

first position to the second. Then if tha original force acts while

the magnet moves over the other half of its course, it will exactly

stop it. Now the time rctjiiired to pass from a point of greatest

elongation to a point half way to the iwsition of eqiiilibrimni is

one-sixth of a compkte period, or one-third of a single vibration.

The opemtor, therefore, having previously ascertained the time
of a single vibration, makes contact for one-third of that time,

breaks contact for another third of the same time, and then makes
contact again during the eontinuance of the c:speriment. The
magnet is then either at rest, or its vibrations are so small that

observations may be taken at once, without waiting for the motion
to die away. For this purpose a metronome may be adjusted so as

to beat three times for each single vibration of the magnet.
The iTile is somewhat more complicated when the resistance is of

BufEcient mngnitutle to be taken into account, but in this case the
vihrations die away so fast that it is unnecGssary to apply any
corrections to the rule.

When the magnet is to be re9tored to its origiual position, the

circuit is broken for one-^third of a vibration, made again for an
equal time, and finally broken. This leaves the magnet at rest in

its former position.

If the reversed reading is to be taken immediately after the direct

one, the circuit is broken for the time of a single vibration and
then reverfscd, Tliis brings the magnet to rest in the reversed

position.

Meammseni hff the First Smn^.

745.] When there is no time to make more than one observation,

the current may be mtiasured hy the extreme elongation observed
In the firist swing of the magnet- If there ig no resistance, the
permanent deflexion is half the extreme elongation. If the re^

eistance is such that the ratio of one vibration to the next is p, and
if is the zero reading, and 0^ the extreme elongation in the first

swing, the deflexion, corresponding to the point of equilibrium is
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In this way the deflexion may he ealeulateil without waiting for

the mag-net to come to rest in its position of equilihi lum.

To make a Serks of Olsernaiiom,

746.] The best way of making a consideTable niunher of mea-

sures of a constant cnrreot is by observing three elongations while

the current is in the positive dircdtion, tlien liroaking contact for

Rljout the time of a single vibration, so as to let the magnet swing

into the position of negative deflexion, then reversing the current

and observing- three snccessive elongations on the negative side,

then breaking contact for the time of a single vibration and re-

peating the observations on the positive side, and so on till a stiffi-

eient number of observations have been obtained. In this way the

errors which may arise from a change in the direction of the earth's

magnetic force during tlie time of observation are eliminated. The

operator^ by carefully timing the making and Lrusikiiig of contact,

can easily regulate the extent of the vibrations^ so as to make them

sufiieiently small without being indistinct- The motion of the

magnet is graphically rcpreBCnt-ed in Fig. 59, where tlie abscissa

represents the time, and the ordinate the defiesion of the magnet.

If Q^.,. be the observed elongations, the deflexion is given by the

etiuation ^ e^^2Q.,^6^-e^-2&^-%.

Fig, Sfl,

Method of MultijiliiraUon.

747,] In certain cases, in which the defJexion of the galvanometer

mngnet is very small, it may be advisable to increase the visible

effect by ivjversing the current at i^roper interval Sj so as to set

up a swinging motion of the magnet. For this purpose, after

ascertaining the time, 2\ of a single vibration of the magnet, the

current k sent in the positive direction for a time T, then in the

reversed direction for an etiual time, and so on. When the motion

of the magnet haa become vitfible, we may make the reversal of the

current at the observed times of greatest elongation.

Let the magnet be at the positive elongation and let the

current be sent through the coil in tlie ncg-ative direction. Tlie
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lH>mt of equilibrium is tlien — und tlie magaet will swing to a

negative elongation 6^ such that.

or = +
Similarly, if the current is now made positive while the nia^iet

swin^ to
, p - - ^1 + (p+

or rd2 = ^o+ {p + ^y^i
and il" the current is reversed n times in sueeesaiou, we find

1

whence we may find ^ in the form

If n is 3 number so great that p"" may be negleeted, the ex-

prossion becomes
4> = d^

P+ 1

The application of this method to esact measurement requires an
jiecnr.itc knowledge of p, the ratio of one vibration of the magTiet

to the ne^ct under the influence of the resistances wkieli it expe-
riences. The uncertainties arising from the diflicnlty of avoiding
irregidarities in the value of p goucrally outweigh the advantiges
oF the large an'^'ular elongation. It is only where we wish to

estalilish the exisUnce of a. very small current by causing it to

produce a visible movement of the needle that thi^ method is really

valuable.

Oil the Meamrenmii ofTmn^ieai Cnrreak.

748.] When a current lasts only during a very small fraction of

the time of vibj-ation of the g-alvanomotor-maf^net, the wliole quan-
tity of electricity transmitted by the current may h& measured by
thtf angular velocity communieat'ed to the magnet during- the

passage of the current, and this may be detexmiued from the
elongation of the first vibration of the magnet.

If we neglect the resistance which damps the vibrations of the

magnetj the investigation becomes very simple.

Let y be the intensity of the current at any instant^ and Q the

(quantity of electricity ivhich It transmits, tlieu

q^lydL (1)
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Let Mhe the magnetic moment, and A the moment of inertia of
the iDag-net and suspended apparatus,

^^+ Milmi B = MQy cos &, (2)

If tlw time of the passage of tlic current is very small, we may
integrate with respect to ^ dimng this short iim€^ without regarding
the change of fJ, and we find

(10 r
%jy^^+ ^=' MGQ cos (?, + a (3)

Tliis shews that the pjissagc of the quantity Q prwiuces an angular
momentum MCiQc^sO^ in the magnet, where is the vahic of#
at the instant of passage of the current. If the magnet is inifcially

iu equilibiium, we may make = 0.

The magnet then swings freely jjntl reaches an elong-jition fj. If
there is no resistance, the B'ork done against the magnetic force

during this swing is ME{\ —cos 6^).

The energy communicsitetl to the magnet by the current is

Equating these quantities, we find

MH

,

^2 ~(l-cos(?i), (4)

whence -^2^^-Bm4^,

But if T he the time of a single vibration of the magnet,

// T
and we fiml Q = - 2 sin 4 fl, , (7)

where If is the horizontal magnetic force, G the coefficient of the
gslvanonjctcT, T the time of a single vihmtion, and the fiist

elongation of the magnet.

749.] In many actual experiments the elongation i» a smaU
angle, and it is then easy to take into Recount the effect of resist-

ance, for we may treat the equation of motion m a linear ecpmtion.

Let the magnet he at rest at its ()osition of eqiiilihriura, let an
angular velocity v be communicatetl to it in^fantanoously, and let

its first elongation be (?^.
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The equation of motion is

^ - C cflj sec ^ tf-«i ' t«"fl cog («, (9)

Wlien j! = 0, ^ = 0, and -- = CiUj = u.

When = ~3

Hence ^.-^rft-^)'"'^oos^. fll)

Now — = = ft,^"sec=^^, (13)

"=-r'2' (14)

Hence 01 = --jT!
7= e J

which gives tlie first elongation in terms of the quantity of elee-
trieity in tbe transient eurr^'nt, and conversely, where is the
observed time of a single vibration as affected by the actual resist-

ance of damping. When A is small we may use the approsiin^ate
formula ji

(17)

Method of Recoil

750.3 'Th® method given above supj^oses the magnet to b© at
rest in its position of e<iiiilibrium when the ttanEient current is

passed throiigh the coil. K we wish to repeat the experiment
we must wait till the magnot is again at rest. In certain eases,
however, in which we ate able to produce transient eurreuta of
equal intensity, and to do so at any dtfsircd iiistaut, the following-
method, described by VVeher*, ie the most convenient for making
a continued series of observations.
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Suppose that we set the magnet swinging' by nn^&m of a tmtisient

cuiTent whose vahie is Q^. If^ for breTity, we write

_ ^ ^^A, (18)

tlien the first elongation

fii = A'<3„ = (say). (19)

Tile Telocity mstantatieously communicated to the magiiet at

starting- is j^fQ
= Qa- (20)

When it returns through the point of equilibriam in a negntive

direction its velocity will be

v^=:—ve~\ (21)

The next ueg^ative elongation will be

e^ = -&,e-^-bj. (22)

When the magnet retnrng to the point of equilibrium, its velocity

will be V2 = v^e~''\ (23)

Now let an instantaneous current, wliose total quantity Is — Q,
be transmitti:'d through the coil at the instant when the magnet is

at the zero point. It will change the velocity into f, where

MG ^v = ~Q> (24)

If Q is greater than Qo^-^\ the new Telocity will be negative and

equal to am

Th e niotion of the magnet will thus be reversed, and the next

elon^tion will be negative,*

- S(Q- Q,e-^^) = c, = -KQ + e,e-^\ (25)

The magnet ib then allowed to come to its positive elongation

= -d^e-^ ^d,^ e-^(Kq-a,e"^% (26)

and when it again reaches the point of equilibrium a positive

current wliose quantity is Q is transmitted. Thie throws tlie

magnet back in the positive dirt?ction to the positive elongation

= A'Q-V'^ {27}

or, calling this the first elongation of a second series of lour,

a^ = Kq{l-^e-^^)-ta^e-*K (28)

Proceeding in this way, by observing two elongations -f and —

,

then sending' a positive current and observing two elongations
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— iind 4, then seiiditig a positive current, and so oa, we obtain

a series consisting of sets of foiu' elougatiocsj in each of which

~^e'\ (29)

and Kq = ^

t^g-I (30)

If Ji series of elongations have been observed, then we find the

logm-ithmic decrctrmnt from the equation

'
^^^^

and Q from the equation

Fig. 60.

The motion of the magnet in the method of recoil is graphically

represented in Pig. GO, wlieru the abscissa represents the time, and
the ordinute the defiesion of the magnet at tlmt time. See Art. 760.

MetJivd of Midi'tplicaiion.

751.] If we nmke the transient current pass every time that the

miignet passes tliroug^h the aero point, and always so as to iuereaae

the velocity of the mji^net, then^ if B.^, &e. are the successive

elongations, 6^ = —Kq-€-^9^, (33)

e^^-KQ^e-^$^. (34)

The ultimate value to which the elongation tends after a great

many vibrations m found by putting S„ = -^„_i , whence we find

^=±i[^.m- (35)

If A is small, tlie value of the ultimate elongation may be larg^^

but einee this involves a long continued espenment, and a careful

determination of A, and since a small error in A introduces a large

error in the determination of this method is rarely useful for
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numerical determiimtion, and should be reserved for obtaiuiti- evi,
deaee of the existence or aon-esistcnce of ciirrtHits too araairt« be
observed dii-ectly.

In all experiments m wbieh transient currents arc hvkU to act m\
the mpviug magnet of the gralvanomclL^r, it is essential that {he
whole current i^hould pass while the distance of the ma-net ftom
tlie zero point remains a email fraction of the total elongation.
The time of vibi-aiion should therefore be largu compared with the
time required to piodwce the eurrcnt, and the operutov should have
his ej^e on the niotion of the magnet, so as to regulate the instant
of passage of the current by the instant of pa5i?a<je of the magnet
through its point of equililtriiim.

To estimate the error introduced by a failure of the opemlor to
prodiice the curreut at the proper instant, we observe that the effect

of a force in increasing' the elongation varies as

c^'^Pcos{^+^),

and that this ia a maximum when ^ - 0, Hence the error arising'

from a mistiming of the current mil always lead to iin binder-

estimation of its valae, and the amount of the error may be
estimat-ed by comparing the cosine of the phase of the vilnation at
the time of the passa^^e of the current with unity.
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COMPAEISOJT OF COILS.

Experimeniat Beiermimiiou of the Eledrkal Constants

ef « Coil.

752.] We have seen in Art, 717 that in a sensitive galvanometer

the coils should Ije of small radius, and should contain many
winding's of the mre. It wonM be extremelv difficult to di>lc!i*mine

tJie electrical constants of Buch a coil by direct measurement of its

form and dimensions, even if we could obtain access to every

wiudiiig- of the wire in order to measure it. But in fnct the

greater nunibei- of the windings are not only completely hidden

by the OLiU^r windings, but we are uncertain whether tlio pressure

of the outer vviudings may not have altered the form of the inner

ones after the coiling of the wire.

It is better therefore to determine the electrical constants of the

coil by direct electrical comparison with a standard coil whose eon-

stantn? are known.

Sincie the dimensions of the standard coil must be determined by

actiml measurement, it must be made of considerable size, so that

the unavoidable error of measurement of its diameter or circum-

ference may be as small as possible compared with the quantity

measured. The elumne! in which the coil is wound should be of

rectanofular Bection, iiiid the dimensions of the section should be

small compared with the radius of the coih This is necessary, not

so much in. order to diminish the correction for the size of the

seetion^ as to prevent any uncertainty about the position of those

windings of the coil which are hidden by the external windings*.

* Lftrga tangent grtlvMioineleps are Boinelimea mndt; with A eitigle circular eoii-

ducting Titig of wjiiaidcTJiUle thickness, whieli is KufRtiently Btiffto iruiintaiii its fonn
without Miy support, Tliia ia not a good ptaii for » Htamlard instrumoiit. Tlio

trtbuti^jQ of the currcut williiii th^ cuuductor depenifa on the rislative coiidU'Ctivit'y
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Tlie principal coaatants wliieh we wish to detcmiiue are—
(1) Tlio tnagnetie forec* at tlie centre of the coil due to a uuit-

ciirrent.. This ig the quantity douoted hy G', in Art. 700.

(2) The magnetic moment of tlie coil due to a nnit-ennent.
This IB tlie quantLty .

753.] To fhlemme G,, Since the cnils of the workin^^- galva-
nometer are much emaller tlian tlie Btandard coll, wc pliit-e the
galvanometer within the stsndiird coil, so that their wnlres coiuoide,
the planes of both ooils being- vertical and paralhd to the tarth s
magnetic fbrco. We have thua obtained a dlil'eretitial f,^Ivanonietey
one of whose coils is the standard cnil, for which the vaUie of
ia known, while that of the other coil h G{, the vjihie of which W(>
have to determine.

lliti magnet siisijendtK} in the ccntie of the galvanometrv coil

is acted on hy the eurreiits in both coils. If the sti-eng-th of the
cxirrcnt in the standard coil is and that in the ^Mlvanometer coil

y% then, if these currents flowing in opposite dii-ections produce a
deflexion S of tht? magnet,

ift4ind= 6V/-Giy. (1)

where H is the horizontal magnetic force of the earth.

Tf the currents are so arranged as to produce no deflexion, we
may find G{ hy the equation

C^'^l^G,. (2)

We may determine the ratio of y to / In several ways. Since Uie
value of 6\ is in general greater for the galvanometer thitti for tho
standard coil, we may arrange the circuit so tliat the whole cutrent

y flows tlirou^^h the standard coil, and ig then dividwl eo that y
flows through the galvanometer and resistance coils, the combined
resiat^nce of whicli is R^, while the i-emaitnler y^y Hows through
another set of resistance eolls whose combined resistance ins Jl,.

of Its VRTiowa \^XT^. Hence any canceaied Baw in tlie continuity of i\\c iiustal may
cftu«t: tho iiift.n strt^ir, of lilectridty to tJww either closv- to the outsiik. at aima to Uiu
H.side of the hv^vAat ring. Thus the tiiio |mUi of the cuiTcnt I)moiiic« uucertoin.
Ui"an!t« tiiia, when t!ie cim-eiit flowH only oiue roiini] tho ciMik, wiHjoiai cfwe ia
llBccsfsary to avoid any action on tbe smBponded iiiftj,iict due to the tiurrcut oji ild
wjiy to or frorR tbe circle, bt'canee the mirruiit in cltsctmkd is stjua! to timt ii>

Hie circltj. In the ooiistruetitm of in^ny Lnstruiiitiiits tlio action of thirt imrt of thu
euiTCiit jjeema to have him\ ftitogethur Jo»t isit'hl wf.

Tlnj raoBt iiorfoct isetlgod ia to taaka orn.- of the eiectrorlci* in tl]e form of a luytnl
tube, nrtd thu other a ware covdri-d with insulatirg lufl-terittl, uid plnctid inHi'tlc tjiu
tubL. iind concentric with it. Xke esterfifti action of tJlf clactmliis when thu^ arniTuced
13 zerO; Art. <JS3.

VOL. II. 4 n
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We liiive then, by Art* 276,

or
f
= (4)

ami G{^-'±^^G,. (5)

If there is any uncertainty about the actual resistance of the

galvauomt-'tcr coil (on aoeount, say, of an imcerhiinty as to its tem-
perature) we may add resistance coils to it, so fcliat the resistance of

the galvanometer itself forms but a small part of and thus

introdnces but little imccrtAinty into tlie final result,

754.] To defermine ff^, the ma^etic moment of £i small coil due
to a nuit-eurrent flowing tliroiigh it, the magnet is still suspended
at tlie contre of the ataiidard eoil, but the small coil is moved
parallel t<} itself along- the common axis of both coils, till the same
current, flowing in opposite directions round the coils, no longer
deflects the magnet. If the distance between the centres of the
coils is r, we have now

By repeating the experiment with the small eoil on the oppositfJ

sidt> of the stiindard eoil, and measuring the distiiiice l>etvvecn the
positions of the small coil^ we eliminate the imcerfain error in the
determination of the position of the centres of the magnet and
of the mr.dl coil, and we get rid of the termB in

ff.,^ ff^, &c.
If the standard eoil is so arranged that we can send the current

through half the number of windings, so as to give a different value
to Gj, we may determine a new value of and thus, as in Art. 154,
we may eliminate the term involving ^g,

It is often passible, however, to determine by direct measure-
ment of the small eoil u ith svifBcient aceiuncy to make it available
in calculating the value of the correction to be applied to

ffi
in

the ec^uation t

^i = i'?i-^-3f ' (7)

where //^ - -~ irff- 2 f), hy Art, 700,

Compamm of Coe§idenis of /ndm-Uou.

755.] It is only in a small unmlier of cases that the direct

calculation of the eoeflieienti^ nf indiirtion from the form iind
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position of the circuits can be easily performed. In order to attain
a siiflicient (legreo of amiracy, it is necessary that tlie distnnee
between the circuits should be capable of exact measurement.
But when the distance between the cii-ciiiU is eufficient to prevent
errors of measurement from introducing,' hivgQ errors into the result,

the coefficient of induction ifsell' is necessarily verj- nnioh reduced
in ma^itude. Isow for many experiments it is ncwE3?ary to make
the coefficient of induction large, and we can only do so by bringing
tlie circuits close together, so that the method of direct measure-
ment becomes impossible, and, in order to delermino the coefficient
fif induction, we must compare it with tliat of a imir of coils ar-
ningcd so that their eot^fficient may be obtained hy direct ineasure-
ment aud calculation,

Tliiij may be done as follows :

Let A and a be the standard

pair of coils, B and & the coils to

be compared with thera. Con-
nect A and B in one circuit, and
place the electrodes of the gal-

yanometer, at F and so

that the resisfanee of PAQ is

J?, and that of QBP is S, K
\mtig the resistance of the gal-

vanometer. Connect a and & in

one circuit with the battery.

Let tlie cunent in d be

that in B^Jf, and that in the galvanometer, x—^, that in the battery
circuit being y,

Tlien, if Ml is the coefficient of induefcion between A and a, and
J/jj that between B and &, the integral induction current through
the galvanometer at breakin^^ the battery circuit is

Fig, ai.

R
K (8)

By adjusting the resiBtanees R and S till there is no current
through the galvanometer at making or breaking the galvanometer
circuit, the ratio of M.^ to may be determined by measuring that
offi'toiS.

A a 2
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C&mparimi of a Coefftdmt of Self-mihcUm wUk a. Cmfftcienl of
Miilital Indmiim,

756.] In tlie Ijijitieb /LF of Wheatstone's JJridg-c let a coil be

inserted, the coefficient of s«lf-induc-

tion of wliicL wish fco find. Let

us call it L.

In the connection wire between A
and the lattery another coil is inserteth

Ti\ii coefiieienfc of mutual induction be-

iwiety this eoil and the wil in AF
is M. It may be measured hj the

method described in Art. 755.

If" the ciu-rent from A ta F is jp, and
that from ^ to if is ^, that from ^
to A, through Ji, m\\ be ar-{-^. The

external ek'ctiomotive force from to is

The external electromotive force along All

A^n- q>/. (10)

If the g^alvariometer placed between F and H indicates no current,
either transient or permanent, then by (9) and (10), since Il-F= Q,

P^= (11)

iff'and dx m\

whence

(12)

(13)

Since L is always positive, M must be negative, and therefore the
current must flow in opposite directions throug^h the coils placed
m P and in In maldng- the experiment we may either begin
by adjusting^ the resistances m that

PS=QB, (M)
which is the condition that there may be no pernmnent ctirrent,

and then adjust the distance between the coils till the g^alvanoraeter
ceases to indicate a transient current on mailing and breaking the
battery connexion

; or, if this distance is not capable of adjustment,
we may ^t rid of the transient current by altering the resistance?

Q and S in such way titat the ratio of Q to S remains constant.
If this double adjustment k found too troublesome, we may adopt
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!i tliird method. Begimiing with an arrangement m wliicK the
ti-atisient current due to Belf-indtiction is slightly in ex<*ege of that
due to mutual inductiou^ we may gat rid of the inequality by in-

serting- a conductor whose resietance is ?r between A and Z. The
eoiiditiun of no permanent current tlirniig-b flu? g'alviinometer is not
affected by the introduction of //' We may tlierefore f3;-et rid of
the transient current hy iwljusting the registiiice of if alone. W'hm
this is done the value of L ia

Chmpanson of ike Caejidenk oj Sdf-'mduciiou of Two Coils,

757.] Insert the eoils in two adjacent branelitia of Whtatstoiie's
Bridge. Let I and iV be tho coefficients of self-induction of tho
coils inserted in /' and in /i' respectively, theu the condition of no
galvanometer current is

wheim PS ^ QIl, for no perman<;nt em-rent, (17)

L iV
and = ^ for no transient eum^nt, (is)

Hence, by a proper adjustment of the resistixnces, botiv the per-
manent and the transient current ean be got rid of, and then
the ratio of L to 2^'' can bo determined by a comparison of the
resistances.
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ELEOTBOMAQltETIC UNIT OF HESISTAKCE.

On ike B^iermimiion of the Ueakkmce <f u Coil in Ekctro-

758,] The resistance of a conductor is defined as the mtio of the

iiumericftl value of the elcctrontotivc foiee to that of tlie current
which it produces iu the conductor, Tlie detei-minjition of the
viilue of the current in electroniag>iictic measure can b(! made by
means of a st^iudaid galvanometer, whea we know the value of the
cartlv^e msigiietic force. The deteiminaticni of the vahie of the
electromotive force is more difficult; as the only case iu which we
can direetlj cakukte its value is when it arises from the relative

motion of the circuit with respect to a known mag-netie system.
TBQ.'] The first detCTHiination of the resistance of a wire in

electromagnetic measure was made bj Kirclilioff*. He empltfyed
two coils of known hmi, and and calculated their coL^fficiont

of mutual induction from the g^eo-

{^J metrical data of their form and
(^^^ A,

1

iiosition. These eo5 Is were pi a.cL'd—
1 q m ciicuit with a gah anometer, G,

^ —^ '^^^ ^ batleryj iJ, and two points

y
!
flH of the circuit, between the coils,

Fig 6&
battery and

{falvauomefcer, were joined by the
wire whose resistatioe, was to be measured.

When the current is sttsady it is divided betwe&n the wire and
the galvanouicter circuit, and produt^s a certain permanent de-
flexion of the galvanometer. If the coil is now removed quickly

• ' B^Btinimung der Conshmieu voii weltihvr die lutuiiMlat irtducirter eleklriischiir
Htroun- abhangt.' Pfljjf/?, Ann., l.wvi ^Apiil i81t^).
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from J,^ and placed in st position in wliieli the eoL-fHcient of mutual
indiietioti letweeo and is zero (Art. 538), a current of induc-

tion is pifxlnced in both circuits, und tiic g^ilvanometer needle

receives an impuisiD wliitsh produces a certain fransi>nt deflexion.

Tho resistance of the wire, J?j is deduced ftom a companson
Letwecjn the permanent deJlexion, due to the steady eurrenfcj and the
transient deflexion, due to the ciirrent of induction.

Let tlie resistance of QGA^F be A; of P//^ JQ, J?, and of FQ, M.
Let I/, 3/ and A"" be the coefficients of indnction of A, and A,.

Let fip be tlte current in 6', and ^ that in J?, then the current

from jP to Q h nc—f.

Let E he the electroraotivo force of tho battery, then

(K+Jl)^-Ff+^j {Lw-^ Mj) = 0, (1)

JR^i!+iB+Ii)f+ ^ {M£'+A'^) = E. (2)

When the currents are constant, and everything at restj

{KA'R)x-nj = 0. (3)

If .1/ now suddenly beeomt^s zero on account of the aeporAtioii of

Jj_ from then, integ^mtiug with respect to i,

{K+ E) 3s-n^-M^ - 0, (4)

Substituting the value of ^ in terras of A from (3), we find

M ( 2ji^ ^ )

"Wlion, as in KirehliofT's expeiiment, both IS ami K are large

compared with B, this equation is reduced to

Of these quautiticsj a? is found from the tlmow of the ^Ivnnometer

due to the induction current. See Art. 708. The permanent cur-

rentj is found from the permanent d(^flt>xfoii due to the steady

current ; see Art. 74G. M is i'ound either by direct (Salcnlation

fi'om the ffoonifltrical data^ or by a eojnparison with a pair of coils,

for which this culeulatiou huj^ been msidci sec Art. 7 it 3. Frem
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these three quantities B can le determined in electroinagnetic mea-
sure.

These methods involve the determination of the period of vibra-
tion ofthu galvanometer magnet, and of the logarithmic decrement
of its oscillations,

VWjer'f Mel/mi 6/f Transient Ourrenis*.

760.] A coil of coiisiderahle size is mountetl on axle, so as to
be capahk- of revolving about a vertical Jiauicter. The wire of this
coil is connected with that of a tangent galvanometer so as to form
a sinrrle circuit. Let the resistiince of this circuit be J?. Let the
largo coil be placed with it* positive face perpendicular to tlio

magnetic meridian, and let it be quickly turned round half a revo-
lution. There will be an induced current due to the oarth's mag-
netic force, and the total quantity of olectrieity in this current in
electromagnetic measure will be

« = -^-' (')

where
ff-,

is the mEignetie moment of the coil for unit current, which
in the case of a large coil may hi; determined directlv, by mea-
suring the dimensions of the eoil, and calculating the sum" of the
areiLs of its ^vindings. }J h the horizontal component of terrestrial
magnetism, and R is the resistance of thu circuit formed by the
coil and galvanometer togetlier. This current sets the magnet of
the galvanometer in motion.

^

If the magnet is originally at rest, and if the motion of the coil
occupies but ft small fraction of the time of a vibration of the
magnet, then, if we neglect the resistance to the motion of the
magnetj we have, by Art. TiS,

II T
(2 = -^-2sinn,

(3)

where is the constant of the galvanometer, T is the time of
vdjration of the magnet, and $ is the observed elongation. From
ihesc equations we obiain

li = Ti (jg ,„ } ,
— i^^

'Pile value of 77 does not appear in this result, provide{t it is the
Kxme at the position of the coil and at that of the galvanometer.
This sliould not be assumed to be the ease, but should be tested by
eomparuig thfl time of vibration of the same magnet, first at one of
WwiiV places and then at the other.

• mdf. ^fm^h, , or Pofjg., a>uk Isxsii, S37 (ISil).
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761.] To make a series of observations Weber bt'gaii with the
coil pamllel to the iiaagnetic mertdiaii. He then turned it with ita

positive face north, and observed the first elongation due to tbo
iK'gativG current. He than observed the second feh>ngrution of the
freely swing>ing magnet, and on the return of the magnet through
the point of equilibrium \ui turned tiie coil with ita positive face

south. Tliig caused the magnet to recoil to the positive side. The
series was continued as in Att 750, and the result corrected for

resistance. In this way the value of the rt^istance of the combined
circuit of the coil and galvanometGr was ascertained.

In all such experiments it k necessary^ in order to obtain suffi-

ciently hirgc dsjflexions, to make the wire of copper, a nnjts! whieb,
thoug^h it is the beat coiiduetor, has the dfsadvantiige of altering-

consulerably in resistance with alterations of temperature. It is

also very difficult to ascertain the tcmperatvire of every part of the

apparatus. Hence, in order to obtain a result of j>ermanent value
from such an experiment, the resisUnce of the experimental circuit

should be compared with tliafc of a carefully constructed resistance-

coilj both before and after each experiment.

Weher^s Method ohsersimj the Becremeni ofiAe Oscillatmis

Cjfa Magnet,

762.] A magnet of considerahle mag-netic moment is suspencled

at the centre of a galvanometer coil The period of vibration and
the logaritlimie decrement of the oscillations is observed, first with
the circuit of the galvanometer open^ and then with the circuit

closetl, and the conductivity of the galvanometer coil is deduced
from the effect which the currents induced in it by the motion of

the magnet have in resisting' that motion.

If T is the observed time of a single vibration, and A the Na-
pierian logarithmic dccn;menfc for each single vibration, then, if we
write ^

a=y, (2)

the equation of motion of the magnet ia of tlie form

^ = f7*?-'"eos(»i!+ i3). (3)

This expresses the nature of the motion as determined by observa-

tion. We must compare this with the dynamical equation of

motion.
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Let M W tije coeffioiont- of iiuJuetion between the gah aiumietcr

coil and the suependei] miig-ivet. It is of tlio form

M = G.ffi {$) + ((?)+ (4)

wherca 0^, &c. are coefficients belongin^^ to the coil, ffi,^^* &c.
to the magrnt't, and Q^(6), Q.^{0), &c., are zonal hainioiilcs of Iht;

angle bt-tupen the axes of the eoil and the magTi(;t. See Art, 700.
By a propfi- ynangemeiit of the coils of the g^alvano:i:eter, and by
bnikiing up tho suspended mag-nt-t of several magnets plaecd side by
sido at proper distaueea, we may cause all tbo teinis ofM after the
first to beeome insensible compared with the first, If we also put

i^t = -—dj we ma,y write

M ^ Qm &m4>,
(5)

where is the principal coefficient of the galvanometer, m is the
magnetic moment of the ma^et, and 4, k t]i« angle h<itweeii the
axis of the magnet and the plane of the coH^ whichj in this ex-
periment, is always a small an^le.

If L is the coefficient of self-induction of the coil, and li its

fcsistanccj and y the current in the coil,

d
^^{ly^M)+Ry=0, (6)

dy dih
or L-^ +By + Gfiicm(j} 0- (7)

Thtj moment of the force with which the current y acts on the

magnet isy^.ov Gmy cos <}). The angle
<t> is in this experimcEt

so small, that we may suppose vosf — 1.

Let us suppose that the equation of motion of the raa^iKit when
the circuit is broken h

.d% ^.(Itb

where A is the moment of inertia of the suspcndctl apj^aratus, B
expresses the resistance arising from the viscosity of the air and
of the suspension fihre, kc., and (7^ expresses the moment of the
force arifiln^,^ from the earth's magnetism, the torsion of the sus-
pension apparatus, &c,, tending to bring: the magnet to its position
of equilibrium.

Tlie cfjuEitioQ of motion, as aflected by the current, will be

,d~<b
_ ^ ilth
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To diftermiiie the motion of tht> magnet, we have to eomhine IhiB
eiiuation with (7) and eliminate y. Tlie result is

it linear diflereiitial etiuation of the third order.

We have m occasion, however, to solve this ecjuatioD, because
the data of the prohlom are the observed elements of the mntion
of the magnet, and from these we have to determine the vfiiuo

of i?.

Let a„ and be the values of a and a in etiuation (2) vvhcn the
eircmfc is broken. In this case li is infinite, and the equation is

rediit'ed to the form (8). We thns find

B^2Aa„ C=.i(V + V)' (II)
Solving erjuatiou (U>) for M, and writing

d , - .

-^-=—{<i+ i<^), where ^=^A^, (12)

w& find

a+ ioi

- A a=^_.,H2^a<o-^2^(«+H + a/+V"^ + ^^^^

Since the vahie of w is in general much g-rejiter lhan that of a,

the best value of is found by equating" the terms in iw.

We may also obtam a value of R by etiuating the terras not
involving *, but as these terms are smiill, the equation is nseful

only a means of testing the aeeuraey of the ^Dbservatious. From
these equations we find the following testing equationj

= LA { (a-a^Y + e (a

^

^^'2 _^ ^

j

Since LJ(a^ is veiy small compare*! with Crm', this equation

and equation (14) may be written

= TTf S + (17)

In this expression G may b« determined either from the linear

measurement of the galvan (jmeter coil, or hetter, by comparison
with a standard coil, according to the method of Art, 753. A k
the moment of inertia of the magnet and its suspended apparatuSj
which is to be found by the proper djTiaraical niethwl. w, «
and Ofy, are given by observation.
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The determmatioa of the value of m, tha magnefcie moment of
tlie suspended mag-tiefc, is the most difTicult part of the investigation^

because it is affected by temperature, by the earth's msigrvetie forc<?j

and by mcebanioal violenec, so tliat great care must be taken to

measure thia quantity wlicn the magnet i& in the very &iTne eireutn-

fitanees as when it is vibrating.

The seeond term of E, that which involves L, is of less impoi't-

anee, as it h generally email eqmpai-ed with the first term. Tlic

value of Z may Ijfi determiuGd either by caleiilation from the known
form of the coil, or by an experiment on the extra-current of in-

duction. Sec Art. 756.

Tkommii*s Mdkod a Ji/ivohdnff CoiL

763.] Tliis method was sug-gested by Tliomson to the Committee
of the Btitifih Association on Electrical Standards, and the e\-
periment was made hy M. M. Balfour Stewart, Flecming Jeukiuj,

and the author in 1863*.

A circular coil is made to revolve with utilform velocity about a
vertical axis. A smidl magnet is suspended by a silk fibre at the
centre of the coih An electric current is induced in the coil hy
the earth^'s mfl|»netism, and also by the suspended ma^rnet. This
current is periodic, flowing in opposite directions through the wire
of the coil during different parts of each revolution, but the efleet of
the current on the suspended magnet is to produce a deflexion from
the magnetie meridian in the direction of the rotation of the coil,

764.] Let // be i^ie horizontal component of the earth's mag-
netism.

Let y he the strength of the current in the coiL

ff the total area inclosed by all the windings of the wire.

G the magnetic force at the centre of the coil due to unit-

current.

L the coefficient of self-induction of the coil,

M the maguc'tic moment of the suspended magnet,

6 the angle between the plane of the coil and the magnetic
meridian,

the angle between the miu of the snspeudetl magnet and
the magnetic meridian

A the moment of inertia of the suspended magnet.

MIIt the coeflRcient of torsion of the susi>ension fibre,

a the azimuth of tlie magnet when tliere k no torsion,

Ii the resistance of the coil,

• See RffoH nj the Brifhh Assodeithn ft/;- iSttS.
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Tiie kinetic energy of tlie eystcm is

r= i ly^'—iifjy sill Gy sin {e-<!^) + MHcos J A4>^. (i

)

The first terra, 4 L y'\ expresses the ctnergy of the current us
depending on the eoil itself. The second term depcudg on tbe
mutual action of the current and terrestrial Tnagnetism, the third
on that of the current and the uuigTietism of the snspeoded tnag-iict,

the fourth on that of the magnetism of the suspended magnet and
fen-estria! magnetism , and the last eJtpressee the kinetic ener^jy of
the matter composing; the magnet and the suspended apparatus
which moves with it.

The potenti4il energy of the suspended Apparatus arising from tlic

torsion of the fibre is

f ^ —t{<t>-~24,a). (2)

The electromagnetic momentum of the current is

liT
i' = = ^ y— iiff sin G y sin (i9— <#i), (3

)

and if i?is the resistance of the coil, the equation of the current is

or, since d = taf,

+ ;^ ) y - ^'fyw cos £1 +MG («- ^) cos (O-t^), (a

)

765.] It is the result alike of theory and observation that ifi, the
azinnitli of the ma^et, is subject to two kinds of periodic variations.

One of these is a free oscillation, whose periodie time depends on
the intensity of terrestrial magnetism, and is, in the experiment,
several seconds. The other is a forced vibration whose period is

half that of the revolving coil, iind whose amplitude is, as \vv slinll

see, insensible. Hence, in determining y, we may treat as

seiisibly eonstaut.

We thus find

y = ^—^^(i^eoadJ+ Zfflsini?) (7^

+ Ce * . (9.)

The last term of this expreesion soon dies awaj' when the rota-

tion is continued unifomi.
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The equation of motion of tlie SMspciidcil magnet is

ivhenee J/GycoB(e— ^)+ J//f(sinf + r(fj(>— a)) = 0. (11)

Subatitoting the value of y, and ansui^^n^j the terms aceoi'diiiig'

to the funetione of multiples of 0, then we know from ohsetvation

tliat

i> = + cos w^+ff^eos 2(^-/3), (12)

where tp^, k the mojin value of 1^, aud the second term espresses?

the free vibrations gr.idually dccajiniiir, and the third the foi-eed

vibrations arising from the variation of the deflecting current.

The value of ^« in equation (12) is— secq^. That off, the am-

pHtnde of the forced vibrations, is J—rsiu^- HencCj when the

coil niEikes many revolutions during one free vibration of the magnet,

tlie amplitude of the forced vibrations of the magnet is very small,

and we may nej^iect the terras in (U) which involve c.

Beginning with the terms in (1 1) which do not involve (?, we find

-^—jrY 2
(Jt COS (^4, +Z (u Sin H

^- ^ E

= 3fH {sin
<f}^+ T (<^»„— a)) .(13)

Remembering that ^ is small, and that L is generally small

compared with we find as a siiffitiit'ntly approximate value of ii'^

2tan^JH-r*^-^)* ^^^^^^ ^ ^

766.] The resistance k thus determined in electromagiietie mea-
sure in terms of the velocity w and the deviaiioii 0. It is not
necessary to determine IT, the horizontal terrestrial magiitti* force,

l^rovided it rtimains constant during the experiment.

To determine — we must make use of the suspended magnet to

delleet the magnet of the magnetometer, as described in Art. 434.

In this exi>eriment 31 should be smallj so that this correction be-

comes of secondary importance.

For the other corrections required in this experiment see the

JiepoH of the Brtihh Auociai'tonfnr 18fi3, p. 168.
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Joule's Calmmeirh MelMd.

76r.
]
The heal genemted hj a cnrrmt y in pnssin^r through a

conductor whose resistance is B hy Joules law, Art. 3 12.

h^^jRy^M, (I)

where / is tlie equivalent 111 aynaniifiil measure of tlie unit of heat
employed.

Heiice, if is constant during tlic experiment, its value la

R=-
(2)

Thifl method of deterinining It. involves the detomination oU/,
the heat generated by the current m a g^iven time, and of the
square of the streugth of the current.

In Joule's exporiments * /t was determined hy the rise of tem-
perature of the water in a vessel in which the eontluoting wire was
immersed. It was corrected for the ett'eets of i-adiatiun, &c. by
alternate expcrimentfl in which no current was passed through the
wire.

The streng^th of the current was measured by means of a tangent
galvanometer, Tliis method involves the det^jrminatwtn of'^the
intensity of terrestrial mivgnelism, which was done by the method
described m Art. 4 5?. These measurements were also tested by the
current weigher, described in Art. 72G, which measures directly.

The most direct method of measuringj y^dl, Imwever, is to pass

the current through a self-acting electrodvnamometer (Art, 725)
with a scale which gives readings proiK)rtion:il to y-, and to make
the observations at equal intervals of time, which may be done
approximately by taking the reading at the extremities of eveiy
vibration of the instrument during the whole course of the experi-
ment.



CIIAriER XIX.

OTMPAfilSOS OF THE ELECTROSTATIC WITH THE ELUCTIlO-

MAGKETIC UKlTa

Betcrnihmtim of (M Nuinher of EhctrnHfti'te UniiJi fif Eh^hirUi/

hi one Eleeltom&gtielk Umi-

768.] The absohite magnitmles of tlie electrical imiLe iu bolk

sjstems depend on the units of length, time, alid mass wliieli ive

adopt, and the mode in whick they depend on these units iis

diffd'ent in the two systems, so that the ratio of the electrical units

will be expressed by a different number, according' to the different

\mits of length ynd time.

It appears from the table of iKmensionSj Art. ^28^ that the

n^imhcr of t?lL'c;tr(istiitic units of (ilectrieity in one e!eetL'oma*''Uctie

unit varies inverscl3' as thf mag-nitude of the unit of Icug-th, and

tlireetlJ as the magnitude of tlie unit of time which we adopt.

If, thefeforCj we determine a velocity whith is represented nu-

mcrieally by this number, then, oven if we adopt new units of

length and of time, the numl>er representing this velocity will still

be the number of electrostatic units of electricity in one eleetro-

mag'netic uuitj according' to the new system of measurement.

This velocityj therefore, which indicates the relation between

electrostatic aad (;k*ctromag;netic plxenomena, is a natural quantity

of definite magnitndo, and the measuieraent of this quantity is one

of the most important reaearcheB in electricity.

To shew that the quantity we are in semch of is really a velocity,

we may observe that in the case of two paijillel currents the attrac-

tion experienced by a kngth a of one of them is, by Art, 68G,

p

wliere (?, C are the numerical ^values of the currents in electromag;-
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nctic measure, and b the distance between them. If we make
b = then p _ qq/

Now the quantity of electrkity tmnsmitted by the current C in
the time t is in Glectromagnetic meitsure, o\ nCt xn. electrostatic

measurtij if n is the number of electroutatio units in one electro-

mai^netic unit.

Let two small conductors be charged with the CLuantities of
eleetncity transmitted by the two currents in the time i, imtl

placed at a distance r from each other. The rcpuLsiou between
them will he r^t-a

Let the distance r te so chosen that this repulsion is equal to the
attraction of the currents, then

Hence = al;

or the distfljiee r must increase with the time i- at the rate m.

Hence n is & velocity, tlie absolute mixgnitude of which is the
game, whatever units we assume.

769.] To obtain a physical conception of this velocity, let iis ima-
gine a plane surface charged with electricity to the electrostatic sur-

face-density ff, and moving- in it^ own plane with a velocity v. Tliis

moving electrified surface will he equivalent to an electric current-
sheet, the strength of the current Hovviug through unit of breiidth

of the surface being o- if; in electrostiitic measure, or - irv in elec-

trotn^netie measure, if ?; is the immber of electrostatic units in
one electromagnetic unit. If another plane surfke, parallel to the
firstj is electrified to the s;irface-deosity <t\ and moves in the same
duection with the velocity v\ it will be equivalent to a second
cnrrcnt-sheet.

The electrostatic repulsion between the two electrified surfaces isj

by Art. 124, 2^0-0-' for every nnit of area of the opposed surfaces.

The electromagnetic attraction between the two current-sheets

IS, by Art, 653, 2iiien' for every unit of area, u and being the

Burfaee-densities of the currents in electromagnetic measure.

But u =; ~ ffVj and ti' = - t/v\ m that the attraction is

VOL, II, B b
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Tlie ratio of the attraetion to the repulsion is equal to that of

vv"^ to n^. Htnce, since the attraction aud the repulsion are quan-

tities of the same kind, n must ]>e a qmntitj of the satne kind as «?,

that is, a velocity. If we now suppose the velocity of each, of the

moving planes to be eqml to ?i, the attraction will l>e equal to the

repulsiouj and there will Ije no mechanical action between them.

Hence we nmy define the ratio of the electric imite to be a velocity,

&ueh that two electrified surfaces, moving in the same direction

with this velocity, have no mutual action. Since this velocity is

about 288000 kilometres per sGcond, it is impossible to make the

e^Eperiment above described.

770.] If the electric surface-density and the velocity can be made
so great that the mag'netie force is a measurable quantity, we may
at least verify our supposition that a moving^ electrified body is

equivalent to an electric current.

It appears from Art. 57 that an electrified surface in air would

begin to discharge ittielf by sparks when the electric force 2 iro-

reaches the value 130. Tlio magnetic force due to the current-sheet

p
is 2 Tor - • The horizontal magnetic force in Britain is about 0. 1 7 5.

Hence a surface electrified to the highest degree, and moving with

a velocity of 100 metres per second, would act on a magnet with a

force etj^ual to about oue-four-thousandth part of the earth^s hori-

zontal force, a quantity which can be measured. The electrified

surface may be that of a non-conducting disk revolving in the plane

of the magnetic meridian, and the magnet may be placed close to

the ascending or descending portion of the disk, and protected from

its electrostatic action by a screen of metal. I am not aware that

this experiment has been hitherto attempted.

T. Comjxirmrt of Units qf Electricity.

771.3 Since the ratio of the electromagnetic to the electrostatic

unit of electricity is represented by a velocity, we shaLl in future

denote it by the symbol v. The first numerical determination of

this velocity was made by Weber and Kohlrauseh *.

Their meth{>d was founded on the measurement of the same
quantity of electricity, first in electrostatic and then in electro-

magnetic measure.

The quantity of electricity measured was the charge of a Leyden
jar. It was measured in electrostatic measure as the product of the

* Etekimit^ttmUche Maaabtstimrtmrtffen; Fogg. Ann. xcii, (Aug. 10, 1856.

J
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capacity of the jar into the difference of potential of its coatings.

The capacity of the jar was determined by comparison wHth that of
a sphere suspended in an open space at a distance from other
bodies. The capacity of such si sphere is expressed in electrostatic

measure by its radius. Thus the capacity of the jar may be found
and expressed as a cei-tain leng-th. See Art. 227.

The difference of the potontiala of the coatings of the jar was n:ea-

aured by conn*>cting the c*>atin^ with the electrodes of an electro-

meter, the constants of which were carefully determined, so that the
difPeTence ofthe potentials, 7^, beearae imov\-n in electrostatic measure.
By multiplying thi;? by c, the capacity of the jar, the charge of

the jar was expressed in electrostatic ineajsure.

To determine the value of the charge in clcctromairnetiG measure,
the jar was discharged through the coil of a galvanometer. The
effect of the transient current on the magnet of the galvanometer
eommunioated to the magnet a certain angular velocity. Tlie

magnet then swung round to a certain, deviation, at which its

velocit}' was entirely destroyed by the opposing action of the
earth's magnetism.

By observing the extreme deviation of the magnet the quantity
of electricity in the current may he determined in electroniagnetic

measure, as in Art, 746, by the formula

// T

where Q is the quantity of electricity in electromagnetic measure.

We have therefore to determine the following quantities r

—

II, the intensity of the horizontal component of terrestrial mag-
netism ; see Art. 456.

G, the principal constant of the galvanometer; see Art. 700.

the time of a single vibmtion of the magnet ; and

df the deviation duq to the transient current.

The value of v obtained by MM, Weber and Koblrausch was

w = 310740000 metres per second.

The property of soHd dielectrics, to which the name of Electric

Absorption has been j^iven, renders it difficult to estimate correctly

the capacity of a Lcyden jar. The apparent capacity varies ac-

cording to the time which elapses between the charging or dis-

charging of the jar and the measurement of the potential, and the

longer the time the greater is the value obtained for the capacity of

the jar.

n h 2
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Hence^ since the time occupied in obtaininf^ a rending of the

eketrometyr is large in comparison witli the tinm during which the

discharge throiig^h the galvanometer takes plaoo, it is probul)!!; that

the estimate of the discharge in electrostatic measure is too high,

aud the value of ^?, derived from it, is probahly also too high.

11. V expressed as a Ueshiance.

772.] Two other methods for the determination of v lead to an

expression of its value in tcrniii of the resisktiiee of a given con-

ductor, whichj in the electromagnetic system, is also expressed as a

velocity.

In Sir William Thomson's form of the expeiiment, a constant

current is imade to flow throufjh a wire of great resislance. The
electromotive force which urges the current through the wir^ is mea-

sured clcctrostaticaUj by conneeting the extremities of the wii-c with

the electrodes of an absolute electrometer. Arts. 217, 213. The

strength of the ciirreiit in the wire is measured in electromagnetic

measure by the deflexion of the suspended coil of an electi-odjiia-

jnometer through which it passes, Art, 725. The resistance of the

circuit ifl known in electromiignetic measure by comparison with a

standard eoil or Ohm. By nuiltiplyin^ the sti'eiif»-th of the current

hy this reeisiUiiee we obtain the electromotive force in eleetro-

magnetic measure, and from a comparison of this with the electro-

static measure the value of u is obtaiued.

This method requires the simultaneous determination of two
forces, by means of the elcetrometor aud electrodynamometor re-

spectively, and it is only the ratio of these forces which appears in

the result.

773. J Another method^ in which these forces, instead of being

separately measured;; are directly opposed to each other, was em-
ployed by the present writer. The ends of the great resistance coil

are connected with two pamllel disks, one of which is moveable.

The same dilTercnco of potentials wliich sends the cuxrent through

the great resistance, also causes an attrsiction between these disks.

At the same time» an electric current which, iu the actual experi-

ment, was distinct from the primary current, is sent through two

coils, fastened, one to the back of the fixed disk, and the other to

the back of the moveable disk. The current flows in oppo.^ite

directions through these coils, so that they repel one another. By
adjustiog tlie distance of the two disks the attraction is exactly

balanced by the repulsion, while at the same time another observer,
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by means of a diflPerential g^alvanometer with sliimtej determines

the rsitio of the primary to the seeondaiy current.

In this experiment the only measurement which must be referred

to a material standard is that of the great resistance, which must
be determi tied in ahsolute measure by eomparison with the Ohm.
The otlior measurements ure required only for tho determination of

ratios, and may therefore be determined in terms of any arbitrary

unit.

Thus the ratio of the two forces is a ratio of equality.

The ratio of the two ciin-ents is found by a comparison of resist-

ances when there is no deflexion of the differential galvanometer.

The attractive force depends on the square of the ratio of the

dinmeter of the dislta to tlieir disfcance.

The repulsive force depends on the ratio of the diameter of the

cods to their distance.

The value of v is therefore expressed directly in terms of the

resistance of the great coil, which is itself compared with the Ohm.
The value of v, as fnutid fiy Thomson's method, wsis 28,2 Ohms *

;

by Maxwell's^ 23.8 Olims f.

HI. EleeffoMatiG Cupadiff m Eleetromapief 'n-' Mn/isufe.

774.3 The capacity of a eondenfier may be tiseertain«d in elcctro-

magnctie measure l iy a comparison of the electromotive force which

produces the charge, and the q^iiantity of electricity in the current

of discharge. By means of a voltaic battery a current is maintaiTied

through a circuit containing a coil of great resistance. Tlie con-

denser is charged by putting its electrodes in contact with those of

the resistance coil. The current through the coil is measured by
the deflexion which it produces in a galvanometer. Let <)t l>e this

deflexion, then the current is, by Art. 7 12,

:t = -77 tan

where // is the horizontal component of terrestrial magnetismj, and

G is the priucijial constant of the galvanometer.

If J? is the resistance of the coil thTough which this current is

made to flow, the dif^el^ence of the potentials at the ends of the

coil is E=Ry,

* Report cf Uritisfi Ansocietthn, l&$tt. f,iM.
t Phil. Trtitts.. IS £58, ji, 643; iim\ litport British A MocmlioHf p. 436.
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and tlie charge of electricity produced in the condenser, whose

capacity in clectromag-netic measure is £?, will he

q = EC.

Now let the electrwles of the condenser, and then those of the

gnlvaBomcter, he disconneeted from the circuit, and let the magnet

of tlip gsilviiiiometer be brought to rest at its position of equili-

biium. Then let the electrodes of the condenser he ccmnected with

those of the galvanometer. A tmnsient eurreut will floi,v^ through

the galvanometer, and will cause the magnet to swings to an ex-

treme deflexion $. Tht-n, by Art. 748, if the discharge is equal to

the charge, n f
(2 = TT - 2 Biu I ^.

We thus obtain aa the value of the capacity of the condenser in

eleetromagnetie measure

C ^Z— ^ ^
^

TT R tan<^

The capacity of the condenser is thus dcterpiined in terms of the

following quantities :

—

y, the time of vibration of the magnet of the galvanometer from

rest to rest.

Ry the resistance of the coil,

6, the extreme limit of the swing produced by the <lischarge.

^, the constant deflexion due to tlic current through the ec»il R.

This method was employed by Professor Meeming Jenkin in deter-

mining the capacity of condensers in electromagnetic measure *.

If c he the capacity of the fame condenser in electrostatic mea-

sure, as determined by comparison with a condenser whose capacity

can be calculated from its geometrical data,

c = v^C.

Henoe v^^^rI ^^""^

T 2 sill

The quantity may therefore be found in this way. It depends

on the determination of M in electromagnetic measure, but as it

involves only the scpiare root of li, an error in this detcrnii nation,

will not affect the value of v so much as in the method of Arts,

772, 773.

InienniUent CurrenL

7^5.] If the wire of a "battery-cirenit be broken at any point, and

* Jkpori o/ Britith Aisodatim, 1S07.
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the broken ends conuceted with tlie electrcKles of a condenseT, tbe

current will flow into tlie condenser with a strength which dimin-

ishes as the difTerence of the potentials of the condenser increases,

so that when the condonscr has received tlic full charg^e corre-

epondiiig to the elGctromotive force itcting on the wire the current

eeases entirely.

If the electrodes of the eondenser are now disconnected from the

ends of the wire, and thea again eoi^nectod with them in the

reverse ordeij, the condenser will dischargo itself through tha wire,

and will then become recharged in the opposite way, so that a

transient current will flow throi,igh the wire, the total quantity of

which is equal to two charges of the condenser.

By means of a piece of jnechanism (commonly called a Commn-
tator, or wippe) the operation of reversing tbe connexions of the

condenser can be repeated at regnlar intervals of tinie, ench interval

heing equal to T. If this interval is sufficiently long to allow of

the complete tlischai-^e of the condenser, the f|ijaiitity of electricity

transmitted by the wire in eaeh interval will be 2 EC, where M is

the electromotive force, and C is tlio ca])aeity of tlie condenser.

If the magnet of a galvanometer included in the circuit is loaded,

so as to swing so slowly thn^t a great many discharges of the con-

denser occur in the time of one free vibration of the magnet, the

snccessioR of discharges will act on the magnet like a steady current

whose strength is 2 EC

If the condenser is now removed, and a resistance <;oil substituted

for it, and adjusted till the steady current through the galvano-

meter produces the same deflexion as the sueeeesion of discharges,

and if B is the resistance of the whole circuit when this is the case,

We may thus compare the condenser with its commutator in

motion to & wire of a certain electrical resistance, and we may make

use of the different methods of measuring resistance described in

Arts. 345 to 357 in order to det^^rmine this resistonee.

776.] I'or this purpose we may substitute for any one of the

wires in the method of the Differential Galvanometer, Art, 34 G, or

in that of Wheat^tone's Bridge, Art. 347^ a coodenser with its com-

mutator. Let us suppose that in either case a aero deflexion of the
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galvanomoteT has Ijeen obtjiined, first witli the eondeuser and com-
mutator, and then with h eoil of resistance in its place, then

T
the quantity— will he moasured hy the regis lance of the circdt of

which the coil forms pai-t, and which is completed hy the re-

mamder of the eonduetiiig system mcludiTig the hattery. Hence
the resistance, R, which we have to calcuhite, is equal to JJj^, that
of the resistance coil, together with E^g the resistance of the re-

mainder of the eyetem (inclnding' the hattery), the extremitieg of
the resistance eoil hemg: taken as the eleetrodes of the system.

In the eases of the didercntial galvanometer and Wheatstono's
Bridge it IS not necessary to make a second experiment by sabsti-

tutin*^ a resistanee coil for the condenser. The value of the resist-

ance required for this purpose may be found hy cakwlation ftom
the other known resistances in the system.

Using' the notation of Art. 347, and supposing- the condenser
and conimntator substituted for the conductor //C in Wheatstone's
Bridge, and the galvanometer inserted in 0/1, and that the defiexion

of the galvanometer is zero, then we know that the resistance of a
coil, which placed m JC would give a zero defleiioUj is

(3)

The other pftrt of the resistance, E^, is that of the system of con-
ductors AO, OC, AB, BC and OB, the points A and b being con-
sidered as the eleetrodes. Hence

^ ^ ^ (tf + (y+ a) + tf^(y+ a) + yo, + ^)

In this e^Epression « denotes the internal resistanee of the battery
and its connexions, the value of which cannot be determined with
certainty ; hut by making it Gmall compared with the other resist-

ances, this uncertainty will only slightly affect the value of M...

The value of the capacity of the condenser in electromagnetic
naeasure is

^

777.] If the condenser has a large capacity, and the commutator
is very rapid in its action, the condenser may not be fully discharged
a,t each reversal. The equation of the electric current durino- the

where Q is the charge, C the capacity of the condenser, R„ the
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resistance of the rest of the Bystem between the electrodes of the

coiuleiieer, and E the electromotive force due to the coijnexions

with the Imttery.

Hence Q = {Qf,-\-EC)f^i<^'- EC, (7)

where is the initial valne of

If T is the time durinfi" whieh eonfaet is maintainfid during- each

discharge, the (jimntity in each discharge is

9. =
T

1 —e~^:
(8)

By making' c and y in pqiiation ( I) large compared with ^, a, or

a, the time represented l>y H^C may he made so small compared
with that in ealctilating the value of the exponential expression

we may use the value of C in equation (5). We thus find

(9)

where J?^ is the rceietmce which must he substituted for the con-

denser to produce an f^qiiivalent effect, if^ is the resistance of the

rest of the system, T ia the interval between the beginning of a

discharge and the beginning of the next discharge, and t is the

duration of contfict for each diseliarge. We thus obtain for the

corrected value of C in electromagnetic measure

T l+e tin

(10)

IV CojiiparisoH of the BUctro&tatic QipacUtf of a CQudsmer wUA
the Eleciromaffjistic Qtpacii^ of Sclf-iitductim of a CmL

778.] If two poiots of a conducting

circuit, between which the resistance is

J£, are connected with the electrodes of

a condenser whose capacity is C, then,

when an electromotive force acts on the

circuit, part of the current, instead of

passing through the resistance i?, will

be employed in charging the condenser.

The current through E will therefore

rise to its final value from ^ero in a

gradual manner. It appears from the
Fig. 6J,

mathematical theory that the manner in which the current through
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R rises ftom zero to its final value is e^tpressed by a formula of

ex;aetly tbti eame kind as tlmt whieli expresses the value of a eiir-

rent iirgeil by a constant electroraotive force thioiigh tlie coil of nn

elect ron^aguet. Hence we may place a condenser and an electro-

magnet on two opposite members of Wheatsfcone's Bridge in such

a way that the current tlirougli the g-alvauometer is always zero,

even at the instant of making or breaking- tlie battery circuit.

In the fig-nre, let P, B, S b« the resistances of the four mem-
bers of liV heatstoue's Bridge respectively. Let a coilj whose coeffi-

cient of self-induction is Z, be made part of the member All, whose
reBistiince is Q, and let the electrodes of a condenser, whose capacity

is C, be connected by pieces of stnall resistance with the points F
and For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume tliat there is no
current in the galvanometer G, the electrodes of which are con-

nected to F njid IL "We have therefore to determine the conditiou

that the potential at i''may be equal to that at II. It is only when
we wish to cst3inat« the degree of accuracy of the method that we
reqnire to ciilculate the current through the galvanometer when
this condition is not fulfilled.

Let a he the total quantity of ekcfrieity which has passed

thi'ough the member AF, and that which has passed through FZ
at the time I, then x—z will be the diarge of the condenser. The
electromotive force acting between the electrodes of the condenser

is, by Ohm's law, i?^^-, so that if the capacity of the condt>nser

Let 5^ be the total quantity of electricity which has passed through

tlie member AH, the electromotive force from A to if must be equal

to that from A to F, or

Since there is no current through the galvanometer, the quantity

which lias passed through IIZ must be also ^, and we find

4 = ^'r «
Substituting in (2) the value of .t, derived from (1), and com-

paring with (3), we find as the condition of no current through the

galvanometer
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The condition of no final current isj as in the ordinary form of

Whcfltfitoae's Bridge, qj^ _

The condition of no current at makiog- and breaking the battery

connexion is t

% = (6)

Here ~ and JtC are the time-constants of the members Q aad R
respectively^ and if, by varying' Q or E, we ean ndjiist the membera
of Wheatstone's Bridg-e till the galvanometer indieates no current,

either at making- aud breaking the circuit, or when the current ia

steady, then we kuow tliat the lime-eonstant of tlie coil is equal to

tliat of the condeiiBer.

The coefficient of self-induction, can be determined in electro-

mag-netie measure from a eomparieou with the coefficient of mutual
induction of two circuits, whose gt>ometrical data are known
(Art, 75C), It is a quantity of the diiiicnBions of a line.

The capacity of the condtmser can be determined in eleetrostatie

measure by comparison with a condenser whose geometrical data

arc known (Art. 22n). This quantity is also a length, c. The elec-

tromagnetic measure of the capacity ia

C^±. (7)

Suhstituting this value in equation (S), we obtain for the value

of

i^^-^<iJt, (8)

where <? is the capacity of the condenser in electrostatic measure,

L the eoefficient of self-induction of the coil in electromagnetic

measure, and Q and J? the r(!eistances in electromagnetic measure.

The value of as determined by this method, depends on the

determination of the unit of resistance, as in the second method,

Art*. 772, 773.

V. ComUmthn of the Eiectrosiaiic Capacfif of a Condenser miA
i/ie ElecirmHagnstic Cajm^ii^ of Sdf-inducUon qf& CoiL

7/9.] Let he the capacity of the eondeneer, the surfaces of

which arc connected by a wire of resistance li. In this wire let the

coils L and U be inserted, and let L denote the sum of their ca-

pacities of self-induction. The coil 1/ is hung by a bifilar suspen-

sion, and consists of two coils in vertical pkucs, Ijetween which
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passes a Tertieal fixis wMcli carries the magnet if, the axis of wliich

revolves iiv a horis^ontal plane lietweeu the coils J/L. The coil L
has a large coefficient of seif"indiiefci<5n, and is fixed. The sus-

pended coil // is protected from the

currents of sir caused by the rota-

tion of the ina^et by eneloBing^ the

rotating parts in a hollow ca^.

The motion of the magnet caufies

oumnts of induction in the coil, and

these are acted on by the magnet,

BO t^iat the plane of the suspended

coil is deflected in the direction of

tbe notation of the magnet. Let
lis {ktermine tli« streuglh of the

induced correntSj and the magnitude
of the deflexion of the sxispended

coil.

Let T be the charge of electricity

on the npper surface of the condenser (7, then, if E is the electro-

motive force which produces this charge, we have, by the theory of
the condenser,

s: = CB, (1)

Fig. es.

"We have also, by the theory of electric cnirents,

(2)^+^(Zi*-j-jT/cosfl) +^^ 0,

where Jf is the electromagnetic moTncntnm of the circuit L\ when
the axis of the magnet is normal to the plane of the coil, and ^ is

fhe angle between the axis of the msjEj-net and this normal.

The equation to determine x is therefore

(3)

If the coil is in Ji jMsition of pqiiiHbrlv;m, and if the rotation of
the magnet is uniform, the angnlar velocity being-

The expression for the current consists of two ])arts, one of which
is independent of the term on the right-hand of the equation,
and diminishes according to an exponential function of the time-
The other, which may be called the forced current, depends entirely

on the term in 6^ and may be written

X = A nijyQ -\- B cos e. (5)
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Finding' the values ofA and B by substitution iu the equation (3),

^ve obtain HCu <^s&-(l-CLn^)mi&

The moment of the force with which the mo^net acta on the coil

L\ in vvhieli the current i is flowitig, is

f/
IT

^ it- - (J/ co$ 3) = ilf sin a ( 7

)

rep fit

Integrating- tbig expression with respect to i, and dividing- by i",

we find, for the meaa value of ©,

- _ M^RCH^

If the coil lias a considerable inonic»nt of inertia, its forcM vibra-

tions will be very small, and its mean dcfltsion will Ik pro]fOrtional

to 0.

Let Bi, J)^, Djj be tiio observed d<?flexioii9 corresponding to an-

g-ukr velocities m^, of the magnet, then in geuoRtl

where P is a constant.

Eliminating' P and R from three equations of this form, we find

(10)

If #2 is such that Ctw^^ = 1, the value of^ will be a minimum

for tliis value of a. Thu other vidues of n should be taken, one
greater, and the other less, than k^.

The value of CL, determined from this equation, is of the dimtin-

sioBs of the s([uare of s, time. Let us call it t-.

If be the electioiitjitic measure of the capacity of the con-

denser^ and the electromagnetic measure of the self-ijiduction of

the coilJ both 6', and X„ are lines, and the product

€,L^ ^ v^C,L^ = v^G^L^ ^
j (ii)

and t'2 = ^^, (12)

where is the value of C?*Z^, determined by this ejcperiraent. The
experiment here suggested as a method of det^jrminiiig i' is of the

same nature as one described by Sir W. R. Grove, Phil. Mag.^
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Mareli 18G8, p. 184. See also remarks on that experiment, hy the

present writer, in the numher for May 1866,

VI. Bkdrodaiie Measuret}tent of Resistance. (See Atfc, 355.)

780.] Let a condenser of capacity € be digcliarged througli a

conductor of resistance JZ, tken, if is the charge at any instant,

_ t

Hence ar —- Wfy€ (2)

Ifj by any method, we can mjike eontiict for n short time, which
is accuratiily Ifnoivn, so as to allow the current to flow through the

conductor for the time /, then, if and /i\ are the rcadin^rg of an

eWtrometer put in connexion with the condenser before and after

the operation, 2iC\hg, 2?,-log. j^,) = I (3)

If C is known in electrostatic measure as n linear quantity, E
may he found from this eciuation in electrostatie meaguie as the

reciproiial of a velocity.

If i?, ie the numerical value of the resistance as thus determined,

and the tiunierieal value of the resistance in electromagnetic

measure, »

Since it is necessary for this experiment that R should he vety
great, and since R must be small in the electromag-netic experi-

meats of Arts. 763, &c., the experiments must be made on separate

eonduetx^rs, and the resistance of these conductors comi>ared by the
ordinary methods.



CHAPTER XX.

ELECTEOMAONETIC THEOBY OP LIGHT.

781.] Is seveml parts of this treatise an attempt has heen made
to explain electromaf^netic phenomena by meana of mechanioal
action transmitted from one body to another by means of a medium
occupyin^^ the space betwisen tliem. The undiiktory theory of light
also assumes the c'xii=.teiitju of a medium. We have no;y to ehe^v

that IhQ properties of the elcctrnmaguetic medium are identical with
those of the liiroiiiiferoug medium.

To fill all space with a new medium whenever any new phe*
nomenon is to be explained is by no means philosophical, but if

the study of two different branches of science ha^ independently
sngg'csted the idea of a niediniiij and if the properties which must
be attributed to the meditim in order to account for electro-

magrnetic phenomena are of the same kind as those which we
attribute to the lurainiferous medium in order to account for the
phenomena of lif^-ht, the evidence for the physical existence of thy
medium will he considerably streng'thened.

But the properties of bodies are capable of quantitative measure-
meat. We therefore obtiun the nnmcj ical value of some property of
the medium, such m the velocity with which a disturbance is pro-

pagfated through it, which can be calcuhited from electromagnetic

experiments, and also observed direetly in the case of light. If it

should bo found that the velocity of propagation of electromagnetic
disturbances is the same aa the velocity of light, and this not only
iu air, but in other transparent media, we shall have strong reasons

for believing that light is an electromagnetic phenomenoii, and the
combination of the optical with the electrical evidence will produce
a conviction of the reahty of the medium similar to that which we
obtain, in the case of other kinds of matter, from the combined
evidence of the senses.
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782.] ^^^leu HgUt ia emittedj a certain amount of energy is

expended by the luminous body, and if tbe liglit is absorbed by

another body, this body beconws heated, shewing that it has ra-

ceived sneigy from mthout. Dming^ the iuterval of timtj after tlie

light left the firfit body and before it reached the seeoud, it must

have exieted m energy iu the intervening' epace.

According to the theory of emission, the tiunsmission of energy

IB effected by t\i^ actual transference of light-corpnscules from the

luminous to the ilhiminatetl body, carryin^j with them their hiuetie

energy, togetlies: with any other kind of euefgy of which they may

be the receptacles.

According to the thcoiy of unduhitionj there is a material medium,

which fills the sjiacc between the two bodies^ and it is by the actioD

of contiguona parts of this medinra that the energy is passed on,

from one portion to the next, till it rea<ihes the illuminated body.

The luminiferoufi medium is therefore, during the passage of light

through it, a receptacle of energy. In the undukttjry theory , as

developed by Hnygens, Fresnel, Young, Green, &c., this energy

is )?u])poseU to be partly potential and partly kinetic. The potential

energy is supi>o£<?d to be due to the distortion of the elementary

poitions of the medium. Wo must tberefbve regard the medium as

elastic. The kinetic euergj' is supposed to be due to the vibratory

motion of the medium. We must thereibre regard the medium as

having a finite density.

In the theory of eleetrieity and magnetism adopted in this

treatise, two forms of energy are recognised, the electrostatie and

the electrokinetic (see Artjs. 630 and 636), and these are supposed

to have their seat, not merely in the electrified or magnetizal

bodies, but in every part of the surrounding si^aee, where oleetrie

or magnetic force is observed to act- Hence our theory agrees

with the undulatory theory in assuming tlie es:istence of a medium

which is capable of becoming a* receptacle of two forms of energy *.

783.] Let us neKt determine the conditions of the propagjition

of an eleetromagnetie disturbance throiigh a uniform nitidiura, which

we shall suppose to be at rest, that is, to have no motion except that

which may be involved in electromagnetic disturbances.

• ' Vor lay own i^ati, conaidcring the relation of a VMUum to tho mstgn^tis farce,

and the geLeral -cbaractijr of Uiitf^ttitic pliunuiut^iiA ^Kt6ni:il tu the uiaguet, J. nin liiorij

inclined to the natioa th&t in the traTittiuiadtvu of the for(;e there is Bucb an ftctioii,

esct^rnal to the magnet, than that the effeutjt are merely attrfbctioii and rt-pulniDn at a

diiftaiioe. Buohatt aiCtioD ai&y be a fimction of the a<thur ; for it i^^ not at otl unlikely

thfit, if tliere be ttii iAthbr, it ahould havo otlioi- uscn than fiimply the convejiiiui: of

nuiiiitioDi.'—Fitraiclay*» Bxpfrimerttal Rm«nh&i 3075,
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Let C be tlie specific conductivity of the mediura, K ita speeifie

capacity for electrostatic imluetlon, and ft its inagiietie ' jierrae-

sability.'

To obtain tlie general equations of electron! :i«?iietic tlistvirbance,

we shall express the true current (S in terms ol' the vt'ctor potential

?i and the electric jxstential ^.

The ferne cun-ent g k made up of the conduction current if and
the variation of the electric displacement and since both of these
depend on the electromotive force wc find, as in Art. 611,

But sin.ee there is no motion of the mediQm, we may express the
electromotive force, ae in Art. 599,

^^-9(_V4'. (2)

But we may determine a relation between ^ and ?I in a tliflereat

way, as is shewn in Art. 01 G, the equations (4) of w hich may be
written 4 tt^© = ?1 -f V/, (4)

where + 5)

Comhining equations (3) and (i), we obtain

/.(dTrCl-A'^) ('^^ + V+) +™ + V/ = 0, (6)

which we may express in the form of three equations as follows

—

^{.l,rC+jr-^-)(^+_)+V^J+_ = (,,

;-(4.C+r-^)(_ + -_)+V-C+-^^=0, in

TJiese are the general wpiations of electromagnetic disturhanceg.

If we differentiate these equatious with resiicet to ^, and «

respectively, and add, we obtain

K4.C+i:.|)(^^-V=*)=0, (8,

If the modium is a non-conductor, €=% and V^^, which ti;

proportional to the volume-density of free electricity, is independent
of L Hence / must be a linear function of t, or a cons^tant, or ^ero,

and we may therefore leave / and * out of atin^yuut in considering

periodic di!iturl>auce3.

vol,. Ti, n e
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Propagation of UmlHlations in a Noit-coiuhctin.^ Mcdinm.

784,] In tliis case 0, aud tlio oquatsons become

KfJL

'EE

(9)

The equations in this form are similar to those of the motion of

an elastic solid, and vAim the initial coiidifcions are given, the

solution can he expressed in a foim given hy Poisson* and svpplial

by Stokes to the Theory of Biflraetion f.

1

Let as write
V A JX

(10)

If the values of jP, G> II^ and of ~, are given at every

point of space at the epoch s: 0), then we can determine their

values at any gulisequent time, i, as follows.

Let be the point for wliielv we wish to determine the valae

of F at the time i. With as centre, and with radius T/, describe

a sphere, Find the initial value of /'at every point of the spherical

Burfaee, and take the mmn^ i\ of all these values. Find also the

(IF
initial values of -j- at every point of the splierioal surface, and let

if
tlie mean of these values be -r *

(U

Then the value of F at the point 0, at the time is

d ^ dF ^

Similarly (10

785.] It appears, therefore, that the condition of things at the

point at any instant depends on the condition of tilings at a

distance Vi and at an inlerval of time t previously, so that any

disturbance is propagated thiougli the medium with the velocity l\

Let u9 suppose that when i ie zero the quantities 3f and 21 are

* M4m, dt I'Aead., toa. iii, p. 130.
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zero except witliiu a certain space S, Tlien tbeir vAims at at
the time j! will be zero, unless the spKerJcal surface described about

39 centre mth radiug lies in whole or in part witliin the
space S, If f; is ont#ide the space S there will be no (listiirbance

at until becomes equal tlic shortcit distauee from to the
space S. The disturbance at will then l^e^in, and will ^^o on till

is equal to the grriiatest distance from to any part of S, The
disturbance at will then cease for ever,

786.] The quantity F, in Art. 793, which expresses the velocity
of propagation of electromagnet!c ditturhanees in a non-conductiiif^

Jnedinim is, by Cfjiiation (9), eijiial to .

If th% medium is dr, and if w^ adopt the clectroetatic system

of measiarement, A' - 1 and M = -^g-* so that F= i; or the velocity

of propa|>atioii is nnmoricaUy equal to the numht^r of electrostatic
units of electi-ieity in one eleetroma^etic unit. If we adopt the

electromagnetic system, X =^ 4 and m= 1, so that the equation
r= V is still true,

On the tliGOiy that light is &n electromagnetic disturbance^ pro-
pagated in the same nicdium through which other electromagnetic
actions are transmitted, F miut he the velocity nf light, a quatvtity

the value of which has hem estimated by several methods.. On the
other hand, v is the number of electrostatic units of elet^tricity in oiie

electromagnetic unit, and the methods of determi n'mtF this quantity
have been described in the last chapter, Tliey are quite inde-
pendent of the methods of finding the velocity of liglit, Iletice the

agreement or disagreement of tlic values of /'and oi' v furnishes a
test of the electromagnetic theory of light,

787,1 In the following table, the jirineipal results of direct
observation of the velocity of lij^-ht, either through the air or

thi-ougfh the planetary spaces, are conaparetl with the principal

results of the comparison of the electric units :—
VeliJCiity of Lit'lit (metres [»er tlvwiid).

Fizeau 3M0O00O0
Aberration, &e., and)

Sun's P.ralla^ | ... 308000000

Foucault 298360000

Ilatio of Elcctrin; Units.

Weber 310740000

Maxwell.., 288000000

Thomson.., 282000000,

It is manift>st that the velocity of light and the ratio of the units

are quantities of the same order of magnitiifle, Neither of them
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can !>e said to be dfttermined as yet with such a degree of acenracj

as to enable us to sissert that the one ig greater or hm thati the

other. It k to be lioped that, by further experiment, the rehition be-

tween the magnitudes of tlie two quantities may he more accurately

determined.

In the meantime our theory, which asserts that these two quan-
tities are equal, and as^iig^s a physical reason for this equality, is

certainly not contradieted by the compiririson of these residts such
as they are.

788.] In other media than air, the velocity F is invers^^ly pro-

portional to the square root of the product of the dieicetrtii! and the
nmg-netic inductive capacities. According- to the undulatorj'^ theory,

the velocity of light in different media is invei-sely proportional to
their indices of refraction.

There are no transparent media foT which the magnetic capacity
differs from that of air more than hy a very small fraction. Hence
the principal part of the difference between thcst- roedia must depend
on their dielectric capacity. According to our theory, therefore,

the dielectric capacity of a transparent medium should he equal to
the square of its indcK of refraction.

But the value of the index of refraction is different for li^ht of
different kinds, heing ^-eater for light of more rapid vihratious.

We must therefore sekwt the index of refradio ti whicli correspondg
to waves of the longest periods, hecause these are the only wjivea
whose motion can he compared witli the slow processes by which
we determine the capacity of the dielectric.

789,] The only dielectric of which the capacity lias lieon hitherto
detennined with sufficient accuracy is paraffin, for which in the solid

form M.M. Gibson and Barcla}- found *

K — 1,975,
(^12)

Dr, Gladstone lias found the following vulncs of the index of
refraction of melted parafBn, sp.g. o.?7^^ for the lines J, D and // :—

Temperature A D //

lt430S 1.1357 1.4499
57T 1.4294 1,434 3 lA4d3

}

from which I find that the index of refraction for waves of infinite
length would be albout

l 422

Tlie square root of ^S!" is 1.4 05.

The diiference between these numbers is gi-eater than can he ac-

• Phil tram. 1871, p, 573.
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counted for by enovs of observation, and sliews that our theories of

thti stnitture of bodies must be much improved before we oau
deduce their optical from their electrical properties. At the same
time, I think that the iigreomcnt of tli« numlK^rs is such that if no
gn ater discrepancy \v*>re foirad between the luimberg derived from
the optioal and the electrical properties of a considerable numb<?r of

substance, we siiould be warranted in condudiiig that ttic square
root of K, though it may not be the complete expression for the
index of refraction, is at least the most important t.ertti in it.

790.] Let us now confine our attention to pkn^ vvaves, the front

of which we shall supiiose nornnd fco the axis of All the quan-
tities, the variation of which constitutes such waves, are functions
of ^ and only, and nre independent of ii? and if. Hence the equa-
tions of mag-netie induction, (A), Art, 591 , are reduced to

dG . (IF

or tlie magnetic disturbance is in the plane of the wave. This
agrees with what we know of that disturbance which constitutes

light.

Putting ^a, lip nnd f^y for rt, It and v respectively, Ihe e<iuations

of electric curients, Ai t, 007, becomo

d<i d~ G (IJ)

ilHifnce the electric diistnrbance is also in the plane of the waw, and

if the magnetic disturbance is confintil to one direction, say tlnit of

the electric disturbanco is confined to the perptjndiculai: direction,

or that of y.

But we may calculate the electric disturbance in another way,

for li fi h are the components of electric displacement iii a- non-

conducting medium

if dg M

If P, Q, E are the components of the electromotive force

f^^-P, ,^lq. „=^^R; (10)
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ami siuee there is no motion of the medium, equations (B), Ait. 598^

1. dF
beeomtf jP = ,

Hence w — —~ ^^-M-y
K r-0

(17)

(18)

Conipaimg these valuer with those given in equation (H), we find

d'^JI= A>

(19)

(30)

The first and second of these equatiotis are the equations of pro-
pag-ation of a plane viavh, and their solutioti is of the well-known
form F {z - Vf) (^+ Vi), 1

The solution of the third equation is

A> // = A-^Bf'i (21)
where A and // are functions of II h therefore either constant
or varies direetly with the time. In neither case can it tjike part
in the propagation of waves.

791.] It appeai-s from this that the directions, botli of the mag-
netic iind the elcotric disturbances, lie in

the plane of the wave. The mathematical

form of the disturbance therefore, agrees

with tliEit of the diistnrLance which coneti-

tutes light, in being^ traosverse to the di-

rection of propagation.

If we suppose 6 = 0, the disturbance

will correepond to a plane-polarized ray of

light.

The mngtietic force is in this ease paral-

lel to the axis of ^ and equal to - , and
^

fi. dz^

the electromotivo force is parallel to the

(IF
axis of X and equal to — ^

,

The mag-

netic force is therefore in a plane perpen-

dicular to that which contains the electric force.

The values of the magnetic force and of the electromotive force at

a j>ivon instant at difterent points; of the ray are represented in Fig.GG,
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for the case of a simple harmonic! distuibauce ixi one plaiie^ This

corresponds to a ray of plaue-polariKcd Ught, but whether the phme
of polarization con-csponda to tht? pljiixe of the magnetic distnr1>ancc^

or to the plane of the electrie disturbance, remains to be seen. Seo

Art. 7B7.

Em}'^^ mul Slrcss: of Eadiation.

792.] The electrostatic energy pet unit of volume at any point of

the wave in a non-conducting medium is

3ff ^- tU

Tlie electrotiiietie energy at the same point is

111 virtne of eqiiatioD (8) these two e^Epressione are efjual, so that at

every point of the wave the intrinsic energy of the metlium is half

electrostatic and lialf elcctrokinotie.

Let p be tb<* value of either of these quantities, that is, either the

electrostatic or the electrokinetic energy per unit of voliimej then,

in virtue of the eloofcrostatic fstate of the medium, there is a tension

whose maj^itude is p, iu a direction parallel to .-p, combined with h

]iressnre, also equal p, parallel to y and z. See Art, 107.

In virtue of the elcctiokinotic state of the medium there h a

t^susion equal to in a direction parallel to combined with a

pressure equal to iu directions parallel to a; and z. See Art. (j l3.

Hence the comhined efl'ect of the electrostatic and the eleetro-

kinetic strf!sses is a pressure e<]ual to 2p in the direction of the

propagation of the wave. Now 2}) also expresses the whole energy

in unit of volume.

Hence in a motUum in which waves are propagated there is a

pressure in tht' direction norniul to the waves, and numerically

equal to the energy in unit of vobmie.

793.] Thus, if in strong' sunlight the energy of the light which

fiilk on one eqnare foot is 83.4 foot pounds i>er second, the mean

enerf»y in one cubic foot of sunlight is about 0.000000066^ of a foot

pound; .md the mean pressure on [i square foot is 0,0000000382 of a

pound weight, A flat body exposed to sunlight would esperionce

this pressure on its illuminattHil side only, and would theretbre he

repelled from the side on which tlie light falls. It is probable that

a much greater entjrgy of radiation jiii^-ht he obtained by means of
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the concentrated rays of the eiectric lamp. Saeh rays falling on a
tluu metallic disk, delicately suspended in a vacuum, mi^ht perhaps
produce an observable mwhanical efi'oct. When a disturbance of
imy hind consists of terms involving' sines or cosines of angles
which vary with the time, the maximum energy is double of the
mean energy, Hence, if P is the maximum electromotive force,

and $ the maximum magnetic force whi^h are called into play
daring the propag-ation of light,

^ ~ ^ mean energy in onit of volume. (24)

With Pouillet's data for the energy of simlight, as qnated by
Thomson, Tmm. It.S.M.y 1354, this gives in electromagnetic mea-
sure

P = GOOOOOOO, or about 600 Daniell's cells per metre j

(3 - 0.193, or rather more than a tenth of the horiaontid mag-
netic foiTce in Britain,

Propagation of a Plane Wsare in a Cr^sMUzed Medium.

794.] In calculating, from dsita furnished by ordinary electro-

magnetic esperimentSj the elcetriual phenomena- which would result

from periodic disturbances!, millions of millions of which occur in a
second^ we have ah-cady put our theorj^ to a very severe test, even
when the medium is supposed to be air or vacuum. But if we
attempt to extend our theory to the case of dense media, we become
involved not only in all the ordinary difficulties of molecular theories,

but in the deeper mystery of the i-elation of the molecules to the
electromagnetic medium.

To evade these difficulties, wo shall assume that in certain media
the specific capacity for electrostatic induction is different in dif-

ferent directions, or in other words, the electric ttisplaeement, in-

stead nf being in the stimc direction as the electromotive force, and
proporttoual to it, is related to it by a system of linear equations
similar to those given in Art. 297. It may be shewn, as in
Art, 43a, that the system of coeflicicnti; must be symmetrical, so
ihat, by a proper choice of axes^ the equations become

/=i-ir,p, 3^l,m. ^-.j^jf./^, (1)

where K^^ K,^, and arc the principal iudiiciive caixicitics of the
n J edium. The equa tiou s of pr- tpji g:atiou of disturbauces are therefore
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d^a

+

+

d-F d'Q

dz"^ dsff (if/ dz dx

<PG d^H
djc' di/ dz d-x dy

mi d^F d^G

d^^ dz d^ d^dz

(2)

795.] If m, n are iha direction-cosines of the normal to tho

wavc-frontj and F the velocity of the wave, and if

^+ tti^+az— Vl = (3)

and if we write F", G'\ W\ for Iho second (JifTs-renliiil coeffi-

cients of i\ G, II, * respectively with respect to and put

(4)

u'lu*re €tj c are the three principal veloeitiea of pr<jpiigationj t,he

equations hccome

™ Im + [n^ + - ^) wiM 11'^- FV p

796,J If we write

= 0,

= 0,

= 0.

(5)

+ (6)

we obtain from these equations

rulrG''^ni^'') = (iA (7)

ru{rw*~n^*) = 0.)

Hence, either T = 0, in which case the wave is not propagated at

all ; or, 11= O, which leads to the equation for F given by Frosnel

;

or the quantities within brackets va,nishj iu which ease the vector

whose components arc F'% G'\ is normal to tho \vavc-front and
proportional to tlie electric volume-density. Since tho medium is

a non-conductor, the electric density at any given point i» conatant,

imd therefore the distnrbatiee indicated hy these equations is not

periodic, and cannot constitute a wave. We may theretbre consider
4'"'= in the investigiition of the wave.
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797.] The velocity of the propagation of the wave is therefore

completely determinetl from the equation U — 0, or

There are therefore two^, and oi^ly two, valued of corresponding'

to a given direction of wave-front.

If A, ju, e are the direcfcion-cosines of the electric cuiTcnt whose

ccunpoiients are u, t/

then ifA-j-to |/ + ?iy = ; (10)

or the current is in the plane of the wave-front, and its direction

in the wave-front is determined by the c(|uatiou

A fi
' V

These equations are identical with those g^ven by Fresnel if we
define the plane of polarization as a plane through the ray per-

pcndicidar to the plane of the electric disturljanee.

According to this eleetromagaetic theory of douhle refi-action the

wave of normal dieturbatiee, which oonstitutcs one of the ehief

difheulties of the ortliaai-y thoory^ does not exist, and no new
assQinption is required in order to account for the fact that a ray

poliiriiiud in a principal plane of the crystal is refracted in the

ordinary mauner*.

lielaiion bsiween Eleciric Cojiducimi^ md Opacity.

If the mediiim, instead of being a perfect insulator^ is a

conductor whose eonduetivity per unit of volume is C, the dis-

tiirbniKfl will consist not only of electric displacements but of

currMLi^ <ii' ri .]i,ductionj in which electric energy is transformed into

hetvt, BO that the unduLation is absorbed by the medinm.
If the disturbance is expressed by a eireular funetion, we may

F - cos {ni-qz),
{ ]

)

for tins will satisfy the equation

provided <f^p^ — y,Kn^^ (3j

and Sjrjj = iTtfjiCti, (4)

• See 8tvkes' ' Report on DonLIc Refraction'
1 Utit. Asstte. Rfparttt IS&Sl, p. 255,
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The velocity of pro^ja^tiou ta

ft

and the coefficient of absorxJtiou is

Let B be the resistance, in electi-omagnetLc measure, of a pla^^

whose length is if, breadth and thickness

The jiroportion of the incident light which will be tmosraitted by

this platti will be

t i -

799.] Most tmnspturent solid bodies ai-e good insulators, ami ^i ll

good condnetora are very opaque. There avej bcnever^ many ex-

eoptions to the law that the opacity of a body is the greatei', thy

greater its conduetivity.

Electrolytes allow an electnc current to pass, and yet many of

them are transparent. We may suppose, however, that in the case

of the itipidly alternating forces which come into play during the

propagation of light, the electromotive force acts for so short a

time in one direction that it is unable to effect a complete separation

between the combined molecules. When, during the other half of

the vibration; the eleetTOmotivc Ibi-ce acts in the opposite direction

it simply reverses wliat it did during the first half. There is thus

no true eoiidnetion through the electrolTri:a, no loss of electric

energyj and consequently no absorption of H^ht.

800.] Gold, fcilvcr, and platinum are good conductors, and yet,

when formed into verj' thin plates, they allow light to pass through

tlunn. From experiments which I have made on a piece of gold

leaf, the resistance of which was determined by Mr, Hockinj it

appeals that its transparency is very ninch greater than is con-

sistent with our theory, uulesa we suppose that there is less Ioks

of energy when the electromotive forces axe reversed for every eemi-

vibration of light than when they aet for sensible times, as in our

ordinary experiments.

801.] Let us nest oousitler tbe case of a raediiuTV in which the

conductivity is large in proportion to the indimtive capacity.

In this case vt'e may leave out the t^j*m involvmg K in the equa-

tions of Art. 783, and they then become
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(IF

dt
— 0.

71fiC
40
M - 0,

+ 1 TTfiC
(III

(it

= 0,

(I)

Eilcb of these eqxiations is of the same form as the tquation of the
diffusion of heat given in Fourier's TraiU tU Ckdmr.

803-] Taking the first as im esample, the component F of the

vector-potential will vary siceording to timeatid position in the same
way £tB the tem]wrafurc of a honion^eneous Bolid varies according^

to time ami position, the initial and the snrfiic^j-conditions heiog
made to correspond in tlie two cases, ant! the qnimtitj iTTfiCbeing
iiumencally equal to the reciproeal of the thermometric conductivity
of the substance, that is to say, the numler of uniU of vohtm of
ike snhHmce which tvmdd be healed degree bfj (he keat whkh pmm
ihoftf/A (I uji'd eide of Ue ^uhlancs, iwo opposite faces of ii}Itkk difsr
by one degree of lemjiemlim, w&ile the oiher faces are impermmbie h
heat *,

The different problems in thermal condiietioti^ of which Fourier
has ^ven the solution, may be transformed into problems in the
dinnsion of electromagnetic quantities, remembering that i; C', If
are the components of a vector, wLereas the temperature, in 1^'ourier's

problem, is a sealar quantity.

Let ns take one of the cases of which Fourier lias ^iven u com-
plete Bolutionf, that of an infinite medium, the initial state of
which is given.

The state of any point of the medium at the time I is fuund
by taking the average of the sta,te of every part of the nK-dium^
the weight ivssigned to each part in taking the average heing

t

where r is the distance of that part from the point considered. ITiIs

average^ in the ease of veetor-fj^uantitice, is most conveniently taken
by eonsidering each component of the vector separately.

* See Maxwell's Tkeanj ofHtat, p. 235,
t TmiU d« Iti Chftlmr, Art. ZU. Tlie equation wliich detormiiiea the tempcraturt?

li at ft point (.r j^, ?) ^fter a time f, ia termii of /(a, ^. y\ the initial tempemture at

where k b the tlierniorfieiric .
:

,

.
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803.] We have to itjmai-k in the fir^t plnce, that in tliis problem
tho thcranal conductivity of Fonrier*!? medium is to be taten in-
vorsoly propni-tional to the electric eoiidiietivity of our meiliiim,
st> that tlic time reijuirtd in order to reach an nssi^rned stitge in
tlic process of dilfusinn is ^^^cater the liif?her the ch^etric conduct^
ivity. This statomL^nt will not appear paradoxical if we remember
the result of Art.. 655, that a medium of infinite conductivity forms
a complete barrier to the process of diflVisiou of magnetic force.

In the next place, the time requisite for the protjuction of an
assignt^ staj^e in the process of diflTusion is proportional to the square
of the linear dimonsious of the system.

There is no dettnrainate velocity wJiich can he defined as the
velocity of diffusion. If ^ve att^,>mpt to measure this vulocify hy
a£oertainiti«i:the time requisite for the production of a ^ivtn amount
of disturbance at a g^iven distance from the origin of dts^turbanee,
we find that the smidler the seleeted vahie of the diBturhancc the
greater the velocity will ii]>peur to be, for liowever^reat the ilislaiiee,

and however sni,ill the lime, the value of the disturbance will difler

mathematieally from zero.

This ]je<;uliarity of diffusion distinguishcB it from waye-propag'a-
m, which takes place with a definite velocity. No disturbance

takes place at a given point till the wave reache;; that point, and
^; hen the wave has parsed, the disturbance ceases for ever.

804.] Let us now investigate the process which takes place when
an electric current begins and continHcs to flow through a lineiir

circuit, the medium snrroundmg the eirenit beiiif? of lltiile eleetiie
conductivity. (Compare with Art. 660).

When the current begins, its first effect is to produce a ciirrent
of induction in the parts of the medium close to the wire. Hie
diiection of this current is opposile to that of the original current,
and in tbe first instant its total quantity is equal to that of the
original current, so that the clcctromai,-netie ellcct on mere distant
parts of the medium is initially zero, and only rises to its final

value as the induction-current die$ away on account of the eleetric
resistance of the medium.
Eut as the induction-current close to the wire dies away, a new

induction-current is gcueiated in the medium beyond, so that the
B|)aee occupied hy the induction-current is coiifiuually becoming
wider, while its intensity is continually diminishinj^.

This diifusion and decay of the inductiou-cnrreut is a pheno-
menon precisely analogous to the diffusion of heat from a part of

tion
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tlie mciluiTii initiallj hotter or eoldci' than the rest. We mast
remember, however, that eiiice the current is a vector qurtntity-j

and since in a circuit the current is in opposite directions at op-
posite poiuta of the circuit, we must, in calculating any given com-
ponent of the iiiductioii-cuTrent, compare the prohkm ^n-ith one
m which otjusl quaatities of heat anti of cold are diffiisecl from
tieig^hhouriiig places, in which case the effect on difttant points will

he of a smaller order of mag-nitude.

805.] If the eiuretit in the linear circuit is maintained constant,

the inductittn eiirrentSj which depend on the initial chau^^ of stat^j

will <;Tadually be diffused and die away, leaving' the medium in it^

permanent istate, which is analogrous to the permanent state of the
flow of heat. In tliis state ^ve have

V''F^V^G = v^ri^O (2)

tlirougliout the medium, except at the part occupied by the circuit,

V^G=i7TPA (3)

These efjvuitions are snnioient to determine the values of F, G, If

thionghotit the medium. They indicate that there are no currents

except in the circuit, and that the magnetic forces lire simply those

due to the current in the circuit according* to the ordinary theory.

The rapidity with which this permanent state is establisheil is so

great that it conld not be mca&itred hy our experimental methods,
except jierhajK in the case of a very largo miisa of a higlily con-
ducting medium such as cop])er.

Note,—In a paper pnblishcd in Vo^gmdiyi-WsA/utalfit, June 1 8G7,

M, Lorenz has deduced from Kirchhoffs equations of electric cur-

rents (Pogg, Am. oil. 1856), by the addition of certain terms whkh
do not affect any experimental result, a now set of equations, indi-

cating that the distribution of foi-ee in the electromagnetic field

may be conceived as arising from the mutual action of contiguous

elements, and that waves, consisting of transvei'so clectnc currents,

may he propagated, with a velocity comparable to that of light, in

non-conducting media. lie therefore regards the dieturljance whic h
constitutes light as identical with those electric currents, and he
shews that conducting media must be oi>aque to such mdiations.

These coneliisions are similar to those of this chapter, though
obtained by an entirely difTcrent method. The theory given in

this chapter w a*; first published in the F/iil. Tram, for 1865.



CHAPTER XXI.

MAGNETIC ACTION OK LTGIIT.

806.] Tee most important step in eetablisliinu a relation between
deetric and magnetic phenomena and tbose <jf Jif^ht must be the
discovery of some instanoe in wbicib the one set of phenornqna is

affected by the other. In the search for such phenomena we must
he guided by any knowled^je we may Irave already obtained with
respect to tlie niatlTemntical or g:eonietncal form of the qnantifcitia

which we wieli to compare. Thus, if we endeavour, as Mrs. Somer-
viUe did, to magnetize a needle by means of lig-lit, we must re-

member tkat the ilifitinctioti between magnetic north and south is

A meif5 matter of direction, and would be at once itjversed if we
reverse certain conventions about the use of mathematical signs,

Thei-e is nothing in magnetism analogous to those phenomena of

electrolysis which enable us to disting^uish positive from negative
electricity; by observing that oxygen .ippears at one pole of a cell

and hydiogen at the other.

Hence we must not expect that if we make light fall on one end
of a needle, that end will become a pole of a certain name, for the
two poles do not differ as light does from darkness.

We mig-ht expect a Ijottcr result if we caused circularly polariiied

li^,'ht to fall on tlie needle, right-handed light falling on one end
and left-handed on the other, for in some respects Iheso kinds of
light may be said to be related to each other in the same waj es
the poles of a magnet. The analogy, however^ is faulty even hen>,

for the two rays when combined do not neutmlize each other, but
produce a plane polarized ray.

Faraday, who was aetiuainted with tlie method of stmlying the

fitraijis produced in transparent solids by means of polarized light,

made many experiments in hopes of detecting' ^me action on polar-

ized light while passing through a medium in which electrolytic

conductioa or dielectric induction exists*. He was not, however,
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able to deteet any action of this kind, tho^ig;h the experiments were

arrang'ed in tlie \v^y best adHptptl to tliscorev efFucits of tension,

the electrii: force or current boiiin; at right anj^les tfJ the diret:tion

of the my, and at an an^le of forty-five degrees to the plune oF

poluriaation. Fiiradiiy viiriyd these experiments in mfiiiy ways with-

out diseovciiug^ any aetioB on light due fco electrolvtie ourrcuts or

to static electric induction.

He succeeded, hcjwever; in estahlishing a relaiiou between light

and mag'netism, and the experiments by which h** did eo are de-

*;cribed in the nineteenth series of his E<i-perimenial Ii&&earc/ies. We
shall take Famday's discovery as our starting point for fnrtliet

investig-ation into the natm-e of magnetism, nud we shall theroforo

dci-eribe the phenomenon which he ohfiervcd.

807,] A ray of plane-pokrized light is transmitted through a

transparent diamagnetie medinnij and the plane of its polarization^

when it emerges from the medium, is ascertained by ol>serving the

poj^ition of an annlysier when it cuts ofl^ the ray, A magnetic force

is then made to act eo that the direction of the force within the

tnmsparcnt medium coincides with the direction of the ray. The

light at once neappearSj, but if the analyser is turned round through

a certain angle, the light is again cut off. This sliews that the

eifeet of the ma^etie force is to turn the plane of polarijsation,

round the direction of the ray as an axis, through a certain angle,

measured by the angle through wliieh the analyser must be turnttl

in order to cut off the Hg'ht.

808.] The angle through which the plane of polariKation is

turned is proportional—

-

(1) To the distance which the ray travels within the medium.

Hence the plane of polarization change? continuously from its posi-

tion at incidence to its position at eniergeuce.

(2) To the intensity of the resolved part of the magnetic force in

the direction of the ray.

(3) Tlic amount of the rotation depends on the nature of the

nicdiiun. No rotation lias vet heen observed when the medium i$

air or any other gas.

These three statements are included in the more general one,

that the angular rotation is numerically equal to the amount hy

which the magnetic-potential incrcasesi from the point at wliich

tlie raj entors the medium to that at which it leaves it, multiplied

by a coefficient, which, for diannignctic media, is generally positive.

803.] In diamagnetie suh.-;tancesj the direction in which the plane
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of pokrization is madt? to rotate is the same as the direction in wliioh

a posilivt,' curieiit must civcuktc round the ray in ordtr to product;

a magnetic foict? in tha same direction as that which actually exists

in the mt'tiiuni.

Verdet, however, discovered that in certain ferromag'netic medin,

as, for instftncG; a strdng golution of pevchloride of iron in wootl-

spint or ether, the rotation is hi the opposite direction to the current

which would produce the magnetic force.

This shews that the difFiirtiuce hetwcen furromag-netic and diu-

matfnetic subslatices does not arisD jmerely from the ' tnaguetic per-

mcabilit/' being in the 13ri*t case greater, and in the acexmd less,

than that of air, but that the pmpcifciys of the two ehis&cs of bodies

are really opposite.

The power acquired hj a suhstanct' under the action of magnetic
foree of rotating the plane of pobriKation of Hght is not exactly

proportional to its dianiagnetic or ferroniag'netic magutstizahility.

Indeed there are exceptions to the rule that the rotation is positive for

diamagnetic and negative fiir fei'iomagnHtic substances, for neutral

chromate of potash is diatnagnetic, but produces a negative rotation.

810.] There are other Buhstancea, which, independently of the

apjdication uf msifjnetie IbrcBj cause the plane of polarisation to

turn to the right or to the left, as the ray travels through the sub-

sLanee. In some (.tf these the property is rchdM to an axii5, as in

the case of quartz, In others, the property ia independent of the

direction of the ray within the medium, as in turpentine, solution

of sngiir;, &c. In all these sultatances, however^ if the plane of

pohirization of any ray is twisted within the medium like a rialit-

handtxl screw, it will still be twisted like a rig-ht-handed screw ][

the ray is transmitted through the medium in the op}wsite direction,

Tlie direction in which the observer Ii^s to turn bin analyser iu order

to extinguish the i-iv after introducing' the medium into its path,

is the same witli reference to the observer ivhether the my cornea

to him fi-om the north or from the south. The direction of the

rotatiou in space is of course reversed when the direction of the ray is?

reversed. But when the rotation is produced by magnetic action, its

direction in space is the same whether the my he traveUing north

or south. The rotation is always in the same direction as that of

tlie electric current winch produces, or would produce, the acrtual

magnetic state of tlie field, if the medium bt-longs to the positive

class, or in the opposite direction if the medium belong* to the

negative class.

VOL. n. D d
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It follows from tliis, tJiat if the ray of light, after passing through
tlie metliuiri from nurtli to south, is reflwityd by a mirror, so as to

rotui-n tlirougk the mtjdium from south to norths the rotatiun will

be doubled whou it rtisult^; from maf^'netie action. When the rota-

tion depends on the natnre of the medium alone, as in turpetititie, &c.,

the mj, when rellectrd back through the medium, emerges in tlio

same plane as it entered, the rotation during the first passage

through the medium having' been exactly reveised during the

second.

811.] The physitial t"Xiiliinatiou of the phenomenon presents con-

siderable diHieultie^i, which can harjlv he said to have l>eeii hitherto

overcome, either fbr the magnetic rotation, or for that which
ecrtiiin media exhibit of themselves. We imiy, however, prepare

the way for eiicli an txplanaliou liy an an:dysis of the observed

facts.

It is a well-known theorem in Uiiiematies that two uTiiform cir-

cular vibratioBSj of the same amplitudef having the Eumt peritnlic

time, and in the same plane, but revolviijg in opposite directions,

are equivalent, when compounded together, to a reetiliuear vibra-

tion. The ijeriodie time of this vibration is ec^ual to tlnit of the

cireuhii vilnations, its amplitude is douhle, and its direction is in

the line joining the jxiints at which two particles, describing the

circular vibrations in opposite directions round the eame circle,

would meet. Hence if one of the eireular vibrations has its phase

accelerated, the direttion of the reetdinear vibration will be turned,

in the same direction &s that of the circular vibration, through an

angle equal to half the acceleration of phase.

It cati also he proved by direct optical experiment that tivo mya
of light, eircularly-polarizcd in opposite diiections, and of the eame
intensity, become, when united, a plane-pohirizcd rsiy, and that if

by any means the [ihase of one of the ciieularly-polarized rays ie

accelerated, the plane of pohirization of the resultant ray is turned

round half the angle of acceleration of the phase.

812.] We may therefore exiircss the phenomenon of the rotation

of the plane of polarisation in the following manner:—A plane-

polarized lay falls on the medium. This; is eqiiivalent to two cir-

cularly-polarized rays, one right-handed, the other left-handtd (us

regards the observer). After itassing through the medium the ray

is still plane^ptjlariaedj but the plaiie of polariniation is turned, say,

to the right (as regiirds the observer). Hence, of the two circularly-

nolarijEed rays, that which is riglit-handtd muBt have had its phase
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aecekmted with respect to the other ditring^ its pjissagf through tlio

Tnedium.

In other words, the rit^ht-linnded my has performed n tj^rcnter

niimher of vibmtioiis, and tliorcibre has a smullor wavc-hm^th,

TV'itl\in the m<'diiiiTi, tlian the ieft-hfiiided ray which has the eiiine

periodic time.

This mode of stating what takes place ia quite independent of

any theory of Uq^ht, for thf>Tif*'|i we use auch terms as wave-length,

circular-poliirizatioti, fee,, which may be associntcd in our minds

with fi psiiiicular form ot the iituluklory theory, the rt^asoniiig ia

independent of this assoeiation, and depends only on faeta proved,

by esperimcnt.

813.1 Let us nest consider the conliffiiratidn of one of these ravs

at a given instant. Any undulation, the motion of wliieh at each

point is circnl.ir; may be represented by a hplix or screw. If tlie

screw is made to revolve about its axis wlthaut nnv Innjjittidinal

miotion, each pEirtielt? will describe a circle, ami iit th<? Kirnc time the

propa<ration of the uiidulatifin will he represented by the njiparent

lertg-itudin^il motion of the similarly situated parts of tlie thread of

the screw. It is easy to sec that if the screw is right-handed, anil

the observer is placed at that end towards which the iiTiduhition

traveli?! the motion of the eierGW will appear to him h'ft-handed,

that jg to say, in the nppo^ilo di-

rection to that of the hands of a

watch. Hence such a ray hiis

been called, originally tiy Frent;'h

writers, hnt now by the whole

wieutific wnrklj a left-handt'd cir-

eukrly-polari^ed my.

A right-hand(?d eiroitlarly-polar-

ized ray in repres^eiited in like

manner by a left-handed helix.

In Fig". G7 the nght-handed helix

At on the right-hand of the figure,

represents a left-banded ray, and

the left-handed helix 7?jOn the left*

hand, represents a right-handed

ri«y.

814.] I^et us now consider two

such rays which have the same

wav^-length within the medium. They are geometrically alike in

n <l 1
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all respects, except that one is the perversion of the otlier, like its

image in a looking'-glass. One of them, howtiver, say lia& a

short-er period of rotation than the other. If the motion is eutii-ely

due to the forces C4iHed into play hy the displacement, this ishcwa

that greater forces are called into play by the same displacement;

when the cmiB^uration is like J than when it is like B. Hence in

this case the left-handed ray will be aj2eoltM-iited with reject to the

rijsrht-handed ray, and this will be the case whether the rays are

trjiveilings from ^ to iS or from S to A'".

This then fore is the explanation of the phenonieuon as it is pro-

dueod by turpentine, &c. In these miwlia the displacement cauBcd

by a cireularly-polai-iztid ray calls into play greater forces of resti-

tution when the configuration is like A than when it ig like JJ.

The forces thus tk'pend on the coniignration alone, not on the direc-

tion of the miition.

But in a diamagnctic mcdinm acted on by magnetism -in the

direction SN, uf the two screws A and 7?, that one always rotntes

with the g'realcst velocity whose motion, aa seen by an eye looking

from S to appears like that of a watch. Hence far rays from S
to N the right-handed ray li will travel quickest^ but for mys
from N to S the left-handed ray A will travel quickest.

815.] Confining our attention to one ray onlVj the helix S has

exactly the same confignration, whether it represents a ray from S
to i^^or one from A^to .9. But in the first instance tlie ray travels

faster, and therefore the helix rotates more rapidly. Plence greater

forces are called, into play when the helix is going round one way
than when it is going round the other wa)-. Tlie forces, therefore,

do not depend siolely ou the eonfiguration of the ray, but alao on

the direction of the motion of its individual paiis.

Slfi.} The disturbance which constitutes light, whatever its

physical nature may be, is of the nature of a vector, perpendicular

t-o the direction of the ray. This is proved from the fact of the

interference of two rays of light, which under certain conditions

produces darkness, conibiiied with the fact of the non-interference

of two rays polarized in planes perpendicular to each other, For
Eitice the interference depends on the angukx position of the planes

of polarizationJ the disturbance must ha a directed quantity or

vector, and since the interference ceases \vlien the planes of polar-

ization are at right angles, the vector representing the disturbance

must be pei-pendicular to the line of intersection of these planes,

that is, to the direction of the ray.
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817.] The disturbance, l>eing a vector, can. be resolved into com-
ponents parallel to as and tlie axia of z beiug parallel to the
direction of the ray. Let ^ and jj these compoiients, then, in the
case of a ray of homogeneous circularly-polarized lights

£ = /-eosfl, r) = r^mQ^ (!)

where Q _ M^^^^+ n. ^2)

Til these cKprcssiona, r denotes the maj^itude of the vector, and
f the angle which it makes with the direction of the nxis of jf.

The periodic time, t, of the disturbancii is such that

7iT ^ 2tt. (3)

The wave-length, A, of the dietiirbanee is such timt

q\ = 2iT. . (4)

The velocity of propagation is ^
•

The phase of the disturbance when i and :? are both zero is o.

The circvdarlj-pohirizcd light is rig-ht-handed or left-handed

according as y in nftf^ative or positive.

Its vibrations art* in the positive or the neg:ative direction of

rotation in the plane of (^v. j^), aecording- as n is ijositivc or negative.

The lig-ht is propagjitpd in the positive or the negative direction

of the axis of according as « and q are of the same or of opposite

Big^ns.

In all media u varies when fi varieSs and ^ is ahvavs of the same
n *H

"

sign witii - •

!?

Hence, if for a givra numerical value of n tlic value of - ig

q
greater when n is positive than wht-n » is negative, it foUowB that

for a, value of given both in magnitude and sign, the positive

vahie of ?i will be greatc:r than the negative value.

Now this is what is observed in a diamagnotic medium, acted on

by a magnetic force, y, in the direction of Of the two circularly-

polarized rays of a given period, that is accelerated of which tlie

direction of rotation in the plane of (a?, ^) is positive. Hence, of

two cireubuly^pokrized rays, both left-handed, whose wave-lengtli

within the medium is the same, that has the shortest period whose

direction of rotation in the plane of is positive, that is^ the ray

which is propagated in the positive direction of s from south to

north. We iiave therefore to account for the fact, that when in the

cfju:itions of the syst-cm q and t are given, two values of « will
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Batisfy llie equations, one positive and the other negative, the

positivtf vdiie beting numerically greater than the negative.

818.] Wc may obtain the equations of motion IVom a considera-

tion of the potential and kinetic energies of the metlinin. The

potential energy, ? , of the system depends on its t l uli-uiatioii,

that ifi, on the relative position of its parts. In bo far as it dei>Gnd9

on the disturbance due to cireukrly-pnkrized light, it must be &

function of r, the amplitude, and ^, the coeffieient of torsion^ only.

It may be different for positive and negative viikies of q of equal

tiumeiieal valuCj and it probably is so in the case of media whieh

of them Bel vee rotate the ]jlane of polarissation.

The kinetie euergyj of the s)'iitem is a homogeneous function

iif the second degree of the velocities of the system, the coeflBclents

ot the difltnent terms being functions of the coordinates,

819.] Let uij consider the dynamieal condition that the my may

be of constiaiit intensity, that la, thsit r may he constant.

Lagrange's equation for the forec in r becomes

d dT dT
,

dr
-77 ^ - r + -7T ^ (5)
(it 4r dr dr

Since r ia eoui^tunt, the first term vanisheH. We have therefore the

equation dT d¥ ^

in which q is supposed to he given, and we are to determine the

value of the angulai- velocity which we may denote by its actual

value, n.

The kinetic energy, T, contains one term involving tr ; other

terms may contiiin products of n with other velocities, and the

rest of the terms are independent of The potential energy, is

entirely independent of The equation is tliercfore of the form

^MH-B«+f7=0. (7)

This being a quadratic equation, gives two values of It appears

from experiment that both valnefi are real, that one is positive and

the other negative, and that the positive value is nnmeiieally the

greater. Hence, if is positive, both B and C are nagutivoj ior,

if and are the roots of the equation,

+ +^ - 0. (8)

The eoefiicient, 7i, therefore, is not zero^ at k^aat when magnetic

force acts on the medium. We have therefore to consider the ex-

pression BUf which is the jiart of the kinetic energy involving the

firfijL power of ft, the angular velocity of the disturbance.
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830.] Every term of T is of two dimougioiis sis re^rds velocity.

Hence the terms involving n nuiBi involve some other velocity.

This velocity caimot he r or j, because, in the ease consider,

r and q are constant. Hence it if? a vtdocitv which exists in the

medium independently of that motion which constitutes light- It

must also be a velMsity related to n iii such a way thiit when it is

multiplied by n the result is a scalar ciiiantity, for only scalar quan-

tities can occur as terms in the value of 1\ which h itself scalar.

Hence this velocity must he in the same direction as n, or in the

opposite direction, that isj it mast he an angular ahoni i hf^

axis of £.

Agaiiif this velocity cannot be independent of the magnetic force^

for if it were related to a dii-ection lixed in the mcdiumj tht* phe-

nomonon would ho differtint if we turned the medium end for end,

which is not the case.

We nre therefore led to the conclusion that this velocity h im

invarialilc accom])animeiit of the maf^netic force in those media

whitli exliiliit the miignotic rotation of the pliine of polnrixation.

831.] We have been hitherto ohli^d to use lang-uage which is

perhaps too sugg^tive of the ordinary hypothesis of motion in the

undidatory theory. It is easy, however, to state our result in a

form free from thisi hypothesis.

Whatever lij^ht is, at csich point of space there ie something

g;oin*^ on, whether displacement, or rotation, or 6?omething' not yet

iniagincdj hut which is certainly of the nature of a vector or di-

rected "inantity, the direction of which its normal to the dirtetion

of the raj'. This is completely proved by the phenomena of inter-

ference.

In the ease of eiixjularly-polarized lig:litj the magnitude of this

vector reinahis nlwavs the same, but its direction rotates routid the

direction of the riiy so as to cnnijdetfl a revohrtion in the periodic

time of ilie wave. The uncertainf v which exists as to whether this

vector is in the plane nf polarization or perpendicular bo it, does not

extend fc-o our knowledge of the direction in wdiieh it rotates in rifjht-

handed and in left-handed circularly -polarised light respectively.

The direction and the ang'ular velocity of this vector are perfectly

known, though the phytsical nature of the vector and its ubsiolute

direction ii.t a g-iven instant are uncertain.

When a ray of circularly-polarized lighl falls on a medium under

the action of msig-netie force, its propagation within the medium

is affected by the relation of the direction of rotation of the light to
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fclie direction of tlie ma<pietic force. From this we conclade, by the

reasoning' of Art. 821, tliat in the medimn, when under the action

of mag'uetic force, some rotatory motion is g^)ing; on, the axifi of ro-

tation bein^ in tlxe direction of the nuigiietic forees j and thai tlie

rate of propagation of circularly-polari^ied h"g^ht, when the direction

of its vibratory rotation and the direction of the magnetic rotation

of the medium are the ^ame, is diifererit from the latti of propaga-

tion when these directions are opixtsitc.

The only resemblance which we can trace between a medium

throngh which circxdarly-polarized li^^bt is propaf^atcd, and a me-

dium through which lines of raagnetie force pAsa, ia that in both

there is a naotion of rotation about an axis. But here tlie resem-

blance stops^ for the rotation in the optical phenomenon is that of

the vector wliich represents tlie disturbance. This vector k always

pei-pendicular to the direction of the ray, and rotates about it a

known number of times in a second. In the magnetic phenomenon,

that which rotates has no properties by which its sides can be die-

tingyished, bo that we cannot determine how many times it rotates

in a second.

There is nothing, therefore, in the magnetic phenomenon which

corresponds to the wave-length and tlie wave-propagation in the op-

tical pbenomenon. A medium in which a constant magnetic force

\b acting is notj in consequence of that force, filled witli waves

tra\'elling in one direction, as when light is propagated through it.

The only resemblance between the optical and the magnetic pheno-

menon is, that at each point of the medium eomctbing exists of

the nature of an an^ilar velocity about an axis in the direction of

the magnetic force.

On the Ifypotkmu of Molemhf Vorikes.'

823,] The consideration of the action of magnetism on polariaed

light lefids, as we have seen, to the conclusion that in a mediuin

imder the action of magnetic force something belonging to the

same mathematical class as an angular velocity, whose axis is in the

direction of the magnetic force, forma a part of the phenomenon.

This angular velocity cannot be that of any portion of the me-
dium of sensible dimensions rotating as a whole. We must there-

fore conceive the rotation to be that of very small portions of the

medium, each rotating on its own axis, Thia is the hypothesis of

molecular vortices.

The motion of these vortices, though, as we liavc shown (ATt. 575),
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it does not sensibly affect the visible motions of large bodies, may
be sncli AS to affect that vibratory motion on which tbo propagation

of !]gbt, according to the undiilatory theory, depends. Tlie dis-

placements of the medium;, daring the propagation of lijjlifcj will

prwluce Si dietiirlance of the vortices, and tlie vortices when so die-

tnrbed may react on the medium go es to affect the mode of propa-

gation of the ray,

833.] It is imi)Ossible, in our present state of ignomnee as to the

nature of the vortices, to assign the form of the law whieh <X!nnecta

the di.^placement of the medium vvitli the variation of the vortieca.

We shall therefore assume that the variation of the vortices caused

by the displacement of the medium is subject to the same conditions

which HelmholtK, in his gteat memoir on Vortex-motion*, lias

shewn to regulate the variation of the vortices of a jjerfect liquid.

If elmholtz:'& law may bo stated a& follows Let P and Q bo two

neig^hbouriiiqj particles in the axle of a vortex, then, if in conse-

quence of the motion of the fluid these particles arrive at the

points P'<3', the Imc F'Qf will represeut the new direction of the

axis of the vortex, and its strength will be altered in the ratio of

Hence if a, y denote the components of the strength of a vor-

tex, and if i, ij, C denote the displacem^ente of the medium, the value

of a will become

We now assume that the satne condition is satisfied during the

small diepkcements of a medium in which a, /9, y represent, not

the components of the strength of an ordinary vortei, but the

components of magnetic force.

Crdiet JoKmtiL vol. Iv. <185S). TmiwhiM by Ttiit, Pkil. M(iff.,.Jvlv, 1867.

If

(1)
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The next step in our hypothesis is the assumption that the
hinetic enurgy of the nicdium contains a tvrm of the form

This is equtvak'nt to supposing: that the angular vetocity acquired
by the element ol* the mod in in during thi^ propji^^^ation of lig'lit is ii

quantity ivhieh may enter into c-ombiiiat;on with that motion hy
which miig'netic phennmeua are explained.

In order to fbrni the equations of motion of the niefliiim, we most
express its kinetic energy in terms of the veloeity of its parts,
the components of whicli are rj, ^ We therefore intcg:rate hy
parts^ and find

2 C ffj(ttttJi + jSio^ J. yu>^) d^ dz

The double integrals refier to the boundiii^^ surface, which may Ije

supposed at an inlinite distance. We may, therefore, while in-
veatig^ating what takea place in tho interior of the medium, confine
our attention to the triple intt'g;ral.

8^5.] The part of the kinetic energy in unit of vofume, expressed
by this triple iutegial, may be written

where v, le are the components of the electric current as given in
equations {E)^ Art. 607,

It appears fram this thjit our hypothesis is equivalent to the
assumption that the velocity of a particle of the medium whose
eomiwnente are i jj, C, is a quantity whioh may enter into com-,
bination with the electric current whose components are v,

826.] Roturnsng to the expression under the sign of triple inte-
gration in (4), substituting for the values of a, ^, those of
a% ^,y, as given by eqnations (1), and writing

the expression under the sign of integmtion becomes

In the case of waves in planes normal to the axis of ^ the displBCe-
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d d
ments are functions of z and i only, so that ^ ~ V^

'

expression is reduced to

Tlie kinetic energy l>er unit of volume, so far as it depends on

tho Yelocitics of difipUceincntj may now be written

wliere p is the density of the medium.

827.] The components. A' and J', of tlie impressed force, referred

to unit of volume, may be deduced from thisi by Lagrao^'s equa-

tions. Art, 564.

These forces arise from the action of the remainder of the loediuni

Ob the element under consideration, and must in the case of an

isotropic medium be of tiic form indicsited by Caueby,

828.] If we now take the case of a circularly-polariised ray for

which
^ _ rm&{ni~qz), r) = r sin (ni— qz), (i4)

we find for the kinetic energy in unit of volume

T= ^pr^n^-Cyr^fn; (15)

and for the potential encrg-y in unit of volume

= (Ifi)

where Q is a function of

The condition of free propagation of the ray given in Art. 820,

etjuation (6), is
£J _ ( 1 7)
dr ~ (Ir

which ^i ves pn--2Cyq^n = Qy (1 8)

whence the value of « may be found in terms of q.

But in the case of a my of givea wave-period, aeted on by
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magnelic force, wlmt .ve want to determine is the v^ilue of
J^-,

when «

is constant, in temg of
^| , wlien y is eonf^tant. Differf-ntkLing (1 e)

(2/,j/^2Cyj«)/5?;.- + 4Cyqn) dg-ZCq^ndy = a. (19)

We thus find ^ _ _£f2t_ f^^,dy pn~€yf (In '^^^i

829.] If \ is the wave-length in air, iiud i the corrtjspondfiiff
index of refi-action in the medium.

qh 1= 2vi, «A = 2itv. (21)
Tlie charigt. in thf value of due to ma^etie action, k in every

ease an exceedmj^Hy small fraetioi, of its own value, so that we may
write ,

f^^Q+^-y, (22)

where is the value of ^ when the magrnetic force is aero Tho
.Tn-le, ^, through which the plane of polarisation is tnmcd in
r^ssmg throngrh a thickness e of the medium, Is half the sum of
the positive and ne-ative v.I«e. of ^c, the si^n of ike result bcJn-
clmnged, Ijoomise the sig^n of ? is negative in equations (U). We
thus obtain ^ /

^dy (23)

'''a^V-^.Tx) ^- (24)

The second term of the denominator of this fraction i. appro^-
™a_fcely equal to the angle of rotation of the plane of pol.riVation
dunng: Its passage through a thickne^ of the medium eqnal to iialf
n u-ayedenglh. It h therefore in all actual e^sea a quantity whiehwe may neglect in comparison with unity.

WHtin,
^^^^

we may call m the coefficient of magnetic rotation for the medium
a quantity whose value mn^ be determined by observation It
found to be positive for most diamagnctie, «nd negative for some
paramagnetic m.dia. We have therefore a. the final i-eault of our
theory .3

e^MCy^Q^f,_y
(26)

^'hore is Ihe angidar rotation of the plane of pohui^.tiot., a
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constant determiacii hy observation of the medium, y the intensity

of the magiietio force resolved in the direction of the ray, 1; tlio

length of the ray within the milium, \ the wave-lcisgth of the

light in aii'j and / its index of refratjtion in the medium.
f^30.] The only tost to which thi& theory has hitherto been suh-

jeetedj is that of eoniparing' the values of 6 for dilPerent kiads of

litfht passing- through the same medium and acted on by the eanm
magnetie force.

This hag been done for a considerable number of media by M.
Verdei who has arrived at the foliowiiig residts

(I) Tlie mag-nQtic rotations of the planes of polariisation of the

rays of different colours fi>llow approiioiately the law of the inverse

square of the wave-length.

(3) The exact law of the phenomena its always such that the pro-

duct of tlie rotation by the squanj of the wave-length increases from

tlie least refrangible to tht> most refrangible end of the siiectrum.

(3) The IS ubsitantes for which this incvcflsie is most geusible are

also thos*^ which Iiavc the greatest disqier&ivo power.

He also found that in the solution of taitavie acid, whiiL li of itself

pi'oduccsa rotation of the plane of polarization, the magnetie rotation

is by no means proportional to the natural rotation.

In an addition to the same memoir f Yerdet has given the results

of very earc*ful expc rimentw on bisulphide of carbon and on creosote,

two substances in which the dcqmrture from the law of the inverse

square of the wuve-length was very apparent. He baa also com-
pared these results with the numbers given by three different for-

niulaj,

(IJ d=mcy^^(i~h-J;

ill) , = ^,yl^(i_,^.

(Ill) 0=mcy

Tlie first of these formulae, (I), is that which we have alreadv ob-

tained in Art. B20, equation (26). The second, (II), is that which

results ii-om substituting' in the equations of motion, Ait. 826, etjua-

tions (10), (11), terms of the form and instead of 4%

* Re<;heFche«t sat Xtn propriit(5i nptiqti«( d(5vel(jj>pd«» dsma Itas oorjMi tranepitriaRti)

|iar I'ftctioii du iiiJigjwStisiiie, 4'^= jjartlft. Vomplen Etndttf, t. Ivi. \,. tS3U April, ISeS).
t Cvmptcg Ilcndni, Ivii, p. 070 (10 Oct.,
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find ~
-jf-g-^- . I am not aware that this form of the equations has

been sugg^gted by any physitfil theory- Tlie ttiird formula, (III),

results from ihe physical tlicory of M C. Netimaun * in which the

«luation3 of motion contain terms of the foim '^p and — \,
(it dt

It is evident that the vaUies of d given by the formula (111) are

not even approxitiutL'ly proportional to thu inverse sqiinie of the

wave-h»ngth, Tivose given by the formula (I) and {11) satisfy tliis

condition, and give vabies of which ngrce toleralily well wiih the

observed values for media of moderate dispersive power. For bisul-

phide of carbon and creosote, however, the values given by (II) differ

very miwib from those observed. Those given by (I) agree better

with ohsei'vation, but, though the iigrepmeut is somewhat close for

bisulphide of earbon, the numbers for oreoeote still differ by quan-
tities much greater than eon he aceounted for b)^ any errors of
observalion.

MuffnHk Ih^lkn of the Plane (f Polarhathn {^from. Ferdei),

Tlisiilphide of Carbon at 24". & C-

Lines of tho apeclrtiin C D E F a
Obnerved mtatioa rss lOOO 12S4 1704

Cil<nilatfd by I. 760 1000 I2S4 1718

TI. m 772 1000 r2is 1040

III. mi 1000 1034 1091

Uoiaiion flf the raj E - 25^. 98',

JAvnL^ of tbfi spectrin ni C D p
Observed itntatiiiii fi73 758 lOOO 1241 1723
Cnlculateit by 1, 617 /SO 1000 1210 1(5*13

11 78P 1000 1200 LWj
ITT. 976 9S3 1000 1017 IQJl

Rotalaon of the ray E = 21°. 58'.

'^''e are so little aequainted with the details of the moleenlar

• ExpljHire t*ntatnr quonnado fiftt iit liieis planum jjidarizatioiiiE per Yipes eloc-
tricaa vel inii^atit:a» deeliiiettir.' iltiMa A'a.TOMFun, 1 SSfl.

+ TheM; three fomia of the eqnationa of nioUoii were fiiBt Biig^rftstetl by Sir G, B.
Airy {I'fiiL Afat;., Juno lft4fl) jh? a meana of anftljidng the phenonieufpn tlien reCentSy
discovered by Panuky, Mm Cutlagli liiul iirevictualy Hugjjeated eriwatlons containiut^

t^srraB of the form ~ in orfer t* reppweat matbeniatitially tlie plicncimensh nf quartx.

Thftse eriuations were <.NfFi:rtHl by Ma<; t'lillft^-h axh] Airy, 'not as giving a raechAnic%l
fiXplanntion of the [thtTioiiisna, but as s'bewm^' tlirit the itliencuneno. nmy l*e e^ plaiiietJ

1>y eqeiatioiiH, whieb cquationg appenr to he such art might possiWy li^ (l<ffluctt| fnnii
Armii} |)lAUHlhle inucbaiik'nl n^smisptiem, nltbrrii^h no sncli sijtsninption lina yet been
ijificle.'
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cou&titutiori of bodLcs, that it is not probjible tliat any satisfactory

theory can be formed relating to a purtieulav phenomcnoii, sucli aa

tliat of the magrnottc action on lif^Iit, until, by an induction founded

on a Dumber of ditFcryut cases in w]iich vlisiblc phenomena aic fountl

to dei>end upon actions in whidi the mrjleeulcii are concci'iu-d, we
learn something more (3<jfimte iibout the propfitie^ which mnst be

attribnted to a moh>eule in oidcr to satisfy the conditions of ob-

served facts.

The theory proposed in the pTcceding pa^^cs Is evidently of a

prorisional kind, resting- as it does on unproved hypothest's rehiting-

tt> tlie nature of molecnlar vortices, and tbe moda m wltieh they aro

aifeeted hy the tlisplaccmcnt of the medium. We Juu^t therefore

regard any coincidence with observtHl facts as of much less seientiHc

value in the theory of the niag-netic rotation of the plane of pulari-

zation than in the electromagnetic tlieoiy of light, whichj tho\igh it

involves bypothoica about the electrie properties of media, does not

specnlate as to the eoiastitution of tbcir inolt?eulei!.

83L] Xo'fK,— The whole of this ch;ipter may be regiirdcd as an

cxpauiiioii of the execcdiug^ly important remark of Sir Wilbata

Thomson in tlie Proceedings of the Rotfal Socieif, June 1856 :
—*Tho

magnetic influence on U^bt discovered by Faraday dcffcnds on tlio

direction of motion of moving- particles. For instance, in a tnediiim

possostiinip it, particles in a straight line parallel to the lines of

magnctie forcCj displaced to a helix round Ibisi line as axiB,sind tbi u
projected fciiigentially with such velocities as to describe circles,

will have dillerent velocities iiccordinjii' as their motions are roim<l

in one direction (the same as the nominal direction of the gialvanJc

current in the miignetizing' coil), or in the contrary direetion, But
the elastic reaction of the medium must be the same for the isamo

displacements, whatever be the veWities and directions of the par-

ticles ; that is to say, the forties which are balanced by cciUrifugal

force of the drcnlar motions are etpial, while the lumiiiifer<>ns

motions are unequal. The absolute circubr motions being there-

fore either equal or such as to transmit ecpial centrifugal foiees to

the particles initiully conaidereii, it follows that the himiniferous

motions are only components of the whole motion and that a less

luminiferous component in one direction, compoinided with a mo-
tion existmij in the medium when transmittin'r no lijrht. mvcs an

equal resultant to that of a greater luminiferoue motion in the con-

trary direction compouuded with the same non-Iiiniitious moliori,

I think it is not only impossible to coi:ceive any other than this
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dynamical esplanatioa of tb<; fact that cireularlv'iiolanzcd light

transrailtt^il tlvrougli magnetiKutl g-lass paralk"! to the lines of mag-

nctiziiif^ force, with the same quality, right-handed always, or left-

hatidt'd always, is piopagiit(*d at diffcruafc rates accoi\lin^ aa its

eourso is in tht' direction or is conti-anf to the dirtction in which a

north magntilic pole is drawn ; but I believe it eao be demonstrattjd

that no other eKplmiatiun of that fact is possible. Ilenee it ajjijears

that Faraday's optical diKcovovy aflbrds a demonstratioQ of the re-

ality of Ami>ere^j^ explanation of the ultimate natura of magnetism
;

and gives a definition of magnetization in the dynamical theory of

heat. The introduction of the principle of momenta of momenta

(" the conservation of areas'") into the mechanicsd treatment of

Mr. Rankiiie'g hypothesis of " molecular vortices/' appears t-o indi-

cate a line per]>endictilar to the plane of resultant rotatory mo-

mentum C'tiie invariable plane") of the thermal niotions as the

mag^netic axis of" a magnctii-.ed body, and suggests the resultant

mon^ent of momenta of these motions as the definite niesisure of

the magnetic moment." The explanation of at) phfnomena of

eleetromagnetic attraction or rcpulsionj and of electvomay,'netic in-

duction, is to he looked for fsimply in the inertia and presBure of

the matter of which the motions constitute heat. Whether this

matter is ox is not electricity, whether it is a continuous fluid inter-

]}ermeating the spaces betTi'een molecular nuclei, or is itself mole-

cularly grouiMjd ; Or whether all matter is (continuous, and molecular

heterogeneousnesB consists in flnit^^ vortical or other relative mo-

tions of contiguous parts of a body ; it is impossible to decidcj and

pcrliaps in vain to spceulate, in the present state of science,'

A theory of molecular vortices, which I worked out at consider-

able leugtbj was puljli&hed in the FAIL Mag. for March, April, and

Ma3^ 18t:i, Jan. and R'b. \

1 think we have good evidence for the opinion tliat some pheno-

menon of rotation is ^oing on in the magnetic field, that this rota-

tion is performed by a great number of veiy small portions of

matter, each rotating on its own axis, this axis being parallel to the

direction of the magnetic force, and that the rotations of these dif-

ferent voi'ticcs are made to depend on one another by means of some

kind of mechanism ennnecting them,

The attempt wliieh I then made to imiigiiie a working model of

tliia mechanism iinist be taken for no more than it rially is, a de-

monstration that mechanism may be imagined capable of producing

a connexion mechaiucally equivalent to the actual connexion of t!ie
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parts of the electi-omag^iiGtic ficliJ, The problem of determining^ the
rat'dianism rwiuired to establisli a given species of coniiexto!^ le-
t^veen the mutioiis of the parLs of .1 gystem always admits of au
infinite iiumher of sohitions. Of these, some may ho more cliirnsy
or more complex tlmti others, but all must ssitisfy tho condition^j of
mecLanism in general.

The following lesylte of the theory, however, are of higher
value

(1) Magnetic fore^i is the effect of the cetilrifugal force of the
vortices.

(2) Eieetroiiuignetic? indnetioti of ciu'reiits is tlie effoct of the
fbm'B C4ilkd into play wl.Ln the velocity of tlie voi tices is chun^rhir^.

(3) Electromotive force arises from the stresa on the wjiiiit'dinl'-

mechanism.

(4) Electric displa-cement arises from the elastic yield i tig of the
connecthig' mechan ism.

VOL. JI,



CHAPTER XXIT.

FERROMAGNETISM AND DIAMAGNETlSM EXPLAINED BY

MpLECULAR CURRENTS.

On Ehctromagneiio Theories of Magnetkm.

832.] We have seen (Art- 380) tliat the action of ma^ets on

one another cau be aocumtely TCprcsented hy the attraetions anii

repulsions of an iman|>hijiry suhsfance called 'maf^nctic matter/

We have ehown thp n.^isons why we mwst not suppose this ma^ietie

matter to move from one prtrt of a magnet to another through a

sensible distance, at iirst &igKt it appears to <3o wh.en we

magnetize a bar, and we were led to Poisson's hypothesis that the

mafiriietie matter is siriotly confined to single molecules of the maj?-

netic eubat£3nc(^ eo that a magnetized molecule in one in whieli the

opposite kinds of magtictic matter are more or less separated to-

wards opposite poles of the mokeule, but so that no pai-t of either

can ever be iwi'tually separated from the molecule (Art. 430).

These argaments completely establish the fact, that maf^nctlaa-

tion is a phenomenon, not of birge masses of iron, but of mob?ciiles,

that is to say, of portions of the substance so small that we cannot

by any rncehanicnl method cut one of them in two, so as to obtain a

north pole separate iVom a sovith pole. But the natnic of a mag-

netic molecule is by no means deterpnined without further investi-

gation. We have seen (Art, 442) that there are strong reasons for

believing that the act of magnetizing iron or steel cloee not consist

in imparting magnetisation to the molecules of which it is com-

posed, but that these molecules are already magnetic, even in im-

magneti^ied iron, bnt with their axes placed inditTerently in all

dii-ections, and that the act of magnetixation consists in turning

the molecules bo that their axes are either rendered all parallel

one direction, or at least are deflected towards that direction.
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833.] Still, liowcver, we have arrived at no expl.aiifltion of the
nature of a ma^metic molecule, that is, we have not recog-iibod its

likeness to any other thing- of which we know more. Wo have
therefore to consider tho hypothesis of Ampere, that the magnetism
of the molecule is due to an electric current constantly cireukitin^f
in eome closed path witJiin it-

It IS ]X)Ssible to prrxluce an exact imitation of the (iction of any
magnet od points external to it, by means of a ^^lleet of elwitHc
currents projKTly distributed on its outer surface. But the action
of the ma{*net on points in the interior is quite difforent imm the
action of the electric currents on eon'esponding points. Hence Am-
pfire concluded thiit if mafjnetism is to be eip!ainc{l by means of
electric currents, those enrrents must circnhite within the nioieeulcs
of the magnet, and must not /low from one molecule to another.
As we cannot ex[tcrimctitiilly measure the mag'netic action at a
point in the interior of a moh^cule, tliis hypothesis cannot he dis-

proved in the same way that we can disprove the hypothesis of
currents of sensible extc?nt within the mug-net.

Besides thie, we know that an electric current, in passing- from
one ]mrt of a conductor to another, meets with icsiistanee nnd gene-
rates heat

;
so that if there were currents of the ordinary kind round

portions of the mag-net of sensible si^e, there would be a constant
exi>enditure of energy required to maintain them, and a magnet
would he a pciix^tual source of heat. Ry confiuing the circuits to
the molecules, within which nothinn^ is known about resistance, we
may assert, without fear of contradiction, that the current, in cir-

culating within the molecule, meets with no resistance.

According to Ampc^re's theory, therefore, all the phenomena of
magnetism are due to electric currents, and if we could make ob-
servations of the magnetic force in the interior of a magnetic mole-
culej we should find that it obeyed exactly the same laws as the
force in a region surrounded by any other electric circuit,

B34r.^ In treating of the force in the interior of magnets, we liave

snpptist'd the measurements to be made in a small crevasse !iolloued

out of the substance of the magnet, Art. 305. We were thus ltd

to consider two iliffcrent quantities, the magnetic force and the
magnetic induction, both of which are supposed to be observed in

a space from which the magnetic matter is removeti We were
not supposed to be able to penetrate into the interior of a mag-
netle molecule and to observe the force within it.

If we tidopt Amphe's theorj', we consider a magnet, not as a

E e 3
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coatimious substance, the magnetiKation of which vai'ics from point

to point according to some easily conceived law^ but as ti multitud(3

of moleedesj within eMih of wliicli eii'culates a system of electric

earrents, giving rise to a distributiou of magnetie force of extreme

compluxity, the direction of the ibrce in the interior of a molccub

being generally tlie reverse of that of the average force in its neigh-

bourhood, aivd tlic niii^,'iieti(; potential, where it exists at all, being

a function of as nmny degrees of multiplicity as there are molecules

ill the magnet.

835.] Eut we shall find, that, in spite of this apparent complexity,

which, however, arises inei't^ly fr<nii the coexistenee of a multitude

of dmiilcr psirtB, the mathenialieiil theory of magnetism is greatly

simplilied ljy the adtiption of Ampere s theory, and by extending

our matbomatieal vision into the interior of the molecules.

In the (iriit place^ the two dehnitions of magnetic force are re-

duced to one, lx>th becoming the same as that for the space outside

the magnet. In the next i)hu:e, the components of the mnjE.'^tietie

force everywhere satisfy the condition to whith thoae of induction

arc subject, namely, _^^h ^ q
(I33 th

la other words, the distribution of niagiititic force is of the

same nature as that of the velocity of an iticompressiblL' iluid,

or, as we have expressed it in Art. 25, thii magnetic force has no

convergence.

I'iually, the tbr*»e vector functions—the electromagnetic momen-

tum, the magnetic force, and the electric current—become more

simply related to tach other. They are all vector functions of no

convergence, and they are derived one from the other in order, by

the Bumv process of taking the space-variation, which is denoted

by Hamilton by the symbol V.

836. 1 But wo are now considering magnetism from a physicsil

point of view, and we must enquire into the physical properties of

the molecular currents. We asHume that a current is circulating

in a molecule, and tbat it meets with no resistance. If /j is the

coefficient of self-induction of the moleeular circuit, and M the co-

eflicient of mutual induction between this circuit and some other

circuit, then if y is the current in the molecule, and 7' that in the

other circuit, the eqtiatiou of the current y is
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1

and since by the hji^otliesis tliere is no resistance, B - 0, atul wo
get by integration

i;y+ i!/y'= constant, = Bay. j-gj

Let lis enpposc tb.it the area of tlio projection of the moleciil-u-
circuit on a piano pcrpentHcnlar to the nxis of the moli'dik' is
this axis heitig defined as the normal to the plane on which the
I^rqjection Is firi-<^atest. If the at-tioii ol' other currents produces ft

magnetic force, J, in a direction whose inclination to the axis of
the molccnle is 8, the quantity My' becomes XA^mQ, and we have
as the eqnati'on of the ennent

Ly^XA cos ^ j;y„, (4j

where va the value of y when X— 0.

It appears, therefore, that thc> strcnr>th of \\w mnlecnlar cni-rmf,
depends entirely on its primitive vakie y„, and on the int-.iiHt,y of
the mag'netic force due to other eiirrents.

8.3r.
]
If we suppose that there is no primitive ctm-ent, but that

the cnrrent is entirely due to induction, then

7= — ~^C0s(9. (5)

The negative sign shews that the direction of the indtieed cur-
rent is opposite to that of the indueinrr current, and its magnetic
action is such that in the inteiinv of the eiicuit it acte in the op-
posite direction to the mngnetic force. In other words, Ihc mole^
calar current acta like a small magnet wliose poles are turned
tiiwards the poles of the e;rme name of the inducing magnet.
Now this is an action the reverse of that of the molecules of iron

under magnetic action. The molcenlar enri-entfl in iron, therefore,
arc not exeitcd by induction. But in djamagnetic substiinct's an
action of this hind is obscrvt-d, and in fact this is tlu- explanation of
diamagnetie polarity which was first givtn by Weber.

Weber's TAeory of Diaimgneiim.

8S8.] According to Weber'a theory, there exist in the moleenlcs
of diama^netic substances certain ehannels round which an electric
current can circulate- witlvont regigtance. It is manifest that if we
Euppose these channels to traverse the molecule in every direction,
this aniounts ki making the molecule a perfect eondnctor.

Beginning ^vith the assumption of a linear eireuit within the mo-
lecule, we liave the strength of tht^ current given by t^rjuaHdn (5).
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Tlie mflgaGtic moment of the current ia tlie product of its strcn^tlx

liy ihe area of the circuit, or y and tliti resolved part of this in the

dirt-ction of the raagnetiiimg' force is yJ cos 6, or, hy (5),

If tbevc are « such molecules in unit of volume, and if their axes lire

distributed ituliUbroiitly in all direetious, then the average value of

cos^ will ho i, aud the intensity of maguetization of the substance

will be
^ tiXA^

Neumann's eoefficient of magnetization ia therefore

K — —s

The magnetization of the sukstance is therefore in the opposite

direction to the niag'uetizing' foreCj or^ in other words, the subslanee

18 diamagnetic. It is uleo exactly proportional to the magnetising'

force;, and does not tend to a finite limit, as in the oase of oidiuary

magnetic induction. See Arts, 442, &o,

839.] If the directions of the axes of tlie molecular channels are

arrang'ed, not indifferently in all directions, but with a prc^Mnder-

ating number in certain dircctionsj then the sum

L

extended to all the molecules will have dilferent values according'

tt> the direction of the line from which 9 is measured, and the dis-

tribution of these values in diderent directions will be similar to the

distribution of the values of moments of inertia about uxes in dif-

ferent directions tliroug^b tlie same point.

Such a disfciibution will explain the magnetic phenomena related

to ases in the body^ described by Pliicterj which Faraday lias called

Magne-cry stall ie phenomena. See Art. 435.

840.] Let Ub uow consider wliat would be the elfect, if, instead

of the electric current being contined to a ceitain channel within

the molecule, the whole molceule were supposed a perfect conductor.

Let us begin with the case of a body the form of which is acyelio,

that is to say, which is not iu the form of a ring or perforated

body, and let tis 4;u2>pose that this hody is everywhere surrounded

hy a thin shell of perfectly conducting matter.

We have proved in Art. 654, that a closed eheet of perfectly

conducting' matter of any form, orijj^iiially free from curreutti, he-
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coaieSf when exposed to cxterual nmg-netlc force, a cuirent-sheet, the

action of which on every poiut of the interior is such a$ to nutke

the magnetic force zerci.

It may assist us in ^lnd£!rstand^ng^ this case if wg observe that

the diHtribuiion of magnetic force iti the ntn;^liboiirhood of sueh a

Hody is similar to the distribution of velocity in an incompvessible

fluid m the neiglihourliood of an impervious body of the same furm.

It is obvious that if other eonduetin^ sheila are placed within

the first, since they are not exposed to msi^netic force, no currents

will be excited in thum. Ilencej in a solid of i>erfoctly condneting

Kiatcriali the effect of magnetic force is to generate a syetera of

currents wliich art» entirely confined to the surlaco of tlic body.

841.3 eoiidiietiiig' boJy is in the form of a sphere of mdiua

its mug-netic moment is

and if a nunil>er of such spheres are distiibutwl in a medium, so

that in utiit of volume tho volume of the conducting iimtter is j(f^

then, by putting fi^ss Ij and fi^—O in equation (1 7), Art, 311, wo find

the coeflSeient of magnetic permeability,

whence we obtain for Poisson's mstgnetie coefficient

(10)

and for Neimmm's coeflicLenfc of magnetization by induction

iczz^A *L.. (1!)

Since the mathematical conception of perfoctly conducting bodies

leads to results exceedingly diirerent from any phcnouieiia which

we can observe in oixliiiaiy cfonductors, let us i)iirsuo the subject

somewliat fuiiher,

842.'] Heturning to the case of the conducting channel in the

form of a closed curve of area A, &b in Art. 83i!, we have, for tlie

moment of the electromagnetic lb roc lending to incieafse the augk' ffj

yy''^ --yXJ sin (12)

= — sinf cos^. (13)

This force is positive or negati\'e according as is has or grca,tev

thsm a right angle. Hence the effect of magnetic force on a per-

fectly conducting channel temk to turu it with its axii; at rigbt
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ang^lcs to the line of magnetic forcOj tlisvt h, so that the plane of the

channel ht'Comes parallel to the Hues of force.

An efRjcfc of a similar kind may he observed hy placing? a penny

or a copper ring between the poles of an eleetroitiagnot. At the

instant that the magnet is excited the ring- turns its plane towards

the sixial dh'cctionj l>ut this force vanishes as soon as the currentiS

are deadened by the resistance of the copper *.

843.] We have hitlreito considered only the ease in which the

moleculsir currents are entirely excited hy the external magnetic

force, hat us next examine tho Ijearin^? of Weber's theory of the

ma^uefco- electric induction of molocidar currents on Amjiere's theory

of orthnftry maf^netisni. According- to Ampere and Weber, the

moh^cnlar currents in magnetic snbstaiioes are not excitetl by the

external magnetic force, hut are already there, and the molecule

itself is acted on and deflected hy the electromngnotie action of the

magnetic faree on the eonductiug circuit in which the current ilows,

When Ampfere devised this hypothesis, the induction of electric cur-

rents waa not known, and he made no hypothesis to account for the

existence, or to determine the stFcngth, of the molecular cui'rents.

We are now, however^ bound to apply to these currents the same
laws that Weber applied to his currents in diamnguetic molecules.

We liave only to siij)pose that the primitive value of the current y,

when no magnetic force acts, is not zero hnt The strength of

the current when a magnetic force, X, nets on a molecukv current

of area J, whose axis is inclined 6 to the line of ma^jnetic force, is

y = >o-^cosa, (14)

and the moment of the couple tentlini* to turn the molecule so as

to increase 6 is T^A^- yo XA sin e + sin 29, (15)

Hence, putting- ^
^yo = ™. = (1<5J

in the invoatigation in Art. 443, the equation of ofiuilihrium becomes

2'^sin(3— yU'^^sinfJeosJ? „ 2)s;n(a— <?). (17)

T!u^ resolved part of the maguetic moment of the current in the
direction of X is

y4 cos = A COS — cos- &y (18)
jj

= mt^sd{l—£XcosO). (19)

* Sco Fnradfty, Exp. Ret., 2310, kc.
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844.] These conditions dilfcr from those in Weljcr's theory of

rnnf^nctic induction hy the terms involving the co^ffioiOTt JW. If

i?jY is small compared with unitjj the results will approximate to

those of Weher's theory of magnetism. If BX is large compared

with nnity, the resvilts will approximate to those of Withers theory

of dianiii<ri]ptism.

Now the greater y,,, tht' primitive value of the molecular current,

the smaller will B heeome, and if L is ulso largt;, this will also

diminish Now if the current Hows in a ring channel, the value

of X depends on lo^Ty j where E is the radius of the mean Ihio of

the channel, and r that of its section. The smaller therefore the

section of the channel compared with its area, tin' "^jTciitor will be A^,

the coefficient of self-inthietioii, and tho more uc^arly will the phc-

nomma agree with Wehei-'s orif^pinal tlicory. TIutc will he tliia

difiercnce, however, that as X, the mag^nctiziiig' force, inereases, tlie

temporary magnetic moment will not only reach a maximum, Imt

will afterwards diminish m X increases.

If it sliould ever he experimentally proved that the temporary

magnetization of any snhstance firet incresisesj and then dimiiiisht s

as the magneti?,in<^ force is continually ineroased, the cvidoueD of

the existence of these molecular currents would, I think, he raised

almost to the rtmk of a, dcmtonstratiou,

845 .J
If the molecular tui-roats in diamag-nf^tie substances are

confined to definite channels, and if the molecnlesi are cajTahle of

being' delleeted like those of nuig-nctie substances, then, as the naag-

netizltig force increases, the diama:gnetic polarity will always increase,

but, when the force is great, not quite so fast as the magnctiKing

force. The small yhsoUite value of the diamagn(>tie coeiTicicnt shews,

however, that the deflecting force on each molecule must he small

comparecl with that exerted on a magnetic mfdccule, so that any

result due to this deflexion is not likely to l>e perceptihlc.

If, on the other hand, the mnlecnhir currents in diaraiignotic

hodios art! free to flow through the whole substance of the molecules,

the diamsignctic polarity will he strictly proportional to the ma/*-

netizlng force, and its amount will lead to a determination of the

whole space occupied by the perfectly conducting mass^'s, and, if we

know the number of the molecules, to the determination of the ssac

of each.



CHAPTER XXllL

THEORIES OF ACTION iT A DISTANCE,

Ofi the Mxphjidimi of Ampere's Formula givett Gams and Wdj&r,

846.] The attraction between the olemenfe ds and d/ of two
circuits^ canning' eieetrie uurreiita of intensity i smd i% isj by
Ampere's fijrniulu;

iiUhds ^ ^
^dr dr^

f£</tf^j' ^ d^r dr drs . .

\^''d^'~'d^W'
the currents Luring estimati^l in electromagniitic units, St^e Art. 5315.

Tlie qiuitititiefei, whoae meaning as they appear in thc&e exprcs-

Bions we Lave now to interpi'<itj are

dr dr . d^r
cost) -jt-Tf* and -s-T>j

is ds dsd/'

and file most obvioiis phenomenon in Tvhich to seek for an inter-

pretation founded on a direct relation 'between the currents is tho

reiativ© velocity of the electricity in the two elements.

847,] Let us tlit-refore conaider the relative motion of two par-

ticles, moving- with constant velwities v and i/ along the elements

d^ and d^' respectively. The square of the relative velocity of these

Iiarticks is «s = I,!!^ 3 vi/<ios e+ v'^- ; (3)

and if wc denote by r the distance between the particles,

t^r dr ,dr

j^Zr^^ <.{dr\^
, ^ Jr dr ,^/dr\^
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where the symbol & indicates tlmt, in the quantity ditferentiated,

the coordinates of the particles are to be eipressod in terms of the

time.

It appears, tbevefore, that the terms involving the product vy' in

the equations (3), (o), and (G) contain the quantities occurring in

(1) and (2) which we have to interpret. We therefore endeavour to

express (1) and (2) iu terms of w^, -
- f , and r-^^ • Btxt in order to

do so we must g-et rid of the first and third terms of each of these

cxprc&Bioris, for they involve quantities whith do not ap]>ear in tlic

formula of Ampere. Hence we canuot explain the deotric current

as a tranefer of electrieity in one direction only, hut we must com-

hine two opposite streams in each eiirrcnt, so th&t the combined

effect of tlie terms iiivolv^ing imd i*'- may ht- zero,

S48.] Let us therefore suj>posc that in the first dement, ds^ we
have one electric particle, ^, mov\Tig with velocity v, and another, f,,

moving with velocity Uj, and in the same way two particles^ and

e'l, in <h\ movinfi- with velocities v' and r'j reepectively.

The term involving' Sot the combined action of thcise particles

S(yW) = (j--2e + v,^ed{/ + (7)

Similarly 2 = (tj'V + 07/1) (8)

and S (jJt/^tf') = (t?^ + v^e{}{fd'+ t/j/j). (9)

In order thjtt S {v^e^) may be zeroj we must have either

/ + e^i=0, or v^e+ i\\=(i. (10)

According to Fechner's hy[iothest8, the elec-tric current consists

of a current of positive electricity in the po^sitive ilirLM^tion, com-
bined with a curreut of riL'giitivo electricity in tlte negativti direc-

tion, the two currents being exattly equiil in numericiil magnitude^

both as respects: the quautity of electricity in motion and the velo-

city with which it is moving. Hence both the conditions of (10)

are satisfied by FeL')viier's hypothesis.

Eiit it is suffif'ient for our purpose to assumuj eitheT

—

Tliat the quantity of positive electricity in. mich element is im-

merically aqmil to the quantity of negative electricity ; or

—

That the tjuatitities of the two kinds of electricity are inversely

as the squart^ of their velocities.

Now we know that by charging the second conducting wiru as a

whole, we can make i-c^^ either positive or negative- Such a

charged wire, even without a current, according to tliis formula^

would act ow the firijt wire carrying a eurrcut in which t-t -l-f i-Ci
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has? a value difTeiinsr fi'om zero. Such an action has never boen

observed.

Therefore, since thi> qiisintity ^^'+ e^J may lie shewn GxpeiiirieTitally

not to be dwava £evo, and pincc fclie (luantity v^e + l''^e^ is not
capabk' of beings expcriment)lly tested, it is liettcr fiir tliese specu-

lations to assume that it is the latter quantity which invariably

vanishes.

849.] Whatever hypothesis we adopt, thore can he no doubt that

the tfltal tr-cinsfer of olectticity, i-cckonetl algehmically, along the

first circuit, is represented by

where e k the number of units of statical eiectricity which are

transmitted by the unit electric current in the unit of time^ so that

we may write equation (^})

^ cWfluI/, (11)
Hence the sums of the four values of (3), (5), and (6) become

1 {e/n-) = - 2 c-ii'(h ih' cos € J ( 1 2
J

and we may write the two expresBions {1) and (2) for the attraction

between lU and

850.] The ordinary cxprt'ssien, in the theory of statical eleetri-

city, for the repulsion of two electrical particles e and ^ is , and

\v}ueh gives the electrostatic repulsion between the two elements if

th(iy are charged as wholes.

Hence, if we assume for thti repulsion of the two particles either
of the modified expressions

we may dwliice from them both the ordinary clectrosliil ic forces, and
the forces aeting^ between currents m determined by Ampere.
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851.] The first of these espressions, (18), was disoovcrwl by
Gauss* in July 1835, ami interpreted hy him as a fiuidunieiital law
of eketrical action, that ' Tivo elements of electricity in a sUte of

refative motion attract or repel one another, but not in the same
way as if they are in a state of relative rest* This discovery was
notj so far as I I^now, imblished in the lifetime of Ganss» so that the

second exitression, whioh was dis(;ovenHl indepeiitli»tit1y hy WAVeher,
and pnhlisheJ in the lirat jiart of his celebratt'd Eiektrodi/nni/mc/ie

Mmjthitimiiimifjmi , ^vas the first ie$ult of the kind madtj known
to the scientific world.

853,] T!ic two expressions lead to precisely the same resnlt when
they are applied to the determination <jf the mechanieal force be-

tween two electric currents, and this result is identieal with that

of Ampere. But when tliey are eonsiilercd as exprtissiftns of tho

physical law of the action between two eketrical particles, we are

led to enquire whether they are conaiateut with otlier known facts

of nature.

Both of these expressions in\'^olve tho relative velodty of the

particles, Now, in establishing by mathematieal reasoning the

well-known principle of the conservation of energy, it is ^^enerally

assumed that the foixse acting iHjtween two particles is a function oi'

the distiince only, and it is comnionly st:ited that if it is a funetiun

of anything else, such as the time, or the velocity of the particles,

the proof would not liohL

Hence & law of electrical action, involving the velocity of the

particlesj. has sometimes been supposed to be inconsistent with the

principle of the conservation of energy.

853,] The formula of Ganss is inconsisl;ent with tliis principle;,

and must therefore be aVtandoned, as it leads to the eonclnsiion tliut

energy might he indefinitely genemted in a finite system by physical

means. This objection does not apply to the formula of Weber, for

lie has shcwnj that if we ai^sume as the potential energy of a system

eonsiistiiig of two cleelrie particleSj

the repulsion between them, which is found by diiferentiatini^ fchifl

quantity with reupe^t to nud chiin^^in^ the sign, is that given by

the formula (19).

• WfTkt {Gtittiiigea edition, \ mi), vol. v, \>. G16.

t Ahlt. Lttbnisem Qan., Lti\*zif!^ {IHiii),

* I'tujij. Am., JsxiiK p. 22bi t^lUW).
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Hence tlie work done on a moving prticle by tlie repulsion of a

fixed particlp is ij^o— "^/'i'
^'•'I'^i'c ^^^^ ^^^^ v.ihii?s of ^ at the

bcf^nning^ ami iii the end of its path. Now if tkponds^ only on the

distance, i; and on the velocity resolved in the direction of r. If,

thyrefove, the particle describes any closed pathj so thnt its position,

vtjlocitv, and direction of motion are the same at the end as at the

Lyginning-, x/^ 'ivill be (Hjuftl to f^,, antl no work will be done on the

uholt! diiring^ the cycle of operations.

Henqe an indefiniti* amount of work cannot be generated by a

particle moving in a periodic manner under the aetion of the force

assumed liy W<'ber.

854] But Helmholtz, in his very powerful memoir on the 'Equa-

tions of Motion of Electricity in Conductors at Kest'*, while he

shews that Weber's ftirmula is not ineonsistcnt with the principle

of the conservation of enevg'y, as regards only the work done during-

a coni]>lcte cyclical operation, points out that it leads to the conclu-

sion, that two dcctrified partiek's, which move acoordlnj^^ to Weber's

law, niay have at first finite velocities, and yet, while still at a finite

difstanec from each other, th^^y ma}' acquire an infinite Icinotie energy^

and may pexftjim an infinite amount of work.

To this Weber t replies, that the initial relative velocity of the

particles in Helniholtz's example, though finite, is greater than the

velocity of light j and that the distance at which the kinetic encrj:^'

beoomca infinite, though finite, is smaller than any magnitude which

we can perctjive, so that it may ho physically impossible to Ijring two

molecules so near together. The example, tbeteforc, cannot be tested

by any cxperimentiil method.

IfelmholtzJ has therefore stated a ease in which the distances are

not too small, nor the velocities too great, for experimental vcriHca-

tion. A fixfd non-conducting spherical surface, (if radius n, is uni-

formly charged with electricity to the surface-density o-. A particle,

of mass til and carrying a charge e of electricity, moves within the

sphere with velocity p. The eleetrodynamic potential calculate<l

from the formula (30) is

i^a^e{l-^y (21)

and is independent of the position of the particle withiu the sphere.

Adding to this the remainder of the potential energy ariiiiiug

• Crdh't, Jmrnal, 72 (1S70)-

+ J^Ifitr. Maimlt, inhrtitmiltrc iihir daa Prtncip der SrhaUitng d^r ^sii^r'e.

t ifci/iK Momt»hcricht, April 1872; fhil Mag.. Dec. 1872, Supp.
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froin the action of other forces, ami ^mt;^, the k-inctie energy of the
particle, we find as the eqniition of energy

a —f ^2 J ' + 4 jr«(Te+ / =: const. (2g)

Since the second term of the coefficient of v- may he mcreased id-

definitely by increasing (f, the radius of the sphevo, while the surfiee-

ilcnsity (t remaitiB constatifc, the coefficient of may he made negative.

Acceleration of the motion of the particle \>oiikl then eorrcspjind to

diminution of its tm turn, and a hwly moving in a closed path and
acted en by a force like friction, always opposite in direction to its

motion, woidd continufilly IncTease in velocity, and that without
limit. This imposBihlo r esult is a necessary consequence of a^ssurnin^

any formula fir the potential which introduces nefl-ativc terras into

the coefficient of r^.

855.] But wc have now to consider the application of Wi?lx;r'fl

theory to phenomena which can be realiaed. We have seen how it

gives AmpSre^'a expression for the foreo of attraetion hetwccii two
elements of el&etric current*'. The potential of one of these ele-

ments on the other is found by taking the sum of the valurw of the
potential ^}f for tlio four comhiiiationsj of the positive juid ne^tivc
currents in the two elements. The result is, by etpuition (20), t»kin^

drt^
the sum of the four values of — »

d(]

...j .,ldr fir ^^^^—tf'd^ f//-- — t (23)

and the potential of one closed current on another ia

where M=^ isM, as in Arts. -1*23, 524,

In the case of close<l currents, tliis expression a^ees with that

which we have ah-eady (Art. 534) obtainetl*.

WSjer^H Thmrg of the Lidudhn of FJedrk OurTents.

856.] Aft^^r deducing from Ampere's formula for the action

between the elements of cm-rents, his own formula for the action

hftlween moving^ electric particles, Weber prootcdud to apply liis

formula to the explanation of the production of oleetric currents by

• In the wliole of tliis invcatii^tion Welter ndopte the ekctrodyiiamic Eyfltent of

nnita. In this trc^tfJie >¥e ahv^ya use the ylectnimfignvtic wyntflrn, Tht> clectTO'inag'

netic unit orcdirent is tn tlu> ehj;-{rrni_vTbamic unit iti tiic ratio of l<i 1, Art. ft^fl,
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nmgneto-eleetiic induction. In this lie was eminently snecossful,

and bIiuU indicate the miitUod by wliieh tlw laws of induced

currents may be deduct?t3 from Weber's formula. But we must

observe^ that tbe tiireiimstance tbat a law deduced from the pbeno-

meiia discovered hy Ampere is able also to account for the pheno-

mena afterwards discovevecl by Faraday does not g-ive bo much

additioiiiil iveigbt to the evidence for the pliysical truth of the law

as we might ut first suppose.

Por it bas been shewn by HtdmboltK and Tbomson (see Art, 5 i3J,

that if tlic plicnomena f>f Ampere are trDCj aud if tbe pritieiply of

tlie eoii&L'i'vatiou oF eui ii^y id adniittGdj then the phenomena of in-

duction discovered by Fur:id:iy follow of neeessity. Now Weber's

law, with the various assmnptions about the nuttire of electric

cunents which it involvis, leads by matheraatieal transformations

to the foimuhi of Ampere. Weber's law is also consistent with the

principle of the conservation of energy in so far that a potential

exists, and this is all that is required for the a]>plif?al!on of the

})riueiple by llelmholt?; and Thomson. Hence we may assert^ even

belore makiug^ any calculations on the aubjectj that Weber's law

will explain the induction of eU'ct-rie currents. The fact, therefore,

that it is found by calouhttion to e^cphiin the induction of currents,

ieavea the evidence for the pbysicul truth of the law exactly where

it WAS.

On the other hand, the formnla of Gauss, though it explains the

phenomena of the attraction of eurrents, is inconsistent witli the

principle of the conservation of energy, and therefore we cannot

assert that it will explain all the phenomena of induction. In f^ict,

it fails to do SO, as we shall see in Art, 859.

857,] We must now consider the electromotive force tending to

jircnluee a current in the element d/, due to the current in tfo, when
is in motion, and when the current in it is variable.

According- to Weberj the action on the material of tlie conductor

of which d/ is an elemetitj is the of all the actions on the

ele(:triclty whtclx it carries. The electromotive force, on the other

hand, on the electricity in f//, is the dij'erefice of the electric forces

acting" on the positive and the negative electricity within it. Since

all thest? forces act in the line joining' the elements, the electro-

motive force on d/ is idso in this line, and in order to obtain tho

electromotive force ia the direction of d/ we must resolve the force

in that direction. To upply Weber's formula, we must calcvUale

the various terms which occur in itj on the supposition that the
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element (h is in motion relatively to (h% and tb.it the currciits in
both elements vary with the time. The exprtssionft thus found
will contain terms involving. v\ v\ v, < ami Urms not involv,
ing V or v% all of which are multiplied by Examining, as wo
d\f\ liofore, tho fouv values of oach terra, nnd considexinif first the
meohanioal force whioh arises from the sum of the Ibnr values, we
find that the only term which we must take into account is that
involving the producf;

If we then consider the foi-eo tending to produce a current in tlie

second element, arising from the dlfierenoe of the Action of the first

element on th« po^^itive and thu negative electricity of the second
element, we find that the only term which we have to examine is
that which iDvolves see'. We may write the four t<frraa inciudc-d in
2 {ve/), thus

^ (we+ <?,) and c'j (ks + ^f,).

Since e'+ef^^i), the meelianical force arising from these terms is

zero, hut the electromotive force acting on the ]>ositive electricity t?'

IS (ve + e^), and that acting on the negative electricity ia equal
and opposite to this.

858.] Let us now atippose that the first element is moving
relatively to d/ with velocity T in a certain direction, and let us

A ^
denote by Fd^ and fW, the angle between tho direction of Fand
that of ds and of d/ respectively, then the square of the relative

velocity, ff, of two electric paiiicles is

«3 + vtf cos c 4 2 Ft? COS As-

2

Fv' cos f(k\ (25)

The term in is the same as in ecpmtion (3). That in on which
the electromotive force depends, is

2 Ft) cos F(h.

We have also for the value of the time-variation of r in this case

dr ,ir dr

^^^^^
&1 "lotion of the electric particles, and ^ to

that of tlie material condiieior. I f we form the s^piare of this quan-
tity, the term involving fr\ nn which the mechanical force depends,
is the same as before, in equation (5), and that involving- ^J,on which
the electromotive force depends, ts

ds dt

VOL, II,
J,, f
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Differentiatmg (20) witli respect to we find

S-*" .tl'-r
,

, d'r ^
...drr dv dr dif dr

^ ^1^^ W^^dtds^ dt d.'
^''5

dv dr , dv* dr (Pr

We find tlifj,t the term, iavolving 1^ is the eame as before in

The term wlioee sign alters with tliat of « is

859.] If we now calcvikt^; by the fovmttlR of Gau&s (equation (18)),

the resiiltiint electrical force in the direetion of the second element

d/f arieing- from the action of the fivBt element d^, we obtain

1 A AAA
dsd/ir (2 COS f 'd«— a cosVr eos r ds) cos rd/. (28)

As 5q this expression there is no term involving the rate of va-

ria,ti<in of the current i, and since we know that the variat ion of

the primary current produces an inductive action on tlie secondary

circuit, we cannot a^eept the formula of Gauss m a true expression

of the action between electric particles.

860-] If, however, we employ the formula of Weber, (19), we

obtain 1 drdi .drdr.dr

V d^ dt ds dr d/

If we integrate this expression \vith respect to s and Jf', vve obtain

for the electromotive force on the Bccond circuit

d . ffl di' dr

di

Now, when the first circuit is closed,

d'r

/ dsds'
jda^Q.

fl dr dr , f A dr dr tPr \ - Teos* , .

But
/ /

—^djid/= 4/, by Arts. 423, 534, (33)

Hence wo may write the eleotromotive force on the iceoiid circuit

vvhiob agrees with what we have already established by experiment

;

Art 539.
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On Jme/sFonmk, cotrndered as temUmfj/mm an Aeiion ImnJtmUied
Jrom one Eletinc PaHkk to ihs ot/ier with a Condmt rdQcUy.

861.] Ill a vtrj interestingr letter of Gauss to W. Weber* he
refers to the elect PodyiiEiniic speculations with which he luuj been
oecupiM long before, and which he would have published if hetwuld
then have est£»bIi..htHl that which he oonsidercd the real keystone
of eleetrodynaniics, namely, the deduction of the force acting be-
tween electric particles in motion from the cotiBidt^ration of an <ictlon
between them, not instantaneous, but propagated in thne in ,1

simibir man.iei- to that of light. He had not succecd«l in making
thvs dediiction when he gave up bis dectrodynamic researehcs. and
ho had a subjective conviction that it would be necessary in the
first place to form sj consistent rep^csenbtion of the manner in
whieh the propag:ation takes place.

Three eminent mathematicians have endeavoured to aupply this
keystone oi' electrodynamics.

In a memoir presented to the Royal Society of Gottingenm 1858, but afterwards withdrawn, and only publisbed in Po^r^n,
dorff^a Anuale^t. in 18G7, after the death of the author, Eernbard
Riemann deduces the phenomena of the induction of eleetrie cur-
rents from a njodified form of Poissou's equation

d^V d^V tPF 1 d^r

wUre r is the Gleetrostatie potential, and a a velocity.
Thig equation is of the same form as those which express the

propagation of waves and other disturbances in ela^tie media. The
author, however, seems to avoid m:iking explicit mention of any
mudium tlii-ougli which the propttgation takes place.

The mathematical investigation given by lliemanu has been ex-
amined by Clausiust, who does not admit the soundness of the
mathematical processes, and shews that the liypothesis that potential
is propaj^ted like light does not lead either to the formula of Weber,
or to the known laws of electrodynamics.

863.] Ciaiisius has also esaniined a far more elabornte invesHg^-
tiou by C. Neumann on the ' Principles of Electrodynamios't Neu-
mann, however, has pointed out^ that his theory of the Iransmisdon
of potential from one electric partiule to another is tiuite diftbrent
froin that proposed by Gauss, adopted by Riemann, and criticised

' mrdi \% 1S45, WirU, bd. V. m. t Tiibingen, \m.
t I

,
W. csxxv. 012.

I Muthmtilhche A nnidm, I. 31 T.

F f J
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by Claiisllis, in wliic^i the propagation is like ttat of lig^lit. Tliere

IS, on the contrary, tlie g'l-eat^sfc possible difference between the

transmission oi' potential, according to Neumann, and the jiropaga-

tion of Hf^lit.

A luminous body senda forth lig-ht in all dircetiona, Uu? intensity

of which depends on the luminous body nlone, and not on the

presence of the body which is enliglitencd by it.

An electrie particle, on the other liand, sends farth a potentials

the value of which, ,
depends not only on e, the emitting particle,

T

but on if, the receiving' particle, and on tli« distance r between the

particles the IttMmi of emMton.

In the caTse of H^ht the intensity diminishes as the light is pro-

pagated further from the luminous body ; tbe emitted potential

flows to the body On wbieb it acts without tbe slightest alteration

of its original value.

The light received by the illuminated body is in general only a

fraction of tliat which falls on it ; the potential aa reecivc<l by the

attraetal body is identical with, or equal to, the potential which

arrives at it.

Besides this, the velocity of transmission of the potential is not,

like that of ligbtj, constant relative to tbe Eether or to space, but

rather like that of a projectile, constant relative to the velocity of

the emitting particle at tbe instant of emission.

It appears, therefore, that in order Ui understand the tbeoiy of

Neumann, we must form a very different representation of the pro-

cess of the traiiemissiori of potential from that to which we have

been accustomed in considering the propa^tion of light. Wliether

it can ever be aocepted as the * eonstruirbar Yorstellung' of the

process of transmission, which appeared necessary to Gauss, I cannot

say, but I have not myself been able to oonstruct a consistent

mental representation of Neumann's theory.

864.] Professor Betti*, of Pisa, has treated the subject in a

different way. He suppose the closed circuits in which the electric

currenta flow to consist of elementa each of which is polarized

periodically, that is, at equidistant intervals of time, Tliese polar-

ized elements act on one another as if tliey were little magnets

whose axes are in tbe direction of the tangent to the circuits. The

periodic time of this polarization is the same in ^11 electric cir-

cuits. Betti supposes the a^Dtion of one polarised element on an-
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other at a distance to tuke place, not instnntJineously, but after a
time proiwrtiomil to the distance between the elements. In this
way he obtains expressions for the action of one electric ciicuit on
anotlier, wliich coiiicidti with those which are known to ho tnie.
Clausius, however, has, in this also^ criticked some parte of
the nwithematieal calculations into which we shall not hete enter,

865.] There ajipenrs to be, in thu minda of thtjse emiuent men,
some prejudice, or a priori objeetion, a^^ainst the hypothesis of a
medium in which the phenomena of rudiation of li^Hit and heat,
and the clcctritj actions at a distance take phiet^ It is true that at
one time those who speculated as to the canses of physical jiheno-
meua, were in the habit of accounting for t'aeh kind of action at a
diatance by mtans of a special ietUereal iTuid, whose function and
proiwrty it was to pnKluec th&ae actionB. They lillcd all space
three and foui' times over with aethers of diHeretit kinds, the pro-
perties of which were invented merely to 'Siivc appearances,' bo tliat

more rational entjuirers were willing' rather to accept not only New-
ton's definite law of attraetion at a distance, but even the dog^roa of
Cotes* that action at a distance is one of the primary properties of
matter, and that no explanation can be more intellig-ible than this

fact. Hence the undulatory theory of lij^^ht haa met with mnch
opposition, dirt'cted not against its failure to explain the ])heno-

mciia, but ag^iiust its assumption of the existence of a medium in

which light is propagated.

860,] Wo have seen that the mathematical expressions for eloctro-

dynamio action led, in tlio mind of Ga,us«, to the conviction that a
theory of the pro]>:i'fjation of eleotrie action in time would be found
to be the very key-stone of electrodynamics. Now we arc imal>lB

to conceive of propagation in time, except cither as the ilig-ht of a
material substance through Sspace, or as tho propa|,'atiou ol a con-
dition of motion or stress in a medium already existing in space.

In the theory of Neumann, the mathematieal conception called

Potential, which we are unable to conceive as a material teubgtanee,

is sup]wsetl to be projected from one particle to another, in a manner
\vhich is i]iiite independent of a medium, and which, lis Neuni:inn

ha^i himself pointed out, is extremely diil'erent from that of the i»ro-

pagatiou of lig^ht. In the theories of Riemann and Bctti it would
appear that the action is 6upi>osed to be propagated in a manner
somewhat more similar to that of light.

But in ill! of these theories the question naturally ocuurti:—If

• Pi-er»e« kf Newton's PrtW/f/ifl, 2iid edition.
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sonictliTiig is titinsmitkd from one particle to iiiiotlier at a tlistaiice,

what is its coudition after it lias left tlie one pArticle and, before

it has reached the other ? If tliis someHniiig- is the potential enev^^^y

of the two particles, as in Neumann's theory, how are we to con-

ceive this energy as existing in a point of space, coinciding neither

with the one particle nor with the otlici- ? In (act, whenever energy

is transmitted from one laody to another in time, there must be

& medium or substance in Tfhich the energy exists after it leaves

one body and before it reaches the other, for energy, as Torricelli *

remarked; ' is a quintessence of so subtile a nature that it cannot be

contained in any vessel except the inmost Bubstance of material

things.' Mence a.11 these theories lend to the conception of a medium

in which tlie propagation takes place, and if ivc admit this medium

ae an hypothesis^ I think it ought to occupy a prominent place in

our Investigatione, and that we ought to endeavour (.0 construet a

mental representation of all the details of its action, and thits lias

been my constant aim in this treatise.

" Lemtii Ac^^aclcmkhe (Pireiiaie, 1715), p« 26.
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